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Executive Summary 
 

The following report presents twenty-five case stories about the experience of 

adults with disabilities who receive the cash option in the Personal Preference Program in 

New Jersey.  The report focuses on how “care units,” composed of consumers and/or 

representatives, paid workers, and counselors interacted around issues of consumer-

directed care.  The study addresses several broad research questions: (1) has the Personal 

Preference program made a difference in the lives of consumers, representatives, and 

workers, and if so, how; (2) how does participation in Personal Preference compare with 

previous arrangements; (3) how are services provided; and (4) how does the program 

work?   Two University of Maryland Baltimore County (UMBC) researchers conducted a 

total of fifty-seven interviews on two separate trips to New Jersey during August of 2001.  

After consultation with the Cash and Counseling Demonstration and Evaluation (CCDE) 

management team, twenty-seven care units were selected.  Twenty-five care units were 

finally completed. All the consumers interviewed had been enrolled in Personal 

Preference for at least six months at the time of the interview and received at least two 

hundred dollars per month in the cash option. Care unit members were interviewed in 

face-to-face, up to hour-long interviews, which were tape-recorded for later transcription.    

The stories in the report were written based on the transcripts and incorporate the 

perspectives of all three members of the care unit; consumer, caregiver, and counselor.  

The UMBC researchers worked together, writing and discussing the stories.  All stories 

were written with an eye to allowing participants to speak for themselves.  The stories 

were analyzed for crosscutting themes that emerged in the interviews.  Themes include 

the family context of care and the community context of care.  In addition, participants 
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spoke of topics such as the skills and qualities needed for a caregiver and the value of 

Personal Preference to them.  Important topics/themes also included the value of Personal 

Preference personal care services, alternative uses of the cash benefit, previous 

experiences with agency workers, and problems with Personal Preference.        
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Introduction 

 The following report presents twenty-five stories about what it is like as an adult 

with a disability to participate in the New Jersey Personal Preference program (for a 

detailed discussion of the Cash and Counseling Demonstration and Evaluation of which 

New Jersey’s Personal Preference program is a part, see Appendix A).  Researchers from 

the University of Maryland Baltimore County (UMBC) made three trips in July and 

August of 2001 to New Jersey in order to interview participants about the program and 

how it worked for them.  In their own words we learn what it is like to arrange and pay 

for one's own care with or without a representative’s help, how participants direct and 

pay their caregivers, and how participants negotiate the program itself.  The twenty-five 

stories presented here also yield common themes and concerns that help to understand 

how the New Jersey Personal Preference program works and the meaning it has for 

participants.   

Methodology 

Purpose 
 

The purpose of the ethnographic/qualitative study was to provide detailed 

information and stories about the experiences of participants receiving the “cash option” 

in New Jersey’s Personal Preference program. The study focused on how “care units,” 

composed of consumers and/or representatives, paid workers, and consultants interacted 

around issues of consumer directed care.  The study addresses several broad research 

questions: (1) has Personal Preference made a difference in the lives of consumers, 

representatives, and workers, and if so, how; (2) how does participation in the Personal 
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Preference program compare with previous arrangements; (3) in what manner are 

services provided, and (4) how does the program work? 

Design 

Following the approach taken by Keigher and Luz1, the focus was on both 

consumers (Personal Preference participants and their families) and their paid workers 

(both family and non-family member workers). Additionally, interviews were conducted 

with consultants assigned to provide oversight for those consumers included as part of the 

care unit interviews.  

Qualitative data collection (involving interviews, visits to consumer’s homes, and 

travel throughout the state) took place in New Jersey in July and August of 2001.  Face-

to-face, semi-structured interviews lasting up to an hour each were conducted with the 

members of 25 care units. The tape-recorded interviews were conducted by two trained 

interviewers and took place in the consumers’ homes.  Each consumer interviewed had 

participated in the New Jersey Personal Preference Program for at least six months. 

Consumers of different ages, races, sexes, monthly cash benefit amounts, and type of care 

workers were interviewed.  

Three semi-structured interview protocols (consumer/representative, paid 

caregiver, and consultant) were developed through an iterative process of consultation 

with the Cash and Counseling Program management team (included representatives from 

the program management office, Mathematica Policy Research, Personal Preference 

                                                 
1 Kiegher, Sharon M. and Luz, Clare. (1997). A Pilot Study of Milwaukee’s Gray Market in Independent 
Care: Common Stakes in Homecare of the Elderly. School of Social Welfare, University of Wisconsin-
Milwaukee  
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Program in New Jersey, ASPE-HHS, RWJ). Interviews included open-ended questions 

organized under three headings: background, services, and operation of the program.  

Sample 

Selection criteria for the care units (triads including consumer/representative, paid 

worker, and consultant) were developed in close consultation with the Management team 

and the New Jersey program office. The main selection criteria were identified as: age 

18-64/65+, ethnicity—African American/Asian/Hispanic/White (including Russian and 

Ukrainian), type of worker (family/non-family), and representative/no representative. 

Other variables taken into consideration to ensure maximum variability were County of 

residence, variations in use of the cash benefit, disability level (determined by level of 

Medicaid benefit, but above $200 per month), gender, and language, age extremes. The 

names of eligible consumers (i.e., had participated in the program for at least six months 

and fitting the selection criteria) to contact were derived from lists provided by 

Mathematica Policy Research and New Jersey program office. Research staff then 

telephoned potential subjects to enlist their participation and schedule home visits to 

conduct interviews. 

Data Collection/Interviews 

 A total of 57 interviews were conducted (25 care units composed of 25 

consumers/representatives, 26 paid workers, and 6 consultants). Two interviewers, one 

female Caucasian and one female Hispanic made two visits to New Jersey in August of 

2001.  All interviews with consumers and paid workers were face-to-face and conducted 

in the home of the consumer. In most cases consumers and paid workers were 
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interviewed separately but during the same visit. Interviews averaged about one hour and 

were tape-recorded.  

Six consultants were interviewed by phone at a later date. Consultants were 

interviewed separately and asked about their activities as consultants in the Personal 

Preference program generally, and specifically, about the consumers in the study for 

whom they were responsible. Consultants were busy and difficult to contact. 

Analysis 
 Individual tape recordings were transcribed verbatim as Word documents and 

then uploaded into software designed for qualitative data management and analysis 

(Atlas.ti). The software was used to manage the large quantity of textual data, facilitate 

coding, and discover crosscutting topic/themes. Stories were written from the interview 

transcripts.   

How We Wrote the Stories 

 We wrote each of the twenty-five stories based on related interviews with a 

consumer, personal care worker, and consultant.  In writing the stories, we tried to 

incorporate all three perspectives on a topic or story whenever possible.  Each story relies 

heavily on direct quotations from those interviewed. We used interviewers’ field notes 

and comments to add detail to the stories.  

 Occasionally, the facts or chronologies were not clear or were in conflict with the 

information in other interviews within a unit.  In some cases the discrepancies came 

about because of a time lag between interviews, differences of viewpoint about the topic, 

or a lack of knowledge on the part of a member of the unit.  In cases where facts were 

unclear or contradictory, we checked the interviewer’s notes and reconciled evidence 
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within the transcripts themselves.  Occasionally, a consumer or caregiver might give us 

information that may not be factually true, but that they believe to be true. We accepted 

the interviewers interpretation of events and only note discrepancies if it helps the reader 

understand the story or the program. 

 Two authors wrote the original story drafts.   All members of the research team 

discussed story content and interpretations as a group and read the drafts and the 

interview transcripts to check for completeness and accuracy.  

 We added topic headings to facilitate reading and comparison between stories.  

Names are all pseudonyms.  Places, companies, and agency names have been eliminated 

or fictitious names used in their stead. 

 Within quotations, three periods represent a short break within an answer such as 

an interviewer breaking in to ask a question.  Four periods are used to indicate a 

considerable break in the conversation.  For example, sometimes a consumer returned to 

a topic or expanded on an answer much later in an interview.  Brackets within a quote 

include our clarification of a reference to a person or event.  The terms caregiver, care 

worker, and care provider were used interchangeably as were consumer and participant. 

 Quotations were rendered as close to verbatim as possible in order to preserve the 

rhythm and regional flavor of the interviewees’ speech patterns.  Above all, the 

participants speak for themselves about what life is like for them in the Personal 

Preference program. 
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Consumer Story 1 
 
 Mrs. Doris Summers is a 66-year-old African American widow who lives with 

one of her four daughters in a small apartment in an industrial area in urban Englewood, 

New Jersey.  Her apartment, which is cluttered and in poor condition, is in a subdivided 

coach house behind a reconverted Cape-Cod style house.  She has five children, nine 

grandchildren, and two great grandchildren.  Her daughter, Danielle, who lives several 

blocks away, is her caregiver and is paid for 10 hours of care a week.  A third daughter, 

Eleanor, lives with Mrs. Summers, but is rarely home and will move soon.  A grandson, 

Ali, worked as her caregiver, but stopped because he decided that he could not earn 

enough money as her caregiver.    

 Mrs. Summers has a heart condition and suffers from angina, depression and 

diabetes.  She wears a heart monitor since open-heart surgery to correct a blockage. She 

has difficulty getting around and cannot be left alone in the apartment.  During the 

interview, Mrs. Summers, wearing a housecoat, sat on a mattress in her darkened 

bedroom leaning on a cane.  A comforter was draped over her bedroom window to keep 

out the harsh sun.  The walls of her bedroom were bare except for an image of Jesus and 

a small photo of Mahatma Gandhi and Martin Luther King, Jr.  She feels panic about 

living alone and says she is “really down.”  

 Both Mrs. Summers and Danielle answered the questions together and Danielle 

was also interviewed separately about her caregiver duties.  Mrs. Summers relies on her 

extended family for help. Danielle acted as her representative when Mrs. Summer’s 

grandson was the paid caregiver.  Mrs. Summers and Danielle discuss Danielle’s role as 

representative during the interview.   Based on the consultant interview, Danielle is now 
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the paid caregiver and another of Mrs. Summer’s daughters acts as representative.  

Present were Mrs. Summers’ daughter and three of her grandchildren. During the 

interview Mrs. Summers was very pleasant and cooperative.  

Needing Somebody to Help 
 
 Acknowledging her many providers, Mrs. Summers says that she enrolled in 

Personal Preference because, “I need someone to help me now.”   She describes the 

circumstances surrounding her last hospitalization one year ago, 

Well, I was always alone all of the time, and I have bad nerves.  I go to the Health 
Center and I was always left alone.  My grandson would always come and stay 
with me until my daughter comes home.  I do the best I can everyday.  We had an 
explosion.  I don’t know who left the stove on, but I woke up and there was an 
explosion and I was admitted in the hospital.  I have been admitted so many times 
now, I forget.  That’s why they need somebody to watch me.  

 
Medical Problems 
 
 Mrs. Summers relates her problem with falling to anxiety and vertigo.  She sees a 

psychiatrist in a nearby town, who she hopes can help her, 

…At this time I am just trying this one out to see how well he can help me with 
my anxiety attacks.  You know I get anxiety attacks and that’s how I fell.  I got 
dizzy and I got scared…My phone was ringing, but I think when I jumped up and 
I tripped and I caught myself like that and I fell flat on the floor.  I learned on TV 
how you pull and I was crawling to try to open the door and my grandson came 
right in the nick of time.  I was glad that the door was open because I have two 
doors.  This door, they always keep locked and they keep that door open in case 
something severe happens.  One time [when she lived in another apartment] I fell, 
but I didn’t hurt myself.  I fell over the couch because I had a dog then and the 
chain got in my way and I fell over the couch and the dog, you know licked me all 
on the face.  They got rid of the dog.  My daughter’s work took the dog…He was 
good.  He was a little mutt. Something to keep me company while everybody was 
gone…I can’t have no dog here.  They won’t allow them.  I have a little goldfish 
in there…It’s a little card in there that tells you how to feed it and everything…I 
miss my dog.  I really do.  The next place I get, I hope I can have a little puppy.  
See if I get a dog, of course, that would pull me out of my depression and help me 
walk better too, but you are not allowed to have animals.  And if would help 
Danielle because Danielle would say, ‘Well, I don’t have to worry because Mom 
is out walking the dog and she will be coming back.’  I wouldn’t walk it that far 
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and nowhere.  I would walk it around the house and come back again.  I would 
have to train the dog to go out and come back like I used to many years ago when 
I was very young.  I used to have dogs when I lived down on Sarah Street.  I 
would let the dog go out and when he barked I would let him come in.  I used to 
love to walk my dog… It was a good time back then until I got sick.  My mom 
passed away and I got sick after my mom died. [Mrs. Summers mother died at the 
age of 93, six years ago.] 

  
 In addition to anxiety attacks and problems with falling, Mrs. Summers has heart 

problems and says, “I used to be a heavy smoker.  I don’t smoke anymore.  I can’t be 

around anybody that smokes cigarettes.”  The open-heart surgery was very hard on her,  

I didn’t realize that I was that bad off.  They told me I had two clogged arteries.  
When they opened me up, there was four.  Then they had to do a heart monitor 
and everything.  It was pretty rough going.  That’s why I don’t walk too good.  I 
thank God that I could walk because some people still couldn’t get out of the bed 
[in the hospital].   

 
 Her caregiver Danielle describes the seriousness of her mother’s health problems, 
 

…she has always been sick, but with her heart, you know, that is really when she 
started needing the care, when her heart got bad, and that was about, let me see.  
She had like three heart attacks. This is 2001; a few years because she has had 
like three heart attacks and then she had the surgery; about four years I think.  
Yeah, this is five years here now.   

 
 Danielle worries about her mother, 
 

Her falling and her not hearing the phone or the door [worries me].  I call or if she 
don’t answer, like I told you, I come.  Or if she doesn’t answer, you know, I call 
the landlord and he will bring the key and he will let me in, but that hasn’t 
happened.  Out of the few times that she hasn’t answered the phone and I came, 
and she was like I was in the bathroom, but… 

 
 Even though she worries, Danielle thinks that her mother is doing well, 
 

She has been okay.  I take her to the doctor and stuff, so she has been going to the 
doctor and she has been taking her medicine.  She has been doing okay.  She has 
been okay…If she is feeling really bad, then I will call her doctor and then he will 
tell me to take her to the emergency room because one time she was feeling bad 
and then I had to do that. 
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She Can’t Do Things On Her Own 
 
 Eight months before the interview, Mrs. Summers had a serious operation, “I had 

four clogged arteries and it has not really healed up yet.”  She describes how her daughter 

Danielle helps her, 

I don’t like to walk alone.  I don’t want to be alone.   I have to try to walk 
outside…Out here, I try to walk up to the corner, but I didn’t get that far.  I get as 
far as just the church and the white house and the other house, then I turn around 
and come back.  I haven’t been to the corner yet.  I am trying to get to the 
corner…I need to.  My doctor wants me to take off some weight.  I am 66 years 
old and I kind of forget sometimes, that’s why I wait for her and let her do 
everything.  And taking care of my errands.  And she does the clothes for me.  
She [Danielle] says that she is going to start taking me out with her so that I won’t 
be afraid because when I had the operation, it took a lot out of me.  

 
 Danielle describes her mother’s needs,  

Just to walk because my mother needs to walk and she can’t walk by herself.  
Outside, she needs help walking. Grocery shopping and her laundry.  She can’t do 
things on her own. 

 
A Great Help 
 
 When asked what Danielle does for her, Mrs. Summer describes how she needs 

help with bathing safely, 

Well, Danielle, I tell you, is a great help.  I can’t get in that tub like I used to.  The 
tub is too low.  Like when [living on a different street], I could get in and get out 
on my own.  That tub in there is too low.  And there is no shower.  There’s 
nothing.  You get in and it’s hard getting out.  She has to watch the tub and get me 
out.  You go and look at the tub. But you will go in there and see what I mean.  
There’s nothing to hold onto.  It’s just a plain ordinary…it’s like an outhouse, 
really.  Nothing to lean on and Danielle teaches me to turn around and when you 
turn around and I just take one foot out and take my time.  I be nervous.  I don’t 
want to go down, but she makes sure the water is out so that I don’t have no water 
in my mouth or in my nose, but she does a good job on getting me out of the tub 
and into the tub.  Getting into the tub is easy, but getting out of the tub is hard.  
That’s the problem and [another daughter] used to do it.  I used to get in by 
myself and I would try to get out the best way I know how.  Back then, [in her 
previous apartment] they [her daughters] told me to wash up because he [her 
grandson] felt ashamed that I had to get into a low tub and then he had to drag me 
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out and I said, ‘No, let me just wash up.’  I could do it in the hospital; I washed 
up. 

 
 Mrs. Summers continues to described how her daughter helps her, 
 

Well, Danielle buys me food and Danielle does my laundry.  And she also has to 
buy my shoes and she is going to do my hair this week.  This lady usually does 
my hair.  The beauty parlor, actually, I don’t know.  They charge you $30.00 and 
then you got to leave them a tip and I told them that I can’t afford that.  This girl, 
the last time, came to do it, but you know, Danielle will do it, and I will pay her to 
do it.  Usually they want too much money and I am nervous anyway.  I am a 
nervous wreck.  Even to get my hair cut I am very scared to do.  [Also] I need a 
refrigerator.  Danielle got to try to go and get me a refrigerator…The most 
important thing she does for me is to keep my clothes clean and to take care of my 
bills and helping me cook and to try to walk me up to that corner and back.  She is 
trying to teach me how to walk alone and not be afraid to be alone when I am 
walking. 

  
 She also needs help with her finances, 
 

Danielle takes care of everything…Danielle handles my money because I trust her 
and when I need money, I call the bank and they said well, she better have it 
anyway and I said, ‘Don’t get smart because you know I don’t like talk like that.’  
Danielle goes there and she handles all the business and tells them off when they 
get smart with me.  But you know when you are a senior citizen, people try to get 
nasty with you and I have learned that by myself when I used to go with my 
girlfriend…and they could be very nasty and I told the girl that it was my 
daughter, so she said if you feel that way and that’s the way I feel because they 
wouldn’t be nasty to her because she would put them in their place.  Some of 
them would be very nasty. 

 
 Danielle describes what she does for her mother, 
 

I just started doing it [being paid as her caregiver], but I can really say that I have 
been doing it since she has been sick because I come here every day regardless.  It 
really is not even a job to me because I have to come and help my mother.  You 
know what I’m saying?  So, I have been coming every day anyway.  I call her, if I 
don’t come, I call her like crazy, you know, and if she is in a panic, I come flying 
over here, you know, so I’m here every day.  You can say that I have always done 
it since she has been ill, really.  
 
I don’t live with her.  I help her with her bath.  I make her breakfast.  I give her 
some lunch.  I run her errands.  I pay her bills.  I do her laundry.  I buy her 
groceries.  I help her clean her house.  I do her hair.  That’s everything.  When I 
come here, like I say, I help her wash up.  She eats and then we just watch TV or 
whatever.  If it is a nice day out, then we will walk outside in the front.  I bring 
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her back and then she will have her lunch.  We look at the stories and then she 
may go outside and sit out there by the chairs out there and we just talk.  Nothing 
new.  Like sometimes she will ride with me to the bank if she is feeling good.  
And then sometimes she won’t, so. 

 
 Danielle also gives her mother her medication.  She must keep the medicine on a 

regular schedule, “So that I know which ones she takes, so I automatically know which 

ones to give her.  I had them in this thing [container], though I don’t know what I did 

with it.”  Danielle sees to it that her mother goes to the doctor regularly and takes her 

medicine. 

 Danielle thinks that what she does for her mother is part of everyday life, 

…It is just everyday stuff that you do...you have to wash yourself; you have to 
eat, you got to go outside.  There is nothing, you know, out of the ordinary.  You 
got to pay your bills.  It’s just stuff that you normally do.  I do this for myself, so 
it’s nothing, you know. 

 
An Every Day Schedule 
 
 Mrs. Summers says that Danielle works many more hours than the 10 paid for by 

the program and her schedule, 

It is like every day.  It is an everyday schedule, really.  She was here yesterday.  
She made me some dinner yesterday.  It’s over ten hours; it’s more than that.  She 
stays over the limit, you know what I mean, over the hours.  She does too much.  
She don’t want to leave me alone because I might fall again. I get dizzy 
sometimes. 

 
 Danielle agrees and says that she does not get paid for all the care she provides. 
 

They pay me for ten hours per week.  They pay me for two days, but I am here 
everyday.  I come to see her in the morning and I leave in the afternoon.  I don’t 
leave, but I put down that I do.  I stay until the evening, until nighttime, until my 
sister drags in.  [I come in the morning] Around 7:30.  I am here [all day].  I just 
stay here all day so that if she needs medicine, I go get her medicine.  Whatever 
she needs, I go get her.  I have a little hoopdie [small car] outside.  [I leave] 
whenever my sister gets here because I don’t leave her by herself.  About 8:00 
pm.  Sometimes 6:00 in the evening. 
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 Danielle lives several blocks away from her mother who adds, “She still calls me 

to see if I am alright.” 

 There are certain hours that Danielle can expect to be with her mother during the 

week and weekend,  

Say about 60 hours per week.  I work here every day.  You know, until somebody 
else comes and then I leave. I won’t leave her. [On the weekend it’s]  The same.  I 
stay over night if somebody doesn’t come in on Friday night and then I leave in 
the morning when they come, you know.  I just make sure that someone is here 
with her.  I just don’t leave and she is in here by herself.  Somebody is always 
here.  If I am not here, my nephew or my sister, they will be like ‘Dani, I’m 
leaving,’ and then I will come.  I will call my other sister and if they can’t be here, 
then we just kind of fill in so that she won’t be here by herself.  Basically, I do it, 
though, no one else wants to be bothered.   

 
The Money is Spent 
 
 Danielle is not even sure how much she is paid per hour to care for her mother, 

“Maybe it is $8.00 per hour or something.  I forget.  I’m not sure.  I forgot.”  Danielle is 

not sure of the pay because as she comments, “…the money is spent.”  In fact, Danielle 

mentions, “I wish I could get paid every week instead of every two weeks.  A weekly pay 

would be nice.” 

Making Decisions 
 
 When asked if she tells Danielle what she wants done, Mrs. Summers comments, 

“I always do.”  Mrs. Summers trusts her daughter to do what needs to be done. 

 Danielle says of making decisions about what to do, 

I do and she does [decide what to do].  She tells me, ‘I need this,’ or she will tell 
me that she needs that.  I know anyway because I am here and I look in the 
refrigerator or I see her clothes piling up.  She will say sometimes…she will tell 
me if there is something that I am overlooking.  If I don’t see no orange juice and 
I thought there was, she will be like, you forgot the orange juice or you didn’t get 
my vegetables or she will tell me what I forgot if I forget something. 
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Her mother’s trust comes from their family relationship, 
 

That is different if it was a stranger.  My mother would probably have to watch 
that person, you know what I am saying, but since I am a family member, she 
says, I can go to the bank for her and get money out if she needs it.  I can go pay 
her bills for her.  If it was a strange person doing it, she might not be…giving her 
the money or giving her the account number or whatever, you know what I am 
saying, so I think it is good with a family member.  I think that is better than a 
strange person.  Even if it was a strange person, once you get to know the person, 
but right away when you are older, you are kind of leery.  You know, you don’t 
want to trust everybody.  I know that my mother doesn’t. When you get older, she 
takes a lot of medicine and stuff.  She doesn’t trust anybody in here. 

 
Taking Good Care of a Person 
 
 Mrs. Summers is very satisfied and happy with the relationship she has with her 

daughter Danielle.  Before Danielle became her caregiver her grandson Ali was her 

caregiver.  He had experience working in a nursing home so he seemed like a good 

choice as caregiver.  Ali left as caregiver two weeks before the interview because he 

could not make enough money as her caregiver, 

When my grandson had to leave, there wasn’t enough money for him, so he left 
and Danielle took over.  He said that he couldn’t work no more because his wife 
was having another baby and they are going to get another apartment, so this job 
wasn’t enough for him, so that’s why he left.  He said that, ‘I just can’t be here for 
two hours or three hours and only get paid for two,’ so I told him that I couldn’t 
give him any more money.  I tried to help him out, but I couldn’t.  That’s when 
my daughter said to let him go and she said, ‘I’m not going to let you go no place 
where you are not going to be happy.  You can stay here and I will come over and 
take care of you.’  She ought to have her own nursing.  If anybody needs 
somebody to work outside, Danielle does good stand-ins.  She really takes good 
care of a person, of an old person, because she knows just how it is.  I am not 
going to tell you no lie.  I love that woman.  It was sad to see him go, but what 
can I do?  He’s been gone about a couple of weeks now.  He needed more money 
because he was looking for something better. 
 
If it paid enough, I guess he would have stayed, but I wasn’t supposed to 
contribute more to it; I wasn’t going to do that.  You take the check or you leave 
it.  I wasn’t going to do it because I am tired of people telling me give me money 
for this, give me money to take me around.  I don’t do that.  I have a daughter that 
replaced the transportation.  I don’t do that.  I was doing it when I was on (another 
street) because the program didn’t actually start back then.  I was giving out all of 
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my money.  I was paying out almost $100.00 per month and it wasn’t fair, so 
that’s when the nurse and my daughter said that she needs help because she is 
always broke and she needs this and needs that.  That’s when Preference came in 
and said, give it to whoever you want and we will pay.  That way nothing won’t 
happen. You won’t fall or hurt yourself.  I mean I almost fell plenty of times 
because there wasn’t nobody home.  My daughter [Eleanor, who lives with her] is 
not the person to stay home.  She comes and goes like she comes now, but in a 
couple more and she is out of the door.  The rest of us has to take care of it on our 
own, but I have good neighbors around here.  They watch me.  I sit outside with 
them.  I make sure my doors, I keep that door open, but I always lock this door.  
In case something happens, they can come in and I can crawl and get to the door.  

  
 After Ali left as caregiver, Mrs. Summers’ daughter Danielle took over and as she 

says, “Danielle takes care of everything.”  Mrs. Summers feels that Danielle is a “good 

member of her family,” someone she can trust, 

If I had enough money, believe me, I would pay Danielle to take care of me 
directly.  She could come and do the same thing.  If I had a lot of money, I would 
pay her and let her do the job because I have been down and out and she has 
pulled me through.  Yes, indeedy.  I mean I have been down and out.  But that is 
why I am saying.  You have to get a good member of your family.  I will tell 
anybody that to get a good member of your family, someone you can trust and 
depend on, and talk to or when you feel bad or feel blue, or have a little worry on 
your head, they will be glad to take you wherever you want to go.  Call me and I 
will take you.  If you want to go shopping, come on and I will take you.  Get that 
somebody that is in your family that is good to you, that’s all you need.  Don’t 
bother with these strange people because you learn a lot from watching the news. 

 
 Mrs. Summers feels very lucky to have family she trusts,  
 

I am blessed.  I really am.  I thank God.  You don’t know how many times I sit 
here and pray.  Danielle has been wonderful.  Ali has been good, too, but it was 
sad to see him go.  I cried when he left because I had gotten used to him, but I 
hope Danielle don’t leave me.  ‘Mom, my rent is going up and I got to leave you.’  
I pray to God that don’t happen, but so far, I keep my fingers crossed.  I really am.  
People’s rent are going up in January, you know that for yourself.  Well, I am 
telling you.  I am praying that she don’t leave me.  If she do, I don’t know what I 
am going to do.  I just keep my fingers crossed, but so far she is family and she 
has been very understanding.  I am very happy.  Like I said, if this program had 
been out earlier, it would have saved a lot of people. 

 
 Mrs. Summers continues to describe what can happen to someone who is cared 

for by a stranger,  
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You get somebody that you don’t know nothing about, you will regret it.  Like 
this man got killed up there in Fairmount or somewhere, it was on the news.  They 
said the home health aide or the nurse or whatever was the last one to see the man 
alive and that was right here in Jersey, not too far from Hoffman.  I forgot where, 
but it was on the news.  I am quite sure you seen it.  It was on the news and they 
don’t know who killed that old man today.  That is something that is scary.  If you 
can get a good member from your family to take care of you, you don’t have 
nothing to worry about, but if you are going to get somebody on the outside, be 
careful.  Make sure that you put them through the, what do you call that thing, the 
machine, that you check them out.  Yeah, check the background out and 
everything because there are a lot of strange things that go on today like that lady 
in Mexico was taking care of this man and he wasn’t paying and she wiped him 
out and it was somebody he could trust and it didn’t work out because the son 
came in and said they can’t find the lady, they don’t know her name.  They go 
under a false name sometimes.  You got to be careful.  You recommend 
somebody in your family that is close to you and is not going to do harm to you, 
no matter what it is.  If they come up with the money, don’t get nobody outside 
because that is very dangerous.  I learned a lot from watching television, yes I did.  
I am always watching television. 

 
 Danielle considers it natural to help her mother and knows the value of a trusting 

relationship, 

Because, you know, I don’t really trust anybody either.  People steal.  You know 
what I am saying and then they may not help.  They may just sit here and do 
nothing.  And she may be hungry and they may just be here on the phone or 
outside and she could be wanting something. You see,  I don’t do that, but a 
stranger might.  You never know.   

 
 Danielle likes caring for her mother especially, “Making her happy.  Because she 

be so glad to see me when I come.”  Danielle likes being a caregiver and helping people. 

Qualities of a Good Caregiver 
 
 Mrs. Summers describes what she wants in a caregiver, 
 

I want somebody who is trustworthy and honest.  They are not going to steal from 
me.  I don’t want that no more.  I have been through that already.  I don’t want 
nobody coming and then rushing out and leaving me by myself.  If you are going 
to stay with me, stay with me.  If not, then don’t bother coming.  You know, if 
you are going to do your job, do it and then if you can’t come, then I will try to do 
what I can with my own.  
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Danielle thinks that there are skills important to being a good caregiver, 
  

You have to like people.  I mean old, young, you really do.  You have to like 
people.  You have to enjoy helping people, too.  And I love doing both.  You 
gotta know how to cook if they have apartments like this, you need to know how 
to hold them and help them get in and help them, you know, and you gotta know 
how to do hair because I know how to do hair.  My sister taught me how to put 
color in hair and my other sister taught me other things.  You gotta know a little 
something about cleaning, you know.  Basic everyday things you need to know, 
and I think everybody knows that.   

 
 Danielle has done this kind of work in the past, 
 

I have always been doing it.  I have taken care of elderly people, you know, I take 
care of my friends’ mothers and grandparents and stuff like that. I took care of 
one about two years ago, then she went to a nursing home. I did that for about two 
years.  I came to the person’s house and I helped them and the person who was 
their representative paid me.  So, I got paid cash money right off of them…I used 
to do side stuff; take care of elderly people, friends of mine that know me, they 
would be like, well, Danielle , their grandmother or whatever and I would, you 
know, go over there and I would help them out and then they pay me like that. 

 
Importance of the Family Relationship 
 
 Family help is important to Mrs. Summers, “…my grandson stayed with me when 

I got out of the hospital.  He did a wonderful job.  They all stayed with me at the time 

because I wasn’t going into a nursing home.”  She criticizes her daughter Eleanor for not 

helping even though she was living with her, “She ain’t never here, so it is like she don’t 

live here.”  Eleanor will tell her that she does not have the time to get groceries or do 

other things for her mother.  Eleanor’s unavailability and lack of participation in her 

mother's care irritates Mrs. Summers and her daughter Danielle.    

The whereabouts of her family are important to Mrs. Summers because of her 

anxiety over being alone, 

You might as well say I was living alone because nobody would be home 
anyway.  My grandson would go to basketball.  Eleanor, when she come home, it 
would be like 7:00 or 7:30 and then on Friday they go out and leave me all by 
myself and that’s when my grandson would stay with me because I was afraid to 
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stay in the house by myself.  You know.  I didn’t know what time my daughter 
would come home and Malcolm [my grandson] would stay up with his friends 
and I would be there by myself.  I was, you know, afraid.  It’s not good to be 
alone. I get strange phone calls and everything down here.  I would keep all the 
lights out and make sure all the doors were locked because we had a back way 
and a front way, so I always made sure that the back doors were really secure.  I 
would lock the front doors and I would make sure that my light is on.  I couldn’t 
help it.  I had to keep my lights on because I would be too afraid and then 
Malcolm, he used to come, he didn’t live far and he would walk down and he 
would sit out on the porch, him and his friend.  I felt better when all the kids were 
around.  

 
 Mrs. Summers’ certainty that only family can care for a person properly 

developed from experience, 

I would advise…when the people come home from the hospital, they should have 
one of their family members to take care of them for real.  Get your family 
member to take care of you.  When my sister passed away at the age of 53, we 
took care of her and then my other sister passed away at 72 and we took care of 
her.  My daughter was 12, Kathy took care of my sister that died.  She had a nurse 
that took care of her and they stole from her, too.  That’s why she didn’t want no 
people taking care of her.  You know, we all went through a lot and we just don’t 
like the outside people. It’s better to get somebody you can depend on.  I am 
telling you.  My sister when she passed away, we all chipped in and took care of 
her.  It’s a beautiful experience to take care of somebody in your own family.  She 
was a diabetic and she had the same problem that I have.  She died because she 
wouldn’t stop smoking.  The doctor told her that if she didn’t stop smoking she 
would die and she said that she didn’t care.  I think the thing that took her out of 
here was smoking.  She was on dialysis and everything, but she would not give up 
those cigarettes. 

 
 Danielle says that her family appreciates what she does for her mother, “Because 

they don’t have to do it.” 

Previous Experience with Agencies 
 
 Mrs. Summers reliance on family, her distrust of outsiders, and anxiety about her 

safety are reflected in her previous experience with agencies.    The year before starting 

the program, Mrs. Summers had a nurse’s aide, a “Spanish girl” who helped her clean 

and prepared her lunch before she left and sometimes walked her outside.  While Mrs. 
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Summers liked the aide she commented, “… they won’t stay long.  They [nurse’s aides] 

would stay ½ hour and then they would leave me.  None of them stayed long. 

 Danielle agrees that agency workers often left after a very short time, 

…Like those nurses that used to come in here and help her.  I know good and well 
that they were supposed to stay more than ½ hour.  I really do.  I think they just 
came there, sat a minute, and left, and you can’t tell me that.  You know what I’m 
saying.  There is no way that they are going to pay these people for them to come 
for 15 minutes or a ½ hour at the most.  They are not going to do that.  When they 
are going to send these people out here to sit with her for ½ hour?  Those girls are 
supposed to do more than that because some of the girls that did come, did do 
more than that.  They helped her clean up and made sure she got something to eat.  
Some of them did and then some of them didn’t, you know?  Those girls used to 
just come and leave.  They didn’t want to be there …  

 
Relationship with the Consultant 
 
 Mrs. Summers call her consultant when she has a problem such as the change of 

caregiver from her grandson to her daughter.  She often has to leave a message and get a 

call back because the consultants “have a lot of cases” and are “kind of booked up.”  

Mrs. Summers says that her consultant is nice and she can call her if she has a problem. 

 The consultant for Mrs. Summers says that the family is hard to contact, 

Her daughter was her representative, but she was doing all of her paperwork with 
her.  She was one of the few out of my cases where it was very difficult because 
of the mom’s health.  They didn’t want to bring her over here, but they did do the 
paperwork with me over the phone.  I haven’t had that easy a time.  She’s been 
one of my most difficult ones to really make contact with and her family…I have 
either left messages, they work, they get back to me and I ask them how things are 
going, and I got messages back that everything is fine and things like that, but 
then I understand that there was a problem with their address, with their location, 
and then all of the sudden the state told me that she was having her six-month 
nursing review, and the nurse, I don’t know for some reason they turned her down 
and they were taking her off the program.  And then I said what and then they told 
me, no, no, that was our error because we didn’t, they just didn’t make the contact 
properly to go see her, and therefore, there was a missed communication there, so 
from what I heard, I think they finally connected and everything has been okay.  
They haven’t called me with complaints or problems, so I can only assume that 
things are okay.  Usually I hear from people when they are having a problem.   
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Uses of the Cash Allowance 
 
 Mrs. Summers discusses how she needs a refrigerator, but she and her daughter 

Danielle do not seem aware of the ways that they can use the cash allowance.  Danielle 

says that she thinks Personal Preference gives her mother money to have her hair done. 

When the interviewer asked Danielle if the cash allowance was used to purchase anything 

to modify the house for her mother, she responds, 

No, I didn’t even know that they could do that.  Because it would be nice if they 
got her a rail or something for her to hold onto.  That would be nice.  They would 
be good to do that [let us use the money] because my mother needs a refrigerator, 
as you know…I am going to call tomorrow.  I will because maybe they can help 
me quicker because I was going to try to see if I could look for a second-hand one 
somewhere for her.  I will call them to see what they say because the refrigerator 
is broken and the landlord said that he was not responsible, so my sister got her 
this little bitty thing that is in there, but she can’t really hold no food in there, so I 
had to go like to the store like every other day instead of doing one shopping like 
I used to.  I go like every other day, so that is kind of a drag, you know. 

 
Financial Problems and the Cost of Care 
 
 Before the Personal Preference Program, Mrs. Summers had to pay for all the care 

she received, 

When I wasn’t on it [the program], I was paying out of my pocket, like to go here, 
go shopping; I would have to pay a lot of money.  They don’t take you nowhere 
for free.  If I had to go, like I miss going to the hat store, they want to charge me 
$20.00 just to go to the hat store and bring me back and I told them forget it.  I 
would let my daughter go and get me a hat.  There’s a special hat I wear, but my 
daughter knows how to get it.  But I don’t like to ride when I have to pay out a lot 
of money.  I can’t afford it.  My grandson would come.  He would kind of clean 
up a bit down there...vacuum the floor.  I would give him a couple of dollars, you 
know, whatever I had.  I was going broke, you know.  My food was gone.  I am a 
diabetic.  When I would have to go to the clinic, my grandson would come with 
me and he would wait outside in the hospital waiting room and then I would walk 
to meet him and then he would call a cab.  We didn’t go with the lady who used to 
take me because she charged too much.  And with my daughter now, I don’t have 
to worry too much about spending a lot of money. I was giving out all of my 
money.  I was paying out almost $100.00 per month and it wasn’t fair, so that’s 
when the nurse and my daughter said that she needs help because she is always 
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broke and she needs this and needs that.  That’s when Preference came in and 
said, you know, give it to whoever you want and we will pay. 

 
 She still has many financial problems, 
 

I got a $52,000 bill that I can’t pay that will have to go for my children and I got a 
lot of bills that I can’t pay and they threaten to take me to court and I say, ‘Go 
ahead.  Take me to court.’  I got a lot of hospital bills.  They write me threatening 
letters and everything.  Imagine what I could do with $52,000.  But I have gotten 
two or three letters so far and I guess they mean business, but I just go to the 
doctor and the doctor told me to go to the credit office and tell them.  That’s what 
Danielle is going to do this week.  She is going to clear things up with the 
hospital.     

 
Benefits of the Personal Preference Program 
 
 Her experience in the Program has improved her quality of care because Danielle 

can stay longer to help her mother than previous agency workers did.  According to Mrs. 

Summers, 

It’s a program that I don’t have to pay out.  When I wasn’t on it, I was paying out 
of my pocket, like to go here, go shopping; I would have to pay a lot of money…  
This is a good program because the program is going to be going out soon and I 
am trying to get all of the benefit I can.  They are helping me out.  If the program 
expires, I guess what I am going to have to do, is I am going to have to go live in 
debt.  I don’t know what I am going to do after that.  They are married, and you 
know how husbands are. They don’t like a mom to live with them.  I am going to 
have to go live by myself…  I don’t feel lonely like I used to and I tell you that I 
am not scared like I was…by myself.  I feel more confident and she don’t live far 
away.  It’s just a hop, skip, and jump and Danielle is here and I feel glad that she 
can stay and that I can pay something.  

 
 Mrs. Summers feels that many other people would benefit from Personal 

Preference, 

I am very happy.  Like I said, if this program had been out earlier, it would have 
saved a lot of people.  I am not just saying that to be saying that.  I mean it from 
my heart.  A lot of people take money from their own pockets to pay their own 
grandchildren to work.  I know my in-laws used to do that years ago.  Like I said, 
they have all passed away.  They had money.  They lived in Mexico.  They took 
their granddaughter with them and they were paying their granddaughter until she 
couldn’t take care of them.  My cousin lived to be 100 years old.  She died in a 
nursing home because her granddaughter couldn’t take care of her any more.  
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That was good.  A person in your home to care for you.  That’s good.  This 
program so far has been very good. Too bad you can’t put it on TV [advertise] or 
put it in the newspaper everyday.  If you need health care and you can’t afford it, 
this program will help you financially.  You will not go bankrupt.  A lot of old 
people save their money for burial like I try to save my money.  I don’t want my 
family to be stuck with having to pay.  I try to save for burial.  We all got to leave 
this world one day and I don’t want to have my kids to have a hard time to save. 

   
 Danielle appreciates the money; “At least I am getting a few dollars now.  It 

helps.  It does.  I have two children; it helps.”  The care giving job for her mother is good,  

If you have children, like I said, you get to bring them, you know what I’m 
saying, and you don’t have no boss breathing down your neck, harassing you or 
co-workers, you know, it’s just better.  It’s like you are doing your own thing, but 
you are getting a few dollars for doing it.   
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Consumer Story 2 
 
 Mrs. Geraldine Dunne is a 52-year-old divorced, white female who lives with her 

eight-year-old son in a second floor two family apartment complex within a mixed 

residential and commercial urban neighborhood. Mrs. Dunne suffered from a stroke six 

years ago, which has weakened her left side.  She also has a history of severe depression 

and anorexia.   

On the day of the interview, the interviewers reached Mrs. Dunne at home with no 

set appointment, because she had recently changed her telephone number.  Mrs. Dunne 

answered the door wearing a housedress with her hair wrapped in a towel after having 

taken a shower.  She is youthful looking though frail.  She was cooperative and received 

the interviewers readily.  Mrs. Dunne sat at the kitchen table with the interviewers, and 

seemed anxious.  She occasionally left the table to smoke cigarettes.  

Needing Help 

Mrs. Dunne was receiving care through a local home-based agency when her  
 

home health care aide told her about the Personal Preferences program. 
 

My home aide gave me the phone number.  I had a home agency and she told me 
about the program.  She said that I was better suited for this one than the other one 
because I can take a shower by myself.  This one is for people who…they can get 
around a little bit better.  She said that the other one is really for bed-ridden patients. 

 
Mrs. Dunne stated that she needs physical assistance in maintaining her daily 

tasks and someone to keep her company so that she will not get too depressed.  

 I need help with the house.  I need help going to the doctor.  I need help with just 
going places and working in the house and someone to keep me occupied.  I have 
an eight-year old son and for awhile there, I had no contact with anybody my own 
age and I was starting to get really depressed because I was talking to, you know, 
there was no adult conversation, so I needed the company, too, of an adult. 
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It [the Program] helps me to get to my doctors that I need to go to.  I make my 
psychiatric appointment, which I used to miss, and then get sick.  I am able to 
keep that appointment.  I need the help with the house.  You see how nervous I 
am because the house is not clean.  The house is a mess.  You see I’m flinching 
and twisting because I can’t stop that.  To me, the house is a mess and I can’t be 
calm when my house is dysfunctional….I don’t like being alone.  I get very 
lonely. 

 

At the time of the interview, Mrs. Dunne had her personal care workers’ time 

divided between two people, Greg, her son’s tutor, and Regina, her pastor’s wife.  

The job of the personal care workers requires varying hours and tasks.  

Greg does the general cleaning and drives me to the Shop Rite at the end of the 
month.  Like tomorrow, probably when he comes he will take me to the shop and 
buy my groceries.  He carries the packages up with my son.  He takes me to the 
doctors.  He supplies me with transportation wherever I got to go and cleans the 
house.  And he keeps me company, and Regina keeps me company and keeps my 
mind occupied.  I suffer from severe depression.  I’m in a depression right now.  I 
was 106 pounds and I’m down to 90 pounds. 
 
Greg works on Tuesdays.  It varies.  From four, five, or six.  He works three hours 
on Tuesday and Friday he gives me four hours.  That’s when we do the shopping, 
but we don’t have enough time.  But then if something needs to be cleaned or 
something and Greg doesn’t have the time, he will come back because shopping 
eats up all of the time.  Or a doctor’s appointment; that’s why I’m requesting two 
more hours.   
 
Regina helps me do my hair sometimes, tweeze my eyebrows.  She cleans up the 
house.  She drives me places, too and does the laundry.  A lot of the work is doing 
the laundry because I got a lot of laundry.  Regina mainly does the laundry….  

[Regina] She stays six hours a week, three and three; sometimes four and two.  
She is flexible because this is a not a die-hard schedule, this company.  It varies 
on her schedule and my schedule. 

 

Greg is paid for seven hours of care per week and Regina is paid for six. They get 

paid every other week, Greg receives $125 per pay period and Regina receives $93. From 

the additional discretionary funds Mrs. Dunne utilizes a laundry service.  She uses her 

additional money from her fiscal plan to purchase detergents, bleach and household 
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cleaners. “It [discretionary funds] goes back into the house for cleaning…and detergents 

and all that because that costs you a lot of money for the month. It goes back into the 

house.” 

Not Being a Burden 

Prior to receiving care from the Personal Preferences program, Mrs. Dunne stated 

that she missed a lot of doctor’s appointments due to the lack of transportation. Her 

previous in-home health aide was limited in the amount of care she provided.   

…Debbie used to come in, she used to read my magazines, she would sit here, she 
would talk, she would have a cup of coffee; she wasn’t doing nothing.  She was 
just sitting here and mostly talking to me.  But that made me nervous because she 
wouldn’t do nothing.  I need people to talk to me, but I expect them to do a little 
something while she is talking to me…. With Debbie, I had to, and I am not a 
bossy type, I would have to tell her, ‘Can you please do this? Can you please do 
that?’  And that’s not my personality.   
 
Mrs. Dunne had to rely on family members to get her needs met. Since her stroke 

Mrs. Dunne states that there are some days that are very difficult for her, in which she 

can’t seem to do anything for herself.  Her oldest son comes and cooks for her when 

possible.   Her daughter-in-law recently got a new job, which made it more difficult for 

her to assist Mrs. Dunne.  Noting benefits of the Program, Mrs. Dunne said that, “…it 

was very hard on everybody, I was a burden to everybody, and I’m not a burden to 

anyone anymore.”  

 Mrs. Dunne is satisfied with the personal care workers she has through the 

Personal Preferences program.  

 I don’t ever have to tell them [what to do].  They are very responsible people…. 
[I like] the fact that they are here to communicate; someone to talk to because I 
need that….If I run into a problem, they help me solve my problems.  They give 
me advice or they tell me that I’m doing good.  I make my own choices and they 
tell me that I’m making the right choice.  I need somebody, you see I was a 
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battered wife, and I need approval.  They tell me that I am doing great, and they 
give me that feedback that I need to continue doing it.  They encourage me to do 
it.  They tell me that I’m doing fine.  ‘Just keep doing what you are doing’, and 
they encourage me, which I need.  I need that encouragement. 
 

Ongoing Changes in Services 

The interviewers were unable to schedule a meeting with either one of the care 

workers. Greg’s schedule conflicted with the interview schedule and Regina declined our 

request to be interviewed.   Mrs. Dunne mentioned that she had had difficulties in 

contacting her Personal Preferences consultant Doreen. 

She is very hard to get a hold of.  I called the program manager on the other 1-888 
number; I’ve got it inside if you want it.  I talk to her most of the time.  Doreen is 
impossible to get a hold of. 
 
…about two months ago she [Doreen] told me to ask for more hours; that I 
needed more hours.  Since then, I have been trying and they keep telling me.  I 
thought you were the people coming out to give me more hours.  I don’t know 
who.  I am waiting.  I need more hours.  Look at today, I could use extra hours. 
 

Mrs. Dunne explains her understanding of her consultant’s role,  

Well, if I have a problem, they work it out.  Timesheets for payroll, if there is a 
problem with the payroll, she helps me out with the payroll.  Regina is a little 
lazy.  She don’t send the timesheet in.  I fill it out; she is supposed to mail it.  She 
don’t mail it out all of the time, so she gets it late.  She’s got over four checks.  

 

Doreen reports that Mrs. Dunne had been through several Personal Preferences 

consultants before she took the case.  She noted that her case was difficult initially and 

got “lost in the shuffle.”  At the time of our telephone interview, Mrs. Dunne was looking 

for a new care worker because Greg needed full-time employment.  Doreen reported 

“…she informed me that she has two people in mind, so I told her that I would be 

stopping by this weekend to drop off the application and to go over what her plans are as 

far as locating an employee and she said by Sunday she would have made her choice…” 
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Under normal conditions Mrs. Dunne requires minimal contact from her 

consultant.   

…Actually, in the course of a month it would be no more than half an hour and 
face-to-face, which I make the visit on an average of every three months, that’s 
about 45 minutes to an hour.  And with Mrs. Dunne when you had called to make 
arrangements to meet with her, she had changed her phone number, and she 
neglected to notify me, so I wrote her a letter and I finally, well whenever they 
need you, they seem to remember your number… 

 
In Mrs. Dunne’s case Doreen provides “a little guidance,” 
 
With this particular case, in the beginning, she was the one who wanted to use the 
laundry service and it was a little confusing as to whether they were going to 
accept the check and so this one we basically guided her through, locating a 
laundry who would accept third-party payment.  That was something as far as 
being able to work around, so working within the program to have her needs met 
because she wanted this particular [laundry] service, and like I said, we are not 
willing to receive third-party payment, so we worked it out through the Fiscal.  
That actually is the only problem that Mrs. Dunne had.  And I just do my routine 
phone calls…to see how things are going, and then every three months make 
arrangements for a face-to-face visit to physically see how things are going. 
 

Receiving Help and Companionship 
 

Mrs. Dunne says that one of the benefits of the Personal Preferences program is 

the ability to hire your own care worker, “[I look for] someone that is cheerful.  I am a 

good Christian, and I look for someone that is a Christian because usually they are 

sincere and they usually do what you want, and you don’t have to worry about them 

stealing or nothing.”  Mrs. Dunne discusses the difficulty in finding the right care worker, 

I had a nurse [from an outside agency] when I had the stroke and she stole stuff that I 
had down in the basement.  She emptied out my garage and I never saw her again, so 
like I said, I would check the people out thoroughly from my own experience if you 
don’t know them.  Try to get somebody you know.  But then that’s a problem, too, 
because then if they are lazy, then you don’t want to tell them.  I don’t know.  I am 
lucky that I got people that I know and that are responsible.  If you get somebody you 
know and then it could break a relationship or friendship, whatever it is, you can ruin 
it by doing this; mixing family with business. 
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Mrs. Dunne feels that when she has the right care workers,  

…I know that everything is going to be done.  I don’t have to worry…I know that 
someone during the week is going to come in and help me.  If I see the laundry 
piled up, I can’t go up and down the stairs with this laundry [because of my back].  
I have a peace of mind and I have the company of the person.  While she is doing 
the wash, she can keep me company.  She talks to me, and I need that 
communication.  I need for her to communicate with me and talk to me.  I need 
that mentally because I am very depressed. 
 
…It’s nice to know that I can go to the doctor when I am supposed to be there.  
Like today, like I said, I’m always with Dave.  But today the house is a mess and I 
will let Dave know that he has got to clean the house when I come back.  I want 
the whole house clean because I can’t take it [when it’s not]…The best thing is 
the peace of mind that I have… 
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Consumer Story 3 
 
 Mrs. Helena Cirulis is a 74-year-old Latvian widow.  Mrs. Cirulis lives alone in 

an apartment in a large brownstone complex in a suburb of New Jersey.  Her apartment is 

on the third floor of the building and she is unable to leave her apartment on her own.  

Her daughter Agnes is her caregiver.  Agnes and her 14-year-old son live on the same 

street as her mother.  Agnes and her son are Mrs. Cirulis’ only family nearby who help 

her, she has other family in the city of Riga in Latvia. 

 Although Mrs. Cirulis is able to move about in the apartment she needs assistance 

with her daily activities.  Mrs. Cirulis is afraid to be alone and is thankful for the good 

relationship and pleasant interactions she has her daughter and grandson.  Speaking little 

English, Mrs. Cirulis was very engaged in the interview in spite of the translation 

required by her daughter.  She prepared tea for the interviewers and was very hospitable.  

After the interview, while waiting for the caregiver interview to be completed with her 

daughter, Mrs. Cirulis talked with the interviewer about her family in Riga and about 

being widowed prior to coming to the United States ten years ago. 

Needing Somebody to Help 
 
 Through her daughter as translator, Mrs. Cirulis described why she needs help,  
 

She has her right arm, it’s weak; it has muscle atrophied.  She has dizziness, so 
she needs somebody to help her.  She is afraid to go outside by herself…[She 
needs help] because she is dizzy.  In order to take a bath, she needs help.  She 
needs help cleaning.  She lives on the third floor, and she can’t go up and down.  
She needs somebody to help her to do that, which nobody will, that’s why she has 
somebody to help her…she decided to go outside and she got dizzy, so she is 
afraid to go back by herself.  ‘I am so dizzy sometimes.  Not all the times, but 
some times.’ …she has cervical problems that can affect that…She gets traction 
exercises [for her pain]…she has muscle atrophy in her eyes because it is 
affecting the nerves.  She can’t do anything; something very mild, and she’s 
diabetic, Insulin dependent.  ‘Every day I feel faint.  Every day.’  
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Previous Agency Experience 
 
 Mrs. Cirulis received about two years of service from a local home care agency 

which she found unsatisfactory, “…she needed to change [from using the local agency] 

because some of them didn’t help.  Some of them, they just came and stay and talk and 

sometimes came drunk.  Some of them was rude and she needed to change that because 

each person that they sent always was something.” 

 Working with an agency was “stressful” for her mother according to her daughter 

Agnes, 

Because the person who was coming, she may be able to start helping to clean or 
do a little something.  She doesn’t wash their hands and stuff.  And my mom 
doesn’t like that.  They just come and spend more time just to get hours, but they 
are not really helping. And you have to possibly help them.  Maybe they just sit 
down and watch the TV and spend time watching the TV.  And the other one that 
was coming always smelled like she had been drinking.  And she was most of the 
time nervous.  She [Mrs. Cirulis] didn’t like it because they didn’t help that much, 
and she was kind of nervous.  If she goes to take a shower, she didn’t help her.  
She was just standing next to her.  She never helped her to get in or out, get a 
towel, or nothing.  She was just standing next to her and watching her.  So she is 
saying that she tried constantly to tell them that they needed to help her and she 
felt uncomfortable to call the agency to switch the person, so she didn’t like that 
and she felt kind of embarrassed.” 

  

Mrs. Cirulis felt that Personal Preferences would save money for the state of New 

Jersey, “She is saying like some people, they sign with that program and they have a lot 

of hours and they don’t really need that many hours, so the people who come to help 

them actually, that person doesn’t need that many hours, so that way, the program can 

save money.”   According to Mrs. Cirulis, the flexibility of the program and the care 

designed for personal needs was more efficient use of the state’s money than a traditional 

agency-based service in her case.   
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Interest in the Personal Preferences Program 

 Mrs. Cirulis was recruited for Personal Preferences over the phone and with a 

home visit, “Some woman; she called and she said that she will come and explain 

everything. She also brought a cassette…to hear.”  Mrs. Cirulis was interested in the 

program, “Because a stranger will not take care of me the same [as her daughter].” 

Caregiver Tasks 
 
 Agnes helps her mother in many ways, 
 

I’m coming every morning to help her to take a shower, make her breakfast, dress 
her, make the bed, and if she needs me to do dusting.  If she needs to go to the 
physical therapy, I take her to physical therapy treatments.  She has a fracture of 
the spine…I take her for a walk.  We do shopping…and whatever she needs to 
do…Like today, we have a 4:00 appointment to the doctor.” 

 
 Agnes, who is a licensed massage therapist, also gives her mother massages 

which help relieve her pain.  Mrs. Cirulis feels that the massage is the most important 

service that her daughter provides her, “What she is saying is like whatever I do, 

everything is important to her, but she likes the massage because it takes or relieves the 

pain.” 

 Mrs. Cirulis is capable of making decisions herself and does not need a 

representative.  Agnes helps her with language issues and occasionally with financial 

issues when she needs assistance. 

 On a daily basis there are many ways in which Agnes helps her mother,  
 

…I come in the morning and that’s when we start when she gets up.  We take a 
shower; I help her to do that, dress, then I make her breakfast, make her bed.  If 
she has some appointment, we go to the doctor.  If she has an appointment for 
physical therapy, we go over there and then we come home and she rests and then 
she eats her lunch if she is hungry…Cooking I prepare because for her it is hard to 
do with one arm. The other doesn’t have strength to cut or slice or do things like 
that.  Then if I have to go into work, I go into work, and she is by herself for 
awhile and then I come back.  I fix her dinner and then we go for a walk 
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sometimes.  We do some errands if we need to do them, so we drive and do some 
errands and then right before bedtime, I help her some times with supper.  She 
needs that.  If she wants to eat something, or if she wants to take a shower before 
bed, I help her with the shower before bed, and that’s it.  We fit around the events 
of my schedule, so I can come in the morning, or come in the afternoon, or 
evenings and check to see how she is doing. 

 
 Agnes worries about her mother,  

…I always worry, but I always can check on her.  And my son can check with 
her, too. Because he is a big boy.  He comes, passes by and he can always help 
her, too…He comes.  He loves his grandmom.  Just to visit as a grandson. 

  
Scheduling and Supervising Care 
 
 Mrs. Cirulis needs help everyday.  Agnes describes her schedule, “I come in 

every morning before I leave for work and then when I come from work, I can stop here 

to help her.  I help in the evenings and I help again.”  In the morning, Agnes comes 

before 9 or 10 and stays until she finishes helping her mother which, “…depends on how 

long it takes her.”  After work Agnes may come at 3 in the afternoon or 6 in the evening.  

Mrs. Cirulis explains, “…it varies.  She works more hours.  She works for me.  [She 

works] 17 hours [a week].”   

 Agnes has a flexible schedule at work so she could help her mother, “I work for 

my mom…It’s legally 17 hours per week.  I spend a lot more time than 17 hours.  I stay 

here like full-time.  [I have] another job and work here.  My schedule, I got it, so that I 

can be with my mom.”  Agnes is paid 11 dollars an hour.  Agnes recently cut her hours 

for caregiving.  Agnes feels that her schedule works well, “For now…You never know.  

You are not for sure.  You are not secure the rest of your life, so you never know, but for 

now, it works very well.”  
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Mrs. Cirulis tells her daughter what she wants done.  Agnes elaborates, 

Actually, being it is with her, I know what has to be done, the day’s routines, but 
if something comes up, so that’s when she tells me.  Like if somebody calls her 
and she needs to go somewhere, so if it just something comes up, but otherwise I 
know what she needs and what to do, so she doesn’t have to tell me. 

 
Skills of a Good Caregiver 
 
 Mrs. Cirulis feels that a good caregiver will be an “…honest and lovable and 

caring person.”  That the caregiver is nice to her is another  important quality.  Agnes has 

experience caregiving before she started to help her mother,  

I always was taking care of people.  I worked with patients and outpatients.  
That’s my background, and I like to help people…I was doing it in my country…  
I think the person should love to do that and love to work around people and help 
people and be caring, not just to say that this type of job, but to like to do it. 

 
 Agnes likes the work, but would probably not be able to be a caregiver to anyone 

else at this time, “…I am a single mom, I take care of my child and I take care of my 

mom, so I don’t have that much time and working.” 

The Family Relationship is Important 
 
 Agnes says that she and her mother have an “excellent” relationship.  Agnes likes 

working for her mother because, 

I just like to spend time with her.  To be able to help.  We walk.  We do things 
together.  It is very nice to be around her…I’m happy to be helpful to her…I feel 
more secure and safe this way, so I don’t have to worry with what’s going on or if 
the person will do the same or will they do what she needs.  She is not stressed. 

 
 Mrs. Cirulis’ consultant relies on her daughter for help in translation and 

paperwork.  She does not use her cash allowance for anything other than paying her 

daughter to care for her.  
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Benefits of the Personal Preferences Program 

 Mrs. Cirulis feels that having her daughter as caregiver is much less stressful than 

using caregivers from an agency.  

She finds that it is a big help.  If she is not going to have a person who is going to 
help her…so she finds it is a big help that I am around and I can help her and 
spend time with her…[Even with agency help] I was always around.  But she had 
that agency people.  But she had those people, but I would still come over every 
day.  She feels what a relief that I am the closest to her and I take care of her.  So 
she is inside more relieved.  She is not worried that somebody else will come and 
there will be some problems again, so she is more relieved.  More relaxed.  She is 
only concerned because I have to cut my hours. 

  
 Mrs. Cirulis feels that Personal Preferences would be a good program for many 
people,  
 

She would advise everyone to get on this program because…it is nice to be 
around a person that you like and spend time and not to think that they come in 
just to waste time, but not really take care of me.  The program is what a lot of 
people, like they decide on that program, but when they come to the person to 
decide, they really don’t help; they just stay there and spend time. She feels that 
this is not right that they come and they don’t work and they get paid. 

 
 Agnes feels that the program works very well, “I find that it is very good.  I don’t 

see any problems in that.”  Mrs. Cirulis is satisfied with the program too, but is also 

aware that her situation may change, 

She says that everything goes very smoothly.  Only she feels that maybe she 
would be not able to move, then maybe she needs somebody to stay…If you get 
older and you need somebody full-time to sit with her more, lie down, when she 
will be completely bedridden. 

 
Problems with the Personal Preferences Program  
  
 Neither Mrs. Cirulis nor her daughter Agnes, feel that there is a problem with the 

program for them.  The consultant Marsha describes some problems in getting Mrs. 

Cirulis started in the program because of difficulties in getting worker’s comp insurance 

for the caregiver, 
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…in order to do that, they are supposed to get their own insurance provider if they 
need help financially to pay for it, this program out of their funds can pay for that 
cost, but really the consumer or the families are supposed to arrange for that and I 
think as far as I recall, she had some difficulty getting an insurance company that 
understood what that meant and it was usually through a homeowner’s or renters’ 
policy and I remember initially there was some type of confusion with the 
daughter about how to get it, what it would cover.  I talked to the agent to try to 
explain it and I believe that it did finally get into place, but there was just a little 
start-up confusion there, but other than that, as far as the hours and working and 
everything, the daughter was very able to help the mom with all that because her 
mom didn’t speak English to me.  I spoke mostly with the daughter.  She was 
doing all the conversation back and forth with me. 

 
 In addition to the difficulty in setting up worker’s comp insurance, the language 

barrier also injected a degree of difficulty into Marsha’s interaction with the family, 

…sometimes I write them a letter.  If I find that I have left a message or two, I 
will mail them out a little letter that just says please let me know how things are 
going, you know.  If I have not heard from you by such and such a date, you 
know, I will make another call or I hope things are fine.  Please, you know, and I 
will mail a letter out to the family.  I don’t mail it in Russian or the language, but I 
do send it to the family members who speak English and understood it.  That’s 
been a question with a few of my consumers that have Spanish-speaking 
situations where I find somebody on my staff who speaks Spanish and I will also 
have them help me as an interpreter if the family is not, you know, getting 
background to talk directly to the consumer themselves if I am having trouble.  
The other language and I don’t have that available to me, so I will write a note. 

 
Even with the communication difficulty, Marsha says that Mrs. Cirulis has few problems 

and needs to be contacted only every three months or so. 
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Consumer Story 4 
 
 Mr. Anthony Maimoni is a 59-year-old single white male who has been a 

quadriplegic for the last 10 years as the result of a spinal cord tumor.  He is about 200 

pounds overweight and lives alone in an efficiency apartment in an urban area of New 

Jersey.  His apartment is off a busy street in a rather run down business and residential 

area. 

 Mr. Maimoni lives in a basement apartment in the rear of a multi-unit reconverted 

Cape Cod-style house.  Although he was not at home when the interviewers arrived, the 

flimsy entrance door to his apartment was left ajar.  Mr. Maimoni returned to his 

apartment with his non-family caregiver, Lucia, an hour and a half late for the interview 

appointment.  He was driving a specially adapted van that allows him to leave the 

apartment everyday. 

 His apartment consists of a single windowless room with cement walls, a 

kitchenette, and an alcove for his electric bed and a bathroom.  The room was crowded 

with several desks, one with a computer and the others with work areas and a telephone.  

The apartment walls are covered with pictures and mementos of his life before his 

disability which he talks about with great nostalgia and pride. 

 During the interview, Mr. Maimoni sat in an electric wheelchair alongside his 

desk while Lucia was being interviewed across the room.  During the interview he took 

three phone calls, one soliciting for money.  Mr. Maimoni is warm, gregarious and 

cooperative during the interview, yet he seems sad when he speaks about his living 

situation.  Mr. Maimoni, who is an Italian-American, was interviewed in English.  Lucia, 

who is from El Salvador, was interviewed in Spanish.    
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 Mr. Maimoni has no family nearby and has to rely on non-family care givers.  At 

the time of the interview he had 2 female careworkers, Lucia and Brigitte.  Three weeks 

before the interview, Brigitte broke her foot and was not able to work.  Lucia re-arranged 

her schedule and was covering for Brigitte while she was incapacitated.  By the time we 

interviewed his consultant two months later, both Lucia and Brigitte no longer worked for 

him. 

Deciding to Enroll in Personal Preferences 
 
 Mr. Maimoni does not remember exactly how he heard about the program, but he 

does remember that the idea of the new program was attractive because “… I had so 

much trouble with home health aides in the past.  I couldn’t keep them.  They didn’t seem 

to stay, you know.  The job that they had to do with me is hard; they have a lot to do 

because I go out every day.”  Personal Preferences sounded like a good program, “It 

attracted me because I knew if I could pay home health aides a few dollars more, it would 

certainly entice them into learning to stay, and I have had the same two home health aides 

since the program began, you know.  I have been fortunate.” 

The Job is Hard 
 
 Mr. Maimoni describes why he thinks taking care of his needs is hard for the 

caregivers, 

There are a lot of things to do for me, to get me, you know, I go out every day.  I 
drive around in the car and I go out and try to do business and stuff like that…. 
I’m self-employed.  I’m not really employed.  I am just a hustler and trying to be 
employed.  I’m busy, but I’m not making much money.  I’m in construction and 
real estate and stuff like that trying to find jobs…. So you know, they have to get 
me up, get me out of bed, get me dressed, and prepare some food for me to take, 
and you know, it is not just a thing where they just come and have coffee with me, 
you know, so there is a lot to do getting me ready and everything, you know.  At 
that time, I didn’t have this van.  I had a car and they had to help me get into the 
car and stuff like that, so it was quite a bit of work for them to do, so they look for 
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the easiest jobs, you know, if they are only going to get seven bucks an hour, they 
all want to take the easiest job.  And since then, it has been quite different because 
I have been fortunate to have these two women that have been here since the 
inception of the program… I’m active.  I’m not like a person who just lies there 
and it’s all over, they feed me something, and I stay in the bed.  But I have to get 
up and get out of bed, take a shower, go to the bathroom, get ready, get dressed, 
and go out, you know.  It’s the same thing when I come home, you know, they 
have to put me back in bed and get me undressed and all.  So, it is so difficult.  I 
assist them with as many things as I possibly can, but it is hard to keep home 
health aides because they all want a little old lady who is not going to even move 
in the bed and give them two pills and get a cup of soup and that’s it.  So, a couple 
of bucks an hour helps a lot. 

 
 The quality of food is important to Mr. Maimoni and he does not get the diet he 

feels he needs with Lucia’s cooking, 

I’m Italian and am involved with lots of professional chefs in the restaurant 
business in New York, so I really know an awful lot about food and their culture 
is totally different.  Rice and beans and that’s it… I make her make everything, 
you know.  I try to eat as simple as I possibly can without making it complicated, 
just quick stuff.  But the diet is no good.  She should have a little more balance 
than that.  She tries to tell me, ‘Don’t eat that.  Don’t eat this,’ but she doesn’t 
know that there are carbohydrates, and fats, and sugars, you know.  There is no 
knowledge of that… I can’t blame her [for the lack of a balanced diet].  It’s my 
fault.  I didn’t get like this because of her, you know.  I’m 59 years old.  I’m 200 
pounds overweight…  You could die if you are overweight like that.  You know, 
it’s not a great thing.  Especially if you are inactive, you know.  It couldn’t be 
worse.  I’m committing a slow suicide.  I mean, here is a picture of me what I was 
like all of my life – skinny, young, I ran casinos. 

 
 Lucia’s description of what she does for Mr. Maimoni make it clear that being a 

caregiver for Mr. Maimoni requires a great deal of effort,   

I wash all his clothes by hand.  Because the other homemaker [Brigitte] let all 
those things that I put on his bed get stained, and since she quit I wash all that by 
hand, there in the sink.  I put that to soak in those buckets with soap and chlorine.  
Then, I wash them, and next morning I rinse them all.  I wash all his cloths by 
hand… I get him up.  I put him in the lifter. 
 

 Lucia tells the interviewer that lifting Mr. Maimoni is difficult and she has hurt 

her back, “For example, yesterday I was wearing an orthopedic band.  So every time I 

come here I wear the band, but today I forgot it.”  Lucia was told about the hydraulic lift,  
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When the nurse came, and with the training that I had before on how do you 
position yourself and all that.  Because the toilet, take a look how it is; I hardly 
have any room to do that.  For example, when I put him in the lifter to put him in 
the toilet, I have to pull his legs so he gets centered.  So he puts on gloves to 
stimulate his sphincter because he has no sensitivity; he doesn’t feel anything.  He 
says that he is dead from here (pointing to the chest) down.  So I put on his glove 
and his Vaseline and I let him there alone so he does what he has to do.  Then he 
calls me and I pull him back close to the bar and put some more Vaseline, 
sometimes four or five times so he relieves himself.  And when he doesn’t, and if 
he is in the lifter he does it then because since he doesn’t feel it… so I tell him 
‘Hold on, hold on you are doing ‘caqui’ so I have towels there prepared to catch 
all that and put another towel fast because he cannot stay too much time there in 
the lifter because he could get a “stroke” or he gets purple and he faints.  Yes, 
when he is in the lifter I have to do all that quickly; otherwise…. He could die.  
That’s why nobody wants to take him [his case] because they tell me this is 
something for professionals and the proficiency – I tell them – you make it.  I say, 
I didn’t get this in a course or anything like that, and when the nurse gave him to 
me… Don’t you ever think she told me ‘Look Lucia, this is the lift and you are 
going to operate it like this.’  No! The nurse when I first came, she told me to be 
here at 7 am so I was here at quarter to 7.  He was in bed and she said, ‘That is 
yours.’ She didn’t tell me how you are going to use this or anything. 

 
 Lucia makes it clear that her willingness to work as a caregiver under these 

conditions is unusual, 

That’s why you can go to the company [the agency she worked for] to see how 
my name is on the wall; they say it is a gold plaque, for the best homemaker of 
that month, because I didn’t have that much experience.  Look, I took the course 
in August.  In September I started to work with the other company… In October I 
started to work in the other company with him, and I didn’t know anything else, 
only my mind and what they taught me, and I knew what I had to do. 

 
 The interviewer exclaimed that Mr. Maimoni does not speak much Spanish and as 

Lucia says, “No, and I don’t speak English either!” 

 Mr. Maimoni continues to describe what the caregivers do for him,  
 

They do different functions from morning until evening, you know.  The morning 
person has to get me up, and cook, and stuff like that and does the wash and the 
laundry and mostly all of that.  In the evening, she just helps me, I usually eat 
what is left over from the day, or sometimes I don’t eat at all, and she gets me 
back into the bed and cleans me up and puts me back in the bed and that’s it.  
They help me with my medications.  They are seven days a week. 
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 Mr. Maimoni thinks that what the caregivers do is very important, “They [the 

tasks] are all important.  Everything they have to do to me is all essential.  I can’t survive 

without any of it, you know.”   

 According to Lucia, Mr. Maimoni’s needs are inflexible, 

Imagine, he is like a robot.  He is programmed.  At six in the morning or six 
thirty, he has to be in the toilet; otherwise, he makes everything here (pointing to 
the hospital bed).  And he is not used to being in bed.  Because even the doctor 
has told me that if he spends one day in bed he gets depressed or he gets low or 
high blood pressure.  So he has to go out.  That’s why he leaves in the car [a 
modified van equipped with a lift]. 

 
 As Lucia says about what she does as caregiver, 
 

I help him in everything.  In everything because, imagine, he can’t do anything.  I 
bathe him, dress him; I prepare his food. He makes me do even the things related 
to the electricity, things related to his bed [electric bed].  Even, I ask one friend 
that I have to help me with the bed banisters because the other day he fell down 
while I was…. you know because dressing him is very difficult.  I have to turn 
him one side and then to the other.  So because of his heavy weight, I turned him 
and the banister just broke.  So I had to call the police to have their help.  I have a 
cellular for any case because the other day in the bathroom, I thought he was 
going to die.  That day, he had low blood pressure.  I noticed he seemed strange 
so I asked him ‘Tony, what’s happening?’ ‘No, it’s nothing’ [he answered] 
because you know, he pretends to be strong even if he is dying.  So I said ‘Tony, I 
find you different.’  ‘No it’s nothing’ so after he went to the bathroom and I 
bathed him, I put him in the lifter and he has to help because I have to go behind 
him.  So, I said ‘Tony come on! Come on!’ and since he didn’t answer me, I went 
around and I saw his face turned purple and he had like foam out of his mouth.  
Well, I set the lift down very quickly and I pull the chair in front of him to sit him 
down.  He had no air; it is what he says. But I believe he had something else.  It 
[the lifter] compresses very hard.  One time he lifted me in it to see how it feels.  
It feels like it is going to crush your ribs.  So imagine, for him being so fat.  That 
is horrible!  And I was telling him ‘Put me down. Put me down! I’m dying!’ 

 
 In addition, after 6 in the evening when Mr. Maimoni returns home Lucia 

describes, 

I heat up his dinner; I prepare him for bed; I empty the bag with the urine with 
chlorine.  I wash the clothes of the day.  I prepare all the equipment that he needs 
in front of his bed.  I check the electrical system of the bed because it must work 
well.  Because I leave him reclined, and after he watches T.V. or the computer, 
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He takes his pills to sleep and then he sets the bed to sleep because he cannot stay 
too much time in the same position.  I leave his oxygen ready.  He has an oxygen 
machine. I clean the hose in the morning.  I sweep and mop. 

 
 Lucia must clean in between helping Mr. Maimoni, 
 

In the meantime, say, when he is in the toilet and he says to me ‘Go away,’ 
because you know that he needs his privacy. So I leave him alone and go to sweep 
quickly. Then he calls me back; I flush the toilet and come back to prepare the 
water to mop and then he calls me again. So it is like that. 

 
 Lucia is often required to do things for Mr. Maimoni that worry her,  
 

Only the nurse comes here. The one who changes his catheter, and if she doesn’t 
come he says ‘Look Lucia, you know how to put in a catheter,’ and I say, ‘Tony, 
you know I cannot do it.’  So he says ‘No, that decision is mine. I know that when 
you change it for me, you do it better than when the nurse does it.’  But I feel a 
little scared because you know I know how to put in a catheter but I am not 
authorized to do it. 

 
 Lucia gives a very detailed description of how she puts in the catheter, the whole 

process of sanitation and sterilization, and what happens if it is done inadequately.  Mr. 

Maimoni cannot do this himself, 

He can’t even reach there because of his belly!  So, I do it slowly and I know the 
appropriate length that goes inside, that is 4 cm, and the solution that goes in the 
globe to avoid clogs... So, that dilates longer and does not get hemorrhages.  
Sometimes, when the nurse does it she doesn’t put enough solution, because it 
can’t be too much or too little, especially since he has had years and years of 
having that.  So he tells me the amount that is correct. 

 
 Lucia realizes how important her work is to Mr. Maimoni, 
 

He has no family, and he depends on me.  If I don’t go, he doesn’t get up.  If I 
don’t prepare his food, he doesn’t eat.  If I don’t wash his face, he doesn’t wash it.  
If I don’t brush his teeth, he doesn’t brush them.  I have to shave him.  I have to 
do everything for him. 

  
Lucia explains why Mr. Maimoni cannot brush his own teeth, 

 
Because his hand drops [is too weak].  He can do it with the one that functions a 
little.  He burns his belly because sometimes when he can’t breathe he uses a 
thing with steam.  I told him, ‘Look, try to do it on the table,’ but because his 
belly is so big, he has no room, so he has to put it here (pointing to her chest) and 
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even though I put two and three towels down the hot water licks.  Do you 
understand? So he depends on me for everything. 

 
 Lucia feels a sense of responsibility because Mr. Maimoni does not have anyone 

else, 

I used to work for a company.  That company was the one that connected us, but 
because he is so problematic the company did not want to follow his case 
anymore; and, you know, he hardly finds anybody.  For example, now there have 
been people coming for an interview but only by looking at him they get scared.  
So he says to me, ‘You are my family, and your children are my family,’ because 
although he has family, nobody visits him here.  If he gets sick there is no family, 
it is only me.  To take him to the hospital, it is me.  So you can see.  Now, I had to 
leave another patient to come because the other homemaker broke her leg… the 
one who used to come in the mornings.  I’m the one who was coming at four 
because since I had another patient, I had to come at four in the morning. Imagine, 
that was all of the sudden that the girl broke her foot, and what could I have done 
with my patient in the morning?  Since she was coming in the morning I had 
another patient in the morning.  So I had to leave that one, and now I’m coming 
from six to ten in the morning. 
 

 Mr. Maimoni’s consultant, who is in contact with him every month, describes his 

caregivers, 

All three of them that he has had since being on this program all work for him and 
they were from an agency.  I mean they left.  I don’t think they left their agencies, 
but they opted to work with him privately through the program, although from 
what I have heard over the last year or two, people who are certified home health 
aides are technically not supposed to work without nursing supervision.  That 
could jeopardize their licensing, licensure, or whatever it is for a certified home 
health aide, but the program doesn’t have that per say, I guess, because of the way 
that this is.  They don’t also, I guess, opt to tell their agency and that’s between 
them and the agency.  That’s not for our program to get involved with, you know, 
but he is a very, he yells out, he’s a very active man.  He drives a car.  He is a 
quadriplegic and a very good advocate I guess.  He taught me a few things. 

 
Scheduling Care 
  
 With all of Mr. Maimoni’s needs, his careworker schedule is very important.  

Although Mr. Maimoni usually has two careworkers, he has been relying on one for 

several weeks, 
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But now Lucia is doing both shifts.  She is seven days a week, both shifts,  
because I have no other home health aide.  She [Brigitte] broke her foot.  She is 
home with a broken foot and in a cast.  She will be out for two or three weeks.  I 
am assuming that she is going to come back, but I don’t know.  I mean, she is in a 
cast, you know, it could be three months or it could be a few more weeks. 

 
 Mr. Maimoni describes scheduling his workers hours,  
 

They are seven days a week.  Maybe an hour or less each Saturday and Sunday.  
In other words, instead of the four hours, they get three hours.  She [Lucia] puts in 
four hours in the morning and two hours in the evening.  Six hours a day they 
get… except on the weekends and it is five hours. 

   
 Mr. Maimoni says that the weekend hours are much the same as during the week, 

but Lucia is not very flexible about when she can work for him, 

It [the schedule] is repetitious and she’s not that flexible.  She takes care of three 
other people.  Yeah, she has two other patients.  As a matter of fact, she gave up 
one patient just as of today. Today was the last day because she was coming at 
4:00 in the morning to get me up… I didn’t want to [get up that early], but that 
was my only choice.  She had another patient that is developmentally disabled, 
and he has to go to school by 8:30 in the morning, she has to get him on the bus, 
so that means she has to go there like 7:00, you know, so she had to be done with 
me and at his house by 7:00, so she had to come at 4:00 to get me up, but as of 
tomorrow, she is going to start coming a little early, which is a nightmare for me.  
Normally, I get them to come at 6:00.  I like to get up at 6:00.  It’s okay with me.  
She puts me in bed now, usually I meet her at 6:00 or 6:15 and have something to 
eat, and then by 7:00 I’m in bed.  You see, a repetitious thing.  I don’t get too 
much of a chance to get a break or anything because I am flexible and she doesn’t 
want to come late at night.  She wants to go to sleep because she’s got to get up.  
That’s the only bad part about it.  You know, if I have to go some place or 
something, it is not good because I have to be on my own. 

  
 Starting work at 4 a.m. is unusual for Lucia.  She works 40 hours a week, seven 

days a week and usually, 

… I will do it from six to ten in the morning and in the afternoons from six to 
eight. And even when he comes late [from driving in his van], I stay late, do you 
understand? I have to leave everything… Working with Tony is very difficult.  
Imagine, I haven’t gone to the beach in two years because I come in the morning, 
on Saturdays it is three hours and two at night.  I come later like at seven or eight, 
so by the time I go home it is already noon.  So to go to the beach to be aware of 
coming back early to be on time here at night is not worth it.  
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Paying for Care 
 
 Mr. Maimoni feels that the pay he can afford on this program helps him keep 

caregivers, 

I was fortunate that when I got them from the agency that was handling me at the 
time and I kept in contact with them.  I told them that I was going to get $10.00 an 
hour.  Will you come back for the $10.00 an hour?  They both came back because 
of the money. 

 
 The caregivers received $7.50 an hour previously. 
 
The Problems in Supervision and the Caregiver Relationship 
 
 When asked who supervises his care, Mr. Maimoni answers, “I do,” but he also 

describes the problems that occur because he hires a worker without agency supervision. 

It’s one of the fallbacks of this thing.  When they don’t have supervision, they 
push you around a little bit because they have no nurse to answer to.  They have 
no one of authority that they have to [answer to], they are afraid of the office, the 
office, but there is no office here.  So, they say, ‘I don’t come back.  I don’t come 
back.  You don’t do what I tell you, I don’t come back.’  Oh, constantly they 
threaten me.  Many times.  They are unreasonable, you know, just anything that, 
you ask can you please do this for me?  ‘No, no.  I’m busy.’  It reminds me of a 
comedy.  Years ago…Do you remember I Love Lucy?  There was a Spanish 
woman who used to scream and yell and everything like an unreasonable brat, she 
just keeps screaming.  She [Lucia] has some kind of deficit or something.  She 
just can’t control her temper.  She’s good, but she is just too emotional.  Her kids 
tell me that she has always been like that.  She is in a hurry for most things.  She 
rushes and she just has to get it done, you know.  She never stays the right amount 
of time.  She always leaves ahead of time. 

 
 Mr. Maimoni feels that he has no choice but to put up with the problems he has 

with Lucia, 

There were no other home health aides that were available to me.  That’s the only 
thing. That’s where the difficulty is with the program.  There should be some 
way….I know that the people, the idea of it is that you are supposed to be self-
sufficient and take care of yourself, but finding home health aides is a tough 
situation. There is a tremendous shortage of them and they are well aware of that.  
They know that.  They take advantage of you.  Lucia, she threatens me all of the 
time.  See this girl that just pulled up [a neighbor].  She is another Spanish girl.  I 
made her bring around other people and she [Lucia] straightened out a little, bit, 
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you know.  When she saw that another woman came here the other day.  She 
spoke to her [Lucia] in Spanish.  She said that she is a home health aide for 14 
years.  She said that she would come and take care of him [Mr. Maimoni], and 
then she straightened out when she realized that she would lose her job if she 
doesn’t, you know, but when they got here, believe me, they….[take advantage of 
the situation]…. And the fact that they can threaten you with no supervision.  
They have no one that they have to answer to.  They don’t have to go to an office.  
They feel more brazen because it is not, there is no one telling them, ‘You better 
do this and you better do it right.’ 

 
 Even with supervision problems, Mr. Maimoni likes supervising his own care, 
 

I make calls and take care of things myself, so this program is good for me 
because it makes you more independent.  It gives you a lot more independence, 
and I think that is one of the main things that a disabled person needs.  I mean you 
are left with so many problems that when you have to depend on people, it’s 
terrible, you know.  For the last three years, since they [the care workers] came, 
and I have the van, everything worked out much better, you know.  I am able to 
get in and out by myself where before I needed them to get in and out of the car.  I 
couldn’t get out of the car or whatever.  This makes it much, much better.  I really 
think the program, if it doesn’t continue, is going to be a terrible problem. 

 
 Lucia says that “nobody” supervises her work, “I know what I have to do. The 

only thing is when he says, ‘Look Lucia, I want to eat this or that.’ This is the only thing 

he decides.” 

Finding Caregivers is a Problem 

 Mr. Maimoni feels that he has little choice in his dealings with Lucia because of 

the difficulty of finding a careworker.  When asked what he would do if he had to find a 

new worker he says, 

I would get on that phone.  I don’t know.  I have the home health aides from 
before.  I would have to call on friends.  I don’t know what I would do.  Really 
what you are supposed to do is to run an ad in the paper, I guess.  But there should 
be some sort of emergency tool or something.  That’s the only thing that I see 
that’s a shortcoming of the program.  I’m sure that a lot of the people can’t find 
home health aides, you know. 
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 When Mr. Maimoni discusses the problems in finding caregivers it is clear why 

he feels he has no choice, but to accept whatever care he gets.  He suggests how to hire 

caregivers, 

They [consumers] are just fortunate if they can get on it [the Personal Preference 
Program] and just screen your home health aides… I would imagine that you 
would have to do the police check where they explain to you to do it and you 
always have to keep people, you know, ready to come, but that is the most 
difficult part.  People say why don’t you get someone to stand by in case they 
can’t come, but you can’t get people to stand by.  Like this week when she 
[Lucia] was threatening and all that she wasn’t going to come, I called up three or 
four other people, and they were all happy to hear from me, and they are happy to 
get the money, but they were all working at that time in the morning and 
everything, you know, you just can’t leave like that.  Agencies aren’t that great 
because agencies take every penny and they send you anybody they can.  They 
send so many people.  I don’t know, you used to always depend that you can 
show them what to do.  They never ever send anyone to train.  What do they call 
that, the first day, orientation.   

 
I mean, they never give you orientation or anything like that, you know.  I mean if 
someone comes here to take care of me, it would be nice if she could at least tell 
them this is what I do, this is where the food is, this is where this is.  If a person 
comes in here without even knowing me, a big fat guy in bed with a mask on, I 
got to start bossing them around, could you please do this, could you please do 
that.  It’s a difficult situation, you know, but if someone is familiar with you at 
first, it is better, you know, much better.  The orientation part is something that is 
very important, I think, you know. 

 
 Mr. Maimoni thinks that family would be a good source of caregiving, but as he 

says,  

Not my family.  I wish they would, yeah, I would like to have, but I don’t have 
any family really near me and nobody can take care of me from the family.  But I 
think in a lot of situations, it is an excellent idea because a lot of caregivers are, 
most people are taken care of by their family, and the poor family goes 
unrewarded.  So, in that sense, it is a really, really excellent idea.  You know, it 
should be like that. 

 
 Even with the problems Mr. Maimoni has with his care, he thinks that it is much 

better than the care it is possible to get from agencies.  In fact, Mr. Maimoni comments,  
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Many times I was stuck in bed without people to help me and you know, I was 
neglected lots of times, I guess.  This has enabled me to live a much better life.  I 
have been a lot happier since I have been in the program. 

 
 Ann Davis, Mr. Maimoni’s consultant, describes a problem he had, 
 

One of my co-workers went to his apartment while he was on this program and 
once when we were trying to help him with his home care situation because 
nobody showed up and he was stuck in bed.  She showed up to just try to help 
him…  

 
 Mr. Maimoni worries about what will happen if the program is discontinued, 
 

Just if they discontinue the program, it is going to be a disaster.  I don’t know how 
they are going to handle it because to be able to go back to, the agencies just don’t 
have people any more.  You know, for that amount of money, agencies don’t have 
people.  If I had to go to people for $7.00 an hour, it is too hard for them.  They 
get the bottom of the bottom of the barrel for that much money.  Nobody has a 
car.  They live far away.  They have to take three buses to get here.  This has 
completely eliminated all those problems.  It is much easier.  She (Lucia) has her 
own car.  She goes shopping for me.  She takes the laundry, she does the laundry 
for me.  When a person is on a bus, they can’t do that.  They have to drive and 
that takes time.  They don’t want to do it because it is taking them so much 
longer.  So, it is a tremendous difference.  It really is.   

 
 Mr. Maimoni’s consultant is aware of the problems he has with caregivers, 
 

As far as with his situation and program, he has been very, you know, he is very 
capable to manage and he is very, but he had a lot of, we were familiar, I was 
familiar with him even before he was on the Personal Preference Program.  Our 
agency had helped him out for a couple of years before he was in this program.  
When he did that, he had a lot of turnover with agencies and with personal care 
assistants because he is a person that doesn’t have family to hire.  He hires people 
through the agencies initially when he was on their programs and then now he has 
hired, you know, workers to work with him on his own.  From what I have seen 
on this program, he has had so much less turnover.  He had two initial people that 
were with him almost the whole year and then only in a few months, a few 
months ago, one of them broke her ankle and the other one, something else 
happened, so now he has a new person working. 

  
 By the time we spoke with the consultant, two months after our interview with 

Mr. Maimoni and Lucia, Lucia had quit and Mr. Maimoni had one caregiver who worked 

all 40 hours for him.  According to Mr. Maimoni’s consultant, 
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[She] Just decided to leave.  One was only working.  Let’s see.  One was working 
like 30 hours and the other one was working about ten and then when the one 
broke her ankle, the other one was doing all 40 hours.  And then I don’t think the 
one that broke the ankle came back from what I understood, and then the one that 
was doing the 40 just decided I guess, that it was too much for her and he decided 
to get somebody else.   

 
 The consultant has provided advice to Mr. Maimoni about hiring careworkers, 
 

We have talked about, you know, hiring people, things like that.  I know that 
initially that I gave him information on that when he was here doing his cash 
management plan, what to look for in interviewing skills, like cause we have stuff 
like that from our training, so I just had it here in the office.  At the Center, that’s 
a big area, like helping people with personal assistance services in general, so I 
gave him stuff that I knew about and just, as far as encouraging him, one of my 
co-workers had made a home visit to him and then he came to my office.  He 
preferred to do it that way, and he came to my office for all of the contacts we 
have had over the last 1 and a half years. 

 
An Experienced Caregiver 
  
 Lucia worked for an agency as a homemaker when she met and agreed to 

continue working for Mr. Maimoni.  Lucia also works for two other people who are not 

in Personal Preferences, “I take care of a young man who is an invalid, and another lady 

who has a lot of problems.”  Lucia works with her other two “patients” through another 

agency in a town closer to her residence than Mr. Maimoni. 

My three patients that I have, I love them as part of my family.  For example, the 
lady that has an invalid boy, I cannot go there anymore. They are getting another 
homemaker but since the boy is used to seeing me, not a boy because he is 25 
years old.  He gets furious, since he has cerebral damage, he does not tolerate 
anybody.  How can I tell you, if he tells me that this is red but it is green, I must 
say it is red.  What’s the purpose of disagreeing with him?  So now I’m taking 
him to the park because I cannot leave him completely.  He needs to get used to 
the other homemaker, so I tell him, ‘If you don’t behave yourself with her I will 
not take you to the park.’ 

 
 As already discussed, Lucia had no training to work with Mr. Maimoni and has 

had to learn to deal with his needs on her own. 
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Caregiver Health Problems 
 
 Lucia has hurt her back while working for Mr. Maimoni, “I take Motrin or 

aspirins. I tell him ‘Tony, I can’t stand my back pain,’ and he says, ‘Take an aspirin.’ 

Lucia also suffers from stress because of her relationship with Mr. Maimoni.   

Qualities and Skills Needed by a Caregiver 
 
 Mr. Maimoni describes some of the qualities that he thinks are important for a 

caregiver, 

I would look for kindness, gentleness, understanding, someone who has patience.  
Patience is the most important thing because it is the exact opposite of what she 
[Lucia] has.  Patience is imperative because a person that’s disabled….disabled 
means there are many things you can’t do.  An enabled-bodied person can’t 
understand that.  Could you please…I don’t say get something off the shelf….I 
say, ‘Could you please get me something off the shelf?’  There are so many little 
tiny things that when things don’t work right, there are a lot of things.  If you look 
at me, I look healthy, but that’s not the case.  There is numbness in my fingers.  I 
drop things, and there are million little tiny things that you take for natural that 
you can’t do.  The other girl [Brigitte] is completely understanding.  She does 
every single thing, oh, sure.  She is considerate when she moves you.  This one 
throws you around. 

 
 Training and cleanliness are also important to Mr. Maimoni, 
 

They really should be schooled since I wear a Foley catheter, so they should be 
very, very clean.  She [Lucia] is clean.  One thing I got to say about her is that she 
is very, very clean.  She uses so much bleach that she burns out all my towels and 
stuff.  You know, we go through three things of bleach a week.  Probably that is 
one of the most important things, you know.   

 
 Lucia also feels that it is very important to be patient.  The most stressful part of 

her job is, 

His character.  I tell you, he is a good person, a very good person, but you know, 
it’s because of the disease.  I have to understand that it is the disease.  If he were a 
person with no illnesses at all.  But he is an ill person.  True? So I have to 
understand him.  Imagine, sometimes with only the backache that I get, I wish 
nobody talked to me.... You have to ignore all the insults, the insults that a patient 
says to you.  
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A Difficult Relationship 
 
 Mr. Maimoni describes his caregivers, 
 

They are both Spanish.  They both don’t speak English too well.  She [Lucia] just 
about gets along…  It is difficult to communicate, and she [Lucia] is very, very 
high strung with a temper.  She goes 100 miles an hour.  You have to put up with 
things in order to survive.  She knows everything.  She comes in and she does 
things like this [participating in the interview], which is great.  The other one 
[Brigitte] is exactly the opposite – sweet, docile, and understanding, gentle, 
considerate, and this one here is rough as anything, but good, you know.  Good 
except that she does forget a lot of things, but the other one is just exactly the 
opposite.  The other one is perfect, a little too slow as a matter of fact. 

 
 Lucia decided to work for Mr. Maimoni because she already had experience with 

him as a homemaker, 

He asked me to leave the agency to stay with him because there is no agency that 
wants to take his case since he is so problematic.  Since I already know his 
moods…[I decided to work for him].  Despite the fact that he insults me and no 
matter what he says to me, I know how he is. So why would I discuss it with him.  
Do you understand me?  How can I tell you?   I’m already with him as if he were 
part of my family.  I don’t see it as a job, only as family.  Because all these days 
that I have been with him are so much work. [When he says], ‘Oh my God, how 
can I do it’ and I told him ‘Well Tony, you have no one to help you, do you 
accept that I come at four in the morning…?’ I left my house at four and I was 
here like at four thirty.  In the meantime, when I was leaving the other job [to help 
him], I had to call the agency so they could find another [caregiver].  So, he said 
‘OK, because I have no one else, I cannot stay in bed.’ 

 
 With some hesitation, Lucia characterizes her relationship with Mr. Maimoni as 

good, but explains, 

I just don’t pay attention to it [his bad moods].  So when he says, “Come here you 
#*%&$!!!” [Strong cursing] and the neighbors hear his bad word I tell him, ‘Look 
Tony please, calm down otherwise I’m going away’ so the neighbors say that I 
mistreat him, and I don’t. Would you believe that if I mistreated him he would 
like to see me? He wouldn’t!  But since they heard the loud voice when he yells 
me... so I say, ‘Stay calm, what’s happening?’ Because when he starts insulting 
me, I get very nervous and don’t know what to do.  So I go outside and leave him 
speaking alone.  But the neighbors do not realize how I deal with him. I would 
like them to come downstairs to see what is happening… The lady upstairs, she 
hears how he insults me and says, ‘Hey please, take it easy’ so I say, ‘Look if you 
insult me, I’m leaving.’ So when I go outside he thinks I’m leaving to go home, 
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so when I come back he says, ‘Where did you go?’ And I say, ‘I was outside 
because you were too bad.’  He is very pampered and spoiled….  It is just bad 
moments when he turns mad.  For example, when he is in the lifter he resents that. 
And some time he has hit me with the lifter in my head, so it is then when I tell 
him, ‘If you don’t calm down, I’ll go away.’  Only with that I can calm him down.   
Imagine, and I suppose that’s why the family does not visit him.  But that day 
when I thought he was dead I cried as if he was family.  I did not have a telephone 
number of any relative so I called a friend if his who speaks Italian and Spanish 
and told him, ‘I think Tony is dead.’ So he started to scream...  

 
 Lucia laughingly says that the best part of working for Mr. Maimoni is, “Cooking 

for him.” (a joke because he is dissatisfied with her cooking.)  Lucia finds satisfaction in,  

Keeping all his stuff clean.  Say when I see that I have cleaned all his stuff. I leave 
him and I say, ‘I’ll see you at six o’clock’ and he says, ‘OK Lucia” and I see his 
smile.  But when I say goodbye and he is making gestures I say, ‘Do not get like 
that Tony, you know I’ll be back in the afternoon.’  So he says, ‘OK Lucia, Thank 
you,’ but with a kind of sad tone. 

 
Managing Health Problems 
 
 Mr. Maimoni describes the origin of his health and mobility problems,  
 

I became disabled about 10 years now.  I had a spinal cord tumor that was 
probably in there since birth and it affected me later in my teens, you know, and 
then when I was in my 20’s I started really walking with a limp and I had surgery.  
It was removed, but it left me with damaged nerves and I ran on a treadmill and 
got really skinny and was able to walk without a limp and little by little it re-
occurred and then the second time it did more damage.  I couldn’t stand up or 
anything anymore.  It’s been about 10 years or something like that.  I’m not 
complaining.  That’s a picture [of me] when I was 23 years old.  It was in Puerto 
Rico.  This was the opening of our casino.  I had a good life. 

 
 Mr. Maimoni’s van (which according to Lucia he received through the help of 

friends) has helped his state of mind and health, 

Just like I said, it’s [the van and reliable caregivers] given me the assurance and I 
rest much better and I feel much better because now I can, well, everything 
changed at once because when I got the van, it made a big difference.  I got the 
van the same time that they [the caregivers] started coming.  I was unable to go to 
doctors because I wasn’t able to get in and out of the car.  People would need to 
transfer me and stuff like that.  It is nice, but the thing is, I got this electric 
wheelchair at the same time.  Before that, I had a manual wheelchair and since I 
got the electric wheelchair, I gained over 100 pounds, about 150 pounds.  It’s a 
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drawback, you know, so it helps you to gain independence and you can get around 
a lot better… [but] you get more calories.  I can’t switch over to the other chair to 
get out and exercise or anything, you know.  They [doctors] tell me to attend a 
fitness gym. 

 
 Lucia describes problems with monitoring his blood pressure,  
 

I see that when his blood pressure is high… [we have more conflicts] because 
when it is low, he is like…  [Lucia makes a tired gesture] he doesn’t want to 
straighten up his head, so I say, ‘Hey wake up! Wake up’ or I give him a towel.  
When I see him like that, I know his pressure is low, so what I do is put ice in a 
bucket to put his feet in.  It normalizes the pressure. 

 
 When asked if she worries about him, Lucia responds, 
 

What do you think?!!  Do you believe I stay unconcerned?  Especially when I 
leave and he has low blood pressure.  What scares me the most is when his blood 
pressure is low.  But when I leave I don’t leave his feet in cold water.  What I do 
is to give him a very strong coffee, so that wakes him up.  Because you know, 
nothing stops him.  He goes out no matter snow or anything.  He tells me, ‘Just 
shovel the snow and go away so I can leave; I won’t stay here.’ 

 
 Lucia also monitors his catheter, 

 
I have to check his catheter every day to see if it is coming out because if it is too 
long, it is supposed to be maximum 5 1/2 cm out, otherwise it is an emergency 
and he has to be taken to the hospital or if he ‘orders me’ to do it [change the 
catheter] myself, I will do it.  But I do not take the initiative to do it because I 
know I’m not allowed to do it. So, if he feels sick and gets clots and fever,… So 
when he feels bad I tell him to call the nurse, but he says, ‘No Lucia, you are the 
one who has to help me,’ so I have to do it.  So imagine! He tells me I must learn 
to be a nurse, but I tell him that I’m afraid of injections, I feel pity because it hurts 
me, so how can it not hurt others. 

 
Lucia always has her cellular phone in case she has to call for an ambulance in an 

emergency, something she has had to do “a couple of times” since working for him. 

A Big, Big Difficulty 
 
 Mr. Maimoni has great difficulty communicating with Lucia and his other 

caregiver Brigitte because they do not speak much English and he speaks only a few 
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words of Spanish.  He says that “It is a big, big difficulty because it is hard to explain 

things to them.”   

 Lucia describes how they try to understand each other, 
 

Since I’ve been with him I’ve been developing more understanding so if I don’t 
understand, I ask him to repeat it again; so he tells me with letters so I understand.  
Now I understand more English, but not a long conversation.  So, if he tells me he 
needs something, I know.  If it is something about the food, I know.  And if he 
says to go to the toilet or bathe him, I know it.  All things that are related to the 
job, I know it. 

 
 Mr. Maimoni is teaching Lucia English, 
 

He even has Spanish dictionaries.  And he is learning Spanish; for example, he 
asks me.  Say, if I say to him [in Spanish] ‘You hassle me a lot’ because when he 
has high blood pressure he gets… so I tell him ‘You hassle me very much,’ so he 
asks me ‘What is that?’ so I have to think how to translate it into English, you 
see? So he says ‘OK,’ but if he doesn’t trust what I’m saying, he looks for it in the 
dictionary or in the computer which is also programmed for English-Spanish 
[translation].  It is just a program that is in the computer.  So I come and write it 
down what I’m saying and it translates.  That’s how I’ve learnt… But that’s how I 
communicate with him and I’ve learnt a lot.  Because sometimes I’m afraid to talk 
[in English] because, maybe, I’m not going to say it well.  But now I say it as it is 
and he understands me.  But he says, ‘You are learning much more, but you must 
listen more to know what you are going to say.’ 

 
 When they have a conflict Lucia may have to call in outside help, 
 

When he gets rude with me I call Vincenzo [a friend of Mr. Maimoni’s who 
speaks Italian and Spanish] and I ask him to talk to him and say to him to be calm, 
because if he is not I’m gone.  So when he [Vincenzo] says, ‘If you are not calm 
Lucia will go away’ and he [Mr. Maimoni] says, ‘What the heck, she can go to 
hell.’ ‘Get out of here’ he says, ‘Get out of here.’ 

 
 Ann does not have contact with Mr. Maimoni’s caregivers because they do not 

speak English.  The language issue is a problem when trying to deal with financial issues, 

That’s a big issue for him and he wants more help from the financial fiscal 
intermediary service.  They, in the beginning, said that they would have staff that 
were bilingual that could talk to the aide about the payroll process and paychecks, 
but the aides were a little nervous about, you know, getting and making sure that 
they were going to get paid.  I guess that they did have some people initially from 
that agency, but now they are saying that they don’t.  So that’s been an issue for 
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him, so we have utilized some of our staff here.  We have a staff member that is 
bilingual, so she’s [helping], but then they get confused because they think that 
I’m paying them and I’m like, no, no, our agency doesn’t pay you.  It comes from, 
you know, the state and CAU [the fiscal intermediary]. 

 
An Extremely Helpful Consultant 
 
 Mr. Maimoni says that his consultant Ann, “… helps as much as she possibly 

can.”  He continues, 

She is extremely helpful I would say.  She advises me of many things I should 
know about that would help me and tries to guide me and steers me in the right 
direction if I ever need help, you know. 

 
 Ann says that she has monthly contact with Mr. Maimoni, but that he is very self-

sufficient, “He’s very easy to get along with and we have back and forth conversations all 

of the time.” 

Alternate Uses of the Cash Allowance 
 
 Mr. Maimoni says that he bought computer equipment with his cash allowance, 

“They allow that, and if you have to make repairs of any of your equipment or there are 

certain guidelines that you are allowed to do.”  Being able to use money in a variety of 

different ways is helpful to Mr. Maimoni, 

It sure has [been helpful].  Other than their hours, I can pay people to come with 
me if I need to do special things or whatever…companionship they call it, you 
know.  It helps quite a bit, you know, when you need to do things outside or pay 
somebody to move something around or something like that.  Something is 
always breaking.  But I think the program is tremendous, and it seems very 
advantageous to me.   

 
 Ann comments, 
 

He is one person that does use his money.  He is saving his money towards 
purchasing different things.  We helped him get a fax machine.  He was going to 
buy it actually with his grant money, but then we ended up getting a donated one, 
so he didn’t have to use his money for that, which was good.  He actually went 
and picked it up from the pharmacy that was donating it because he does drive…. 
As far as overall, he has had problems understanding that monthly report along 
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with the state and me, but I believe that he has got almost a couple thousand 
dollars that he has accumulated through putting money aside each month, so like I 
say, he is in the process of looking into purchasing I believe a computer, that will 
help him with all of his, you know, because his hand dexterity is not good to write 
to keep all his records and budgeting and stuff like that.  He’s almost at that point 
where I think he’s ready to buy it because he just wants to double-check on his 
funding. 

 
Problems with the Program 
 
 Mr. Maimoni already spoke of a general problem in finding caregivers.  Lucia has 

problems with the pay.   

On payday …I tell him ‘Give me my money,’ ‘I need my money,’ so he says, 
‘The check hasn’t come yet.’…. He says that the check is supposed to come on 
Fridays but it never comes on Friday.  It may come on Saturday or Monday.  So 
you know sometimes one has to pay things and has something programmed like 
the car payments. 

 

 Ann also mentions the problem with paychecks, 

 

As far as other things, he has just asked me because he had a changeover in 
people.  He’s had a problem a couple of times with paychecks being on time.  He 
had a problem a while back where paychecks were lost, well not lost, I guess he 
never received them, and where they had to re-issue checks, you know, or where 
he had to get stop payments.  He was back and forth on the phone with that a 
couple of times.   

 

 Ann thinks that one of Mr. Maimoni’s problems is where he lives, 

 

From what I heard [from an agency staff member who went to his apartment 
when he was stuck in bed], it is a very small, kind of cluttered place and I have 
tried to encourage him, ‘Why don’t you move to something bigger and more 
accessible, you know, rent subsidized?’  He has rent subsidy where he is, but he’s 
like, he doesn’t want to.  He likes his little apartment, so I told him, okay, never 
mind.  We can suggest it, but it’s what he likes and what he doesn’t like, so he has 
been pretty, from what I gathered from the state, outspoken.  He has been looking 
forward to being selected to be in this program for years, so I’m glad he got in. 
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Benefits of the Program 
 
 Mr. Maimoni is very clear about the advantages of the Personal Preference 

Program for him, 

I am able to have assurance that I have two dependable people who are going to 
come, and I sleep much better.  I feel much better.  You know, my biggest fear is 
to be stuck in the damn bed and waste my life away in the bed, you know.  I want 
to get out and you know get back into society and do lots of things.  Try to live 
my life instead of just being stuck in bed.  First of all, I really need to get up in the 
morning.  If I am in the bed too long, I get sore and have all kinds of problems.  I 
have to get to the toilet and stuff like that, so I really need someone to come.  
Sometimes I am stuck in the bed and it is a nightmare for me.  I get phobic in the 
bed.  I can’t stand it in there.  I just drove all the way down the shore.  I drove 
about 80 miles and 80 miles back. 

 
 The program also allows him to be more independent, 
 

I guess the independence and being much more independent [is the most 
important to me].  Because of the extra money, the aides are more effective, you 
know.  Hey, if you get paid $20.00 per hour, somebody is going to take care of 
you a lot better than $10.00 an hour because they value their job that much more.  
It means everything, you know.  I mean you can go any place for $7.50 per hour 
or what Medicaid pays, so they take the easiest ones.  They have to take buses 
here.  Most of the girls can’t afford clothes.  These girls have clothes.  Most of 
them have to take buses.  They used to take buses from Jersey City, two or three 
buses to get here, and then two or three buses to get back to work and they were 
getting $7.00 an hour at night, two hours, so for $14.00 they have to spend $2.00 
each way for the bus.  They are getting $10.00 to come here, put me to bed, and 
go back to work, and maybe an hour on the bus each way.  Maybe more than an 
hour.   
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Consumer Story 5 
 
 Mrs. Andrea Scholl is a 58 year-old divorced white woman who lives alone in a 

Section 8 multiple unit apartment complex in a secured building.  Mrs. Scholl lives in a 

3rd floor walk-up in an urban area of New Jersey off a busy street of a mixed residential 

and business district.  Her apartment is cheerfully decorated with her own artwork.  

During the interview, Mrs. Scholl sits at the kitchen table wearing a colorful dress.  She is 

a lively and engaging woman who appears younger than 58.  She is very well informed 

about her medical problems and the services that are available to her.  Her married 

daughter Tanya is her caregiver.  She also has two grown sons, one of whom lived with 

her until last year.   

 Mrs. Scholl has multiple sclerosis.  As a child, she was pushed out a second story 

window and fell on her head and leg.  From the age of 19 she had problems moving the 

leg.  Mrs. Scholl feels that she was never properly diagnosed or treated from the time she 

began having problems.  She tried to work, but could not keep a job because she had 

periods where she felt unable to move.  For years her doctors told her that her physical 

problems were psychosomatic.  Six years ago Mrs. Scholl was in a serious car accident 

which left her with a slipped disc in her neck and spinal cord compression.  She was 

diagnosed with multiple sclerosis last year. The consultant for Mrs. Scholl was 

unavailable for an interview. 

Personal Preference Gave Me the Chance 
 
 After receiving a letter from the state, Mrs. Scholl wrote a letter requesting 

enrollment in Personal Preference.  The idea of the program attracted her because, 

I wrote in that I wanted to be a participant because…If I had a doctor’s 
appointment, I would ask them [girls from the state] to go with me.  They would 
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give me a hard time.  If I asked them to take me for a walk, they wouldn’t take me 
for a walk.  They would say, ‘No, we can’t go out of bounds here.’  Anything I 
asked them, they had a no answer for.  So, Personal Preference gave me the 
chance to hire someone who would do these things for me, who would help me, 
because what’s the use if I can’t walk or use my legs, you know, by myself if 
nobody was going to take me. 

 
Previous Agency Experience 
 
 The Personal Preference program sounded good to Mrs. Scholl because of her 

negative experiences with agencies, 

I used people that came from the state.  They were state workers, but they came 
here, they’d have bad colds, stomach problems, everything taking care of people, 
and they always had an excuse why they couldn’t walk me, couldn’t do this, 
couldn’t do that. Anything I asked them for was like a terrible headache, you 
know.  I would ask them to do some light cleaning and they would give me, ‘No, 
we don’t do that.’  I had to go out and hire other people, you know, but mostly it 
was the fact that they wouldn’t take me any place.  They wouldn’t walk with me 
outside.  They didn’t want to go to stores.  They didn’t want to do anything.  

 
 Mrs. Scholl often called her daughter Tanya when she had trouble with agency 

workers, 

… I used to call her and I used to cry to her to say that they didn’t show up.  
People didn’t show up here to help me.  I’m not really supposed to be alone 24/7.  
They didn’t show up.  They wouldn’t call.  The agency didn’t call.  They didn’t 
care.  They didn’t send anybody else over.  It was all negative.  You know…. .  
Many times I had to sit here and wait for girls who didn’t even show up.  I called 
the state about it.  I told them they are charging me money, and they are not here.  
I called the state office.  They said that they would look into that, but that’s as far 
as it went.  You know, but I mean, these girls just weren’t even showing up.  They 
weren’t even coming here.  That was it, and I called the state and they said that 
nobody was with me.  I know the law states that if this one girl can’t come, you 
have to send in another one, but nobody is here.  I say, ‘Are you charging the state 
for this?’  I am very funny about the government or the state being charged for 
things that never ever happen.  I am a Christian.  I am a Christian all of the way.  I 
believe in God.  I believe in righteousness, and I believe in doing the right thing 
because really I should have sued these doctors a long time ago.  So, you know, 
when you believe like that, you need to go along with your beliefs really or not at 
all. 

 Mrs. Scholl said that even when she had a good worker they did not stay long, 
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… One lady I liked, but she was pulled right out of here, but she was the 
supervisor of the place there [the agency], and went out to do this work with me 
because she knew of my case, but then as soon as I found somebody good, they 
were pulled right out.  So, you know, it was an unending thing. 

 
 Tanya remembers that her mother’s frequent complaints about the care she was 

receiving and that it why Tanya decided to help her, 

I know that she complained.  She had somebody that came in that cleaned and did 
some assistance and stuff like that, but she wasn’t happy if I remember correctly 
and that’s how this whole thing started because, you know, I was doing some 
other stuff for her anyway.  And she said, ‘You do just as good a job.’  And I said 
okay. 

 
The World of Disability 
 
 Mrs. Scholl has many physical problems which affect her mobility, 
 

… I can’t stand too long in one place.  I can’t walk for too long of a way because 
of the legs and the hip.  Well, you saw all my prescriptions in there, so you know 
that this is true.  See, I am ambulatory.  I can walk about one block and then my 
leg will give in.  The hip will give in and the leg will give in.  It’s all due to the 
spine, and these are the things that I need.  I need to strengthen my legs.  I need to 
walk more…. At my age, when you are disabled, it is a different world entirely 
and you have no friends because of your disablement.  They don’t want to hear 
you.  You know, they don’t want to hear that you got any kind of problems or if 
you get sick at times, because my spine, when it goes out, I’m done.  

  
 In addition to problems with her legs and spine, she was diagnosed with Multiple 

Sclerosis.  While she feels that her MS has “been coming on for years and years,” she 

also feels that her health has recently gotten worse. She fears that she will need to go into 

a nursing home, a move she hopes to avoid, “No, I’m not going in a nursing home.  Not 

yet; not until I’m out of my mind….I’m not going.” 

 She has had problems with her leg and hip since a childhood accident, 
 

When I was a child, I couldn’t move my leg back.  I fell out of a two-story 
window; I didn’t fall out; I was living in Brooklyn and I was pushed out of a 
window, out of a two-story window and when I fell I hit my head and my leg.  
Some whacky girl [pushed me], but I was just a kid.  From that time up, I had a 
pain in my hip and leg for years and it was getting intensely worse as I was 
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getting older, and I am talking about from 14, 15, 16 all the way up.  This is not a 
new thing.  So the doctor now says that the injury was so old, so old, he said, you 
can’t do nothing for it anymore.  When, you know, you don’t feel all of these 
things when you are young.  You feel pain, but it is not like, this is going to be 
worse when I get older.  You don’t think about these things, but I knew that I 
couldn’t put my foot forward or back from the time that I was 19 years old.  So I 
guess I just figured that maybe something was malformed or something.  I would 
go to doctors and they never seen nothing.  They never did nothing.  They never 
will do anything.  Now they see all of this disability and what is going on with my 
head, with my neck, with my spine, with everything, and now they, they know, 
but it was the doctor said that it was so old, it had to be since I was a kid.  The 
same doctor said, ‘You never use the system, Andrea, the system used you.’  And 
I said, ‘Well, you try to tell them that there.  You just want something for nothing.  
They say no.’ Because I went to work and everything, but when I couldn’t keep it 
up, and I would go home.  I couldn’t get up.  I couldn’t move.  My arms get 
numb… For years.  I said and I have tried to get up and I would get a job…   
When I was a kid, my mother needed help because she was the only one taking 
care of the family.  I would get jobs.  I would pick up the carpeting, 70 pounds, to 
help out, all of these things reflected on me later on, you know, but my mother 
had no idea of what was going on with me through the years.  And then, like I 
said, I couldn’t pick this leg up, and put it back.  I can for a certain amount of time 
and then it locks; it’s gone and I’m gone.  That’s the way it works.  And then I 
have to rest my leg; elevate it up.  I have to get rub downs on my legs.  I went to a 
hospital center to ask them and they said, “No, we don’t do that.  That’s a 
masseuse.”  

 
 She feels that she gets little help from doctors and hospitals with her serious 

physical problems, 

It didn’t get bad until the last six years.  I had to go to the hospital, and I had 
gotten really, really bad and sick.  I had fluid behind both ears and everything and 
I went to the hospital, many different hospitals, and I was thrown out of every one 
of them.  I asked them, “Why can’t I be put into the hospital?  Why am I not 
allowed in the hospital?”  I never get an answer… If I never went out to help 
myself, I could see, but I fought to be helped so I can’t see why this happened to 
me.  You know, when I was in the accident… [my] head was caved in.  The disk 
was blown out of my neck, completely blown now.  I had a spinal cord 
compression.  Going to hospitals and everything and nobody, nobody no where 
would help me.  Andrea, go home.  GO home.  Here’s your papers.  Go find 
another doctor.  Go home.  I was told I needed pins put in my spine to brace my 
spine.  The doctors started just last year talking to me about having these pins in 
my spine.  I said to him, ‘I’m willing because I’m getting worse.’  Turning 
around, and I never saw that doctor again.  I could never see him, nothing.  This is 
the shit that was pulled over.  That’s right.  It’s black.  It’s blackness if you are 
really disabled.   
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 Tanya has noticed that her mother’s condition has deteriorated, 
 

It’s been a long time [that she has had physical problems], but it has gotten more 
severe in the last couple of years, where I have noticed her physical being is really 
becoming bad …, but I have noticed like actual deterioration in her skin tone, in 
her cheek bones, things of that sort; her physical [condition]. 

 
 Tanya is concerned about her mother’s health, 
 

If she is on the couch and she doesn’t feel good.  There are days when she cannot 
move around so freely and stuff like that.  She is stuck.  My concern is, God 
forbid that there is a fire in the building or something like that.  She always 
assures me.  She goes, ‘I would crawl out of here if I had to.’  You know, and 
stuff like that, but I am afraid that one day from her injury and her spine that she 
is going to be debilitated where she is going to need constant (care).  Right now 
she is supposed to be getting assistance and also she might need once in a while to 
get a wheelchair.  We were just discussing it and she was showing the 
prescription.  I will have to go get that for her and everything; go with her and 
stuff like that.  I said, ‘How are you going to get around in a wheelchair in here?’   
 
She might have to move and stuff like that.  We were discussing all that, you 
know.  If she becomes debilitated to that point where, she is going to need more 
than I can provide for her.  So, that’s what I am worried about…down the line, 
you know, hopefully knock wood, it won’t be now; it will be quite a few years 
off.  But I keep telling her, ‘You don’t need a wheelchair,’ you know.  I try to 
motivate her not to get in it because once you get in it, I feel that you become 
dependent on it. 

 
Needing Help 
 
 Mrs. Scholl is lonely during the day and is trying to get involved in a program 

where she will be with others,  

I’m trying to get on a program where in the afternoon that I can go to a center 
where there is other people.  Yeah, because I don’t like being alone that much.  
It’s depressing… I’m seeing about it.  I’m checking into it.  It’s a center that plays 
Bingo and stuff like that. 

 
 In addition to wanting more of a social life, Mrs. Scholl needs help with many 

tasks during the day.  Her daughter comes every morning for 2 hours, 

She does dusting.  She does the bathrooms.  She washes and she helps me with 
laundry.  She goes to the bank.  She goes to shopping… she has a car and she 
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takes me to doctors’ appointments… sometimes in the evening before she goes 
home [from work], she will check to see how I am doing…. She cooks three days 
a week… Every fourth day for three days.  And Wednesday, nobody cooks 
because I go out with the Seniors. 

 
 Tanya describes how she has helped her mother for years before ever being paid, 
 

On and off, I guess probably, I don’t know.  I can’t even remember.  I mean like 
taking her to the doctors and things like that, I don’t consider that [work] because 
I am family… I don’t have an exact date because I have been doing it on and off 
for years. 

 
 Tanya does many things for her mother, 
 

I will clean for her once in a while.  I will cook for her.  I go to the bank.  I take 
her to the doctors’ appointments.  I pick stuff up for her.  I go help her with her 
hair or something like that.  There are times when, you know, if she is bathing and 
stuff like that, she will ask me to stay.  That way, in case, God forbid, she falls or 
anything like that, but she is stubborn.  She won’t let me do anything physically.  
I will just stay here and do something around the house or whatever while she is 
taking care of her personal needs.  And I am right here in Jersey City in case she 
needs me.  She calls me right away. [Also]  going to the stores, picking up food. 

 
 She calls her mother often to check on what she needs, 
  

I call her up and I say, ‘Do you want me to pick you anything up at the store 
before I come in?’  Like this morning, she called me, ‘Oh, I need a bottle of 
cleaner and stuff like that,’ you know what I mean.  I check in to see if she needs 
any paper towels or stuff like that.  I come in and clean the floor up.  She has 
another person coming in to do the heavy cleaning, which I really don’t care for.  
I don’t care for that work.  I was discussing with her just before.  I said, ‘Why 
don’t you let me do it?’  She said, ‘No, no, no.’ I said, ‘Just let me do it.’  You 
know, so I wash the floors before and everything like that… I will do general light 
dusting and vacuuming, sweeping, and I will mop up once in a while, you know, 
things like that, you know, straighten up and things of that sort. 

 
 Tanya also cooks for her mother, 
 

Sometimes I won’t [cook] because she won’t be hungry because she has trouble 
eating anyway, so I will ask her what she wants.  I will ask if she is sure.  ‘Do you 
want some soup?’  I will make some soup and put it in the fridge or something.  
‘Do you want a sandwich?  Tuna?  Do you want a piece of fish?’  You know, I 
guess when you get to a certain [age] again, too, you don’t make heavy meals 
anymore.  So, it is not heavy-duty major cooking and stuff like that.  It is 
something usually simple or I will make a light sauce and put it in the fridge.  If 
she feels like it, she will make a pasta or ravioli, you know, things like that. 
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 Tanya describes the tasks that are most important to her mother, 
 

Her main concern is her doctors’ appointments, you know.  Her main concern is 
getting to her doctor appointments or getting her prescriptions.  That’s the things 
that she relies on me mostly because I have a vehicle…. she doesn’t drive at all.  
That’s why I said that it’s very important that I get her medicine and I take her to 
the doctors because, you know, there is nobody around who drives or has the 
flexible schedule that I do, so….And her prescriptions and stuff like that, so that 
is a lot of the stuff and then, you know, like the food shopping, picking up this 
and doing that, you know, little errands running around, going to the bank for her 
because, you know, she gave me power of authority, you know, power of attorney 
to get the stuff, and she gave me access to her MAC card, so if she needs money 
or anything like that, I get it for her and I drop it off and I will check up on her.  
We sit and we chat for a little while.  I will see if she needs anything; things like 
that, you know.  It’s more on the personal mother-daughter level, you know what 
I mean, she doesn’t want outsiders doing for her the things.  She doesn’t trust 
people because if she can’t get up and she is on the couch and she doesn’t feel 
good and stuff like that, she is not going to give somebody her MAC card with 
whatever she has there, you know. 

 
 What Tanya does for her mother varies each day, 
 

It depends also on how she is feeling.  I mean, some days she will be up.  We will 
be sitting there going over some stuff, talking, talking about her doctors, what’s 
going on, you know, what she is due, what was the last diagnosis, what was the 
last test result, you know…generally walking around cleaning and straightening 
up while I am talking to her and seeing if she wants me to help her with anything.  
You know, what about the laundry and stuff like that; do you want me to sort it; 
whatever… because this time she just doesn’t feel good, you know.  So if she is 
not feeling well, I am not medically trained.  I am not going to move her from 
where she is.  If she wants me to help her, I will assist her.  Like I won’t grab her 
arm to pull her up or something like that, things of that sort.  I will try….she will 
say, ‘Take me by that or put your arms underneath me and gently bring me 
forward’ or something like that, and she will sit up and then see if she can walk. 

 
 Even though Tanya has no medical training and cannot help her mother 

physically, she does provide physical care and has for many years, 

I am not a practicing nurse.  I’m not an LPN or an RN.  I do not assume any 
responsibility of that sort.  I would take her immediately if I was here right to the 
hospital or call her physician [if she had a problem].   
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 When asked by the interviewer, Tanya says that she will give her mother a 

massage, 

I used to do that when I was little, too.  When she was a waitress and stuff, I used 
to massage her legs and her back and her arms.  So I still do that, yeah.  Like if 
she is lying down and she doesn’t feel good or something like that, it helps.  
Yeah, especially with the circulation and stuff like that, but I don’t do any 
pressure points or anything like that because I am not [trained]….just regular 
general touch. 

 
Schedule  
 
 Mrs. Scholl says of her daughter Tanya’s schedule, “She is paid for two hours a 

day.  She works sometimes 2-1/2 or 3/12 [hours].  Sometimes more if I’m sick… She 

comes in the morning from 8:00 until 10:00.”  Tanya works five days a week and is paid 

$378 a month.  

 Tanya’s description of her hours makes it clear that her mother requires more than 

10 hours of care per week, 

On the books it is supposed to be ten.  It is more, always more.  In general, I stop 
here basically in the mornings between like 8:00 or 8:30 to 10:00 or 10:30, you 
know.  I usually try to get here a little bit early because of my job schedule and 
stuff like that and then at night, you know, if she needs something or I will call 
her up or I will stop by or whatever the case may be.  The weekend, you know, I 
take her shopping, that kind of stuff that I don’t account for.  My job is very good 
to me.  I am flexible with my hours, so in case she needs to go to an appointment, 
I can leave and pick her up and take her and then come back and finish up 
because I have the keys to the place, so there are a lot of times at night when I 
would be there until 8:00 or 9:00 at night.  So, it’s very flexible, but I usually try 
to stay [at her full-time job] in between the hours of 12:00 until like 8:00.  The 
days are too long, especially when you get up at 5:00 in the morning.  One day I 
will be here [with her mother] for an hour and a half and the next day I could be 
here an hour and then later on at night it would be two hours.  You know what I 
mean?  So, it varies.  Definitely at least a minimum of ten to 15 hours, I would 
say… per week.  

  
Tanya does not include errands or time spent with her mother on the weekends as 

her caregiver.  The fact that she has a flexible work schedule (her administrative job of 13 
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years) enables her to provide the help her mother needs.  Moreover, she feels 

uncomfortable about taking money to care for her mother, 

 
I don’t want to, you know.  She insisted that I do this [get paid].  Because she says 
you do a lot more than most other people, she goes, ‘Why shouldn’t you?’… I 
said, ‘You know what.  It’s not like, I would do it anyway, you know.’ 

 
Tanya says that her mother feels better that she is getting paid and told her, 

“‘Maybe you can get some extra money for him [Tanya’s son, her grandson] for 

sneakers, clothes,’ and it helps out a little bit….”  Mrs. Scholl is proud of being able to 

contribute to her daughter’s income, “She needs to be making the money… She just 

moved and her husband left her… She needed money for food and the house...” 

 Mrs. Scholl does not use her cash allowance for anything other than paying her 

daughter as a caregiver because, “They [the program staff] wouldn’t let me.”  It is not 

clear whether she has so little money that she cannot pay for anything else or that she 

really believes her money cannot be used for anything besides caregiving.  She pays for 

housekeeping help out of her own pocket, “I have a cleaning lady coming here, which I 

pay for.  I get her in the evening and make her do these things because then I have 

somebody with me to talk to me.  I have those [receipts] to show you that I do pay for 

this.” 

Deciding What Needs to be Done 
 
 Mrs. Scholl says that Tanya “… does exactly what I ask of her.”  Tanya says that 

her mother tells her what she needs done,  

When it comes to her for doctors, prescriptions and everything, of course she tells 
me what has to be done and things like that; if she is hungry and things like that.  I 
don’t force any issues.  The only thing that I really enforce, is, cleanliness.  Like I 
didn’t like the way the floor was done, so I re-did it.  She said, ‘No, no.  Wait till 
they [the cleaning lady] get it.’  I said, ‘No, I will do it over.’  You just tell them 
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that I didn’t like the job that they did because sometimes I don’t see them, you 
know, so.  I found some stuff on the floor, you know, underneath the table, so I 
know that they didn’t get underneath there.  If I’m here and I see them or 
something like that or I will relay a message through my mother, you know, 
because I don’t want her to be the bad one.  I will be the bad one. 

 
Tanya will mediate for her mother with the cleaning crew and also monitors how well 

they do the job for her mother. 

Qualities Important for a Caregiver 
 
 Mrs. Scholl describes both practical tasks that a caregiver must be able to do as 

well as the kind of personality they need, 

They have to have a car.  They have to be willing to be able to help me and give 
me rub downs, which you see if it was a stranger, I wouldn’t take a rub down.  
I’m moral, you know what I mean.  They would have to help me with my hair and 
nails.  They would have to take me to get appointments with doctors.  A car is 
necessary, and they have to help me with cleaning and dusting and laundry.  I pay 
a woman to come in here and do it.  Good disposition.  A person who is willing to 
help you and is not negative; not give you a hard time because you asked them to 
do something.  That’s the qualities. 

 
Andrea would have a difficult time allowing someone outside of the family to provide 

personal care. 

 Tanya likes caring for her mother and would care for other family members if 

they needed help, but she thinks that a caregiver should have a less hectic life than she 

has, “somebody [would be a good caregiver] who is not doing what I’m doing like 

holding down a job and taking care of children and a family and stuff like that.”  Tanya 

describes her life as being very hectic, “It’s just running around every day, every day, 

every day, you know, running, running, running. That’s life, but I’m not worried about 

that.  I keep my gas filled on my car.  That’s where that money goes.” 
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Tanya also thinks that, 
 

You have to understand human beings.  You have to understand their needs and 
wants.  You can’t be so rigid all of the time.  You know, you have to have the 
tendency to have a little bit of communication and compassion.  And there are 
times when you do have to be strong.  It all depends on the person and the 
circumstance and that day of how they are feeling because I’m lucky.  She is not 
an invalid or anything of this sort where a nurse who has to come in for four hours 
or five hours and take somebody out of bed, clean the sheets, do this, do that, 
clean the house, make the meals and do all that kind of stuff.  That’s hard work, 
you know.  I’m very lucky.  I have it very easy, you know.  That’s why I don’t 
complain about it. 

 
It’s a Matter of Family 
 
 It is clear that the close relationship Mrs. Scholl has with her daughter helps her 

and increases her satisfaction with the care she receives.  She describes why she likes 

having Tanya as her caregiver, 

It helps me because I can depend on her.  She is there if I call her or if I need her.  
Even after hours, she will stop by to see if I am all right.  These are things that 
can’t be done with the people that you didn’t hire or you didn’t know what they 
were like.  So, everything is going better. 

 
 Mrs. Scholl describes the most important service that Tanya provides, 
 

One thing she provides me with is mental health.  ‘Come on [she says], you are 
going to be all right.  Things will get better.’  Another thing she tells me is, ‘You 
have to get to a doctor who understands your problem and who will write down 
your problem.  So then if you need more help, you can get it because the way you 
are going,’ she tells me, you know, ‘it’s hard.’ She will tell you two hours [of care 
a day] was never enough for me. 

 
 Tanya works more than she is paid for, has helped her mother for a long time, and 

is concerned about her welfare, although she worries that her care is not adequate, 

I think she needs a professional, more than what I am giving her on the medical 
trained side.  What I provide to her are the things that most of them don’t, but I 
heard that a lot of them are starting to do that now, but she doesn’t trust anybody 
anyway.  I am her daughter.  I do all of this stuff for her because I love her.  If and 
when anything ever happened to me, I would hope that my son would do the same 
for me.  So, it is just a matter of family. 
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 Tanya describes how important independence is to her mother,  

No.  That’s why I know.  I keep her.  I know that this is out of the question with 
her [to go to a nursing home] unless she is feeble-minded and she doesn’t know 
the difference.  I think she would fight all the way on something like that.  She 
likes her independence, you know. 

 
 Tanya feels great responsibility to see that her mother is well cared for, physically 

and financially.  Tanya describes the relationship with her mother as “Like any mother-

daughter relationship.” 

I told her [her mother], ‘You know, do you want to go any place or something like 
that?’  If she doesn’t have the money, I give her extra money, you know.  It is not 
ever written down.  If you need anything or if she wants a new microwave, I order 
a microwave, things like that.  I need this or like there’s a Yankee game.  I said, 
‘Do you want to go to the Yankee game?  She goes, ‘Yeah.’  I said, ‘Is it going to 
be too much for you?’  She goes, ‘No, because they usually pull up and you go 
right to your seats and you sit there.’  So I said, ‘Okay.  So, you know, I will give 
you some money.  I will drop off money tomorrow so that you have extra 
spending money.’ 

 
 In Tanya’s opinion, the best part of caring for her mother is “Making sure that she 

gets all of the things that she needs done, whether it’s doctors’ appointments, picking up 

prescriptions, making sure her bills get paid.”  Tanya is always available to provide 

support and care for her mother,  

She has my number at work.  We talk three times a day.  Even if she doesn’t get 
me, if it’s not an emergency, she will leave me a message on my voice mail 
saying that everything is okay.  ‘Can you do me a favor.  Can you pick me up 
some coffee on your way home or I need whatever.’  And I have a cell phone.  
She uses the cell phone. 

 
 Tanya describes what she likes about caring for her mother, 
 

Just being with my mother.  I lost my mother-in-law a couple of years ago, and I 
see how they [her husband’s family] are affected by it.  When you get older, you 
appreciate the time more. You don’t know when…  

 
 Mrs. Scholl has two sons who appreciate that Tanya helps their mother, but do not 

provide help themselves although as Tanya says, they “contribute whatever they can… 
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They don’t have to do it.  They are young guys anyway.  They have their own lives and 

careers.  Boys are different.” 

I’m Always Covered 
 
 Mrs. Scholl is pleased with her consultant, “She’s very good.  I call her if I have a 

problem, and they take care of it. She’s the one that does for me, and she’s good.  If I call 

her, I get a call back.  If I ask her a question.  If I tell her something, she is right on the 

phone.”   

 One important source of support for Mrs. Scholl is membership in a Seniors 

group, 

I love it. We don’t leave here until 12:00 in the afternoon [one day a week] and 
then we will go on trips to different [places], a lot of seniors in wheelchairs and 
everything…I am always covered every Wednesday.  Do you see the afternoon?  
A lot of them are in the afternoon. That’s good. 
 
She receives transportation through this program,  

It stops right outside of my door.  And I know the drivers, so they help me with 
everything.  They lived here.  They all lived here and they all started that driving 
the senior buses, and we all know them, so they come right up to your door and 
help you outside.  So I am always covered to go places to do things.  It’s a 
Godsend. 

 
Living on the Minimum 
 
 Mrs. Scholl feels that she needs more hours of care, but says that she was told that 

she cannot have more hours.  It is not clear who told her this.  She also feels that she 

needs a wheelchair, but cannot afford to buy one, 

I called Personal Preference about it.  They said, ‘No.  Go to Medicaid.  They will 
give you the wheelchair.’  In turn, Medicaid said no.  They said to get it yourself.  
I said, ‘I live on a minimum.  I live on a minimum.  I don’t live on the lowest 
form because the lowest form could be three or four hundred dollars.  I live on 
more than that, but for the amount of my disability, I live on the minimum, so 
how am I going to hire more people for help, myself, how am I going to do this 
cleaning because I can’t stand a dirty house?  How am I going to function like 
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this?  How am I going to take people to take me out?  If I don’t have a wheelchair, 
where am I going?’  It’s getting progressive.  All of my papers say progressive. 

 
 Tanya calls the insurance company when they deny her mother’s claims and tries 

to help her mother get services that she feel are necessary. 

 Mrs. Scholl also has a housing problem.  She lives in subsidized housing and 

when the rental manager heard that she needed a wheelchair she was told that the 

apartments were not wheelchair accessible and she needed to find another apartment.  At 

the time of the interview she was looking for another apartment. 

Benefits of the Program 
 
 For Mrs. Scholl, the Personal Preference Program has many benefits, 
 

The help that  I’ve needed.  The hiring who would help me; who I wanted; who I 
knew would do the job.  If I say to her, ‘Don’t come in today.  We’ll do two hours 
or four hours tomorrow because I have an appointment at a hospital.  I want you 
with me; it’s done.’  It’s not a negative.  It’s not, ‘No, I got to be here when I got 
to be there and I can’t adjust my hours.’ 

 
In addition to flexibility, Mrs. Scholl values the “peace of mind” that participating in the 

program provides her. 
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Consumer Story 6 
 
 Mrs. Melida Fernandez is an 83 year-old, Hispanic widow originally from Puerto 

Rico.  She has numerous health problems, including diabetes, hypertension, and arthritis.  

She also suffers from hearing loss and is blind in one eye.  Mrs. Fernandez needs constant 

supervision and is never left alone in the apartment.  Mrs. Fernandez lives with her 

daughter Laura (her caregiver), her son-in-law, and two grandsons.   

 The family lives in an apartment on the second floor of a very well maintained 

residential building in a diverse, but mostly Hispanic urban neighborhood.  Mrs. 

Fernandez’s son, who lives nearby, acts as her representative.  The family’s apartment 

was nicely decorated and clean.  During our visit she wore a flowery gown; her hair was 

well-groomed, and perfumed.  She was pleased to receive the interviewers and to answer 

the questions although her hearing difficulties made her tired.  Laura helped her mother 

answer questions in the second part of the interview when Mrs. Fernandez seemed 

confused.  Laura appeared to worry about her mother and her answers during the 

interview.   

 Two grandsons were present during the visit, quietly watching a muted television.  

Mrs. Fernandez appears to be very appreciated and cared for by her family.  There was a 

very calm and warm-hearted ambiance in the apartment.  The interviews with Mrs. 

Fernandez and her daughter were conducted in Spanish and then translated by one of the 

interviewers.  The interviewers were not able to interview the consultant for Mrs. 

Fernandez. 
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The Importance of Family 

 Family relationships are an important part of life for Mrs. Fernandez.  Laura states 

that other family members easily accept her as the caregiver in the Personal Preference 

program, “… because she [her mother] has been living with me always so every body is 

used to it.”  Laura thinks that there is a benefit to being a caregiver, “That I am closely 

following what’s happening to my mom when I take her to the doctor: I know what the 

doctor has said.” 

My Daughter Helps in Everything 
 
 When asked what kinds of things Laura helped her with, Mrs. Fernandez said, “In 

what does she help me?  In everything!”  Mrs. Fernandez continues, “She helps me to 

take a bath, to change clothes, she prepares my bed, she washes my feet at night, she 

cuddles me.”  Laura also prepares her meals, “Breakfast, lunch, and dinner.”  Laura does 

other things as well, “She goes out to get my medicines, for some errands, so she gets 

somebody to stay with me while she is out. The big boy stays with me, he is already 7.” 

Laura stays with her mother the whole day, “Well, because I live with her.”  When asked 

what the most important things her daughter does for her, Mrs. Fernandez responds, 

“Everything she does for me.  Imagine!” 

 According to Laura, she has cared for her mother, “Many years, always.”  At the 

time of the interview, Laura had been a caregiver in the program for a year.  Before 

participating in the Personal Preferences Program she worked outside the home as a 

homemaker and hired an unrelated homemaker to care for her mother.  Laura still cared 

for her mother during this time, “When I came back from work, the homemaker was 
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leaving at 2 so from then I gave her dinner, at bed time to give her the medicine…”  

Laura describes a typical day caring for her mother, 

 I bathe her, prepare the meals, give her medicines, I take her to the doctor, errands 
 to the pharmacy and things she needs, I clean her room, do her laundry… In the 
 mornings she gets up and I give her insulin… Then, she goes to the bathroom to 
 wash her face and I prepare her breakfast and I give it her; then, I give her other 
 medicines. At 11 I bathe her, and at 12 I prepare lunch.  In the afternoon if I have 
 to go to the pharmacy, or an appointment with the doctor… [I go]  
 
Laura also states, “I don’t let her alone.”  There is “always” somebody with her. 
 
Scheduling, Supervision, and Pay 
 
 Mrs. Fernandez does not know her daughter’s hours or pay.  Her son acts as her 

representative.  Although she decides what she wants done, her son also manages other 

matters. Laura says that her brother supervises her work as caregiver and will call to 

check on Mrs. Fernandez.  Laura describes her schedule and pay.  She is paid $8.50 per 

hour for 5 hours a day, 5 days a week.  Her hours, “… from 8 to 2 correspond to the 

pay.”  However, Laura helps her mother more than the five hours, “… because she lives 

here.”  The family uses all their cash benefit for caregiving.  The amount of time that 

Laura works was arrived at by dividing the amount of money by the hourly wage when 

they talked to the consultant about the cash plan.  Laura left her job as a homemaker to be 

her mother’s caregiver “because she asked me to do it, to take care of her instead of 

others.” 

Previous Experience with Agencies 
 
 Mrs. Fernandez liked the homemaker she had before her daughter but, according 

to Laura, the agency “… sometimes would send different people,” which she and Mrs. 

Fernandez did not like.  Laura adds, “The elderly feel inhibited with a strange person in 

the house specially people who live alone.”  

Daughter’s Previous Work as a Homemaker 
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 Laura has two years of college and experience as a homemaker, doing 

professionally what she now does for her mother as caregiver. As a homemaker, Laura 

“… had taken the classes, the agency gives a training.  I was taking care of a lady and 

also a gentleman.”  In fact, Laura became a homemaker because of her experience caring 

for her mother, “I am the one who has always been with her even before having a 

homemaker so I thought well, having the experience with my mom why not to do it with 

others.”  Laura intends to continue the work with others, but for now, caring for her 

mother takes all her time.  Laura finds a difference between caring for her mother and 

caring for others through an agency,  

 There is more confidence.  One feels more comfortable with her; the relationship 
 is more…there is more confidence and one already knows her routine. It is not 
 like with a new patient that you have to start from… and get adapted to the new 
 person… and especially, people like things as they say.  
  
Relationship between Mother and Daughter 
 
 Mrs. Fernandez says that she likes having her daughter as her caregiver, “I prefer 

her.  It is the trust.  To give me a bath and everything.”  Laura describes her relationship 

with her mother as “Good, good, good.  Very good.”  Laura knows her mother well and 

feels comfortable caring for her. 

Skills of a Caregiver 

 Trust is important to Mrs. Fernandez.  Laura thinks that a caregiver, “Has to be 

patient, respectful, be responsible, very much.”  She would recommend this as a job, “as 

long as the person likes to do it because it has much to do.” 

Benefits of the Personal Preference Program 
 
 Mrs. Fernandez feels that the program, “…helps me very well.  It helps me with 

the benefits it gives me.”  Laura feels that there are several benefits.  Participants “… will 

choose who is going to care for them.”  Also, “Because I used to leave to work so now 

she feels safer and I am more aware of what happens with her.” 
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Consumer Story 7 
 

Mrs. Galina Svertlova is an 82-year-old widowed, white female who lives with her 

50-year-old son Sergei in suburban Bergen County.  Their apartment complex is one 

level and comprises a few blocks, where many new Russian immigrants reside. On the 

evening of the interview the neighborhood was filled with people sitting out on their 

lawns, elders playing cards on folding tables, and families sitting on their small porches. 

The interviewers met with Mrs. Svertlova and Sergei in the early evening, as Sergei 

returns late, relying on public transportation to commute to and from work in New York 

City.  During the interview, Mrs. Svertlova was dressed in her housecoat. Although Mrs. 

Svertlova does not speak any English, she had a friendly demeanor and was very 

gracious, serving the interviewers tea and cookies. She relies on Sergei to  translate 

throughout the interview. 

A Natural Part of Family Responsibility 

Mrs. Svertlova, her husband and her son migrated from Moscow to the U.S. in 

1997.  Sergei has taken care of both his parents until Mr. Svertlova died of cancer last 

year. Mrs. Svertlova suffers from angina and has problems breathing. Sergei explains, 

Her main problem is with her lung capacity.  Yes, when we buried my father, her 
husband, last May, and one month approximately or two months later, it was  
discovered [lung cancer] suddenly, so we had two surprises in one year, but the 
support is very good. She is stable, same as last year…Her blood pressure is bad 
from the lungs failing. 

 
Sergei has difficulty looking at his role as a personal care worker as anything but 

a natural part of family responsibility. 
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It's not easy…Close to three-quarters of my age she has been taking care of me 
and now I take care of her.  You know….but it sounds, how do you say, too proud 
to [say] take care of….sometimes she can take care of us still. [she still cooks for 
them] Of course shopping and cleaning, it's my job. 
 
[Taking care of his mother] It is very special only because it makes my mom 
happy, like shopping, and that's special.  I don't know how to explain.  She likes 
it, yes, but there is no stress.  Yes, we go and she forgets everything.  We can buy 
a potato and immediately she asks me, "Did we buy potatoes?" and again and 
again.  This is stressful work for me, but it's my mother. 
 
Sergei says that the program helps them out financially.  He finds it difficult to 

separate out the income he receives from the program from his main income, “You know 

when you get money in one family it is difficult to [differentiate where the monies go].”  

Sergei tells us that previously they had received in home services from an outside 

agency, but he still provided the same amount of care that he currently provides.    

…because I live with her, I do everything….Because of her condition I can do 
what I did before with this program, I would do without this program anyway.  I 
would clean, I'd shop or whatever, so nothing changed for us, only now we 
receive money. 
 

A Full Schedule 

Sergei gets paid $240 bimonthly, for 15 hours per week as a personal care worker 

in addition to his full time work as a computer programmer,  

I work 35 hours a week.  I am off on Friday and of course the weekend, Saturday 
and Sunday.  My main jobs [as personal care worker] are Friday, Saturday, and 
Sunday.  Not in the morning.  If necessary, I can change Friday to another day, 
sometimes some doctors take only Tuesdays… 
 

In a typical week,  

…what usually happens, the biggest jobs I listed is shopping and cleaning the 
apartment.  One day is shopping and another day is cleaning the apartment… 
Also, maybe not every day, once in two days.  Sometimes a little cooking and 
walking to the park, a visit to the doctors is typical.  We go to the drug store. 
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While Sergei is at work, Mrs. Svertlova stays alone in the apartment.  Sergei is 

concerned for his mother well being because of her age and inability to communicate in 

English.   

[I worry] because she is old, of course, and sometimes she likes to go to the 
nearest park across the street.  I don't like it, but so far it's okay. At this moment 
we don’t need special arrangements… I wanted to teach her to use the computer 
in order to read, to be interactive, but she [even] has problems with a tape 
recorder some times. 
 
Mrs. Svertlova prefers this arrangement rather than having an outsider coming 

into their home.  “It’s not only about money, of course, I know my mother would feel not 

quite comfortable, no matter what person [would help out].”  Currently, there is only one 

service provider that speaks Russian to her, which makes receiving outside help more 

difficult.  They remember having spoken to a consultant from Personal Preferences at to 

the start up the program, and Sergei thinks that he had only two occasions to make a 

phone call to her.  He cannot remember her name.  The consultant  did not respond to our 

attempts to interview her.  

Making All the Decisions 

Sergei states that he has been making all the decisions for his mother in the last 

two years.  Decision-making comes easily to Sergei because he feels that it’s a decision 

that he makes for both of them. 

The decision [making] is natural.  For example, when our icebox is more or less 
empty, what does it mean?  We need shopping. For example, in the summer time 
now, my mother likes the farmer's market.  We know in the nearby town, the 
farmer's market, so we go… 
 
Regarding health care decisions, Sergei explains, “First of all, she doesn't make 

any decisions.  I make the decisions she only has to sign for maybe two years.  I try to 
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understand what kind of decision.  It is not often that you have some choice.” He also 

takes care of all the finances. 

Receiving Help Outside of the Family 

Sergei emphasized throughout the interview the importance of family. He seems 

irritated at the interviewer’s repeated questions regarding the concept of receiving help 

outside the family.  Sergei jokes, “Everything we have is in this apartment.  We are like a 

country, a state.”  When Sergei asks his mother about what qualities she would look for 

in hiring a care worker, if need be,  Mrs. Svetlova at first does not understand the 

question. “She tries to explain to you, I'm her man, her son, but she forgets that the 

situation can be different.  She is not able to understand.  It is not easy.”  Later she is able 

to identify that she would like a warm and talkative person, like her son.   Sergei 

recognizes that things could be different and that things could change, especially if his 

mother’s health declines.  When asked if he would consider becoming a personal care 

worker for others he replies,  

That's a very interesting question because in our insecure world, who knows what 
will happen next, maybe yes, maybe some time, yes.  Maybe …don't forget, it's 
much easier to work for a mother.  Who knows how it will be to work with 
somebody else's mother, let's say, but it's not bad. 
 
[As for] Skills, I don't see a necessity of skills, but character, polite, not to be 
over-reacting… Yes, it's good.  Yes.  Even no matter your mother or not mother, I  
guess it is really everybody will get old.  You understand?   
 
Mrs. Svertlova gets up to heat the kettle to pour us a fresh pot of tea.  She smiles 

and tells us that she is grateful for the money and all the help that she is getting. 
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Consumer Story 8 
 
 Mrs. Marta Ramirez is a 74-year-old, Dominican woman who lives in the 

basement apartment of her daughter’s split level house in a diverse, but heavily Hispanic 

area in urban New Jersey.  She is bed bound after three strokes and totally dependent on 

others for care.  She suffers from right side paralysis, high blood pressure, diabetes, and 

urine retention.  Her daughter Felicia acts as her representative and Clara, her non-family 

caregiver, is a long-time friend of the family.  Mrs. Ramirez receives 40 hours a week of 

care through the Personal Preference Program.  Although she suffers from many physical 

problems, Felicia says that her mother is mentally clear. 

 Mrs. Ramirez’ living space, which consists of a living room and bedroom with a 

bathroom, is well kept, clean, and wheelchair accessible.  The apartment is nicely 

decorated, well ventilated, and comfortable.  Mrs. Ramirez was asleep at the time of the 

interview so her daughter Felicia spoke to the interviewers as her representative.  At the 

beginning, Felicia was annoyed with the interview because she had just completed a 

lengthy phone interview for the program. 

 Felicia was interviewed in Spanish and the non-family caregiver was interviewed 

in English.  We were not able to interview the consultant. 

Family Relationships 

 Felicia lives with her four children in the house above her mother’s basement 

apartment.  When asked who her mother lives with Felicia responds, “Well, she lives 

…alone. Because I live upstairs but this apartment is hers.  So she lives alone but with 

me. So it is not complicated.  She sleeps here. And now, I have my son sleeping here [in 

the apartment] with her.” 
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Medical Problems and Needs 

 Mrs. Ramirez had her first stroke 6 years ago when Felicia was pregnant with her 

son.  At first, she was able to eat, feed herself, and walk, but now her right side is 

completely paralyzed.  Additionally, she has high blood pressure and diabetes and 

presently is not able to eat without assistance.  Felicia says that her mother used to be 

able to feed herself, “… but now she got a tube so I have to wait until the doctor says.”  

Felicia says that the feeding tube really bothers her mother, “She gets like desperate.”  

According to Felicia, her mind is clear which is a blessing considering all her medical 

problems.  Mrs. Ramirez also has a Foley catheter because she retains urine.  After her 

first stroke Mrs. Ramirez cried frequently, “She was terrible depressed.  They had to have 

her under medication.” 

 Clara says that Mrs. Ramirez,  
 
 … just sleeps a lot now.  She is getting fed all of the time.  She doesn’t feel 
 hungry.  Like before, we had to feed her.  If she used to have a temper and she 
 was hungry, she would tell you.  When she was hungry, you had to have food 
 ready because she would get nervous when she got hungry, so you would have to 
 feed her half of the time and leave the food in an hour or ½ hour before to have it 
 ready when she was needing to be fed.  She would get nervous. 
 
 Mrs. Ramirez would also “…pull the cath.  She used to pull it and I would have to 

watch her because sometimes the nurse would have to come and put it in again…She 

don’t do it no more.”  Clara said that when Mrs. Ramirez pulled out the catheter she 

would bleed and it hurt her.  Clara had to watch Mrs. Ramirez carefully.  If she pulled the 

catheter out, “I would call her [Felicia] and she would call the nurse. I would try to 

comfort her until the nurse got here.” 
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Enrollment in Personal Preference and Previous Agency Experience 

 Felicia says that her mother was notified about the Personal Preference program 

by the state of New Jersey and has been enrolled for about one year.  They decided to 

enroll, “To try something new, and also because the agency was not working well.”  

According to Felicia, the agency “… did not take good care of her, she was not pleased, 

she wasn’t content.”  Mrs. Ramirez was not satisfied with the agency careworkers, 

“Because the other girl was strictly work.  There was no concept of friendship.  Perhaps 

she (her mother) did not get… well, the personal touch.”  Felicia feels that her mother 

needs touch and affection from someone caring for her.   

 Felicia says that you could not tell the agency careworkers what you wanted them 

to do, “… but you couldn’t say anything.  Oh no, please!”  Especially irritating to her 

was  how the agency careworkers did not want to do very much work, “They let the 

sheets until…Saying ‘No I don’t have to change it because I changed it I don’t know 

when, and the other one has to do it.’ So who was suffering there?  That ‘I do not comb 

her hair because I did it yesterday.’”  Felicia also describes what she sees as the 

irresponsibility of careworkers, 

 When my mom had the second stroke, we had someone from an agency… the 
 lady had to go to see her daughter. It was December 28 and they sent us a 
 substitute.  And supposedly, when they send you the person must know about the 
 patient status.  So she [the substitute] came, she knocked at the door [upstairs] and 
 I told her to go downstairs and knock at her [mother’s] door. At that time she 
 could walk. So she went there. So I left because she was supposed to take care of 
 her.  I’m not supposed to be checking over her.  So when I came back from 
 shopping, like at two, I opened the garage and heard ‘Felicia, Felicia’ I said ‘I’m 
 coming Mom, I’m coming’ and when I got in I saw her lying on the floor!  Alone! 
 lying on the floor.  She had had a stroke.  So the homemaker came… it is 
 supposed that if the patient doesn’t open the door is because of something!  She 
 did not tell me ‘She is not opening; you’d better go’ And look how she is now 
 [bed bound]…and my God what a rush [to get her to the hospital]… since the 
 patient didn’t open… She [the agency worker] came in high heels as if going to a 
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 party and nobody opened so ‘Oh good, I’m leaving.’ She left, didn’t tell the 
 agency or anybody that the patient didn’t open. 
 
There was nothing that Felicia could do about this situation, but, “I just said not to send 

her anymore because I don’t want her, I don’t want her!” 

 Clara knows the family and says that before enrollment in Personal Preference, 

Mrs. Ramirez had many problems with her agency careworkers,  

 Like they weren’t doing what they were supposed to and some of them just came 
 and just changed the sheets, changed the diaper, feed her, and sit down and watch 
 TV.  They just work to get paid.  They don’t care about the patients so much.  She 
 [Felicia] had a lot of problems before that.  That’s why when she heard about the 
 program, she went and applied because she had a lot of problems before… 
 Language wasn’t a problem (in response to a question from the interviewer), but 
 there was a problem with the way that they [agency workers] were doing things.  
 They didn’t really listen to her [Felicia], you know.  One day she would call.  
 They would say that they couldn’t send a person because they didn’t have that 
 much.  It’s very different.  It’s very different when it comes to an agency when 
 she hires the person that she wants to take care of her mother and that’s the good 
 thing about it [Personal Preference] for her.  And that’s a good thing about it for 
 others.  She could pick the person she wants to pick for her mother. 
 
Nursing Home Experience 
 
 Felicia feels that nursing home care is not as good as caring for her mother at 
home, 
 
 …My mom was taken into a nursing home after the second stroke, but that was 
 different, the care and everything was different. That was so depressing, so I took 
 her out of there.  Terrible, and they let her [stay] with feces and all that.  She [her 
 mother] told me, and they spoke hard (the nursing home staff were unkind). So I 
 decided to take her with me. I had to quit my job to take care of her.  
 
 Clara worked in a nursing home and compares this experience to her caregiving 

of Mrs. Ramirez, 

 When you work in a nursing home, you are working on a time clock.  You have, 
 when you start the day, they give you 16 or 18 patients.  You have to make sure 
 that those 18 patients, that everything is done for them.  You have to bathe them 
 and when they have to go to the shower, you have to take them.  They check on 
 you.  Here, it is much better because you are on your own.  You know what you 
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 got to do and you do it on your own.  You don’t have anybody bothering you or 
 like that.  It’s only one person and it’s very different. 
 
Doing Everything 

 Felicia says that her mother, “… needs help with everything.  Everything because 

she is bed bound.”  Felicia says that Clara “… does everything.  She bathes her, cleans 

her, she puts on her diapers… well everything for a person in bed.”  The tasks include, 

“Everything that is personal, laundry, errands, papers, pharmacy.” 

 Clara describes what she does everyday, 

 Well, I make sure that she is clean, change her diapers, check the medicines.  I 
 don’t give her the medicine, but I just check.  I just check, see that thing over 
 there (an IV bag), I got to put food in there, change her diapers…. I bathe her.  I 
 make sure she’s clean.  I change the sheet.  I clean up the laundry. 
 
 Clara says that her routine is fairly regular, 
 
 Basically, I come in the morning.  I check first the bed.  If she’s wet, I change her 
 diaper, you know.  I make sure that she’s got food in there.  Everything is 
 basically all the same because before it was different when I used to feed her. 
 
 Mrs. Ramirez has not been able to eat for 2 months, but cooking used to be a part 

of her duties, “Before I used to cook for her, the diet that her daughter tells me and the 

doctor gave her.”  In addition Clara describes how, 

 I make sure, sometimes she is sleeping and she wakes up and she gets nervous 
 because she don’t see nobody.  I’m always there for her.  It’s basically that when 
 it is time for the medicine, her daughter will give her the medication, because she 
 is more comfortable with the medicine.  She wants to see the nurse and talk to the 
 nurse when she comes and she wants to talk to the doctor.  She has to go to the 
 doctor sometimes.  If I go with her, you know.  Before when she was eating, she 
 was more capable.  I did more with her, but now she eats and sleeps.  She has 
 been like that for almost the last two months. 
 
 Before she goes home at 5 p.m., Clara says, I “just make sure she is clean, that 

she took her medications, and that kind of thing.  Before it was a little harder because you 
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had to feed her and cook for her, but right now, [she is not eating.]”  When Mrs. Ramirez 

was eating, Clara had to make sure to, 

 …give her the right diet.   Even though I know [what she will eat], at the 
 beginning of the day, I would ask her what should she eat today, and I made sure 
 that she stayed [on the diet].  Not a strict diet, but nothing heavy.  She had to eat 
 like mashed potatoes, cheese, you know sometimes rice because it depends on, 
 because sometimes we used to give her rice and beans and it was giving her an 
 irregular heart, but eating greens would stop it. 
 
Schedule and Pay 
 
 Felicia says that Clara works 40 hours a week for $8.50 an hour.  On the 

weekends Felicia has other, part-time help.  Clara describes her schedule, “I start at 8 in 

the morning and sometimes 9 until 5.”  Clara says that she used to work more hours, but 

cannot work more than 40 hours a week now.  Her work for Mrs. Ramirez gives her some 

flexibility with her schedule, 

  I have a little kid, who is six, and it [the job] is just comfortable for me.  Like 
 when I was taking Luis, sometimes if I don’t have somebody [to take care of 
 him], I just bring him and he plays with the kids.  But they are very happy when I 
 bring him. 
 
Clara states that she makes $8.50 an hour and compared to the nursing home, “The 

money is a little different, but it’s less work.” 

Not Like a Stranger to Me 
 
 Clara is a nurse’s assistant and describes her experience, “I went to Philip 

Business School in Paris and then after that I worked in a nursing home.” Clara also has 

experience and training with Mrs. Ramirez because she is a friend of the family and has 

known Felicia since high school, 

 I was visiting her long before, so that’s how I knew what the conditions were and 
 everything.  I used to help her long before I even started.  If she needed a diaper 
 change… Sometimes when I would come to her house and before I was getting 
 paid and before she hired me and before the problems started, and the home care 
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 that she had before was leaving her.  I told them, ‘No, don’t worry about it.  I will 
 take care of her.’  
 
Clara likes the fact, “That I know her and whatever the situation, I know it because I 

know her from before, and she explained it to me how it is.  It was not like a stranger to 

me.” 

Supervision 

 Felicia says that she supervises Clara’s work.  Clara knows what to do everyday 

and says, “If there is anything different that needs to be done, her daughter would tell 

me… She told me all about her mother, how she was, and how I could handle her better.” 

Skills and Qualities of a Caregiver 

 Felicia says that she looks for someone who is not cold, and is respectful to her 

mother.  Felicia has an intercom so she can hear her mother and she has heard the 

disrespectful way that some caregivers spoke to her. 

 Clara thinks that a caregiver needs to be dedicated and like helping people, “… it 

is something that you have to like to do.  If you don’t like to do it, you don’t do it right.  

You have to have patience.”  Clara also thinks that a caregiver needs to know how to 

handle someone carefully, 

 Like positioning, like how to change her.  You have to know that you can’t just 
 grab her arm, you know, you could break it.  The bones are weak at this age.  You 
 have to know like positions, like how you are going to carry her, and all that, how 
 you are going to do everything with her and put her back to bed.  
  
 Clara moves Mrs. Ramirez, “… to change the bed or to get her up.  Sometimes 

we put her in the chair before, but now we don’t put her that much in the seat.  She has a 

chair.  To bring her to the chair, you have to know how to do it because if you lift them 

up the wrong way, she could be hurt.” 
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Caregiver and Friend 
 
 Felicia has known Clara since high school; she is a family friend who knows all 

of Felicia’s brothers and sisters, too.  Felicia says that she does not worry about Clara 

taking care of her mother because she knows her so well.  In fact as Felicia says, “If they 

end the program [Personal Preference] I will have to take care of her (pay for her out of 

her own pocket) because I don’t want any other person.” 

 When asked about her relationship with Mrs. Ramirez, Clara says, “Just friends, 

but now I’m her companionship… Before she got sick she was a friend of the family…”  

Clara says of the Ramirez family, “We have known each other for many years.”  Clara 

has a “very good” relationship with Mrs. Ramirez, “She is a very sweet lady.  She knows 

me and she feels comfortable because she knows me.”  

 Clara and Mrs. Ramirez have no conflicts, but Clara describes that, 
 
 Before when she used to talk, sometimes she used to scream.  No more, [she 
 talks] a little bit.  Before she used to say what she wants.  If she didn’t want it, she 
 would say, ‘No.  No.’ I would try to get her something that she wanted.  She’s 
 like a little girl. 
 
 Clara lives about 10 minutes away from the Ramirez house and says that she has 

no big worries about Mrs. Ramirez, “I worry about her, but I know that she [Felicia] is 

here for her.  If she needs me, she’s got my phone number.  She can call me and if there 

are any problems, I can come and check.” 

Sources of Support 
 
 Felicia mentions that a visiting nurse comes to help her mother, “The nurse comes 

to see her, to cut her nails; the nurse comes from the hospital. And for the other things 

like the doctor, we have to take her there.”  Felicia says that her children help care for 

their grandmother and part-time help fills in on the weekends.  Clara describes how if 
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Mrs. Ramirez has a medical problem they can call the nurse, “If there are any problems, 

usually if there is something, if the high blood pressure gets too high or something, she 

[Felicia] will call the nurse, but besides that, she don’t have to come if we don’t call her.”  

If Mrs. Ramirez has to go to the hospital, the transport people will help them. 

Uses of the Cash Benefit 
 
 Felicia says that they used money from the program “… to put the door lock over 

there because somebody tried to break in twice.  A mad man.  We gave her [the 

consultant] the receipt.” 

Role of the Representative 
 
 As her mother’s representative Felicia makes decisions about her mother’s care, 

fills out the time sheets, and talks to the consultant.  Felicia feels that her most important 

job as representative is “To be sure that the person is taking good care of her, and to have 

that person paid.  Because if she is not paid she won’t be content even if she is a friend.”  

Felicia feels that it is important for the representative to be a member of the family. 

Problems with Personal Preference 
 
 The only problem mentioned by Felicia is “… it happened that they sent the 

checks late, at the beginning during the adjustment period.”  Clara mentions this, too, but 

says that the problem “has straightened out.” 

Benefits of the Personal Preference Program 
 
 Felicia likes the program because “It is easier, better, since I know the caregiver.”  

Felicia feels that the program has been very good for her mother, “That she is content.  

Because before she used to cry a lot….  She is happy and her depression is gone.  She 

laughs and we take her out in her chair.  Felicia likes the personal care her mother 
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receives from Clara and comments, “Now I can leave confident because I know she is 

well cared for.” 

 Clara likes the flexibility the job gives her if she needs to bring her son to work.  

The work itself is also not too hard, 

 Because after you do for a while, you get used to it and comfortable.  It’s not that 
 heavy.  When she is sleeping, you could, if you have like bills to do, you could do 
 that when she is sleeping, you know.  It gives you time for yourself.  You don’t 
 have to work eight hours, like moving around.  You could sit down with her and 
 watch TV and you know after you clean up and everything is clean, you have a 
 little bit of time for yourself.  … I like it and it gives me time, you know. 
 
For Clara, the best part of being a provider in Personal Preference is, 
 
  When you see the patient getting better and feeling comfortable with you.  Like if 
 they are sick.  Her condition won’t change too much, but I feel better when I 
 know that one day I come and she is in a better mood than the day before.  You 
 know, that makes me feel good because I know that she is feeling better, getting 
 better and feeling better. 
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Consumer Story 9 
 

Mrs. Margaret Taylor is a 64 year-old, widowed African American woman who 

lives with her nine year-old great-granddaughter in a basement apartment in an urban 

area of New Jersey.  The apartment is part of a secured, multi-unit apartment complex.  

The apartment is located off a busy street in a mixed, residential/commercial area.  

Although there is not much light, the apartment is cheerfully decorated with pictures of 

her family.  There is a small window air conditioner in the living room.  Mrs. Taylor is 

seated in a wheelchair and is wearing a heart monitor during the interview.  She is 

diabetic and suffers from a heart condition, a bad back, and severe arthritis.  She also 

complains of difficulty breathing in the 100 degree weather.  One of her unmarried sons 

has been staying with her after work because of her multiple health problems.  She has 

three caregivers, two family caregivers and one non-family personal caregiver.  She 

receives $972 a month and 56 hours of assistance every two weeks from her paid care 

workers.  Her non-family personal care worker provides 13 hours of assistance every 

week at $8.25 an hour and her family caregivers provide the rest of her care.  Mrs. Taylor 

met her non-family personal care worker, Ann Martin, through Mrs. Martin’s mother 

who lives in the same building.  The care worker’s mother introduced her to Mrs. Taylor 

because she knew that her daughter was looking for part-time work. 

Health Problems 
 
 Mrs. Taylor struggles with a variety of health problems,  

 I have a bad heart and have trouble breathing.  I wear a monitor… a heart monitor 
 that hooks up to the hospital… I have trouble breathing… So if I fall or get hurt or 
 something, all I do is push and call for help.   
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Additional health problems limit Mrs. Taylor’s mobility, 

  I use a walker a little, like to some doctors and therapy I go to, it is not wheelchair 
 accessible, so I have to use the walker sometimes.  I can't climb no stairs and I 
 can't lift nothing.  I can't stand for long and I can't sit for long.  I have to lay a 
 certain way.  I don't walk too far.  I have a bad back.  I have severe arthritis in the 
 spine and I had a lumbar fusion and cervical fusion.  I have arthritis all over my 
 body from my neck all the way down.  So, I am limited and I have brittle bones 
 after menopause.  My bones are brittle.  I have fractured my ribs three times in 
 one year… so I am limited to what I can do and what I can't do.  I also have carpal 
 tunnel syndrome and my wrists are kind of limp.  I am a diabetic and I'm too 
 heavy.  So, I can't walk or exercise or do things that I need to.  Last night, my son 
 massaged my feet and leg.  They were swollen and tight.  I have a bad heart. 
 [water retention] and the heart pills that I take, they cause the swelling because 
 there is poor circulation, so he [her son] helps me, you know, he has been staying 
 here with me and watching me because of the hot weather and all. 
 
 The non-family caregiver, Ann, also discussed Mrs. Taylor’s medical problems, 

  … a couple of days, she gets very dizzy at times and you know I will have her lay 
 down or sometimes her pressure goes…She doesn't have the cuff, so I call the 
 doctor, you know.  She doesn't have a cuff.  She needs a cuff.  ...Like I said, I will 
 call the doctor or sometimes, you know, I think I should call 911, but she doesn't 
 like to call 911.  She says that they keep her in the Emergency Room on the 
 gurney too long, but sometimes, like I said it's better safe than sorry and I always 
 tell her that.  I understand that nobody wants to go to the hospital, but... 
 
 

Sometimes Ann and Mrs. Taylor disagree over whether or not to call 911.  Ann 

explains  how they resolve their differences, “… she will take my advice and instead of 

calling 911 she will call the doctor and make an appointment and then she will go to the 

doctor.” 

Receiving Help from Family 
 

 It is clear that Mrs. Taylor relies on the help of her family, 

I kept falling, so I had to rely on somebody.  My grand-daughter has five children, 
so she was coming down to take care of me, do my shopping… My son, you 
know, they [his family] have lives and other families to do things with. Yes, and 
the heart pills that I take, they cause the swelling because there is poor circulation, 
so he helps me, you know, he has been staying here with me and watching me 
because of the hot weather and all.  My son, he lives in Elizabeth, but he has been 
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coming out here and staying because he is not married and he comes out here and 
he is the only one without a home, but he is not married and has no children.  I 
need him here, so he has been staying here because I have my great-grand-
daughter and she has been living with me.  She's nine and they had such a fit here 
about her being here.  No, I can't live alone, but that's what they wanted.  They 
[the apartment management] didn't like the idea of children being here and all 
that, but this is not a senior building.  When I filled out the application, I called 
here about the place, they only told me that I could come here with my child, so 
that's the reason why I came.  She was a great help to me, you know, and she's 
nine, but she's very smart and she's helpful, you know.  I taught her how to cook 
and clean and do things and he was a great help to me, you know.  He would 
come in and cook and clean and do all that they can do.  They all pitch in and 
help, so she heard about this program where you get paid for helping their parents 
and she filled out the papers and said, ‘We might want to get paid for what we are 
doing,  so let's try it.’   My grand-daughter got me into the program.  I received a 
letter through the mail, I think it was, and she filled out the papers and I signed up 
for it because she was taking care of me… So she sent it in and we were accepted, 
so.  It is coming along pretty good because my son comes in and helps me.  I don't 
know how it is going to work out and what's going to happen when he goes into 
the hospital. 

 
 Mrs. Taylor’s son does the same kind of work as the non-family caregiver Ann, 

just at different times,  

 He [her son] cooks dinner, where she [Ann, the non-family caregiver] cooks 
 breakfast, you know.  He comes in the evening and has to go to bed.  Last night I 
 had a problem.  If he hadn't been here last night, I probably would have choked to 
 death because my air conditioning wasn't working here last night, and I can't 
 breathe, so I woke up coughing and choking, so if he hadn't been here to turn this 
 air conditioning on and bring that fan in here, I probably would have choked to 
 death in the room there because the air conditioning had shut off and I was asleep.  
 I take medication at night, you know, so it was a good thing that he was here.  He 
 heard me coughing and brought me water and turned the air conditioning on and 
 put this one on and put that fan on.  That's the reason that I need somebody here.  
 That's the reason why I need more hours where somebody could be here with me, 
 you know, like at night.  I know they don't pay nobody 24/7, but you know what 
 I'm saying?  To be here at particular times. 
 

The Counselor, Alice Huerta, described how important Mrs. Taylor’s family was 

in her care,  

She is receiving services from family members.  She has always had family 
members working for her, but has always had someone, a non-family member, as 
well.  She has had her granddaughter and her son have had some involvement and 
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been doing some hours and then the non-family worker has always been doing the 
bulk of the work.  Now that she is without that main worker, her family is helping 
her out and pitching in and doing more hours than they would normally do.  But 
she is trying to find someone else.” [After our interview with Mrs. Taylor and 
Ann and before we interviewed Mrs. Taylor’s consultant, Ann left Mrs. Taylor’s 
employ.  We do not know if Mrs. Taylor fired Ann or Ann left for other reasons.  
Alice mentioned that Ann came to her agency looking for possible work with 
another consumer in the Personal Preferences Program]. 

 
Help Needed 
 
 With Mrs. Taylor’s multiple health problems and limited mobility she needs help 

with many things.  During the interview, she spoke in detail about the care she receives 

from Ann, her non-family caregiver.   

She's helpful and she's just like an older daughter and she cooks and cleans and 
does the laundry and puts away things.  She just takes care and mops and 
vacuums the floor and mops the kitchen and bathroom and keeps everything neat.  
She's helpful.  I don't have to worry about her and whatever I ask her and 
whatever I need, I ask her to do, she does it and things I don't even ask her to do, 
she does… She cooks.  She does laundry.  She cleans.  She makes my bed.  She 
helps me with my bath and shower.  She sees that I take my medications.  I eat.  
She sees that I eat the right foods.  Yeah, she buys groceries.  She makes sure she 
buys light this and that; you don't need this and you don't need that… she keeps 
me on track.  

 
 Ann works 13 hours a week for $8.25 an hour.  Mrs. Taylor feels that she 

provides a great deal of help for little money,  

 She's worth more. Yeah.  She's worth much more.  I don't think you can pay 
 enough for the care that somebody gives, you know, the things that somebody 
 does.  A lot of times I mess on myself.  I can't make it to the bathroom, you know, 
 and she has to come and clean up behind me, you know.  She wouldn't tell you 
 that, I don't think, because she would think that I would be embarrassed.  
 Sometimes, some things I can't do, and it bothers me.  I'm used to being up and 
 doing for myself, but you know, when you get in the shape and you really can't do 
 it, you really have to rely on other people, so I am just grateful and know that I 
 have somebody like her to help clean up.  I am grateful that I have my children, 
 you know.  They have been pitching in. 
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 While it is clear that Ann provides many services for Mrs. Taylor, when asked 

about the most important ones she provides, Mrs. Taylor answered, “Showing up and 

being here… Just showing up.  That means a lot, you know.  It means a lot.”  

Ann described the many tasks she performs for Mrs. Taylor, 
 
I assist her with her bath, her breakfast, and change her bed.  I vacuum.  I wash 
clothes.  I fix breakfast.  I run errands like to the store or whatever… like assisting 
her with getting dressed, putting on her shoes, lotioning her, washing her back, 
and like I said fix her breakfast, help her get dressed, if she has to go to the 
doctor, I take her to the doctor… [Ann drives Mrs. Taylor to the doctor’s in her 
car]. Sometimes I go pick up her meds like if we just left the doctor, I will go pick 
up the meds for her… When I first come, I usually help her with her shower.  
Okay. Then she, well, she gets in her gown or whatever and then she takes her 
meds.  She takes Insulin.  I bring everything to her [for the insulin shot].  You 
know, but she can do it.  I prepare her breakfast and then she takes her medicine.  
She has to eat, and then after she does that, we, I get her comfortable in her chair.  
I will put her from her wheelchair onto the chair, you know.  Then maybe I will 
have to vacuum or something, you know, whatever… Once in a while we get her, 
like, into the chair, just like for a switch… I make sure she has something to eat 
before  I go home. 

 
Previous Experience with Agencies 
 
 Mrs. Taylor has needed services since December of 1999 following discharge 

from the hospital.  She decided to sign up for the Personal Preference Program because 

she was dissatisfied with the agency care she was receiving.  She worked as a health aide 

herself, 

 …and I know what is required and I know what they are supposed to do and what 
 they don't because my children were doing most of the things that I needed work, 
 that I needed when I first came out of the hospital with nerve blocks.   

 

Mrs. Taylor’s dissatisfaction with agency workers spurred her to apply for the 

Personal Preferences Program, 

I got tired of different people coming in and out of my house from the agency 
and some time you run into a good aide, but sometimes you didn't. Sometimes 
they were there for a little while and then they would leave, you know.  I got tired 
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of the aggravation because, you know, all of them are not trustworthy and ‘I don't 
do this.  I don't do that’ for things that I needed them for, you know what I mean?  
They didn't do, which I know because I used to be an aide. 
 
There were also other, more serious problems with agency workers, 
 

 …Some of them were stealing.  Taking what they want, and stealing, and lie and 
 cheat and take….  I got tired of that, you know, and they would come in and they 
 wouldn't, you know, they would maybe wash the dishes after I eat or see that I eat 
 or something, but they didn't do any cleaning like the bathroom and one of the 
 workers I made wipe the table off and wash the dishes out and she would sit down 
 and she would get on the phone or when I would go into the bathroom or shower, 
 she would give me the towel to wipe my back off or something, but she didn't 
 want to be bothered.  
  

Mrs. Taylor would have to ask family to do the things that were left undone by 

agency workers,  

   My grand-daughter or my son would come in and do it; usually my son.  He 
 would say, ‘Ma, what's the point in having somebody here to help you when they 
 are not doing the work?  They are getting paid for nothing, you know.  Hire 
 somebody else.’  The agency would send different people and then there was one 
 girl, she would come when she wanted to and thought she could do what she 
 wanted to do.  I told her, "You can't do that.  You are coming in here working for 
 me.  You don't be on no phone.  You don't leave when you get ready.  You don't 
 pout when you get ready. You have a certain hour to be here, I expect you to be 
 here at that time because I have other things to do."  I would be going out and she 
 would be coming in, you know.  It's time for her to leave and she would be 
 coming in and then she would call me at the last minute and say, ‘I won't be in 
 today.  I'm getting my hair done or I'm taking my daughter to the doctor or I got to 
 get my daughter from school.’  She would bring her daughter with her to work, 
 you know and that sort of thing, you know.  I had to get rid of her.  I called the 
 agency and told them not to send her back no more, you know. 
 
 Ann has a slightly different perspective on agencies because of her long 

experience as an agency worker.  Sometimes Ann misses the support that an agency 

provides to the worker and the consumer, 

The only difference that I can say, like I said, I just don't have the contact with the 
agency like I would, you know, normally have.… like say when, if I ask her, 
okay, I think you should call 911 and she doesn't want to do it, like with the 
agency, I could call them and somebody could come out and assess her, but with 
this one… 
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For Ann, there are both pros and cons to not being involved with an agency, “At 

certain times I like to be independent, but then certain times to be with an agency and the 

support that they give to the patient, you know, I like that, too.” 

 Ann’s work has changed from when she worked with an agency in other ways as 

well, “… I would say, you know, I still do the aide part, but I do more cleaning than I do 

normally taking care of the patients.  Well, I don't mind it, really, but I'm just used to, you 

know, hands on.” 

Important Qualities for a Caregiver 
 
Mrs. Taylor has specific ideas about the qualities important to a caregiver, 

“Somebody being honest, a good listener, a good worker, and an honest person, you 

know.  Be up front, be frank, be fair.  I don't ask for a whole lot.  I'm plain and simple.  I 

mean it's not that much to do, you know.” 

 Mrs. Taylor’s non-family caregiver, Ann, has almost 10 years of experience as a 

home health aide with a Visiting Nurses Association.  She is a certified home health aide 

and has worked in the field for 12 years.  She has a clear idea of what is required to do 

this kind of work, “Well, I would think that you should be certified in home care and 

skills that it would take, I think are basically normal.  You know, just common sense, the 

skills.”  Ann received a wide variety of training, “We had to learn CPR.  I worked with 

Hospice.  I worked with Psych.  I worked with children, mentally-challenged children.  I 

have done it all.” 

The Consumer and Caregiver Relationship 
 
 Mrs. Taylor decided to hire Ann on the recommendation of her mother, 

 I had met her, she said a number of years ago, but I didn't know her, but I met her 
 mother, which I know here.  She was with her for work and she is a certified aide.  
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 She…did this type of work before, so she was looking for something part-time 
 and I was looking for somebody to help me, so her mother gave me her number 
 and told me to call her and talk to her.  So I did and I am glad I did.  She has been 
 a great help. 
 
  Mrs. Taylor is very positive about her relationship with Ann which she describes as a 

family-like relationship, 

 She's a beautiful person.  She's helpful and she's just like an older daughter and 
 she cooks and cleans and does the laundry and puts away things.  She just takes 
 care and mops and vacuums the floor and mops the kitchen and bathroom and 
 keeps everything neat.  She's helpful.  I don't have to worry about her and 
 whatever I ask her and whatever I need, I ask her to do, she does it and things I 
 don't even ask her to do, she does. 
 
 Ann also helps Mrs. Taylor adjust to her loss of mobility and independence, 

 Getting people to talk to me, to motivate me to get up and go because  
one time, you know, I didn't have the energy to get up and, you know, being in a 
wheelchair.  That took a while for me to adjust to because I was used to going and 
I was always on my feet and I had to deal with that, you know what I'm saying?  
And being limited and not able to do this or go there, you know… She [Ann] 
says, ‘You should get out.  You should go here.  You should do this.’  It forces 
that way.  I mean she comes in.  I get up.  A lot of times I will be dressed when 
she gets here.  I make sure that I get up.  I don't lay in bed.  I don't think I have 
been in bed or watching TV, right Ann? [Mrs. Taylor calls out to Ann in the next 
room]  How many times I been in bed, laying out in the bed, since you have been 
here?   Once or twice? 

 
Ann responds that Mrs. Taylor has been in bed several times on her arrival  

“…because you get dizzy sometimes.” 

 Mrs. Taylor continues to describe how she is motivated to stay active,  

   I try to get up out of bed.  I try not to let my handicap keep me down, and I have 
 been in severe pain, you know, and with this going, see that thing there bothers 
 me.  I am in therapy three times a week and sometimes I can't move, you know.  
 But I try to keep the fan on and keep the fan going there to stay out of the air 
 conditioning. 
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 Mrs. Taylor comments that Ann helps keep her spirits up.  Ann likes working 

with Mrs. Taylor, “I like working one on one, and she is a nice lady and considerate.  She 

doesn't ask much of you.  I mean, she is not like a slave driver.” 

Work Schedule 
 
 Mrs. Taylor relies on help from her son, grand-daughter, and great grand-

daughter.  Ann works 13 hours a week or 26 hours every two weeks.  As Mrs. Taylor 

describes, 

  Ann works 13 hours a week.  Yeah.  I need more because she doesn't get 
 everything done in that length of time, you know… She comes Monday through 
 Fridays… She comes today late because she comes in the mornings.  She comes 
 in the mornings to help me, but she came today in the afternoon for you… I told 
 her that you were coming.  I asked her could she come in at noon because they 
 [the interviewers] are coming at 2:00.  I told her to come at 12:30 because you all 
 would be here at 2:00 and she straightened up and cleaned up for me, you know, 
 before you came. She said yeah and she agreed to come. 
 
 Ann concurs that her schedule is flexible and based on what Mrs. Taylor needs, 

“Well, like it all depends.  Like 9:00 till 12:00 some days.  9:00 until 11:30.  The time 

varies.” 

 Ann feels that she gets paid for all her work, but she also thinks that Mrs. Taylor 

needs more hours, “… she definitely really needs the help and I would say that she really 

needs some more help, and I don’t know if they will give it to her, but she really does.” 

Supervision of Work 
 
 It is clear that Mrs. Taylor knows what she wants and is able and willing to direct 

her own care.  Mrs. Taylor says that she manages and supervises Ann, 

 Ann knows what to do.  I have times and she makes her own hours, but I tell her 
 what I want done and what's what and she can [do what she needs to do]… But, 
 there are times when I can't remember certain things and certain things I can't do, 
 but we don't have no problems.  She knows what to do.  She basically is her own 
 boss, you know. 
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Mrs. Taylor also goes on to describe the control she has as a consumer in the 

program, “With Personal Preferences, I represent me.  I have a choice, you know.  Yeah, 

like I told folks who first work here, I said, "I'm your boss.  I hire you and I fire you.” 

 Ann says that only Mrs. Taylor supervises her work by making sure that she is 

“…doing things the way that she wants them done.”  Otherwise, Ann also figures out 

what needs to be done on her own, “… mainly I come in and look.  If there is something 

else that she needs to be done, she will let me know.” 

 Alice, her consultant, describes how Mrs. Taylor takes charge of her workers and 

her cash plan, 

 She is very aware of how the program works.  She knows how many hours she 
 wants each of her workers to have, how much they are getting paid, she has all 
 that knowledge.  Unfortunately, I fill out the paperwork for her because she does 
 have some difficulty with her sight and so I fill out the cash management plan, 
 you know, at her request, and she just signs over on it.  But usually, and it's her 
 involvement, and she would call me and let me know that this person didn't work.  
 ‘My granddaughter is taking over.  She is doing this many hours a month.  You 
 know, my son is doing however many hours, getting paid at this much,’ so it is 
 pretty much, you know it all comes through her. 
 
 According to her consultant, Mrs. Taylor has many problems keeping non-family 

caregivers which requires Alice to work with her on the cash plan and paperwork, 

 I would say that I have contact with her at least once a month.  There have been 
 very few months since I took over the case that I have not had contact with her.  
 She is the one client that I was mentioning that has had quite a turnover of 
 workers. … she wasn't satisfied with the workers.  I'm not sure exactly what the 
 specifics are because since they do hire their own clients and we are not in the 
 home, we don't do supervision of their workers at all, but I do know that she, you 
 know, wanted things done a certain way.  She was not very satisfied with the way 
 that some of her workers were working with her.  A few of them have left, have 
 chosen to leave, and they felt that she was too demanding, and a few of them she 
 has had to let go of because she felt that they were not living up to her 
 expectations. She usually would call me and let me know, you know, this person 
 didn't work out.  I'm looking for someone else, you know, can you send me the 
 paperwork?  I would send out, employment packages for her so that her, workers 
 could fill them out, and then I would usually make a home visit and then the cash 
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 management plan changed. She is a very involved consumer.  She knows exactly 
 what she wants. And she is not afraid to make her requests known… She knows 
 exactly how many hours she wants. 
  

Alice goes on to say that Mrs. Taylor let her non-family caregiver Ann go and was again 

on the lookout for a non-family caregiver, 

  She actually just recently had to let her worker go. She is actually currently 
 looking for another worker, so this is an ongoing thing. …this is an ongoing 
 problem with Margaret.  The consumer is really responsible to hire, fire, supervise 
 their worker.  I really don't have that kind of a role.  The only worker that I really 
 had any contact with was one of her more recent workers who had, I guess she 
 hasn't been there for about a month and a half now.  She actually came to this 
 agency to look for employment after she, after you know, she was no longer 
 working for Margaret Taylor.  And that's really the only person that I had contact 
 with. 
   
Uses of the Cash Option 
 
 Mrs. Taylor bought a $30.00 heart monitor with money from Personal 

Preferences.  She also uses the money in other ways, 

 I have to pay for transportation.  I give them money for gas to go shopping when 
 she goes shopping.  I have to pay and give her what I pay for a cab, and the taxi 
 was charging me $10.00 to go shopping.  They give me that allowance.  I have to 
 pay her to take me to the beauty parlor.  Don't look at my hair.   I didn't set it last 
 night because I can't.  I can't set it.  She has to do it for me and to go back and 
 forth to the beauty parlor or whatever, you know, I get $60.00 allowance.   
 
 Mrs. Taylor also has other ideas for how to use the money, 
 

I need a vacuum like to do the floors, and they are telling me that I can use the 
money to get a vacuum.  She sweeps it with a broom barring nobody tracking it 
in, but I need it cleaned.  They didn't put this down right.  The people that put it 
in, but the floor needs cleaning.  It hasn't been cleaned since I been here.  I moved 
in February. 

 
 Ann thinks that Mrs. Taylor also needs to buy a blood pressure cuff to monitor her 

blood pressure when she gets dizzy. 
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 The consultant, Alice, comments that, “… she was one of the consumers that had 

used her cash management plan in a very creative way and that just prior to my taking 

over the case, she used part of her cash management plan to move, for moving expenses.” 

Relationship with the Consultant 
 
 Mrs. Taylor has a professional, business-like relationship with her consultant 

Alice.  Alice describes her role in helping Mrs. Taylor, 

 Unfortunately, like I said, our role really is just to help in terms of cash 
 management.  You know, helping them out with the paperwork end of it, so it's 
 not really our place to sort of advise them on their workers.  I mean if she were to 
 ask me, I would go ahead and give her advice, but she has never… and it's not our 
 place to do so. We really just look at what they are using the money for to make 
 sure that they are not using the cash grant for anything that they shouldn't be, so 
 you know, there have been things that she has asked about, you know, and I have 
 been able to tell her yes, you can use the money for this or no you can't use the 
 money for whatever. 
 

  
 Alice says that Mrs. Taylor’s frequent change of non-family caregivers is unusual, 

“Most of our other cases are pretty stable…  There are some that I never even see.  They 

have had the same worker that started the program.” 

Mrs. Taylor described her poor relationship with the previous consultant, 

 She couldn't stand me…I told her that she had an attitude problem and I told her 
 not to come back to me no more… she was evil.  OOOOOHHHHH!!!!  So, I told 
 her don't come back, so she took an absence [for personal reasons] and she didn't 
 come back.  She said that I kept changing my cash management every week.  I 
 said, ‘You are a liar.  I can't change it every week.’  I can't change it until the 
 month, but if people keep leaving, I had to change it when I got somebody else 
 new, so I had to give her whoever came in, I had to give her the name… But with 
 Alice [her consultant now] I don't have that problem.  I call her and tell her who I 
 got coming and she brought the application, I filled it out, signed it, and she takes 
 care of it.  She takes care of business.  I don't have no problem with her… I 
 communicate [with Alice] by phone.  She comes out and sees me whenever I need 
 her to.  She was out when Ann started.  Ann just started working for me the first 
 of July… It will be like six weeks. 
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Good Aspects of the Personal Preferences Program 
 
 Mrs. Taylor has many reasons for liking the Personal Preferences Program, “I can 

hire who I want.  I can keep the people I want, and I got a good aide….”  Mrs. Taylor 

especially likes hiring her own non-family careworkers, 

It's helpful when I can hire who I want and interview people.  You see, I am 
picky.   I like nice people.  I like to be able to get along with anybody.  I just don't 
like strangers.  I don't like people coming and going.  I like to get somebody that I 
can trust and get along with and stay with me for a while.  You know, if I have a 
problem, we have a problem, let's talk about it.  How are you going to resolve 
something if you don't talk about it?  You know, if I hear something going on, I 
want Ann to come in and tell me and I will tell her.  She knows that I speak my 
mind and I expect the same from her. And we get along fine.  I just like people 
that I can get along with. 

 
 Mrs. Taylor likes the program so well that she thinks other people she knows may 

do well in the program, too, 

Just do it and get involved.  There are a lot of people that I think could benefit 
from the program.  I have a friend who just lost her leg and she would be a very 
good person.  I think if she got involved, they could get someone to come in, you 
know, pay someone herself.  I think she could benefit from your program.  So just 
do it.  Just get involved.  I think that a lot of people hesitate about having people 
come into their homes from an agency because you know you meet all kinds.  
You can't trust everybody that comes in from the agencies.  Don't get me wrong.  
There are a lot of good people out here, but there are some out there that they 
don't screen.  They don't test them.  They put on a front at the time they get in and 
when they are walking out the door, they are walking out with half of your house.  
Do you know what I'm saying? You need someone that you can trust and leave 
your house in their hands. 

 
 Ann also thinks that the Personal Preferences Program is good, 

… being independent, that's a good point about it and like I said, working with 
Mrs. Taylor and working with somebody that really needs the help, you know, 
and she definitely really needs the help and I would say that she really needs some 
more help, and I don't know if they will give it to her, but she really does. 
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Problems with the Personal Preferences Program 
 
 Although Mrs. Taylor is very positive about the program overall, she has 

encountered several problems.  Mrs. Taylor has problems with the checks she writes for 

her family caregivers,  

The only thing is that with the money, cashing the check, they don't have any kind 
of, anything to verify that, I said that ‘I'm your boss.’  Well, what's the name of 
the program?  I have nothing to show for it.  Personal Preferences makes out the 
checks.  New Jersey Family Services is the liaison for me and the program.  But it 
is a sense of security, you know, but who are you?  I'm her boss.  I have no 
authority.  You hire people and you fire people.  You have to handle it, but what 
have I got to show?  I'm Margaret Taylor with a number… when they go cash this 
check, they [the bank] have never heard of this program. [Ann has not had a 
problem with her check] because she has an account with the same bank.  She 
don't have the problem.  I had problems with other people and my son and my 
grand-daughter because they don't bank at that bank.  [The problem has been 
resolved] because I have an account at Fleets also.  My account there is a Personal 
Preference account.  Do you understand me?  So, I don't have money in my 
account to cover her check and my son's check and the grocery check, you see 
what I'm saying?  It's just flipped over.  They don't know about the program. [We 
have had a problem] Last month and this month.  Just June and July; the past 
couple of months. 

 
 Mrs. Taylor asks Ann if she can think of any problems and Ann mentions, “ Not 

enough time, not enough hours, and did you find out about the vacuum cleaner?  You 

need a vacuum cleaner.” 

 For Ann one problem with the Personal Preferences Program is the lack of agency 

support she has in dealing with Mrs. Taylor,  

…like family members, you need to talk to them to force her to do certain things, 
but other than that, that's about it.  You know, like she says, ‘I know my body’ 
and I'm like, you know, I get panicky and I am like, ‘Are you sure?’  I hate to 
leave her and then something happens.  Other than that, other than her being kind 
of stubborn, the program is really good, you know.  Very good. 
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Consumer Story 10 
 
 Ms. Yvonne Robinson is a 29-year-old African-American, single mother of two 

children.  She currently resides in a room on the third floor of a friend’s home in the 

urban, inner city community of East Orange.  The house is a dilapidated Cape Cod-style, 

enclosed by a small unkempt yard.  On the day of the interview it was over 100 degrees 

and Ms. Robinson’s two children and their cousin were sitting on the porch.  The 

interviewers met the children and were led into the home through the back entrance. Ms. 

Robinson came to meet them, sluggish and weak from her condition.   

The interviewers sat with Ms. Robinson in a run-down and completely non-

functional kitchen.  The kitchens furnishings included an old shabby table with two 

broken chairs, and a filthy stove that was in poor condition.  The plaster on the walls was 

crumbling. The house had no air conditioning and was poorly ventilated.  The back door 

was left open to provide some air circulation.  Ms. Robinson was pleasant and 

cooperative during the interview.  The children were well behaved, but also seemed 

devoid of energy. From time to time they went into a darkened living room area to play. 

Needing Help with the Children 
 

Ms. Robinson has been ill since the birth of her youngest child three years ago.  

She is undergoing further testing to confirm the diagnosis of lupus.  She complains of 

extreme pain when she moves and swelling in her joints.  She takes medications three 

times a day to counteract the pain. Since the medication tires her, she usually takes a bed 

rest after taking it. She has been told that she is allergic to the environment.  Ms. 

Robinson’s agency nurse told her about the Personal Preferences program, 

She told me that there is an agency [program] called Personal Preferences and 
about what they do and said it would be better for me because of the hours I need.  
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Sometimes I need an aide and sometimes I don’t….She started me [in the 
program] and I called.  She called for me at the time I was real sick… 

 

Ms. Robinson needs help with taking care of her children.  Her four-year-old 

daughter, Tanika, was born prematurely and has chronic difficulty in breathing. Her 

heart and lungs must be constantly monitored and hospitalization is required when 

she becomes ill.  

Mrs. Robinson and her children share the home with her friend Veronica and her 

three daughters. Veronica is twenty-four years old.  At the time of the interview, she 

was acting as Ms. Robinson’s personal care worker. Several attempts were made to 

interview Veronica, but she was unavailable to meet with us because of emergencies 

involving her own children. 

[I need help] mostly with my kids, but they [ past  health aides] can’t help me 
with my kids cause sometimes I’m sick and my kids are sick too…. and I am 
impaired.  Veronica volunteers to help me with my kids, but the other aide, they 
said that they couldn’t help me watch my kids because when I take my medicine, 
I get real drowsy and I sleep.  So that’s the time my daughter gets into things, but 
this has worked out better because she [Veronica] will be here. 

 

According to Ms. Robinson, as a Personal Preferences care provider, Veronica 

works four hours a day, five days a week, at eight dollars an hour.  Veronica 

schedules the time, depending on  Ms. Robinson’s needs.  “Sometimes she comes 

10:00 a.m. to noon.  Sometimes she might come after four.  It all depends on when I 

need her.”  She is happier with this arrangement than with the previous agency care 

because of the flexibility it allows.   

I can tell her [personal care worker] what hours to come.  Before they had it so 
that they would come 10:00 a.m. to noon and at that time I didn’t need them at 
those hours….If she wasn’t around, I don’t take my medicine.  Now that I got the 
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aide [personal care worker] I can call her and she will just come.  I can take my 
medicine and I can sleep and not worry about my daughter.  Before I couldn’t do 
that….[Now] I have more control over my hours.  Like right now I don’t need her 
but later on I might need her.  [Like when] I swell up [from inflammation of the 
joints]. 

 

Ms. Robinson says that Veronica’s time is split between helping her clean the 

house, shop, do laundry, and care for her children.  When she is feeling well enough 

she accompanies Veronica.   Ms. Robinson makes sure that Tanika takes her 

medicine and that help is available to take her to the hospital if she becomes ill. On 

weekends Veronica volunteers in foster care so another woman, who sometimes lives 

with them, helps Ms. Robinson out.   

Before Personal Preferences 

Before her illness, Ms. Robinson was attending school to become a foster parent 

and word processor.  She regularly took in children to baby sit.  After Tanika’s birth, 

she became very ill and was assigned an aide and a nurse from a local agency.  The 

nurse was assigned to visit the home once a week to check up on Tanika who was on 

a heart and lung monitor.  This arrangement lasted for two years.  Ms. Robinson 

states that her care during this time was inconsistent, 

The other aides that I had, I had about nine different aides.  I don’t even know her 
name, but she wasn’t coming.  They, one wasn’t coming at all, it just wasn’t 
working out.  One said that she would watch my daughter and she told the agency 
but she was sick herself and my daughter got a hold of her pills, so my daughter 
was in the hospital for two days and I was up there with her sick, so it wasn’t 
working out.   

 

The new arrangement is better.  It’s a matter of trust.  “It’s a little better because now 

I can take my medicine and not have to worry about my daughter because I know 
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Veronica will be there for her.  She takes me places.  Before the aide couldn’t take me 

anywhere.” When Veronica is not available, Ms. Robinson goes to her next-door 

neighbor or tries to do it herself. Her next-door neighbor and another nearby neighbor 

(a 15-year-old girl) helps her out when possible.   

The Job of Consultant 

Ms. Marianne Wilson is a part-time employee with Personal Preferences and Ms. 

Robinson is one of 50 clients.  According to Ms. Wilson, she is expected to visit with 

each of her clients once every three months and be regularly accessible by telephone.  

Ms. Robinson is one of Ms. Wilson’s more challenging clients because she has so 

many intense needs. Additionally, she is difficult to contact because she is not living 

in her own home and messages are not relayed to her. “And so now, even when I call, 

they will tell me that oh, Yvonne is asleep, Yvonne is not at home, and I will have 

someone give her a message and she doesn’t get it.  It’s probably because there are 

too many people in that household.”  The interviewers experienced similar difficulties 

in contacting Ms. Robinson.   

Ms. Robinson states that Ms. Wilson will call to ask how she is doing. She 

otherwise has little contact with Ms. Wilson, 

I talk to her sometimes.  She don’t do some things.  She called me Monday.  I 
haven’t talked to her in three months.  I tried to get in touch with her, so it’s [the 
relationship]  not so good….she don’t call but once a month.  If she would just 
call…. I called the agency and they haven’t called me.  She said that she can’t get 
in touch with me, but I’m here all day and I’m here every day.  She said that she 
couldn’t get through.  I talked to her Monday and she said that she will call me 
today because I was asking her about something and I tried to leave a message on 
her phone.  She wasn’t calling me back… 
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My toaster oven broke, and she said that I could get one,  she said she would talk 
to people, but she never called me back….and Veronica , she might get another 
job somewhere else and she might not do the work for me…. 

 

Ms. Robinson talks about placing a request through her cash plan for a toaster oven. 

She was waiting for Ms. Wilson’s approval at the time of the interview. 

Ms. Wilson is concerned about Ms. Robinson’s current living arrangements, 

She’s staying, basically she has a room, for her and her children.  Where she lives 
is in terrible condition.  She needs her own apartment, but she lacks finances, it’s 
that hard for her to get housing….I have been trying to help her get some 
subsidized housing, so normally what I do on my daytime job, I have contact with 
different real estate agencies and housing authorities, I just basically try to see if 
anyone has an opening….You know that I just can’t let the two jobs overlap, but 
if I get information [I can pass it on] so that’s what I’m hoping to do is to find 
housing for her and her two children. 

 

She is aware that Yvonne’s diagnosis has recently changed. Although unsure of 

the condition, she believes that her poor and unclean living conditions aggravate her 

illness.  She explains further that there is conflict in the house between Veronica and 

her sister, the owner of the house,  

…I guess you could call them [Yvonne and Veronica] friends.  The owner lives in 
California.  The owner’s sister [Veronica] lives there at the house and so, this is 
where the problem comes in because sometimes the owner calls and wants 
Yvonne evicted and Veronica feels sorry for her and then allows her to continue 
to stay there.  Her case is a mess right now….I have spoken to her about the 
company she keeps….She needs her own place.  You can’t have a lot of young 
people around you, a lot of negativeness… 

 

At the time of the telephone interview with Ms. Wilson (her consultant) in 

October, Ms. Robinson was looking for a new personal care worker.  “The last time 

we spoke, she asked me for a different application.  It’s a male friend now who she 

wants to work for her, so I have to get an application to her for him.” Ms. Wilson 
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expresses skepticism at this young man’s ability to be a care worker.  She believes 

that Veronica could no longer care for Ms. Robinson because of the needs of her own 

children. Ms. Wilson reflects that this is a different case,  

because of their age….so far they [the personal care workers]have been young.  
It’s different  [with her] because my other clients, their caregivers are older, they 
are much more knowledgeable.  They ask questions.  They ask for advice.  If 
there is a problem, they contact me and we work close together whereas Yvonne’s 
care givers are always young. 

Limitations in the Program 

Ms. Robinson has multiple service needs.  According to Ms. Wilson she has 

requested a washer and a dryer and a dishwasher as part of her cash benefit.  

Although these are appropriate requests, since she doesn’t have a stable residence 

these items cannot be purchased. 

She said that she would put it in the basement until she moves.  I have to put it in 
the care plan, but it would be nice if she moved first because again you don’t 
know.  If she puts it in the basement, is the lady going to let her take it [when she 
moves] or is she going to talk her out of it?  You just don’t know.  Again, she’d 
love to have her own place and I know its hard when you’re living with someone 
else.  I know it’s hard because I know she says sometimes the other children will 
fight her children or do different things and so what are you going to do?  You are 
forced to keep your mouth shut because if you don’t, then you are told to get out, 
and if you’re told to get out, where are you going to go?  What can I do and tell 
[as a consultant]?  I don’t know, I just give recommendations and suggestions and 
just monitor to see if they’re following and grill them if they don’t.  I mean that’s 
all you can do. 

 

Going the Extra Mile 

 Ms. Wilson is concerned about Ms. Robinson’s overall situation. Given Ms. 

Robinson’s needs, her young age and her isolation from family, Ms. Wilson visits her 

at home four to five times a month.   She does not consider this extraordinary since 

she lives nearby.   
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…My heart goes out to Yvonne because she is young and she doesn’t have any 
family members here.  Her grandmother is in the south and her grandmother 
wants her to come there, and Yvonne’s having mixed feelings.  First of all she 
was told by her doctors that she would not be able to get the same care in the 
South that she can get here….I have four adult children….so I try to talk to her as 
if she was my own daughter….I leave my home number so that she can use it, I 
don’t have a problem going the extra mile because I have to always remember it 
could be me or a loved one.   

 

In spite of the program’s shortcomings, Ms. Robinson expresses concern to the 

interviewers that this program will end,  

I like this program….It’s much better than before because you can’t check the 
aides that come in [from other agencies], we know nothing about them, and they, 
it’s like they don’t care.  I had one that was pregnant and she would not help me 
clean up.  She would not mop the floor….And the lady would get mad and would 
argue.  They would not do their job.  But Veronica is good….I don’t get as sick as 
I used to….It’s a nice program. 
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Consumer Story 11  
 
 Mrs. Mai Nguyen is a 69-year-old, female who suffers from mild dementia and 

arthritis. She is a recent immigrant from Vietnam, having arrived in the U.S. about five 

years ago.  Separated from her husband, she lives with the Tran family, in a suburban, 

single family home.  Mr. Chien Tran, who is the head of the household, is the official 

personal care worker for Mrs. Nguyen although everyone in the family participates in her 

care.  Grace, who is 28 years-old is the eldest of the five Tran children and acts as Mrs. 

Nguyen’s representative.  On the day of the interview, Mrs. Nguyen sat at the dining 

table with Grace to answer questions.  Since Mrs. Nguyen does not speak English, Grace 

served as translator.  Mrs. Nguyen was neatly groomed and looked healthy, although she 

seemed periodically confused, sleepy and disoriented throughout the interview.  She was 

intrigued by the tape recorder during the interview.   

Becoming Part of an Extended Family 

 Mrs. Nguyen  initially heard about the Personal Preferences program through a 

telephone call.  The Tran family, having lived in the U.S. for the last 10 years, still 

experiences difficulty with English.  Grace explains how they decided to participate in 

the program, 

…actually one day one of the gentleman called on Miss Mai [Nguyen] [this is the 
formal means of address the family uses ] and he said that he wanted to speak 
with her, but then she couldn't hear well through the telephone and she had no 
idea of what that person was saying, [so she]giving it to me, I took the phone and 
I spoke with that gentleman and he explained to me about the program.  It was 
very confusing at the beginning because he didn't know where I was from, the 
income; the whole thing, but finally he called again and I called him back and on 
that day we decided. 
 

The family saw an immediate benefit in receiving money for Mrs. Nguyen’s personal 

needs. Says Grace,  
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Because the girl that had explained about taking care of her and we had [already] 
been taking care of her….and see we are happy because she [Miss Mai] always 
likes, she likes to keep the money.  This way, she feels that, ‘Oh, because of me 
they get the money.’  She feels like not giving someone outside the house the 
money.  We get the money and it is better.  With that money in turn we can fix 
things, [buy] whatever we want for her, buying [her needs] for her.  I saw that 
benefit, that's why I asked her if she wanted it [the program]. 
 
Grace’s father, Mr. Chien Tran, is Mrs. Nguyen’s designated personal care 

worker.  He gets paid nine dollars an hour for 17 hours of work per week.  Both Mr. and 

Mrs. Tran have full time jobs outside of the home. Mr. Tran works in the hotel industry.  

Mrs. Tran is a licensed care worker and provides her husband with advice on how to care 

for Mrs. Nguyen. In addition to the formal arrangements through the Personal 

Preferences program, the whole family contributes to her care. The total time devoted to 

Mrs. Nguyen adds up to much more than 17 hours weekly.  Grace states,  

She basically needs help with laundry; not like taking her to the bathroom or 
cooking for her every single day.  It is just when she passes out; I can cook for 
her.  My dad can cook for her or help her take her to here or to there.  Basically it 
is just errands and helping her because you can see that she can speak and move 
already. 

 
…my dad cooks for her.  My dad does a lot of stuff for her, but sometimes I may 
help, too, but to put it on the schedule, we just have my dad's name, so that he can 
prove his time. …Even my little sister, she's nine, she's helping, too.  It's turned 
out good.  We get the money, too…. it is just that we get paid more.  That is why 
it's a nice thing.  
 
In the future, just my dad and my brother [will get paid to take care of her], 
another one he is in high school, he is the one who does a lot.  He does laundry 
and he takes her to the doctor.  Whenever she is buying something and she wants 
to go to the market, my dad is the one who most of the time is taking her, 
especially to the doctor, and she goes to the doctor most every week....Just last 
week they had a meeting with the family doctor for two days.  Just a check up, 
and then he referred her to the heart….some kind of exercise for her heart.  I don't 
understand the medical term, but my dad had been doing that and she is going 
again. 
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Mr. Tran describes his responsibilities as Mrs. Nguyen’s personal care worker, 

My schedule, I usually work after I come from work. [after 5:00 p.m.].  It all 
depends on the day that she needs me.  Sometimes [ I work]two hours,  
three hours per day.  It depends on work.  But the paid time is 17 hours.  I come to 
her.  If she needs something, I help her.  I cook for her.  I take her to market, to go 
to church, or to go see doctors….I make one meal for the night and then I leave 
some things so that she can put in or my kids can help her to put it in and she 
heats it up in the morning. I cook.  I help her to do personal needs, like taking care 
of her skin…..they just pay for two or three hours a day, [but] so many different 
things I help her with, because I live here, you know.  If she needs something, I 
will help her right away…. I make sure she can walk around the house or on the 
road.  I help her to walk.  She has a lot of [health] problems.  I just took her to the 
hospital to check her heart.  Yeah, she says that some times she cannot breathe.  
She is breathless sometimes.  If something comes up like this, she cannot drive, so 
I take her to the doctor. 

 
Sometimes Mr. Tran needs to bathe her, and he feels comfortable in this role, 

“because I see her as my mother.”  Mrs. Nguyen says that everything that Mr. Tran does 

for her is special.  She tells him what she wants and needs.   

The Support of a Community 

 Mrs. Nguyen was Mr. Tran’s nanny while he was a boy growing up in Vietnam. 

Mrs. Nguyen  and the Tran family are devout Catholics,  so they make certain that 

someone is able to take her to church on a daily basis.  The Trans reside within a 

Vietnamese enclave where there are many people, including elders that Mrs. Nguyen can 

socialize with.  Mr. Tran feels a religious sense of well being in having Mrs. Nguyen 

living with his family, “I like her [around] because she prays for me….[When people] 

come to the house, [they come] to pray all of the time, that’s good for us.”   

 Mr. Tran was a political prisoner of the North Vietnamese for six years, between 

1975 and 1981.  Upon his first release, he and his family attempted to flee Vietnam by 

boat.  They were detained and Mr. Tran was rearrested.  Their second attempt to leave 

Vietnam for the United States in 1991 was successful.  Mr. Tran feels that their 
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experience has made them more patient and grateful for what they have.  He stresses the 

importance of patience and respect in the role of care worker.    

Getting the Help when Needed 

 Previously, Mrs. Nguyen was receiving services from an outside agency that 

provided three hours of care daily.  Grace states “when she needed them, they were not 

here.”  Ms, Nguyen explains the advantages of being in the Personal Preferences program 

and Grace translates,   

She said whenever I ask him to do anything, he can do it for me, so flexibility is 
the most important thing.  The second thing is that she gets exactly what she 
wants.  Like before, something about the person, wasn't flexible.  She was only 
here three hours in the morning.  What happens, how about in the evening, when 
she needs someone to help her….So, it's flexibility and she gets the specific help 
that she needs. 
 
the [previous] agency….they would ask you whether she needs someone to come, 
but that person, she was like [I need]three hours, there was no one to come even 
one hour.  They would want to make it up at their convenience, too.  You know 
what I mean?  And we don't feel like having that person come in for one hour, 
actually they wouldn’t come in for one hour, nobody would do that, but here, [we 
can] if we ask. Whenever she needs help and she asks, she gets it.   
 
In spite of all the care, there are still times when Mrs. Nguyen is left at home  

alone.  At those times, Mr. Tran worries about her since she does not speak English.  “[I 

worry] that something will happen.  She cannot speak English, so I worry.  I like to talk 

to her and I told her if something happens, pick up the phone and just stay there.” 

How the Personal Preferences Program Works 
 
 Mrs. Frances Clark is Mrs. Nguyen’s consultant from the Personal Preferences 

Program.  According to Grace, Frances initially came monthly to make a home visit and 

now that things are stable, she checks in on the Tran family every three months.  Grace 

says she is available by phone when she has a question or concern.   
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 Frances describes her visits with Mrs. Nguyen and the Tran family,  

Actually, this is another relatively quiet case.  If you met the representative, she is 
pretty on top of everything.  So, actually what I do, is my monthly call just to see 
how things are going.  I really don’t devote a whole lot of time, maybe 15 to 30 
minutes and then when I make the visit, about 45 minutes to one hour.  There was 
[previously] a little more concern because we had some extra money left in the 
budget, and she wanted to change it as far as what the employees were going to be 
receiving and we kind of went back and forth as far as figuring out how much she 
had left in the budget and how many extra hours she could give one of the 
employees to exhaust the money. 
 
Grace explains that she decided to become Mrs. Nguyen’s representative because 

she is a professional accountant and so that role comes easily to her.   

…the manager [consultant]came and told us; she asked us what she needs help 
with basically.  This is what she will need help with, you know, and I brought it 
home to my dad and to her, and I explained about everything, and how many 
hours we need, and if our family had any hours that we will need, and my dad 
agreed to it, and we put it down that way.  Actually, we do much more than what 
we are getting paid for, but we have to agree on what we have to do with that 
paper, and that's it. 
 
Grace says that the responsibility of completing the paperwork is easy because 

they are on a fixed schedule and she just has to copy the schedule and send it in every 

Monday. Grace feels that the representative should be living in the same house as the 

consumer, whether or not they are related. 

I think it just has to do with the house, it is better because even a relative, a son or 
a daughter, they don't live in the same house.  They don't have that flexibility that 
you need here 24 hours a day.  You can get the help 24 hours a day.  Living in the 
same house, those members are there for her.  And also for the household, they 
get actual money. 
 

According to Grace, there were some initial problems with getting the program started for 

Mrs. Nguyen,  

I think just a little, it's not a big problem, but it has to do with the pay.  It looks 
like just once or twice they lost a check or something, but I called and they 
resolved it right away, like first thing.  So, the second thing is when we had to fill 
out another form and there was an hour change, it was like two more hours for 
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this so we got two more extra hours, and my dad assembled the check and sent it 
to the payroll place, and they didn't give us the [adjusted] amount of money….I 
have been so busy in the last month….Frances, the agency, said that they would 
pay…. 
 
And the extra money she receives goes back into the household, 
 
…she has a little extra money, I think last year, which I think we needed to 
replace the window.  It is not major, but she doesn't want to fix it and that 
bathroom [needs it].Because no one lives down here.  We are all upstairs and we 
use that bathroom….And she wanted to install the bar.  I suggested it, but actually 
we should install the bar in the bathroom so that in the bathroom she can have 
something to help her get up and down, but then I called one of the guys who 
could fix it, but he said it was too small of a job….And my dad doesn't know how 
to fix it, so I have to look for another one, but I was so busy. 
 
[the consultant]Actually, she keeps asking me about it.  She left it up to me.  I 
need to find another one.  Finally, I need to schedule it.  So, I need to find another 
one, but it's not like a major, major thing that we need to do right away.  It is just 
a little thing. And also, you see the outside, we don't have a bar to grab onto.  So 
whenever she goes up, she has to wrap onto us and we assist her.  So we need a 
bar outside the bathroom. 
 
During a telephone interview with Frances several months after the field 

interviews, she reported that although a couple of additional items were identified for the 

use of discretionary funds, the family ultimately decided to put it all back into salary.   

Actually, I just saw her last Sunday and so I am going to have to, she has decided 
to identify a new employee, so we go over that and now she is going to have her 
mother work for the client as opposed to her brother because it is interfering with 
his school work.  So those are the kinds of things that we discuss and as far as 
making things work….having appropriate employees that can actually devote the 
time… 
 
[Out of ] the discretionary funds, some of the funds are for transportation because 
outside of the medical, she could use a cab here and there with someone going 
with her [Mrs. Nguyen], so we put aside $60 for transportation monthly. 
 
Frances states that there are about five Vietnamese families within her agency, 

and all five of them have family members who are working for them, and so they 

typically are well taken care of.   
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Mr. Tran feels that the flexibility of the program is the best thing.  “Before they 

gave her a care worker with a schedule of times [available]; this is much easier.  I can 

work today or this time or that time.” Mrs. Nguyen says that with this program “everyone 

is happy.” Her advice for those who would consider the program is “Go for it…. It's the 

best program.” 
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Consumer Story 12 
 

     Mrs. Adelina Perez is a 69-year-old Hispanic female from El Salvador. The Perez 

family has been in the U.S. for 22 years.   Separated from her husband, Mrs. Perez lives 

with one of her daughters, Lidia, who acts as her representative, and her grandson.  Their 

second floor apartment is small but well maintained, with pleasant décor, in an urban 

largely Hispanic neighborhood.  Mrs. Perez’s other daughter Felicia lives in an apartment 

in an adjacent building, and acts as her personal care worker.  During the interview, Mrs. 

Perez was seated in a rocking chair, with a blanket neatly folded on her lap.   Due to 

cognitive difficulties, which are a result of a stroke she had in April of 1999, she was 

limited in her ability to respond in full to the interview.  She was fully attentive but on 

several occasions appeared confused.  Her daughter Felicia did the majority of the 

talking.  The interview was conducted in Spanish. 

Having Confidence in Receiving Care 

          Felicia states that the family found out about the Personal Preferences program 

through a letter they received in the mail from the Medicaid office.  Felicia wanted to 

participate because it was convenient for her to stay at home and take care of her mother.  

She had previously been working as a homemaker, which required her to spend more 

time away from the house.  Mrs. Perez had been receiving care from an outside agency.  

This made life for Felicia more stressful.  Felicia explains,  

…before I gave her four hours in the morning and then I left for my job.  This was 
very complicated.  I came back home at 6:00 p.m…..the woman who came 
before….she didn’t motivate her….She wasn’t good company because she didn’t 
even talk with her.  Sometimes she was doing her own things and my mom is very 
shy to say things so she didn’t say anything to the worker…we always tried to 
have everything done for her so she [agency care worker] could give her good 
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company.  The lunch was ready and we had her already bathed.  She was 
supposed to do the things I do now… 

 

Being at home with her mother, Felicia worries less than she did previously,  

 

I think that I am the one who has been worried the most.  During the five months 
that she was in the hospital, I was always there and since she doesn’t speak 
English and is a little shy too, I was always with her….When I was working, I 
was constantly calling here.  So now I worry less.   

 

          When asked how Mrs. Perez felt about the care she had been receiving she replied, 

“no confidence.  [My daughter gives me} more confidence and respect…..she 

understands me better.” And Felicia adds, “…I am with my mom, she has confidence 

with me and it helps her very much.  She feels better….what can be better than a 

daughter?” 

Daily Care 

          Mrs. Perez prefers to be cared for by her daughters.  Felicia officially works a 40 

hour week for her mother, Mondays to Fridays, from 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. She is paid 

$6.50 an hour.  In reality, Felicia is with her mother for 10 hours daily,  

I give her 2 more hours [than what I get paid]. From 6:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. so I      
give time to my sister to get ready to go to work.  So she [Lidia] comes in at 4:00  
or at 5:00 p.m. and then I leave.  I bathe her every morning; I cook the lunch; I  
give her breakfast also; I wash her clothes, I clean here and her room, I go  
shopping. My sister is the one who regularly does the shopping, but once in a  
while when she needs something I go.  I take her to the doctor; she needs to go to  
the therapy. I exercise her because she needs to be in movement.  Every hour or  
half an hour I move her, move her hands; I encourage her to do it. What else?  I  
do her laundry twice a week, I clean the bathroom, I give her medicines….I also  

      inject her insulin [Mrs. Perez is diabetic].   

Although Felicia is not formally trained as a care worker, she learned by caring for her 

mother after she suffered a stroke. Mrs. Perez needs a wheelchair to get around since her 
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left side is paralyzed.  She is weak and easily gets dizzy.  “If she stands by herself she 

loses her balance.”  Felicia worries about leaving her mother alone, even for a short 

period of time.  “For example if I have to go to the bank or any errand, I generally leave 

her in bed and I give her the telephone but I am always a little worried.”Although she has 

never experienced any medical or non-medical event that she wasn’t able to manage, 

Felicia feels she can count on her husband or her sister Lidia to help her out.   

How the Personal Preferences Program Works 

      Although Lidia is the official representative for her mother, Felicia ends up making 

more of the daily decisions for their mother, “…most of the time I do it because she is 

working and by the time she comes home…..I have more time.”  Lidia signs the time 

sheets and “…checks how things are going.”  Felicia does not understand why she cannot 

be both care worker and representative.  She asks the interviewer to clarify the roles for 

her.  When asked about their consultant Felicia replied,  

…well, she speaks only English, but yes, she came twice here, three visits in total.  
She helped me when there were changes, so she came with the application but she 
told me that I must learn to do it by myself….I called asking for things related to 
worker’s compensation. 

 

          At the time of the telephone interview, a new counselor who is Spanish speaking 

had taken over the case from the previous consultant who took maternity leave.  The new 

consultant had not yet made contact with the Perez family.  

          Out of the cash benefits, the family was able to buy an electric bed for Mrs. Perez.  

Felicia says that they would recommend this program to others, “…because people need 

help.”  She states that the job requires patience, character and motivation.  Her biggest 
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stress is seeing her mother slow down and not improve. Otherwise, Felicia believes that 

this job is less stressful than other jobs she has had because, “I am at home!” 
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Consumer Story 13 
 
 Mrs. Catherine Tolliver is a 76-year-old African American widow who lives with 

her daughter Linda in urban New Jersey.  Mrs. Tolliver and her daughter live in a second 

floor apartment in a reconstructed Cape Cod-style home in a run-down neighborhood.  

Their apartment is clean and filled with pictures of Mrs. Tolliver’s large extended family 

including her children and grandchildren.  Mrs. Tolliver looks frail and has multiple 

health problems.  She has had seven strokes, a heart bypass, and suffers from arthritis.   

Mrs. Tolliver was dressed in a housecoat and sat on the sofa leaning on her cane during 

the interview.  She uses a wheelchair to get around because she says that her “legs give 

out” and she is afraid of falling.   

 Mrs. Tolliver was widowed in 1948, three months before her daughter Linda was 

born.  She lived in South Carolina  most of her life where she entered a nursing home 

there after her heart operation.  Her daughter, who is an LPN and works in a nursing 

home herself, brought her mother to New Jersey to care for her at home.  Mrs. Tolliver 

has two caregivers, Linda who was interviewed for the story, and Julianne, a non-family 

caregiver who provides care for Mrs. Tolliver in the evening.  Mrs. Tolliver and Linda 

live alone although they have many relatives.  Mrs. Tolliver has six children, two sons 

and a daughter in New Jersey and a son and two daughters “down South.”  She has many  

grandchildren, but is closer to her older grandchildren than to the younger children who 

she says are “…hardly around.”  After the interview, Mrs. Tolliver and Linda reminisced 

about the large family reunion held in their apartment the previous summer. 
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Enrolling in Personal Preferences 

 Linda first heard about the program through a pamphlet from the state of New 

Jersey.  A recruiter then came to her home to tell her about Personal Preferences.  Mrs. 

Tolliver decided to join the program because, “I liked doing it because I wanted to be 

able to do for myself.”   

Health Issues 
 
 Mrs. Tolliver has pain from arthritis.  She also has weakness in her arm and is not 

able to walk without fear of falling. She lives with her daughter Linda because she can no 

longer “…do for herself” after multiple strokes and a heart bypass. 

Previous Experience with Agencies 

 Mrs. Tolliver was in a nursing home in South Carolina, “I was down South and 

my daughter come down there and got me out… my daughter come and got me… I 

wasn’t able to take care of myself. I was waiting for a heart bypass… I wasn’t able to do 

for myself.”  Mrs. Tolliver does not remember how long she was in the nursing home, 

but she thinks that having Linda take care of her is better.  She describes the nursing 

home, “Some people were all right.  Some weren’t.  But wherever you go, and some 

people treated me nice and some didn’t.  I would ask them to do something for me and 

they wouldn’t do it.” 

 Linda describes the home health care provided to her mother before she hired 

Julianne to help,  

“… I was paying a portion of my salary before I got in this program because we 
were with the Medicaid Program with the home health aides, but they paid for the 
morning, but not in the evenings, so I paid for the evenings… they had a nurse’s 
aide come here from 8:00 for four hours in the morning, so in the evenings, she 
[Mrs. Tolliver] didn’t have anyone.  That’s why I have Julianne.  It [the home 
health aide program] was awful.  There were too many different people. They 
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come when you rest.  They come when they get ready.  Some days would go and 
somebody wouldn’t come… My mom was depressed before she started this 
program because she would always get somebody different.  Sometimes she 
would have four home health aides in one week, and they would come in and they 
would be complaining like they were sick and they need their rest and sometimes 
some would come in and they would want to eat before she eats, you know.  It 
was a real problem, you know like, you know you got to take care of my mom, 
but you got to sit here and take your medicine and you got to eat first and then, 
you know.  So, it was, it wasn’t too good. 

 
  Needing Care 

 Mrs. Tolliver needs help with many different activities.  She describes her needs,  

  Bath and cook my breakfast and lunch and then dinner.  And I want to be in bed 
at 8:00 at night.  She [Julianne] helps me change my clothes and what not.  She 
cleans my room and the kitchen.  Linda shops for me.  I am going to be in a 
wheelchair so I can’t walk nowhere.  She helps me go down the stairs.  If I have 
to go to the doctor, they will help me.  If she takes me somewhere I will be in a 
wheelchair.  Because of my legs.  They give out on me… They are able to do 
things in the house.  They make the bed and all of that… I fainted and fell 
down… If I need something, then my daughter helps me and then when she goes 
away, then I usually lay down, and then Julianne comes in and helps me, you 
know, to do things.  She always tells me, sit down before you fall.  She always 
tells me don’t walk around too much because I might fall… They really do for me 
and treat me nice. 

 
Working with Two Caregivers 
 
 It is clear that Mrs. Tolliver relies on both of her caregivers. She describes what 

each of the caregivers do for her, 

[Linda] cooks breakfast in the morning and helps me take a bath.  She will do my 
clothes and wash the dishes.  [Julianne] comes in and she gives me my supper and 
usually then she washes the dishes.  And she cleans the floor. 

 
 On a weekly basis Linda “… does the cooking and she washes my floor and 

irons.”  Julianne “… comes in and cooks for me. Because Linda already cooked it, but 

she will warm the food… She cleans the kitchen and really cleans my room.” 

Julianne helps Mrs. Tolliver to bed at night. 
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 Linda describes what she does for her mother, “Bathe her, shopping, cooking, and 

I give her the medications; I pre-pour it, so I just put it down on the table for her, 

cleaning, and laundry.  That’s all.”  Linda describes her day, 

I get up in the morning, give her a bath, have her get dressed, then I prepare and 
serve the breakfast….  Usually I try to do her hair, set and wash it or something 
like that, and then it’s time for lunch.  So then I give her lunch and then I have 
someone else coming in the evening to do the dinner and PM care. 

 
Scheduling Care 
 
 Mrs. Tolliver uses all of her cash allowance for caregiving.  Linda helps her 

mother during the day and Julianne helps in the evening.  According to Mrs. Tolliver,   

… she [Linda] goes away at 2:00 and I stay here alone; be here alone.  I lay down 
until Julianne comes… She comes in and helps me from 6:00 until 9:00… 
Julianne helps me to go to bed at night and she leaves at 9:00.  Sometimes she 
already be left.  She will leave at 9:00. 
 

 Mrs. Tolliver did not know the schedule or hours kept by her daughter and 

Julianne.  Linda explains the schedule, “One hour for me… and three hours for Julianne 

[per day]… Seven days for me…. She gets, it comes to 27 hours for Julianne every two 

weeks.”  Linda receives 10 dollars an hour while Julianne receive 11 dollars an hour.  

Although paid for one hour a day, Linda estimates that she works three or four hours a 

day caring for her mother from 8 in the morning until 1 p.m. when she goes to work.  

Linda says of Julianne “…She’s the other care person.  She comes from 6:00 and gives 

her dinner, PM care, and she do the extras, like she always gives her the food, and she 

does the shampooing of her rug and stuff.” 

Supervision of Caregivers 
 
 Mrs. Tolliver is not able to tell the interviewer her caregiver’s hours or their pay 

per hour.  When asked if she has a representative who makes decisions for her, she 
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answers, “I think I make the decisions.”  Although Mrs. Tolliver cannot describe the 

schedule and pay arrangements in the abstract, she does know the hours when her 

daughter and Julianne are there to help her and what they do for her.  At first, Mrs. 

Tolliver did not think that she was the supervisor of her caregivers, “I don’t think I am.  I 

don’t think so.  Maybe I am!  Maybe I tell them what I need or something like that….”  

Mrs. Tolliver continued to say that her caregivers did what she wanted and treated her 

nicely.  Linda says that she decides what needs to be done for her mother although she 

adds that her mother does not have a representative and makes her own decisions.   

Relationship with Caregivers 
 
 Before enrolling in Personal Preferences, Linda was already helping her mother 

and paying Julianne herself.  Mrs. Tolliver describes how Julianne, her non-family 

caregiver came to help her, “I didn’t know Julianne, but Linda knew Julianne… She 

already knew her, but I don’t know how she found her.”  Linda says of Julianne, “She 

was a friend; at least 14 years.  Also, my niece married her son.  I consider her family.”  

Linda says that her relationship with her mother is good and that her mother likes 

Julianne.  Linda likes Julianne and relies on her to take good care of her mother.  For 

example, Linda often calls her mother from work to check on her when she is alone, 

Yesterday I had to go to work earlier and the phone rang [Linda called her 
mother].  I let it ring 25 times and no answer, so then I let it ring again 15 times 
and no answer, so I called Julianne and Julianne came right over.  She called and 
Mom answered the phone after two times, but she still came and checked, you 
know… she is close. [She called me back] Julianne, she will come any time.  If I 
have to go to work on short notice and I call her, she will come. 

  

Linda says that it is sometimes hard to take care of her mother because she sees 

how helpless she is, “It’s not really physically [hard], just like emotional.  Like that’s my 
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mom and now I am doing for her, you know… I know that she was not happy about 

being dependent.  She’s not happy about that.”  At the same time, caring for her mother is 

like the work she does as a nurse, “Still a caregiver, just TLC.” 

Experience and Qualities Necessary for a Caregiver 
 
 Mrs. Tolliver says that she looks for “…someone that treats me all right” as a 

caregiver.  Linda is a Licensed Practical Nurse who has worked in a nursing home for the 

past fifteen years.  She thinks that the most important skill is, “…compassion…  The 

need to understand how they have needs.”  Linda has been a caregiver for a long time,  

After all, I have been a care giver all of my life, since I was 17 years old I was a 
nurse’s aide and that’s all that I ever did for like 30 something years I have been 
doing this… I have a goal of having a house, just a house, and have eight people 
to live with me.  The type of people, not totally dependent, but that I can just take 
out and we can go shopping and we can sit around at the dining room table and 
have dinner, have our meals, you know, let them ladies still have their make-up. 

 
Alternate Uses of the Cash Benefit 
 
 Linda says of her mother’s Personal Preference cash benefit, “There’s just enough 

for caregiving.”  There is no money left over for personal care items even though Linda 

understands that such items can be purchased with the money.      

 Mrs. Tolliver says that being able to pay for home care is an important benefit of 

the Program, “They pay Linda and Julianne for doing for me.”  When asked if things are 

better with Personal Preference, Linda answers, “Yes.  Yes.  Yes.” 
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Consumer Story 14 
 
 Mrs. Natalia Tyshenko is an 83 year-old Ukrainian woman who lives alone in a 

secured elevator high rise apartment building in an urban area of New Jersey.  Her 

building is off a main thoroughfare next to a busy downtown business area.  Mrs. 

Tyshenko’s apartment is a one room efficiency with a kitchenette.  Although small, the 

apartment is neat and clean with a very homey atmosphere.  

 Mrs. Tyshenko and her daughter came from the Ukraine to the United States 

eleven years ago.  She speaks both Russian and Ukrainian fluently and English, heavily 

accented, but fluent.  She has been a widow for twenty-four years.  Her 47 year-old 

daughter Nadia lives in another state where she attends college.  Nadia calls her mother 

daily and visits weekly.   

 Mrs. Tyshenko suffers from congestive heart failure and colon cancer.  At the 

time of the interview, she was waiting for the results of medical exams that might 

indicate worsening health.  Her non-family caregiver Oksana is Ukrainian, and worked 

with Mrs. Tyshenko for two years as an agency worker before being hired as her Personal 

Preference worker.  Mrs. Tyshenko receives 14 hours of caregiving every week.  Her 17 

hours of paid care per week have been cut by three hours.  It is not clear why her hours 

were cut, but Mrs. Tyshenko is in the process of contesting a reduction in her caregiving 

hours.      

 Mrs. Tyshenko is well educated, mentally alert, and speaks eloquently about art 

and culture.  She wishes that she had more company and more intellectual stimulation. 
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Enrolling in Personal Preference 
 
 When Mrs. Tyshenko received a telephone call from the Personal Preference 

Program and a mailing, she decided to enroll because, “It’s a nice program, and it is more 

convenient for me.”  She especially likes the fact that, “They give me money for my 

helpers and if there is money that they don’t use, I can buy something.”  Mrs. Tyshenko 

bought a microwave and a food mixer for her kitchen.  She would like to buy a vacuum 

cleaner.  Being able to use the cash benefit for small home appliances has been a great 

help to her. 

Medical Problems 
 
 Mrs. Tyshenko had surgery for colon cancer four and one half years ago. Since 

the initial surgery she has had two additional surgeries, cataract surgery, and blood tests 

and exams to monitor her health after the colon cancer.  Except for when she goes to the 

doctor for an appointment she stays at home.  Mrs. Tyshenko is upset about a reduction in 

care hours because, “… now I have a new problem, except this is something with my 

lung.  There is a granuloma.  I don’t know.  It’s in the left lung.”  She adds that she is 

waiting  to hear the results of medical tests, “… I take tests, several tests, and they were 

all very hard tests, two hours it takes for this test, and I don’t know.  After all of the tests 

I will know what happened to me.  Maybe I will have surgery.” 

Needing Help 
 
 When asked to describe what Oksana does for her Mrs. Tyshenko states, 

She cleans and washes.  She buys me food.  She prepares me food… She washes 
me… The most important is that she washes me because sometimes I am afraid 
alone to go take a bath.  Well, she goes to get food, it’s all important.  I cannot go 
out to buy food because the bags are so heavy.  I couldn’t go to clean up.  All is 
good for me. 
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Oksana describes what she does to help Mrs. Tyshenko, 
 

Shopping, cleaning, cleaning the house, assist in taking a shower, assist in taking 
medication, cooking, shopping… Assist with medication, assist taking the laundry 
in, sometimes assist in dressing.  I make the bed.  Take laundry.  It’s a lot of 
work. If she needs [something] I help…. Like on Monday, I do a little shopping.  I 
go to the back and put it in the freezer and some times I will look in the freezer 
and clean, like start a cleaning phase, and if she wants me to cook, then I will start 
to cook.  The next day, like I’m finished cooking, and the next day she wanted to 
go take a shower, so I help and I stay because I want to make sure she is all right.  
She finished the laundry.  I help her get dressed.  She finished and I have her sit 
and look to see what medication she needs.  And I will go to her bed and look to 
see if everything is good and I will take it and go to the laundry.  I finish the 
laundry and put it back.  The next day I clean.  I clean the floor.  I clean this.  That 
takes a lot of time.  I love her and she loves me.  You look at this. 

 
Oksana points to the obviously clean apartment to show how much she cares for Mrs. 

Tyshenko.  Oksana enjoys her work, “I love cooking.  I love shopping.  I love everything.  

Everything I love.” 

Schedule and Pay 
 
 Mrs. Tyshenko describes Oksana’s schedule as being from, 
 

5 o’clock until 8 o’clock….One day she is buying food.  One day she is cleaning.  
One day she works preparing food and going to the exam, the doctor with me.  
There are a lot of doctors. 

 
Oksana clarifies her schedule, 
 

On Wednesday I start at 1:00 and I leave at 4:30.  On Tuesday, I have the day off 
and Friday again 5:00 until 8:00 and if she wants me, I come on Sunday…. She 
likes Sunday because sometimes she needs some help. 

 
 Both Mrs. Tyshenko and Oksana are concerned about the reduction of hours for 

caregiving.  According to Mrs. Tyshenko she has, “14 hours.  I asked for 15 hours.”   

Oksana explains, “She had before 15 [hours] and the … woman boss she cut one hour 

and now a woman came from Social Security and cut two hours more.”  Mrs. Tyshenko  

said that her hours are being cut because,  
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She [woman from Social Security] decided that it is too much.  For me, and I have 
to go for a hearing about this in Newark.  It’s very hard.  I cannot do it.  I will not 
go.  …They make me an appointment, but I will not go.   
 

Mrs. Tyshenko is not able to say whether the reduction is from the Personal 

Preference Program or Social Security.  Mrs. Tyshenko’s consultant says that Mrs. 

Tyshenko requested a change in her cash plan to allot more money to transportation 

which is currently provided through the Social Security Program.  It is not clear if this 

has affected the number of caregiver hours. 

 Mrs. Tyshenko explains how her daughter has tried to help, 

My daughter sent the documents for a hearing, but the hearing was not because I 
was not ready.  It was hard to go and Nadia has to work and I am not going.  If 
she calls them, and maybe in September, it will be cooler, I will go.  All I do is sit 
[at the hearing] and they won’t give it to me.  They didn’t understand it then. 

 
 Mrs. Tyshenko says that the amount her caregiver receives (10 dollars per hours) 

was decided by the Personal Preference Program.  Before becoming a Personal 

Preference care worker, Oksana received 9 dollars an hour. 

Supervision 
 
 Mrs. Tyshenko says that Oksana knows what to do because she has been working 

for her for 3 years.  Oksana says, “... She tells me [what she needs] and we work on that 

together.  Like she understands me and I understand her.” 

The Caregiver is Like a Friend 
 
 Oksana has a home health care license and six years experience as a caregiver.  

Prior to being hired as Mrs. Tyshenko’s Personal Preference caregiver, she was assigned 

to her by an agency. Mrs. Tyshenko says, “She is like a friend.  She knows all of the 

work, and my family, and I know her family.”  Oksana says that she met Mrs. Tyshenko 
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through her agency work and, “…this is my patient.”  She adds that, “I work because she 

loves me and I love her.”  Mrs. Tyshenko likes Oksana much more than other workers 

she has had, “I have other women [agency workers], they didn’t want nothing to do.  

They came and when I told them that they were working bad, they [left].  Each day is just 

not good… I sent them away.” 

Caregiver Qualities and Skills 
 
 Mrs. Tyshenko describes why she likes Oksana, 
 

Because she went through college.  And she do all good, quick, and then maybe 
another can do it for three hours; she can do it for two hours.  She is very clean.  
She can communicate with others.  Simply put.  She is a pianist.  Full of culture… 
And good company. 

 
Mrs. Tyshenko values the mental stimulation she gets from Oksana.  Oksana 

thinks that it is necessary to have a license to do this work, but does not understand the 

question about other skills or qualities that are important for caregiving. 

Benefits of the Personal Preference Program 
 
 Alternate use of the money for household appliances is very important to Mrs. 

Tyshenko, “If there is enough money, I can buy something.  It has been very good.”  

Being able to hire Oksana is also an important benefit, “The woman who takes care of 

me is good for me.  Also the contact…” 
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Consumer Story 15 
 
 Mr. Aleksei Gurov is a 40 year-old divorced man from Russia suffering from 

AIDS, hypertension, pneumonia, and hepatitis C.  Mr. Gurov lives in a two story house 

with his father Nikolai who is his caregiver, his 14 year old daughter Dina, and a small 

dog.  Nikolai also works as a truck driver.  The 2 story house is located in a lower-middle 

class residential neighborhood in a suburb of a city in New Jersey.  Although the 

neighborhood is considered safe, some of the houses lining the main streets were run-

down.  The Gurov’s house was in relatively good condition, but had little furniture and 

few decorations. The family did have a large glass display case full of nicely arranged 

Russian china. 

 The Gurov family is close and supportive.  Mr. Gurov proudly told the 

interviewer that his daughter is an honor student.  His father Nikolai wept as he discussed 

the good relationship he has with his son.  Mr. Gurov seemed tired, weak, and depressed.  

He had pain in his back and knee and was limping.  Despite his poor health, Mr. Gurov 

tried to answer all the interviewer’s questions and spoke openly if briefly about his 

participation in the program and the help he needs.  The interviews were conducted in 

English.  Although Aleksei and his father understood and were able to answer the 

questions, they sometimes had difficulty expressing themselves.  

Enrolling in Personal Preference and Previous Experience 
 
 Mr. Gurov first heard about the Personal Preference Program through a brochure 

in the mail and decided to try it, “Because it’s somebody I can trust and somebody that is 

available (he could choose a family caregiver).”  Aleksei asked his father Nikolai if he 

would help him as part of the program and his father agreed.  Aleksei received help 
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before enrolling in the program, but said, “It was okay, but a family member is more 

better.  It’s better.”  

Medical Problems and Needs 
 
 Aleksei says that his back and his knee hurts.  In addition, “I was diagnosed with 

Hepatitis C.  There are all kinds of side effects from the pills.”  Aleksei became sick nine 

years previously and he says that a visiting nurse suggested the family get help, “My 

eyes; I can’t see nothing anymore.  I was doing intravenous every day and there was a 

visiting nurse coming in, so she suggested that we can get somebody to help.”  Aleksei’s 

father tells the interviewer that his son is “very sick” and cannot go outside if it is too 

cold.  

 Aleksei says that he needs help from his father with, “shopping and everything.  

Sometimes I fall.  I feel something in my back and I need help to take a shower.”  

 Needing Help with Everything 
 
 Aleksei says that he needs help with “everything.”  His father cooks and does his 

laundry and takes care of Aleksei’s needs, “As is needed.  There is no certain (list of 

tasks.)  I mean he cooks breakfast every morning.  He will come down, but he takes me 

to the doctor sometimes.  He will go to the drug store.”  Aleksei says that everything his 

father does for him is important. 

 Nikolai lists what he does for his son in response to direct questions from the 

interviewer,  

I just do the job for him; that’s it.  I cook very well.  Everything.  I wash.  I have a 
washing machine and dryer.  I don’t do personal things [care] because he don’t 
need that.  I bring him fish.  I cook fish, seafood, and shrimp sometimes, scallops.  
Sometimes [he has to wash him.]  But I help him in the shower.  I carry him in 
case he falls down and I stay.  I drive him to doctors.  I go to shopping three times 
a week…. The weekends are easier for me.  I make barbecue. 
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 When asked what he did for his son today, on a typical day, Nikolai responds,  

“I made him breakfast.  I washed him a little bit.  I come home and I made meatballs.” 

Aleksei will go to bed early, by 9 p.m. and his father checks on him to make sure he is 

alright.  Nikolai adds, “I remind him [about medication] because he sometimes forgets.  

He takes in the morning and twice a day.  I go to the drug store and pick it up.” 

A Morning and Afternoon Schedule 

  Aleksei mentions that a woman from an agency who helped him before could not 

come at certain times so he needed more flexible scheduling of workers.  Aleksei 

describes his father’s schedule, 

In the morning and in the afternoon.  A couple of hours.  6:00 in the morning and 
then he goes to work… 8:30 [he goes to work].  In the afternoon he comes maybe 
3:30 or 4:00 and from then on, he is here… 20 hours per week.  Three hours or 
four hours per day. 

 
Aleksei says that his father stays with him all the time and although Nikolai “sometimes” 

works on weekends, “… I got to give him a rest, too.  He’s not a young person.” 

 Nikolai says that “If I count, I come like 3:00 or 4:00 and I stay until he [Aleksei] 

goes to sleep.  Then I make him breakfast, I wash the dishes.”  Nikolai also works as a 

truck driver and describes how the job affects his schedule, 

It’s [the job] like eight or nine hours during the day.  I wake up at 4:00 [a.m.] 
every day.  At 5:00 I make breakfast for him, wash dishes, and at 7:00 I go to 
work.  I work until 3:00, 4:00, or 5:00 [p.m.] sometimes. 

 
 When asked if he works more than the 20 hours a week he is scheduled for 

Nikolai says, “I think so, but I don’t complain.  He’s my son.  Surely I work more than 

20 hours… It’s a job, believe me.” 
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 Aleksei says that his father receives 10 dollars an hour for 20 hours of work per 

week.  According to the consultant, all of Aleksei’s cash allowance is used for 

caregiving. 

Supervision 
 
 Aleksei says of he and his father, “… we try to do it together,” he does not need 

someone who follows orders.  Nikolai agrees that he and his son decide what to do 

together, “If it needs to be done, I do it.” Nikolai says that his son watches what he does, 

“he’s my boss.”  When asked if he and his son ever argue over what to do, Nikolai says 

that his son, “… never, ever” argues with him and begins to weep as he says, “He is a 

very good son.” 

Quality, Experience, and the Caregiver Relationship 
 
 Aleksei wants a caregiver who is friendly and capable.  Nikolai says of a good 

caregiver, “You have to have a heart basically.”  Nikolai feels that caregiving is good for 

family members, but would be different for non-family members. 

 When asked about his experience as a caregiver, Nikolai responds, “Experience, I 

have as a father.  And I love him the best that I can.” 

 Nikolai describes the caregiver relationship he has with Aleksei, “It’s family.  It’s 

my son.  I have a daughter and a granddaughter, and I take care of both of them.”  

Nikolai says that of course he worries about his son when he is away. 

Outside Support 
 
 Aleksei does not speak of any outside support.  Nikolai says, “I sometimes will go 

to a synagogue for just an hour. But I’m not religious.  In Russia, there was no church, no 

synagogue, no nothing. For me, it’s too late …” The Gurov’s have no surviving family. 
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Benefits of the Personal Preference Program 
 
 Aleksei says that he is more relaxed since being on the program because, “I’m 

sure that what ever I need …somebody can get it for me.  There’s always somebody 

around most of the time.”  He can decide his own schedule.  The most important benefit 

Aleksei feels he has is,  

Freedom to choose…Like I said, I can really choose and I’m more comfortable 
and let’s say today I need five hours and tomorrow I don’t need any, I can 
schedule whatever is good for me… Peace of mind.  At least now my father gets a 
little [money]… he has to work for a living to pay the bills… I feel a little better 
all around.  I don’t feel my burden as before, like a burden on the whole family.  
Now it is less.  At least he [Nikolai] is getting some money for it.  

 
 Aleksei thinks that the program would be a benefit to many people, “I would 

recommend it highly.  It is a very good idea for everybody.  I think for everybody the 

way you can choose people, you can keep a normal schedule; I would imagine everybody 

[would like the program].”  Nikolai also likes the program because “Family is the best.” 

Problems with the Personal Preference Program 
 
 The Gurov’s consultant explained that Aleksei’s father used to share hours with a 

non-family caregiver who left because of a paperwork problem, “She hadn’t received 

payment in a timely manner and she left.” 
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Consumer Story 16 
 
 Ms. Hester Nolan is a 57 year-old single, African American woman who lives 

alone in a small second story apartment in Elizabeth, New Jersey.  Ms. Nolan has four 

grown children and a sister who lives nearby.  Her son, Kevin is her careworker and 

although he does not live with her, Ms. Nolan says that he comes to check on her 

regularly.  Her previous caregiver was another son who quit after he moved away, 

although he acts as her representative.  Ms. Nolan’s sister, with whom she has a close and 

loving relationship, comes everyday to provide her with unpaid assistance.  She much 

prefers a family member to help her than a stranger.  During the interview Ms. Nolan 

appeared to have trouble answering questions.  Her sister was present during the 

interview and participated in the discussion, assuming the role of representative. Ms. 

Nolan needs help maintaining her daily routine, but she makes her own medical 

decisions.  The family needs financial assistance to adequately care for Ms. Nolan’s 

needs. 

 The day of the interview the temperature was 100 degrees. Ms. Nolan was 

interviewed while seated in a chair in the living room next to a small window fan, their 

only source of cooling.  The living room was cheerfully decorated and filled with family 

pictures.  Ms. Nolan appeared older than her 57 years and looked frail.  She was neatly 

groomed and was wearing a housecoat.  Recovering from a recent appendectomy she also 

suffers from renal failure, is on dialysis, and is a diabetic.  Ms. Nolan has been on dialysis 

for a little more than a year at the time of the interview.  She also has vision and hearing 

problems which is one of the reasons her sister is helping her with the interview. 
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Enrollment in the Personal Preference and Previous Experience 
 
 Ms. Nolan was recruited into the program and agreed to become a participant 

because “… I had a lot of problems.”  Reflecting on previous agency services she states, 

“they wasn’t working that good.  It’s the things I couldn’t afford they [Personal 

Preference] help me with.  Like in the bath, they had put in bars.  Like air conditioning 

and microwave oven.”  Actually, she had not yet received the bars, a microwave, or air 

conditioning, but hopes to in the future.  Her sister explains why agency care was 

inadequate,  

With the agency, she only had like 3, or 2 1/2 hours each week and she is ill and 
everything and when they would come a certain time… I come and check, but 
they don’t stay the time that they are supposed to be staying. 

 
 Ms. Nolan prefers the Personal Preference Program, “because I feel like it’s 

better.  I don’t have as much sickness as I did before.” 

Receiving Care 
 
 Ms. Nolan (with occasional help from her sister) describes how her son Kevin 

helps her, 

He makes sure that I take my medicines and he helps me with my food and stuff.  
He cooks it and he makes sure I take my medicine. (Kevin also helps her fill her 
needles with insulin). He fills them up and I do it [give the shots].  He takes care 
of my vitamins and my pills and he’s got a chart that he fills them with Monday, 
Tuesday, and Wednesday.  I can bathe myself… They do the laundry for me and 
shopping for food…. He makes sure that this [her wound] is clean and he washes 
my feet.  

 
 Ms. Nolan’s sister adds,  
 

What she can’t do, I do.  I help her.  I make sure that she has a clean room. [I 
clean it] everyday.  I come every day, but Kevin can help do [clean] too, but with 
the bath, I am helping her all of time with the bath. 

 
 In describing the most important service she receives from Kevin Ms. Nolan says, 
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He makes sure I take my medicine when I’m supposed to.  Sometimes I do forget, 
you know.  And now it’s only been since I have been sick.  Since I came out of 
the hospital, I have been trying to tell him [Kevin] what foods I am supposed to 
eat and what not to eat. 

 
 Her sister explains why it is important that she be fed correctly, 

She was having a problem.  Whenever she goes on the dialysis machine, her 
blood count goes down to ten … I would give her something to bring it back up 
and then if we can’t get it back up, we call the paramedics and they would take 
her to the hospital.  She was doing that pretty often.  Sometimes he [Kevin] would 
walk to the store and come back and find her unconscious or almost unconscious.  
He would end up trying to give her like they tell him, he had a list of what he is 
supposed to do if her sugar goes down or if her sugar goes up, he has a list of 
what he is supposed to do… he would check her blood sugar and if he can’t get it 
up in a certain time, he would have to call the paramedics.  But most of the time, 
if he do like what they have, the instructions that they gave him, he could do it 
and bring it back down.  But if they had to come, they would keep her [in the 
hospital] and let her stay for observation. 

 
With the proper diet and care at home, Ms. Nolan’s blood sugar after dialysis has 

stabilized. 

 Kevin describes what he does for his mother,  
 

The first thing I do, I come in and I clean the house.  Then I cook her meals, lunch 
and dinner.  If she needs any clothes washed, I wash them.  I go to the store for 
her.  I prepare her needles of Insulin for the next day…  I just cook, clean, and I 
sit and I talk with her, take her for walks, things like that… when I first started, I 
basically just had to clean and do a little shopping and laundry.  Now she actually 
has to take all the pills, she takes seven pills, and I have to set them out and [set 
out] water for that day, and then set them out for the next day to make sure that 
she gets them.  Sometimes I have to go and re-prescribe her medication for her 
[fill her prescriptions]. 

 
The Schedule 
 
 Ms. Nolan describes Kevin’s schedule, “Well, it goes from Monday through 

Saturday.  And Sunday.”  Ms. Nolan’s sister adds, 

… He is here with her all of the time.   … If he has to go out, he lets me know that 
she is here by herself because the doctor doesn’t want her staying by herself. 
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Ms. Nolan has a complicated schedule because she has to go for dialysis three days a 

week, Monday, Wednesday, and Friday.  Her sister takes her to dialysis if she cannot take 

the dialysis van. 

 Kevin works 20 to 25 hours a week as a caregiver for his mother and is paid 9 

dollars an hour.  He describes his schedule, “Monday through Saturday; I am off on 

Sunday.  Usually I get here like 8:00 and stay until 12:00 or 1:00.”  Referring to flexible 

scheduling he says, “Sometimes I work 20 hours and sometimes 24.  It all depends on 

what is happening that week.” 

Having a Representative 
 
 Ms. Nolan’s son John is her representative.  Describing their duties, she says that 

“they [her sons John and Kevin] make decisions and things for me.  Like they come in 

and make jobs [they decided on the hours and the pay].”  Her son John also makes sure 

that she is getting the help she needs from her caregiver.  Ms. Nolan involves her sister 

and sons in making medical decisions. Her sister describes an incident, 

Sometimes, like if she is in the hospital and they say to her, Hester, we got to do a 
test on you or run a test on her or something like that, then she will let us know 
and we will come and hear about the test and then we will say, it’s up to you if 
you want to have this test done and then they will say, as long as she is in her 
right mind, then she will make the decision to have it done. 

 
Supervision 
 
 Both Ms. Nolan and her sister have a hand in supervising the caregiving.  Her 

sister comments,  

I [supervise] most of the time because I [supervised Ms. Nolan’s other son], too.  
Whenever they [the program office] need to know something, they would call me 
because I usually knew.  They would call me up and when they did a survey, they 
would call me up to do the survey. 
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Ms. Nolan is also involved in supervising her own caregiving.  She says that she “tells 

them” (her sister and Kevin) when she wants something done and they do it.   

Caregiving Experience and Skills 
 
 Caring for his mother is not much different from Kevin’s previous job in a 

nursing home, 

Working for my mother is, you know, there’s some bond there, so it’s no conflict.  
As for if I am working for someone else, they may not like the way I perform my 
duties, but other than that, I would say nothing [is different otherwise]. 

 
 Kevin thinks that being a caregiver requires, “…a lot of patience and a caring 

heart.”  Caregiving is a good job because “…it is something you can do when somebody 

requires your services.”  He would consider doing this job in the future for family or non-

family, “anybody that accepts me to work.” 

 Mrs. Nolan prefers that a family member help her, but if her son leaves she would 

try to hire someone with a nice personality.  When asked what kind of caregiver she 

would like, Ms. Nolan replies, 

I would rather have Kevin.  Because he is just like a doctor’s visit.  If there is 
anything with wounds, he knows how to take care of it.  He went to school.  Like 
this here [her incision] he makes sure that this is clean and he washes my feet. 

 
The Caregiving Relationship 
 
 Ms. Nolan says, “I would rather have family than have a stranger.  Because I feel 

like they love me.” 

 Kevin describes his relationship with his mother,  

I think about her a lot.  I wonder if she is taking her medication because like I 
said, when I come in the morning sometimes I have to help her take it.  
Otherwise, she ain’t going to do it. 

 
 Kevin is careful to check his mother’s blood sugar and blood pressure regularly. 
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The hardest part of being a caregiver for his mother is, “Watching her not be able to 

function the way she used to.”  He adds, “I like taking care of her.” 

Relationship with the Consultant 
  

Ms. Nolan’s sister was very happy with the consultant, 
 

She’s terrific.  She would try every way to help us out.  We went to the office and 
she would come here.  She really told us about a lot of things, which I can’t 
memorize, but she was very nice.  …she’d come when she needed to and she 
came here.  I guess what she did do is she would come…She got everything [the 
information she needed] within the time that she was allowed to interview.  I 
think she went out to have a baby. 

 
Unfortunately, Ms. Nolan has a new consultant who remarks, “I don’t know anything 

about Nolan.” 

Problems with the Personal Preference Program 
 
 Ms. Nolan needs several items that are difficult to purchase. Her sister explains, 

It is hard for her to get the stuff that they [the consultant] say that you can get 
because they tell her [Ms. Nolan] to buy it and then give them the bill maybe.  It’s 
hard for her to get the stuff, the air conditioner and the microwave, she can’t get it 
because she don’t have the money to buy it.  They tell her that she has to buy the 
stuff first and then give them the bill and they will give her the check or whatever. 

  
 Ms. Nolan’s sister called the consultant about the problem and says that, “A lady 

is supposed to come out” to talk to them about the problem.   

Benefits of the Personal Preference Program 
 
 When asked what she did to meet her needs before the program, Ms. Nolan says,  

“I just suffered.”  She adds, “I’m hot.”  Ms. Nolan says that her life is less difficult than 

before the program.  She likes that she receives help (from her family) “all away around 

the clock.” 
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 Ms. Nolan does not receive any help from the community.  When asked if she 

received anything like Meals on Wheels, her sister responded, “The only volunteer [is], I 

volunteer.  I go shopping.  I go grocery shopping, take out the garbage.” 

 Kevin likes the flexible hours he has with the Personal Preference Program 

because “It gives me time to study and go back to school.  I am going to school to be a 

beauty technician.  I’m going to get my license and be a barber.” 
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Consumer Story 17 
 
 Mr. Edward Brown is a 59 year-old single, African American man who lives by 

himself on the 8th floor of a subsidized housing complex for the elderly and people with 

disabilities.  The building is located in a black residential neighborhood in urban Essex 

County, New Jersey.  His apartment is clean, well-ventilated and furnished to allow for 

maximum mobility in a wheelchair.  Mr. Brown suffers from peripheral vascular disease 

and hypertension. His leg was amputated below the knee as the result of a bone infection.  

During the interview a leg prosthesis was on the floor next to the couch in the living 

room. He says that he does not use the prosthesis because it is uncomfortable.  Mr. 

Brown’s caregiver is Jennifer, an African American woman, who is not related to him.     

Willing to Try It Out 
 
 Mr. Brown agreed to enroll in the Personal Preference Program because, “I was 

willing to try it out and see if I like it.”    He believes that the program helps,  

In a lot of ways because when I was with the private agency, they would send a 
lot of young inexperienced girls in here or whatever and they wouldn’t 
communicate, you know.  They wouldn’t do things.  They wasn’t doing things 
right.  They would half do it.  And what they did do, they would half do it.  They 
butted up my pots.  Some of them didn’t speak English.  Then when I would tell 
them about it, whatever, they would get an attitude, especially foreigners.  Some 
of them hand wash the dishes; they wouldn’t use the rag.  They was nasty. Spit in 
your food.  Yeah.  You got to sit there and watch them while they cook and then 
supposed to have a dishrag and then they would take a plate and put it up under 
water and wash it with their hands.  Just a whole lot of stuff.  I just didn’t get 
along. 

 
 Jennifer said that before she worked for Mr. Brown,  
 

He went through like maybe 10 home health aides.  Because he wasn’t pleased 
with them.  They didn’t show up on time and when they came here, they really 
didn’t do their work, so he wasn’t pleased with it. 
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 Jennifer has worked for Mr. Brown for a year and a half and first met him when 

she came to work with him from an agency.  The consultant describes how Mr. Brown 

came to hire Jennifer in the Personal Preference Program, 

… He started out with a family member, I think it was his nephew he wanted to 
work for him, and that was a very short-lived situation because his nephew felt 
that he should be paid more money an hour.  So Mr. Brown didn’t feel that way, 
so in fact what he did was he contacted his previous homemaker who was 
working with the agency and hired her.   

 
Needing Help with Everything 
 
 Mr. Brown describes what he needs help with, 
 

House cleaning, grocery shopping, trips to the doctor, a whole bunch of things, 
my medications, the dry cleaners.  Generally, everything I need help with.   
Everything.  She [Jennifer] goes with me to the doctors and stuff like that.  And 
sometimes I will be in too much pain; she will help me get out of bed. 

 
 Jennifer also helps Mr. Brown with laundry, and cooking, going to the drugstore, 

and whatever help he needs.  Mr. Brown thinks that Jennifer's most important service is 

"Everything I need.  I only got one leg." 

 Jennifer describes what she does for Mr. Brown, 
 

Today, it was like a little rough day today.  We went out to the doctors this 
morning and then I came back and then I tidied the home for him… There is 
basically a routine.  Like laundry, you know, I help him with his bath, like I said 
cleaning and housekeeping.  I do shopping for him and I run errands, and bills.  
And then like doctor’s appointments he has…. Maybe I bathe him this week and 
then don’t give him a bath until maybe the following week, but in between he 
likes showers or something like that.  He’s not too good at it [taking showers on 
his own].  I help him out of the shower. 

 
 Jennifer cooks and cleans every day, "… I keep the dust down.  It gets pretty 

dusty in here."  Jennifer does not take care of Mr. Brown's medical needs, "… the only 

thing I do is assist him when we go to the doctor and he is in the wheelchair."  Jennifer 
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also lifts him into the bed or to the lavatory where she stands with him.  Jennifer 

describes how she starts her day, 

As soon as I come here, basically, first I wash his hands and then I wash my 
hands and we do breakfast.  I wash my hands and then I make his breakfast and he 
waits maybe about an hour, and then if he wants to like take a shower or a bath, 
and then I assist him in that.  Sometimes I assist him with [medications] or he just 
helps himself. 

 
Flexible Hours 
 
 Jennifer works approximately four hours a day, seven days a week.  Mr. Brown 

says she gets paid either 10 or 11 dollars an hour.  Mr. Brown likes that she has a flexible 

schedule, 

She don’t have a special time.  Sometimes she comes in the morning; like today, 
she came at 7:00 and she is supposed to be leaving at 11:00, but because you all 
was coming, I got her to stay over.  Sometimes she comes in at 9:00. 

 
 Mr. Brown feels that he could use more hours, "I could use more if I could get 

them because like she is supposed to be gone since 11:00 and it's a quarter of 12 and she 

is still here, you know." 

 Jennifer says that she works for Mr. Brown for four hours, "We have a schedule, 

but we manage to get through it."  Jennifer comes for four hours every day and although 

there is a basic routine, every day is a little different.  Jennifer works in the mornings, "… 

I like to come in at like 6:00 AM and then sometimes I come in like 7:00 and the latest I 

come in is like 8:00." 

 Occasionally, Jennifer will have to stay later when she accompanies Mr. Brown to 

the doctor and the transportation service is late bringing them back to the apartment.  She 

used to come in the afternoons sometimes, but now she has a "second client with the 

agency" in the afternoons. 
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Supervision 
 
 Mr. Brown says that he manages and supervises Jennifer's work.  Mr. Brown has 

no representative, "I make up my own decisions."  Jennifer says that she and Mr. Brown 

make decisions together about what needs to be done, but when asked who supervises 

her, Jennifer answers, "He do!!! Yeah, he tells you." 

Skills and Qualities of the Caregiver 
 
 When asked what kind of skills are necessary for a good caregiver, Mr. Brown 

explains why he trusts Jennifer, 

Somebody that knows what they are doing and don’t get an attitude problem 
when I ask them to do something and show interest in their work, you know?  It 
has to be somebody that likes, enjoys doing what they are doing, you know?  You 
know, why would I cook you some food, and you won’t eat it yourself, you know 
what I’m saying?  You know, I don’t want nobody cooking me nothing that I got 
to watch them; they keep spitting in it or whatever, you know.  I don’t have that 
problem with her.  I trust this woman. 

 
In fact, Mr. Brown relies on Jennifer totally. When asked if he receives any help from the 

community, he responded, "None from nobody.  No, this is the only help I got.  My sister 

and brother won't even help me." 

 Referring to the quality of care she provides, he says, "She's doing a good job.  

That's all I can say."  Jennifer says that she and Mr. Brown have a good relationship and 

that, "He's like friend."  She describes how funny he can be and how he can get her 

laughing over something crazy he has said or done.  Jennifer says that they communicate 

well and do not have any conflicts.  In addition, Jennifer knows Mr. Brown's sister and 

has a good relationship with her and all the family.  Jennifer describes the first time she 

met Mr. Brown's family, 
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Well, you know how at first time meeting, you have to be more observant, they sit 
back and see how I treat him, you know… I say about a month, they gave me a 
month, and they see that he was pleased, so… 

 
Jennifer describes her qualifications as a caregiver, "I am a certified home health 

aide.  I assist clients in things that they can’t do themselves."  Jennifer also has CPR 

training.  Commenting on the need to instinctively understand people. Jennifer states,  

"… You have to go into their homes to understand them."  She enjoys working for Mr. 

Brown and will continue to do it.   

 As Mr. Brown’s sole caregiver, Jennifer worries about him needing something 

when she is not there, 

I think about if I am not here some time and if he wants like something from the 
store, or he wants food warmed up or something like that, you know, I would like 
to be here to assist him with that.  Like I say, I come in the morning.  Like I said, I 
used to have like two hours in the morning and then I would come like two hours 
in the evening, but now since I just started a second client a few weeks ago, it 
kind of threw me all to the morning now, but I will let him know, because I work 
from 2:00 PM until 7:00 PM, and I told him that in the evening he has my home 
phone number and he can contact me and I can come over here and assist him 
with anything he needs assistance with, you know, there is no problem there. 

 
Alternate Uses of the Cash Benefit 
 
 Although Mr. Brown has used most of his cash benefit to pay for personal care 

services, he may need to allocate some money for other uses. His consultant describes his 

cash benefit,  

He was actually very, very quiet [as a consumer] in the beginning, but now he has 
Medicaid in an HMO and with the HMO, they are limiting some of the things that 
he needs, so I have had more contact with him because he is trying to re-adjust his 
grant to meet those needs and one of those needs is a supplementary drink 
because he is losing weight, and the doctor really can’t figure out why and the 
case manager with the HMO refuses to actually allow him to purchase that with 
his Medicaid card.  So the last couple of months we have been working with this 
issue, but I told him, to try and have the doctor re-write the prescription and see if 
we can go that route because of course the program is not going to pay for 
something that traditional Medicaid will pay for, so he notified me once again that 
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he wasn’t able to obtain it and I wrote it especially for (a program director's) 
attention letting her know in fact that he needs for this program to pay for the 
supplemental drinks for him. 

 
Mr. Brown needs two cases of supplemental drinks a month at a cost of about 150 dollars 

a case.  He also uses money for transportation. 

Relationship with the Consultant 
   

Mr. Brown and his consultant work well together.  The consultant comments, 
 
… He likes to call and he keeps me abreast with anything and everything.  If he 
knows that I am trying to make a visit, he will give me a call and let me know that 
he may be going out of town so that I can try to get in my visit before he goes, so 
he keeps pretty good contact with me. 

 
 The consultant discusses some of the problems with the program that she guards 

against for Mr. Brown, 

I try to make sure in fact that the employees are being paid because if they are not 
being paid in a timely manner, then they wound up losing their employees and 
having to start over again.  So, as a matter of fact, Mr. Brown was one of my 
clients who would keep me abreast if their checks were late because you get used 
to a certain day, so if by Friday it was not there, so you know we would talk about 
this as far as maybe the weekend and give it to Saturday.  But if it is not there on 
Saturday, then give me a call first thing Monday.  You know, so it is just the idea 
of them knowing that they have someone to call if they have an issue, and that 
kind of offers a whole lot of support. 
 
I know that Mr. Brown is very, very happy with the program. In fact, he says, oh, 
it’s not ready to be terminated.  I said no, we have at least another year and a half 
or two years.  And he said oh, okay, that’s great because I want to stay on this 
program.  I said well you can stay, you know, as long as we have it.  And then 
also, I informed him of the additional monies that will be becoming available 
some time this month and he will be getting notification because I will be seeing 
him in fact tomorrow, Saturday, and we will be going over what to do as far as the 
monies are concerned because he was stating that he could use a little bit more 
towards the transportation as far as the gas, paying people to take him different 
places, so I said, okay, we will talk about that when I come out there because I did 
contact the Fiscal group to find out the balance of all of my clients, how much 
money they have unexpended so that they can start thinking about what they may 
want to do with it.  They may want to increase their hours until the money is 
exhausted or make special purchases. 
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Problems with the Personal Preference Program 
 
 The only problem that Mr. Brown has had is a late check after Jennifer filled out a 

time sheet incorrectly.  Jennifer says,  

I guess twice I didn’t get the pay on time, but they corrected that once I spoke to 
the consultant.  She corrected the problem.  Like I say, if you have any problems 
you call her, and she gets on it right away and sees what the problem is and takes 
care of the situation. 

 
Benefits of the Personal Preference Program 
 

Mr. Brown says that the program is "100% better than what I had before.  200% 

better."  When asked what the programs most important benefit was, Mr. Brown 

responds, 

A lot of it.  All of it.  All of the benefits are good.  I don't have any complaints.  I 
don't have any complaints….I think it's  a nice program, that's all I would say. 

 
 Jennifer likes the program as well, 
 

This program, I see that everyone is understanding and if you got any problems, 
you can call them.  If you make a mistake on your time slip, you know, 
sometimes if you have like say another job and then you get this job, and then you 
fill it out wrong, they will call you and they will let you know that you made a 
mistake and then they will send more tickets back out to you for you to correct 
your error and stuff like that.  I like this program, my other job [with an agency], 
if you make a mistake, you can forget it. [For example] one time, I signed in the 
wrong spot and I initialed there, and I wouldn’t get paid until next week. 

 
For Jennifer, the best part of the Personal Preference Program is Mr. Brown. 
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Consumer Story 18 
 
 Mr. Donald Nelson is a 44 year-old married, African American man.  He lives 

with his wife Florence who serves as his representative.  He has a non-family caregiver, 

Christine Clark, who works 21 hours, 5 days a week.  After Ms. Clark leaves, one of the 

Nelson’s two daughters comes to watch Mr. Nelson until Mrs. Nelson returns from work 

to assume his care.  The Nelsons live on the second floor of a three story apartment 

building in a residential area in urban New Jersey.  Although the neighborhood is a bit 

run-down, the Nelson’s apartment is clean and nicely decorated. 

 Mr. Nelson lost his ability to speak after suffering a stroke in 1999.  His right side 

is paralyzed and wears a brace to help him walk.  He needs assistance with both IADLs 

and ADLs and spends much of his time in bed. 

 The Nelsons were interviewed while sitting at a small kitchen table.  During the 

interview Mrs. Nelson was taking care of her grandson, who was polite and well-

behaved.  Mr. Nelson followed the conversation by responding with simple nods, but had 

to be prompted to stay engaged by Mrs. Nelson who tries to keep her husband as 

involved as possible. 

Enrolling in Personal Preferences to Avoid Agency Care 
 
 The Nelson’s were contacted about Personal Preferences by letter and filled out 

an application for the program.  They enrolled in the program because they were 

dissatisfied with the agency care.  Mrs. Nelson said that she decided to enroll her husband 

because,  

I had a home health care person, you know, her name was Christine, and I didn’t 
really care for when she was here… she was out for a while and when she was 
out, it seemed like I couldn’t get a home health care person.  They would send 
somebody one day and the next minute they didn’t have anyone to send.  
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Needing Assistance 
 
 Mr. Nelson needs help with daily tasks.  According to Mrs. Nelson,  
 

He’s needed services since, let’s see, he had a stroke in 1999…  In November of 
1999.  He had in-service, so he has needed a home health care person since, pretty 
much all of the time… He needs assistance with the brace because he can’t put 
that brace on, tying his shoes. Washing and getting dressed.  Preparing foods, 
cutting his meat or anything like that; he can’t cut it… especially he was right-
handed, so he needs help signing things, going down the stairs.  He goes out for 
therapy now once, I forgot.  He goes out for therapy, speech therapy, once a week.  
So two therapies, occupational and physical.  He needs assistance going down the 
stairs.  Going up the stairs, going to bed, therapy. 

 
Tasks 
 
 Even though Mrs. Nelson said that she did not care for Christine when she 

worked for the home health care agency, she hired her as the non-family caregiver when 

Mr. Nelson enrolled in Personal Preferences.  Mrs. Nelson seemed to dislike the agency 

relationship, not Christine herself, as becomes apparent when she describes why she hired 

her.  They did not know Christine before she worked for them through the agency, they 

“just took a liking to her.”  Christine does many things for Mr. Nelson,  

She comes in the morning.  She fixes him breakfast.  After she fixes breakfast, she 
cleans up the kitchen.  She makes his bed.  She helps him get dressed.  Then, you 
know, we got laundry this morning, so he got all his things done.  She will do his 
laundry, you know, clean his bathroom, mop the kitchen floor, and then she 
comes back around 1:00 in the afternoon and fixes his lunch… After she fixes 
lunch, then she cleans up the kitchen and then she takes him downstairs and on a 
hot day like this, he is not going out today, but she takes him downstairs and takes 
him out for a walk.  On Fridays she goes with him to therapy. 

 
 As Mr. Nelson says, the most important thing that Christine does for him is, 

“Eggs and bacon.”  Mrs. Nelson adds,  

He knows, you know, she will ask him, do you want cereal or eggs or bacon and 
he will tell her that type of thing… She makes him breakfast.  She cooks for him.  
Food, for him, that’s an important thing. 

 
 Christine describes what she does for Mr. Nelson,  
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In the morning I fix him breakfast and I take the breakfast downstairs, clean his 
room, mop the kitchen, do the laundry, therapy… He has speech.  He goes to 
speech on Friday. [Christine takes him to speech therapy].   

 

According to Christine, she also does, “The basic things.  I am in the middle of fixing his 

lunch now.”  With prompting from the interviewer, Christine continues to describe what 

she does for Mr. Nelson, “Most of the time, we take him water in the room and do the 

bath.  Sometimes he wants separate, but most of the time his wife puts him in the shower 

at night.”  According to Christine she does,  

Whatever is necessary, like I know when I come in, I know what has to be done.  
I know I have to help him get dressed.  I know that I have to put the braces on his 
legs.  I know that I have to do the water wash, and stuff like that.  Basically 
whatever has to be done…   I give him his medicines.  It’s already set out day by 
day.  And I give him an afternoon pill. 

  
 Christine may have to get items at the grocery store and, “Laundry... and folding 

the laundry…  I pick him up in the morning for a walk. In the wintertime he goes down 

the stairs and back up.  This morning he went out early.  We took him out early this 

morning.”  Christine does not have to lift Mr. Nelson, but she does help him with the 

wheelchair. 

Medical Problems 

 Mrs. Nelson is upset that her husband is not getting the therapy she thinks he 

needs, “He could use more therapy, however, they haven’t been very cooperative.  That’s 

a more medical issue.” 

 Christine described a medical problem, 
  

One time his blood pressure went up.  He goes up and down, but I took him down 
to the hospital for that.  I took him to the doctor and I was there when his blood 
pressure was going up and down, and they couldn’t get his blood pressure stable, 
so they kept him there for a while… We drove him up [to the hospital].  The 
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ambulance came, but they didn’t take him.  They said that they couldn’t take him 
because their company was out of that district or something, I don’t know. 

 
A Flexible Schedule 
 
 Mrs. Nelson describes Christine’s schedule, 
 

She comes in the morning for two hours.  And then she comes back and there’s 
three hours in the afternoon.  It’s flexible, but mostly she is here by 8:00 or 8:15.  
She comes in the afternoon at 1:00.  1:00 until 3:00.  No, what is it?  1:00 until 
4:00.  Yes, 1:00 until 4:00. 

 
 Mrs. Nelson has no help on the weekends.  Christine works five hours a day, 

Monday through Friday, “… she gets paid for 21 hours.  I think it is $10.50 (an hour).” 

 Mrs. Nelson describes how Christine’s schedule fits their needs, 

She [Christine] is back and forth and after he eats breakfast and goes for a walk 
and does what she does in the morning, and then he will go lay down and relax.  I 
will set the alarm clock to go off at 12:30 so he knows it is time to get up and he 
will get up and come and sit here until she comes.  She has a key for the 
downstairs door, so all she has to do is come up and knock, and you know, he can 
let her in, so it’s nice when you can rely on a person. 

 
 Christine describes how many hours a week she works for Mr. Nelson,  
 

Two in the morning and two in the afternoon.  Except on Friday when he goes to 
therapy.  He goes to the doctor on Friday.  Then I work extra hours because he 
has transportation up and I wait and transportation back.  That will be about four 
or five in the afternoon, instead of three or four, something like that.  

 
 Christine comes to the Nelson’s, “From 8:00 until 10:00 in the morning and from 

1:00 until 3:00 in the afternoon and on Friday from 1:00 at the same time and I will leave 

about 4:00 or 5:00…. Most of the time I get paid for what I do.”  Luckily, Christine lives 

only 10 minutes away from the Nelsons. 

Deciding What to Do 

 Mrs. Nelson works closely with Christine and tells her what needs to be done 

when necessary,  
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Usually she is here in the morning before I leave out, you know, so she knows 
what to fix for breakfast and what to fix for lunch.  If there is laundry that day or 
if I need her to go to the store to get him something.  I will tell her or you know I 
call her that evening at home and tell her for the next day.  She will ask him (Mr. 
Nelson), do you want cereal or eggs or bacon and he will tell her that type of 
thing. 

 
 Christine says that she knows what to do and has no problems with supervision. 
 
Taking a Liking to the Caregiver 
 
 Mrs. Nelson  says that they “just took a liking” to Christine when she worked for 

them through an agency.  As Mrs. Nelson commented, 

Christine started, like I said, she started last year, so he was familiar with her.  
When they started the different people, they were sending young kids like 20 or 
21 and they didn’t know what to do when they got here, so she knew the routine.  
She knows what to do.  She’s here every day.  

  
Through an agency, Christine worked with Mr. Nelson for 6 or 7 months before he 

enrolled in the Personal Preferences Program.  Over time the Nelsons have gotten closer 

to Christine, “We are very friendly. I will call her in the evening.  I have met her kids and 

she has met my daughter and the grandkids…” 

 Christine describes their relationship as “good” commenting, 

I like helping people, I guess.  That’s what it’s all about.  He’s a nice guy to work 
with, you know.  I like doing what I do… I like working with him.  He’s sweet.  
They’re nice… I don’t have no problems with him.  He’s a nice guy. 

 
Maturity and Reliability are Important Qualities in a Caregiver 
 
 Mrs. Nelson was dissatisfied with the young women sent by an agency as 

replacements for Christine.  Reliability and maturity are important aspects of experience 

in her opinion, 

One is that they will be reliable and they will come to work.  Two is that they are 
going to take care of what they need to take care of; you know, they are going to 
see to it that he gets his breakfast and they are going to see that the bed is made 
and see to it that he gets dressed every day… personality [is important], because 
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he didn’t want a young person, you know, somebody because he can’t really tell 
me, you know, like were they here, did they stay here, that type of thing, so 
somebody older with experience. 

 
Mrs. Nelson needs to be able to trust  a caregiver because her husband cannot tell her if 

there is a problem.   

 Christine thinks that personality is an important part of being a good caregiver, 

You have to have a great personality to work with anyone because most of the 
time, you know sometimes they got good days and bad days, so they have to have 
a good personality.  Just good, patient, your behavior’s got a lot to do with it… 
Sometimes I will come upstairs and we do have our ups and downs, you know, 
sometimes he’s sick.  You ain’t going to feel the same all of the time.  You’ve got 
to be able to know when to, you know… [try and cheer someone up]… it’s a good 
job.  I mean, if you like working with people, it’s a good job.  If you ain’t got the 
personality to do it, I wouldn’t recommend it.  You got to have a personality to do 
it, you know.  Because sometimes it can be rough.  I know because I have been 
working with an agency for a while.  It can be rough. 

 
Christine worked for an agency before her marriage and children, interrupted her career 
 
to raise her children and then started working again after re-training. 
 
Dissatisfaction with Agency Services 
 
 Mrs. Nelson complained that when Christine worked through an agency either 

they would not show up or the agency would send young girls who did not work well 

with Mr. Nelson. Replacement workers were a problem. Mrs. Nelson explains,  

The other agency, like I said, they would send somebody out and he didn’t know 
them, so I mean, if he told them ‘No we are not going outside today’ because he 
tends to say that, ‘No,’ she [Christine] knows how to deal with that, you know, 
whereas another worker would say, ‘He wouldn’t go outside today or he wouldn’t 
eat today’ or that type of thing…. And they just kind of let it go.  They said ‘He 
didn’t want to do it,’ which really ain’t good enough. 

 
Benefits of the Personal Preferences Program 
 
 Mrs. Nelson describes the many benefits of the Personal Preferences Program, 

It helps me because I have a steady worker.  We got to select the one that we 
wanted, and I don’t have one on one day and the next couple of days we would 
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have somebody else, and you know, setting the hours yourself for what you need, 
so it helps him a lot… Yes.  I think that this works very consistent.  At the other 
point, it was like a week that I didn’t have a home health care person, you know, 
it’s hard when you have to go to work and try to find somebody at the last minute 
to come in, or they will send somebody else.  [Now] he has a reliable person.  It is 
someone that he likes, you know.  I am comfortable with the fact of leaving him, 
you know, under her care, and she is a trustworthy person. 

 
Before Personal Preferences, Mrs. Nelson had to leave her job when she could not get 

help, “I had to leave work and it was a relatively new job that I was on, so I wasn’t 

eligible for any type of family leave or leave of absence.  I had to literally quit the job and 

then I wasn’t eligible for anything at this point.”  Mrs. Nelson would recommend the 

program to others, 

I would say if, you know, they need some type of home assistance, that it is a 
good program to be into and a lot of people just kind of settle for whatever is 
given to you, you know, they have a choice and they really don’t look into it.  
That it is something that is worthwhile looking into because even if you don’t get 
the person that you don’t need in outside help, maybe you can get a family 
member that will come in and assist you. 

 
 Mrs. Nelson is satisfied.  There have not been any problems with the program, 
 

They started payments on time.  All the paperwork was set up for me.  We did 
forget to sign the timesheets and so she didn’t get paid for that week, but that 
whole two weeks when she was supposed to get paid, I paid her for the whole 
month, so I haven’t had any problems at all.  I am satisfied with this.  I don’t, I 
haven’t had any problems at all. 

 
 Mrs. Nelson is satisfied with the consultant relationship, 
 

She is very nice.  She came over and did all the paperwork.  She was a lot of help.  
She even calls periodically to see how things are going, you know, to make sure 
that the worker is getting paid and that everything is being done for him that 
needs to be done… She gave me her number.  She stopped by I think once this 
March.  If I have a problem, I will call her or I will call them. 

 
What is a Basic Need? 
 
 Mrs. Nelson recently bought a room air conditioner for their bedroom, but did not 

think she could use the cash benefit to help pay for it, 
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I was under the impression when they signed [us] up for this program that he 
would just get the money for basic needs, you know, like if he wanted to do 
laundry or personal items or things.  They have been putting it in an account and 
when you buy something, let us know.   

 
The Nelson’s rely on help from family, but get no other help from community  
 
organizations.   
 
Importance of the Representative 
 
 Mr. Nelson’s speech impediment did not allow him to talk about what his wife 

does as his representative. As Mrs. Nelson says, “He does better with yes and no 

questions.”  Mrs. Nelson thinks that it is important for her husband to have her as his 

representative,  

I guess because I think that he can’t answer the questions and I have to try to 
explain to him what the program is about, the difference between this and the 
home health care service that he had before.  He pretty much understands.  I mean 
you have to keep saying it over and over again, you know, but…. he wants to 
make sure that he understands.  He may not understand what you are saying, you 
know, and this way even if he doesn’t understand, later on he will ask me, okay, 
what did she say? 

 
In spite of his speech problem, Mr. Nelson is able to answer yes to the benefits of having 

his wife as his representative. 
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Consumer Story 19 
 
 Mr. Martin Jackson is a 47 year-old, African-American male suffering from renal 

failure.  He lives with his wife, Doreen, and their three small children in a small, first 

floor apartment, in an urban residential area.  It was over 100 degrees outside on the day 

of the interview and the apartment lacked air conditioning.  Mr. Jackson was up and 

around the house watching his children and preparing dinner for the family.  The 

interviewers were seated with the Jackson’s in the front room, where one small fan was 

circulating the still air.  Initially, the Jacksons were hesitant to talk, but became more 

relaxed as the interview proceeded.   

The Convenience of the Personal Preferences Program 

Mr. Jackson has been in need of personal care for the last two years since the 

onset of kidney failure and dialysis.  His condition has worsened since a car accident 

injured his back.  He needs increased daily assistance because his wife says “he gets 

wiped out easily.”   Information about the Personal Preferences program came through 

the mail.   

I just filled out the information and a representative came and explained 
everything to me and it seemed to be the perfect one [program] for me.  Rather 
than sending the girls to me from the service, and sometimes the timing was bad 
or I had to do something this date, so now my wife, she is just right here, so 
everything can be taken care of. 
 
Mr. Jackson hired his wife as his personal care worker (PCW), “…because it’s 

convenient….with my wife there is more consistency.   She’s right in house here and we 

can work things out better with the scheduling stuff and it’s a daily thing.  Plus, I get 

more out of her.  Give me a schedule with a certain amount and we get more.” 

Previously, services came from a local agency, 
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[with the agency based care workers] We had a scheduling problem.  There were 
times where she would get off an hour late or put me on later and she would be here, 
or she would come and leave; the scheduling was bad, but with my wife, she doesn’t 
miss a beat.  So, there is no scheduling problem, but with them, you know, they were 
somewhat inconsistent, but they would change the girls too much.  There would be 
one girl here and we would get used to her and then she’d leave and they would have 
another girl to come. 

 

Additionally, Mr. Jackson found that the agency care workers’ responsibility was 

more restrictive. 

Oh, they were doing the cooking, do the laundry on certain scheduled days, and every 
day she would come, she was basically dealing with me and my room, not in my kids’ 
room.  She would make up my bed and stuff like that, and they explained that they 
could not help anybody else in the household, so everything pertained to me – fixing 
up my bed, which was always a mess.  You know, the cooking and the cleaning, like I 
said, scheduled wash days.  She only had two hours, though. 

 

Mrs. Jackson has a full time job outside of the house.  Under the Personal Preferences 

program, she works the same ten hours as did the agency care worker, two hours daily, 

Mondays through Fridays.  Employing his wife enhances flexibility, 

My wife stays and if there is something that she didn’t do on Friday, she is my wife 
and she can do it on Saturday or Sunday.  She comes from work and she can do 
things. So the scheduling is excellent.  Whatever she lacks during the week, she will 
make it up….Everything gets done in the week. 

 

The Help of a Spouse 

Mrs. Jackson was a nursing assistant before she married.  What she does for her 

husband is similar to what she did before, “he’s my husband, so I have always helped 

him.”   She is paid $526 monthly, for a 10-hour work week.  She describes her daily 

schedule, 

[It’s] hectic.  Crazy.  I get up at 4:00 in the morning to get ready for my own  
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job and then I do my job.  I make sure that the kitchen is kind of decent, bowls if 
they are going to have cereal or whatever it is that is going to be needed for the 
kids, then I make sure that I got myself together and then I make a call and make 
sure that he gets waked up, dress the kids and get them ready, and then when I 
come in, whatever mess they made, I clean up, and if they didn’t make a mess, 
then I cook.  I straighten up around and make sure that everything is in some kind 
of decent order. 
 

She bathes him daily.   
 

I make sure that he is eating, make sure that if they are waiting to get up there 
isn’t a mess so that he can, you know, get himself something to drink, get himself 
something to eat, make sure that some food is in the house, and make sure that it 
is not too hot; just these things. [I make sure he takes] his blood pressure 
medication and I make sure, well I don’t make sure, I try to get on his back to 
make sure that he doesn’t eat the wrong things because some of the things he likes 
aren’t the things that he is supposed to eat. 
 

The high summer heat complicates his condition. 
 

Yeah, I have to keep my eye on him, especially in the heat because last year at 
this time he passed out in my arms due to the heat, so I keep my eye on him and  
make sure that I keep Tylenol and just little things that will make it easier for him 
and make sure, you know, that the air conditioning is working because without 
that, he will pass out. 

 
Additionally there are the normal pressures of maintaining a household. 
 

In the evening, well I’m his wife.  I make sure that the kids are fed and that their 
homework is right, and little things like that because he gets wiped out a lot, a  
lot, and he doesn’t sleep a lot in the nighttime, and his days are mixed up like a 
baby…. He’s up at night.  And he will sleep during the day a lot….I don’t know, 
but I wish it wasn’t so that he could sleep at night, you know, comfortably 
because when I get home I would be like just when my day is ending and you 
didn’t do anything and I still got to do it, you know. 
 

Mr. Jackson remarks that his wife takes good care of him.   
 
Oh, she takes care of me.  She takes care of the meals.  Of course, I got hit by a 
car, so I have a bad back, so she helps me stand….She helps me bend because I 
can’t bend too much.  She helps me in the shower.  You know, like I said, she 
cooks me food and cleans and stuff like that…..She picks me up because I have 
transportation services, but sometimes when there is a scheduling problem, she 
will take me and pick me up. 
 

Mr. Jackson goes for dialysis treatment three times a week.  
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Managing the Daily Stresses 
 

Mrs. Jackson talks about balancing the responsibility of caring for her husband 

and children while maintaining a full time job. Now that she is the paid worker for her 

husband, her husband supervises her care. “He lets me know that this is what he wants 

done, this is what he wants done, um, you know.  I say, “This is what you want done?  

Okay, I will do that.” 

Mr. Jackson comments, 

 

I don’t need to [supervise]; she’s my wife.  I mean I do and I don’t.  If it was like 
somebody from the outside, that’s a different story, but basically that’s common 
sense.  I mean I do manage her to an extent that I expect that she has to do some 
things, but I’m sure that’s already being expected, so I already basically placed a 
pattern, so once in a while I may say something, but if somebody was coming in, you 
know, definitely it would be different.  Like now, she is cooking and she will prepare 
it and then finish it later. 

 

He acknowledges that the two of them have their arguments regarding his care 

“...she is my wife and realistically we have our differences and sometimes I kind of 

think if you are dealing with outside people, this way the person gets paid, I mean we 

have our differences in the fact that we are married, but it still works out.” 

Mrs. Jackson jests, “as an employer he stinks.” 

 

….No, he’s all right.  He’s a little bossy, though. …Sometimes it is a little 
stressful, you know, because if I’m home ill, he will remind me, “You are getting 
paid for this.” Sometimes I take a little nap….I have a break now and now I have 
to do it [nap]. 
 
…I got to go to work either way; either I got to do it if they give me a 1:30 shift, I 
can do what I got to do before I leave.  That means I have dinner ready for the 
kids and him so that he doesn’t have to go into the kitchen before I leave.  It  all 
works out. 
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No because if I get up in the morning I could put the dinner on while they are 
asleep, you know, nudge him and let him know that I put something in the oven  
and keep an eye on it and before you leave turn it off and while I am at work 
before I leave I will do my deliveries, I will ring him up and ask him did you take 
it out.  It works out even. This way it’s a lot less work on me and we only eat off 
of paper plates because I ain’t washing no bunch of dishes. 
 
I am doing all that I have to do because I just put in nine or ten hours a day.  So I 
do what I have to do and that’s it.  If something is wrong, I have a cell phone and 
he will call me if something is wrong.  [I have]…a lot of concerns [when he’s at 
home alone].  A lot. 
 
[Being his care worker]is a little bit different [than working for others] only 
because next time when he starts jumping or when his body starts, his muscles 
and the reactions and they be jumping, so I know then that something is going on, 
so that is the only difference.  I don’t have a call bell.  I am not far away from 
him, you know, I don’t have to sleep light because I did live-in. 

 
 

Working with the Personal Preferences Program 
 
 For the entire time that the Jacksons have been in the program, they have had one 

consultant, Mrs. Joanne Drury. Currently, Mrs. Drury spends 45 minutes to an hour a 

month checking up on Mr. Jackson.  Initially, more of her time was required to establish 

him in the program. According to Mrs. Drury, 

For Mr. Jackson, in the beginning when he was new with the program, there was a 
lot of follow-up.  I did, you know, as far as like contacting his employee, who is 
his wife and making sure that he knows and I was making sure that, you know, 
that she was doing what she said she did, helping to write his bills, organizing his 
room, sorting out the appointments and later on making sure that he was getting 
the help that he needed.  And for the first two months, it was like a constant 
follow up every other week, and now, you know, they understand the program 
really well.  

 
I had to advise them that if there was any problems, because even if it was his 
wife, I mean, there could be like an issue where she is not doing her work and you 
know he is not going to say anything or something like that.  I had to give them an 
example and he understood that.  Such as, you know, for example the care worker 
is his wife and if she wasn’t doing the work that she was supposed to, then Mr. 
Jackson is the, you know, the employer and he has the right to, you know, 
basically inform the consultant or just fire her…..There haven’t been any 
problems, but I did advise them of how to work out a problem if it happens. 
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Mrs. Drury recalls that he needed some furnishings in the apartment and she had to make 

suggestions.  Mr. Jackson states that he is pleased with the help that he receives from his 

consultant. 

 Mrs. Drury comes on occasion.  You know, if I need something, I will go down to 
the office.  If we call her with a need, she will come over here and see about certain 
things, whatever it is that is in the bounds of the program.  She will assist us. 
She’s excellent.  She’s great.  I like her.  How do you like Ms. Drury, honey? 
[Addressing his wife] She’s very helpful when I need her. When I call the office, if 
I need to get some personal intimate stuff, I deal with her directly.  The whole 
office helps, her department deals with what you need, but I know her personally.  I 
am more comfortable [dealing with her]. 

 
Mrs. Jackson talks about the financial benefits that she gets through their plan.   

 
She tells you what you are going to receive and how much you can divide it up. I 
buy detergent, you know, the cleaning products.…It’s through the money that he 
pays me because…. That goes back into for him.  The money goes back in for 
him.   
 
There was some initial confusion about the money because Mrs. Jackson thought 

there was a separate fund for personal needs. 

I said, “Well, I have been buying the products out of my own money”, and she 
said, “Oh, no, you are not supposed to do that”.  And I’m saying if he is on a 
fixed income, period, me not being this wife, how was he going to get the 
products that I need to clean with and she said, “No, you are not supposed to do 
that”, and I’m saying, “Well, then I didn’t know how he was supposed to get 
cleaned up if I didn’t buy the products. ...that’s why in the beginning I only got 
that  
only bit amount and I think he was supposed to get another hundred, or $150 and 
that was supposed to go for like his laundry, supposed to go for the cleaning 
products, laundry products, and anything else needed, like to pay me to take him 
to the store, or little stuff like that, but she said no, that I’m not supposed to buy 
products out of my money and well he doesn’t have it, you know, so that, it would 
be nice if he could, you know, get that amount. 
 

Another source of confusion for Mrs. Jackson was in determining which items 

were considered appropriate for reimbursement. 

He would know his more special needs opposed to me, so if he wants, I  
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would ask him.  I would say, “Yeah, he needs a bigger bed”, but then they would 
say that’s for you and him so I don’t want to say stuff like that.  He needs a better 
microwave, but I’m his wife, so they would say, “Well, you all need a bigger  
things like that, so I don’t want to say yes and I don’t want to say no.  I want to 
say, “Ask him for the things that he needs” because he is my employer. 

 
Mr. Jackson says that Mrs. Drury adequately explained how the financial plan works.   
  
 Yeah, she broke that down also.  Like we used it for a bed and stuff like that; she 
 explained that….She’s doing her job…..We both think she’s great.  She’s very 
 efficient. 
 
Mrs. Jackson says the hardest thing about being part of the program is having to wait  
 
every two weeks until she gets paid. 

 
That’s the hardest thing.  Getting paid every two weeks because like I said 
sometimes, you know, even though I do have my own job and I, you know, 
sometimes [still], I get pinched [financially], and I am looking for a bargain so 
that I can spray the curtains down, you know what I’m saying, so that I can buy 
the furniture polish.  I am looking for these bargains.  Like now I am in a pinch, 
you know. 
 
Oh, boy, you know, it’s like anything else.  When you work, you don’t  
like sitting around waiting two weeks after you done did the work, that’s like 
really absurd.  I mean it’s hard and it puts you in a lot of pinches. 

 
The Benefits of Participation 
 

Prior to participating in the Personal Preferences program, Mrs. Jackson reports 

feeling uncomfortable with strangers from agency care staying in their house while she 

was gone at work,  

That was like, you know, I wonder since I lay my bracelet there, will it be there 
when I come back?  We made sure that we put our change in the drawer or in the  
jar, you know.  Pick up all of the Gameboys, you know, and you worry if they see 
all the things you have…..and then they would come when they felt like it, you 
know, so then he [ Mr. Jackson] didn’t really want to deal with that and now he 
got this opportunity and he was very happy. 

 
Mr. Jackson elaborates, 
 

Yeah, I was working with them and before that I was doing nothing.  What it 
came down to basically was when I started with the agency, I had three kids that 
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were taking care of me when my wife worked.  My three kids were exhausted.  
The agency said, “Well, we can’t help you.”  I said, “I don’t care.  I need help 
with something.” I came home from dialysis three days a week and that was very 
stressful for me.  I said, “I need something.”  And then this program came 
through. 
 

Mr. Jackson feels that with the program his life has become less stressful. 
 

Well, the change is that it is a lot less stressful.  It takes off the pressure.  It helps 
me, okay, I come home on machine days, when I come in, there is nothing I can 
do.  I have to come home and lay down.  I’m exhausted.  When my wife comes 
home, she will pick up, and you know what I’m saying and deal with all the other 
things and with the kids.  She will come home and take all of that over so that I 
don’t have to worry about that.  If I have to step out, she will come in and take 
care of them. 
 
It takes a lot of pressure off of me.  The benefits, like I said, helps the family also 
because they all are financially financing my wife, which is for the family, so 
that’s one benefit and that extends out to all parts of my family.  She does the 
work in the household, she is getting the finances for it, and she is helping the 
household, you know in the house.  That’s one benefit of having a wife.  That’s 
one thing I consider.  I thought about my sister.  I try to work it if it is to the point 
where it is too much for her, then what I am going to do is call Ms. Drury and get 
somebody else, dependable, you know.  We kind of like trying ourselves first.  
Like I said, this benefits the household, the whole house, and the whole family, 
financially, mentally, physically. 
 

 Unlike many other consumers in the program, Mr. Jackson is not concerned if his  
 
wife is no longer able to act as the paid care worker.   

 
I have already talked to my family and I already talked to my sister-in-law. I have 
even talked to some neighbors in my building.  I think I should just try my wife, 
but I have several different people in mind, you know. There are a few people on 
the list. 
 

It doesn’t matter to me.  It doesn’t matter.  It is more convenient for a family member, 
like I said, but it depends on what perspective.  I could get someone else, you know 
what I mean.  I have that option…..The most important benefit that I am receiving 
now is that it’s in-house and that is convenient for me to get things done you know on 
a daily basis. 
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Mrs. Jackson says that the qualities that are important in becoming a  paid care 

worker is “patience, love, and understanding because everybody is not the same.” Mr. 

Jackson looks for “efficiency, punctuality, proper communication and discipline.” 

The biggest drawbacks of the program according to Mrs. Jackson,  
 

…are that they don’t give consumers an allotment to buy products for themselves 
and the other thing is that the pay is every two weeks….they don’t give expense 
accounts to them [consumers] to buy or give them the little money on the side to 
provide cleaning products for the client.  I don’t know if they do it for the other 
clients, but I know for us they haven’t.  I have been buying the products since he 
started, all those sprays and all the deodorants, the candles, you know, to make 
him decent. 
 
That’s it.  Just those two; those are like the worst because I am sitting and I am 
waiting.  I have to send in the paper and have it in by a certain day and then I have 
to make sure, and oh, the checks don’t come in my name.  They come in his 
name.  Okay, it says his name and then he has to open up his mouth and say, 
“Okay.  Here’s your check.”  That doesn’t make any sense to me.  They are my 
checks.  And they should come in my name….they are addressed to him, but on 
the check is my name, so he has to open up his mail to give me my check.  Well, 
if it’s mine, then why should it be addressed to him?  That don’t make any sense 
to me.  I mean even when you are working in a company, though your check 
comes to the company, your name is on it and if you don’t show up, then you 
won’t have to. 
 

 Mr. Jackson feels that potential satisfaction in this program is up to an individual to 

decide, 

 my opinion on that is that an individual, I can tell them that I like the program 
and how it works for me and convenient to me.  Personally, I would probably tell 
them to try it out.  It might not be for everybody.  It might be for me and it might 
not be for them.  The only advice I would give is that it works for me.  You asked 
if I would advise anybody….I don’t know if it would work for everybody.  I have 
no control over that.  I would be willing to tell them that it works for me. 

 
Mrs. Jackson says, 
 

I would [recommend it to others] because it’s a nice program and at least I do 
know when I am going to get paid and at least I do know that I got a job for at 
least the next one and a half years [the remainder of the pilot program].  
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And the best part of being a provider in this program,  
 
I get to get paid for the stuff that I would have to normally do. I am a mother and 
a wife 24 hours a day, so the little income helps a lot. But sometimes it gets a little 
hard because sometimes I don’t feel like it….This is a pretty good program, you 
know, if people are willing to hang in there and somebody is willing to fund it.  
It’s a wonderful program.  I do believe that. 

 
And, 

 
The fringe benefits.  That’s [caring for] my husband; that’s a fringe benefit. 
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Consumer Story 20          
 
 Mr. Gilberto Santiago is a 26-year-old male who is a quadriplegic as a result of a 

car accident seven years earlier.  He has a tracheotomy tube and occasional trouble 

breathing and speaking. Mr. Santiago is the eldest of four children.  He lives with his 

parents on the first floor of a two-story, family-owned apartment complex. His two 

brothers and a sister live on the second floor.  The apartment is located in a suburban area 

with many well-maintained homes and two flat and basement apartment complexes.  

With some assistance from a local builder, the Santiagos installed an elevator in the back 

of their apartment complex.  Gilberto's parents are originally from Ecuador. His father is 

his caregiver and his mother serves as his representative.  The interview was conducted in 

the kitchen with Gilberto seated in his wheelchair.  Gilberto was neatly dressed in a tee-

shirt and jeans and a cap facing backwards, and was pleasant and attentive throughout the 

interview. 

 Gilberto is totally dependent on his parents, especially on his father who helps 

with all the activities of daily living.  He would like to be more self-sufficient and feels 

frustrated about his limitations.  He would like to rent the basement apartment unit for 

himself and perhaps another person with a disability in order to feel more self-sufficient 

and less socially isolated.  Additionally, he would like to maintain some upper body 

strength through exercise therapy at the local rehabilitation center.  For a small fee he has 

access to a special van that can take him places with 24 hours notice.  He likes to go to 

the movies and would like to meet more young people with whom he could go out and 

have fun.  Most of the time he stays at home watching television and videos.  
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Medical Problems and Required Care 

 Having no previous experience, Mr. Santiago was trained to care for his son at the 

Kessler Institute, the same rehabilitation institute used by the actor Christopher Reeves.  

According to Mr. Santiago, Gilberto has more mobility than Christopher Reeves and can 

speak.  Gilberto is preparing to go to the hospital for a procedure, 

 What happened is that two years ago he had the tracheotomy  closed. He was 
 breathing O.K. and speaking very well, but a scar tissue grew and blocked the 
 trachea. One day we had to take him to the emergency room to clean that and the 
 doctor said that he had to put the tube to avoid him to asphyxiate. So what they 
 are going to do is not to close it, leave it as it is but he will be able to speak.  I just 
 have to do the suction to take out the phlegm with a machine. 
 
 Mr. Santiago always calls emergency when his son has a medical problem, 

"His problems are almost always related to pneumonia.  If it [his trachea] doesn't get 

clear it accumulates phlegm and gets infected."  Gilberto has no mobility in his hands, but 

Mr. Santiago provides all the exercise and therapy possible,  

 I have done it all, but I don't think his condition will ever improve.  Perhaps if he 
 gets some device.  Now that he wants to take classes on computing and he will 
 probably recover his voice. 
 
 The hardest part of providing care to his son is, "Maybe the physical work, taking 

him from the chair or the bath to the bed and the chair. That is tiring."  Luckily, Mr. 

Santiago has no back problems,  

 What happens is that I know how to grab and move him. I do not do the work 
 with my hands. I put the stress in the legs and bend the knees.  One needs to know 
 how to do it.  [I learned from] the therapists at the Kessler Institute. There was a 
 very tiny therapist who was able to lift him with no trouble.  So the people who 
 were coming everyday told me “I can’t carry him” and I said to them “ I’m going 
 to teach you how to do it” It is easy. And I saw that little girl and she taught me 
 how to do it. 
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Continuing the Family-Care Relationship  

 The family first became aware of the Personal Preferences Program through a 

letter they received in the mail. Before joining the program, Gilberto had been cared for 

by his father.  Mr. Santiago was a machine tender at the Revlon company, but had to quit 

his job to care for his son after his accident.  He says that after the car accident, "Our life 

changed totally. … I had to dedicate myself to him."  His father continues to care for him 

and explains how the program has affected their lives, 

 Since he had the accident, I took care of him for three years without being paid. 
 So at the end I don’t know how it was that  this program started, but it came like 
 from the heavens…Then the program came and when I heard about it I thought 
 ‘well, let’s see if I qualify’ because this was drawn by lots.  I like the program 
 because I am 24 hours with him although the program is only for 8 hours. 
 
 Gilberto appreciates his father being able to continue to care for him. Before 

joining the program, his father had to work. Now, his father is able to dedicate himself 

full-time to caring for him. Gilberto spoke at length about the care his father provided, 

focusing on how hard he worked.  When asked how his father helped him he replied—

through translation from the interviewer: 

It gets [you] going in the morning…[you can] trust him more…[you] will be 
taken care of better…taking care of [you that you are] clean and healthy…that 
[you] are well [your] well-being… 

 
Mr. Santiago thinks that a caregiver needs certain qualities, 
 
 It needs love! Patience, and feel empathy for others. Because  if you don’t feel the 
 love and the necessity of the others…I say that… well, some people do this for 
 money but the other side is the love and the patience…because he is young and 
 wants to dress like a youngster.  He needs to be dressed like any one of his 
 brothers. He likes the pants down the waist because he wants to be like the others. 
 [Others can do this job] If they have the attitude in the heart. Maybe because he is 
 my son but I don’t know if I would do it the same for other. 
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 Mr. Santiago says that he thinks he could care for someone else after his 

experience with his son.  Gilberto says that caregiving requires "… Patience, real, real 

patience.  I don't like to bother a person.  They have to be patient." 

Every Day, Seven Days a Week, No Rest, Not Ever 
 
 With the help  of the interviewer, Gilberto describes the things that his father does 
for him, 
 

Feeding yourself. Taking your shower.  Combing your hair.  Brushing your 
teeth…Suction it [the tracheotomy tube] out.  Your father has to lift you from 
your wheelchair.  Your father comes with you [to the doctor].  And he also has to 
lift you.  You have to watch TV.  You just can’t do that yourself.  Go outside.  He 
takes you out.  Who works very hard?  Your father.  … he does it every day.  
Every day, seven days a week, no rest, not ever. You tell him what you want.  
You make sure.  He helps you out of bed.  He gives you a shower.  He gets you 
out of  what?  The elevator?  You have a special elevator, to go downstairs.  He 
will take you on the elevator to go downstairs or outside.  Too big.  It’s hard to do 
that yourself.  So your dad helps you to get you outside, takes you wherever you 
need to go, everything he does is good and important. As a young person, you like 
to look good.  You have nice clothes, right, and your dad knows about that, he 
knows how your jeans fit.  You like your hair.  He puts your hats on the way you 
want.  Your dad is pretty cool. 

 
 Mrs. Santiago joked that her husband pampers her son very much and Mr. 

Santiago said that "Yes, but he [Gilberto] says I don't."  Gilberto laughed and said "yes."  

Mr. Santiago added, "He says he wants another employee, not me."  Gilberto responded, 

"I'm very picky, but he is perfect, more than perfect.  I'm just kidding, just kidding."   

Mr. Santiago describes the care he gives to his son, 
 

I have to bathe him, put the suppository so he can go to the bathroom, do the 
suction, [give] him his pills… [Gilberto takes medicine]  in the morning, mid day, 
six in the afternoon, ten at night. Each time is seven different pills.  He just 
swallows them with no problem. I have to do a treatment to clean his lungs; And 
everything he requires like change him, comb his hair, everything, everything.  He 
wants the hair like this and the pants like that.  Yes, because he wants his pants to 
be like the other kids.  I feed him.  Breakfast, if he wants fried eggs or cereal. 
Now he is getting a little fat I don’t give him too much. I give him fruit, or cereal 
at midday  because he is gaining weight. Every thing I do it for him.  I take him 
[outside] because since he has an electric wheel chair… I take him when there is 
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good weather. To take a ride or if he wants to go shopping. Now he wants to go 
shopping to buy some pants.   

 
Mr. Santiago is hoping to increase his hours because of the work he does,  
 
 I wake up at 5 a.m. and at 5 I have to give him suction. Or at three he asks for 
 suction and I have to. So I almost do not sleep…  He tells me when he needs 
 suction, or at this time he wants this or that…. it is constant dedication, it is 24 
 hours if he calls me for suction or if he wants me to turn on the TV.    (The rest) I 
 decide. Or if there is any appointment. He has an appointment next Tuesday so I 
 have to call the transportation and ask them to pick him up at that hour and I go 
 with him. 
 
 Gilberto cannot be left alone so when Mr. Santiago has to go out he tells his son 

and Mrs. Santiago will take care of him.  Gilberto's siblings are not involved in his care.  

Mr. Santiago says, "I do as if nothing happened in the family so Gilberto is not a burden 

for them." 

Accessing Program Information 
 
 Gilberto was unaware of any problems, but his father, as his personal care worker, 

seemed unclear about how to access certain types of information about the program or 

how to address questions regarding hours and finances. Gilberto did not know the name 

of his consultant. His mother and father had this information and stated: 

 …she is a very good person and she calls me once in a while…the lady calls 
 me…to ask how everything is going but there is nobody supervising me 
 personally…[the consultant comes to the residence] not every week but every 
 other. 
  
 As Gilberto's personal care worker, his father is paid for forty hours per week. 

Although he would like to be paid for more hours, he is not sure with whom to speak and 

seemed confused about the finances. 

 They are twenty-four hours, seven days, Saturdays and Sundays. They pay me for 
 eight but I work twenty-four…I wanted to have the weekend also paid but I don’t 
 know with whom to talk to or how…they should increase the funds. 
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 Gilberto's father explained some of his confusion in understanding the financial 
issues: 
 
 Well sometimes I don’t know very well…like in the case of the hours, or I don’t 
 understand why they charge taxes on the amount that Gilberto receives and the 
 amount that I receive too.  For example I receive $440 gross as they call it and 
 they take taxes from it; so I receive every two weeks $692 dollars so you multiply 
 by four. I don’t know how they get the amount of $2126. 
 
 In general, Gilberto and his family had few problems with the program, “Things 

got easier. I called and they sent a nurse…so that facilitated it to me.” 

 
“You Know That You Will Be Taken Care of Better” 
  
 When asked if there had been any important changes since his father became his 

primary caregiver, Gilberto says, 

 You can trust him [father] more.  You know that you will be taken care of 
 better…As a young person you like to look good…your dad knows about that, he 
 knows how your jeans fit…He [father] puts your hat on the way you want… 
 [health aides] don’t take care of you the same way that your father does…  
 
 Previously, Gilberto was being cared for by his family with the help of home 

health agency workers. When asked to compare the care he received from agency 

workers to that of the care he now receives solely from his father he stated that “Yes,” 

the care he received from his father was better than what he had previously experienced. 

Gilberto’s father describes their experience with agency workers, 

…the people who were coming in every day told me, “I can’t carry him.” And I 
said to them, “I’m going to teach you how to do it.” It is easy…several people 
have come to take care of him but they did not do very well.  They sent people 
like fifty-five years old, so I had to take care of that person also.  And also, by 
law, they were not allowed to give him his medicines, neither can they do the 
suction so I had to stay here anyway.  He takes medicine at 8, 12, 6, and 10. So 
they were being paid for doing nothing. Then the program came…I like the 
program because I am 24-hours with him although the program is only for 8-
hours…some people [agency workers] do this for the money but the other side is 
love and patience…It  needs love! Patience, and feel empathy for others…that is 
what the others did not have. Because they come and say no. 
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Reestablishing Normalcy 
 
 Although Gilberto and his father have seen little change in the way they conduct 

their daily routine, changes have occurred in terms of increased familial closeness, clearly 

defined roles, the receipt of monies for work performed, and the removal of agency 

workers from the home.  When asked about working “for” his son, Mr. Santiago 

corrected the interviewer by asking, “With him?” Gilberto’s father felt that the best part 

of participating in the program was the simple fact that he could now provide the care his 

son needed. With family caring for him instead of agency workers, a sense of normalcy 

had been reestablished. 
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Consumer Story 21 
 
 Mr. Manny Gandia is a 50-year-old Hispanic man living alone in a multi-unit 

apartment complex in urban New Jersey.  His sister, Mara, is his representative and 

Shirley is his non-family caregiver, is named Shirley.  He suffers from Grand Mal 

Epilepsy and has controlled seizures daily that cause him to be wheelchair bound.  

Manny’s living room is filled with the crafts that Mara and Shirley encourage him to do. 

 In addition to Epilepsy, he has been diagnosed with bipolar disorder.  Mara says 

that he has always lived with his family and been sheltered at home.  After their mother’s 

death he was institutionalized in a state mental health facility.  Manny has started living 

independently within the last two years with the help and support of his sister Mara.  

Mara worries about her brother because she feels that he is vulnerable to being exploited 

by neighbors and strangers. 

 During the interview, Manny sat in his wheelchair in the living room of his 

apartment.  Mara, his representative, was present during the interview.  Manny argues 

with her frequently because he wants to be more independent in making decisions, 

although he sometimes uses poor judgment.  He was cooperative, but at times tangential 

in his answers and frequently had to be redirected during the interview.  Mara reports that 

Manny often “battles with everyone” because of his medical condition.  According to 

Mara, inappropriate behaviors such as combativeness and sexual gestures, make it 

difficult to retain caregivers.   

There’s No One in the World but Me 
 
 During the interview Manny often argued with his sister Mara.  Mara says that, 

despite their conflicts, “… he needs me.  There’s no one in the world that is going to put 
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up with Manny but me.  There’s nobody in the world.”   Manny responds to this 

statement by saying, “That’s why I gave her the nickname of michiobi.  It doesn’t mean a 

thing.  It’s just a nickname since we were little kids, I will say she is still my michiobi.” 

Mara says, “I have mothered him even with my mother around…. I am his mother, his 

surrogate mother.”   

  Mara describes how her family cared for her brother and recent changes they are 

facing, 

Our parents were ashamed of the illness, so what they did was create a cocoon 
around him.  Instead of anyone knowing that he was ill, we created a fake life 
where he only dealt with us and we kept him isolated, but around seven or eight 
years ago, he said he wanted to live a normal life, so I brought them here from 
New York.  I created one life for my mom and another life for him.  And she 
wouldn’t let him have that life and it wasn’t until she died, and the first time I got 
a lot of cooperation.  I had been taking care of both of them for all of my life.  I 
am a typical immigrant’s daughter.  I have taken care of both of them, so I have 
created this life and it doesn’t matter if I bring in Cinderella and Prince Charming, 
it won’t matter, so I need someone who that understands this and creates a life for 
him, like this one.  Now, if someone around here understands that and they decide 
they need the money, then there is a lot of easy influence that can come into play 
and create the center for him because you know I’m not there watching him 
constantly, so that’s what’s going on right now.  She’s new [Manny’s caregiver 
Shirley] and he’s resistant to change. If you see, there’s no complaint about the 
care, and that’s the problem and I am just going through a transitional period, but 
after awhile, it will smooth itself out.  Change is hard.  Change is hard, so we are 
in a transitional portion of change with a little bit of a Greek chorus in the 
background whoever this person is and is creating a situation. (Manny complains 
about Shirley, but Mara thinks it is because it is hard for him to accept change, not 
because there is anything wrong with Shirley’s caregiving.  In addition, Manny 
has a neighbor, Kathleen, who has convinced Manny that she is his caregiver 
although Mara does not know her and distrusts her motives.) 

 
 Shirley is a friend of Mara’s, “We are close friends.  Her grandson goes to school 

with my daughter, my baby.  She’s a few years old, but they are in the same school…”  

Shirley says that Mara is pleased with the care she provides for Manny.  Mara come to 

visit Manny often and sometimes stays on the weekend. 
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 Although Manny’s consultant has never met him, she has met Mara several times.  

The consultant says that Manny has a very good support system because Mara's help 

“…has pretty much taken care of him and had taken care of purchasing anything he 

needed.”   

Previous Experience 
 
 Both Manny and Mara prefer the program to previous arrangements with agency 

workers.  In addition to coming regularly and providing necessary services, Manny says, 

The other nurses that I had at first, they did not keep the place like this one does 
here.  I thank God for this because this looks like paradise compared to the way 
that it was.  It was really a mess… 

  
When the interviewer comments that the apartment looks nice, Manny answers, "Thank 

you.  My sister helps me.  She does good work.” 

Sick with Epilepsy 
 
 Manny describes himself as being very sick, 
 

Sometimes I’m sick and I have the seizures.  That’s what I am waiting for this 
morning because that happens to me every morning and I haven’t gotten sick 
yet… I am worrying before you came.  I just be in this chair most of the time.  
Every morning I just stay right here.  (Manny can contain his seizure) since they 
have been giving me the new medicine.  If I’m standing or something….that’s 
where the problem will be if I fall.  Sometimes it’s so bad that I sit down most of 
the time…  

 
Manny says that it is important for him to take his medication and not get upset.  One 

problem is that he forgets to take his medications.  Mara comments on his new 

medication, 

...His epilepsy is under control a lot more now that I have found the right doctor 
to create the right medication for him, now one of the medications, what’s good 
about it is that it has an anti-depressant in it as well, so the usual peaks and valleys 
that he faces are now kind of leveled off, so he does sometimes peak and valley… 
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Needs 
 
 Manny describes the help he needs from his caregiver.  She prepares his breakfast 

in the morning and “… all my food really.”  Shirley keeps his apartment clean and helps 

him bathe, “She cleans up very well.  She cooks great.”  Shirley also makes his bed.   

 Manny says that he wants a neighbor and her husband across the hall to help him 

remember to take his medication and keep an eye on him at night. However, the neighbor 

has been too busy to help him.  Manny thinks that the most important service is, “... they 

watch me and keep my place clean for me when I’m sick.  I can’t do very much at all...”  

 Shirley describes some of what she does, 

I come here at 7:30.  I fix him his breakfast.  I make sure that he takes his 
medication.  What else do I do?  I clean around here.  I wash his laundry.  He does 
arts and crafts…. We tried to get him into an arts and crafts show so he could get 
out of the house….  When he takes his pills and he has a seizure for about five or 
10 minutes, so I will be here and let the seizure go and I am here if  [he needs 
help] and to make sure that he don’t hit the floor.  So I wait until the seizure 
passes. [I know how to handle this] because I have been around before when he 
was living in the front with his girlfriend.  She left him unattended, so I had got 
him out…. I go shopping for him and I tell her [Manny’s sister, Mara] every 
week…. I run to the store when he needs like maybe an ice pop or something 
from Michaels like for crafts, and pick up his medicine.  I do all of his cooking.  I 
leave, like if I have to wash his laundry, I’m in the complex in the laundry 
room… he can manage and he will be watching videos.  You know, I come back.  
Sometimes we will get like a movie and rent it and sometimes he will say things 
to me that are actually a little rude, so I will leave and let him cool off and then I 
will come back and he will be in a happier mood.  That’s what I do.  

  
 Shirley also watches while Manny is napping and showering,  

He gets stubborn when it comes to taking baths.  Very.  “I don’t feel like taking a 
bath today.”  “Manny, you got to keep clean.  Come on.”  He don’t understand 
that, so he gets stubborn.  I just back off and come back. I will sit outside the door 
and when the shower goes off, I say, “Do you need anything?”  He asked me how 
to use the latch thing on the shower that you can just, it’s like a soap dowel.  He 
didn’t know how to work that.  I showed him. …we bought him a chair for the 
shower, so it is good for him.  He can get in and sit and he’s not going to fall 
because that chair is new.  So I put the thing to the level of the chair.  All he has 
to do is take the soap that’s in the chair in the soap dish and the washcloth and the 
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towel.  Everything is safe in here, everything.  There is nothing in the way.  There 
is not enough room in that shower because the chair takes a lot of room.  This is 
the back of the wall to the shower.  The chair takes this.  He had it right here 
when it was empty.  That’s how far I pushed it so it won’t work. 

 
 Mara also schedules two walks a day for Manny.  Shirley explains the benefits of 

walking, “I try to motion his legs and tell him to take a bath and then salt it down so the 

blood circulation can flow.”  

Although Manny needs help with many things, his consultant comments, 

Manny is probably the other end of the spectrum where there isn’t anything that 
he really needs…whereas a lot of consumers don’t have the resources to buy 
things that they might need, this consumer is actually, you know, is at the 
complete other end of the spectrum where he has everything that he needed, so 
they didn’t really know, they didn’t have any use for the excess of money.  Now 
that they have their worker, they are using it strictly for the care. Most of his 
money goes for the personal care, to pay the worker.  He uses some of the money 
for transportation.  You know, they take a cab to the craft store once a week or 
something.  But other than that, there really wasn’t anything that he needed.  He 
actually had a very good support system prior to going on the program. 

 
Caregiver’s Schedule and Pay 
 
 Manny says that Shirley works just a few hours a day and Mara concurs,  
 

[Shirley works] Four hours a day, Monday through Sunday… They [the program] 
gives you an award and then we break the hours based on the award.  The last 
care worker was on SSI, so she had a limit to what she could earn.  Once she 
capped out on that amount, it was less than we were awarded. 

 
Manny’s previous caregiver could not work all the hours Manny qualified and she 

had a conflict with Manny so she quit.  Shirley works 28 hours a week and comes every 

day to help Manny. Shirley receives 8 dollars an hour for her work. 

 
Supervision 

 Mara manages and supervises her brother’s caregivers.  Manny concurs saying, 

“Yes. I’m the baby, 50 years old, and she is the adult.  I have to listen to her,”   
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She’s not as soft as me so if they [the caregivers] are doing something wrong, she 
makes them right… When she comes, she takes care.  I would appreciate it very 
much if she would handle it all of the time…signing the time sheets, I don’t want 
to do that because I run into problems with it.  I want her to sign at the bottom and 
take care of those. 

 
Mara says that it is difficult for her to do the timesheets, “I travel 280 days out of 

the year… I cannot control that and I cannot sign a time sheet.”  Since Manny continued 

to complain about the time sheets during the interview, Mara agreed to take them over, 

“All right.  I will sign them.  I will fax them in.”  Shirley says that if she has a question 

about what to do for Manny, she asks Mara.  Shirley says that sometimes Manny will 

“get an attitude” if his sister will not allow him to do something.  

Caregivers and the Caregiver Relationship 
 
 Hiring a reliable caregiver makes Manny feel safer.  Caregivers help him 

remember to take his medication, which he needs to function well.  However, Manny acts 

combative when asked to describe Shirley, his caregiver, 

I will tell you the truth, to be honest with you, I don’t really want to have anything 
to do with her.  Because I picked her.  I will tell you the truth.  She likes to talk 
too much and she is a real troublemaker…I don’t want to have anything to do 
with her.  [She’s] like a gossiper. She causes trouble.  I would appreciate it very 
much.  Everything would be alright if she would just do her work and stop trying 
to talk and bring all her children over. 

 
Manny continues to explain that he knew Shirley before hiring her but that they have no 

relationship. 

 Mara says that she hired Shirley to replace a careworker who left because Manny 

was combative.  Manny and Mara start arguing about caregivers during the interview.  

Manny wants a neighbor named Kathleen to help take care of him at night.  Mara 

comments, 
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…I haven’t a clue who Kathleen is.  But then Kathleen will come and I will be 
busy working and he will have some problem with her and then he will say, 
“Okay, I’m going to let you handle it.” And then we will be back at go.  He is 
going to fail in the program, but the program has been a success. 

 
Manny responds, “Well, then I will forget about the whole program. I don’t want her 

[Shirley] if she is not going to come in the nighttime.”  In general, Mara thinks that non-

family caregivers have an easier time working with Manny. 

 Shirley lives in the same apartment complex as Manny.  She describes herself as a 

close friend of the family and that her relationship with Manny is positive, with no 

conflicts, 

…He calls me his niece, so we have like a bond.  I talk to him in Spanish about 
people that his mother knew when he was a little boy, so he likes that, so he starts 
laughing.  He’s very creative.  He used to do art by himself and he doesn’t bother 
anyone.  I think it is very relaxing for him for his age.  He just turned 50.  It’s 
better for him to be doing something.  He needs motivation, you know…He’s 
funny.  He’s comical.  We listen to the same music.  He likes 60’s and 70’s.  He 
likes Latin music.  So I bought him some CDs like Ricky Martin and he likes 
Marc Anthony.  He has 70’s. 

 
Shirley often calls to check on Manny when she is off duty.  She says that Mara is 

“…pleased with what she sees [of her care of Manny].”  Contradicting her earlier 

statement that she and Manny have no conflicts Shirley states, 

He’s stubborn so he says different things about me and I say positive things and 
he says negative things about me and they are not true.  That’s just the way he is. 
[He is moody], but I can look around them [his faults].  He can be nasty one day 
and maybe in 15 or 20 minutes or an hour he is a kind person.  I just go and do my 
part.  It’s the best thing because if you let it get to you, you will be arguing and 
then he will find someone else to take care of him.  I don’t know what happened 
with the situation with [a previous caregiver].  I guess they conflicted too much.  
It caused their problems. 

 
 Shirley also feels that Manny may try to do things he should not do and hurt 

himself in the process, 
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He’s stubborn so it’s hard to tell him don’t do this…[try to fix a light]…See the 
light over there by the desk?  When I was watching, I think he scraped himself on 
the light and he showed it to me when I came home from doing laundry.  I said, 
“Why did you do that?  I told you don’t deal with it.  I would have pulled it down 
if you had asked me.  You can’t do things on your own knowing that you might 
slip.”  I got mad at him and I said never mind.  He’s very opinionated. But it 
could have been worse. 
 

Caregiver Qualities; A Tolerance Level That Exceeds the Norm 
 
 Mara describes the qualities of a caregiver that are important to her, 
 

I look for someone who can, who has a tolerance level that exceeds the norm.  I 
am happy to have someone who is bilingual.  We speak Spanish.  We are happy to 
have somebody to speak Spanish and speak English as well.  It doesn’t seem to 
matter to him [Manny].  I am happy to have someone who is clean.  I know her 
[Shirley] because not only does her daughter attend the same nursery school with 
my grandson, she has worked in a nursery school and she has taken care of the 
infants, so she has a little tolerance and patience.  She is bilingual, and she will 
cook and clean.  She doesn’t just cook and she has a tolerance level for Manny’s 
bullshit, so I look for somebody who is nearby that can contact me, that knows 
my schedule as well.  I see her, see whereas another care worker would be here 
and I would see this person on a daily basis, I see her on a daily basis, and I know 
how to get in touch with her because she is in the same school that my grandson is 
in and then she lives in the front. 

 
 Shirley says that special skills and qualities are needed to care for Manny, 
 

You’ve got to be very smart.  I mean you’ve got to be at his intelligence because 
he can trick you.  You got to speed it up.  He can tell you what you need to know, 
but that can make you wonder.  That’s the trick.   

 
Shirley feels that caregiving is important work,  

 
Because many of these people are like fragile and worn like a baby and they need 
that young person to get them perked up, you know make the magic and know 
that there is more to life and your life is still going on even though you are getting 
older.  Your mind may be old, but you got a heart and it is still young… I am glad 
that Mara asked me [to do this work].  It was like an experience for me and now I 
will know how to really cope with it because I see how you need a person, you 
know what I mean? 

 
  Caregiver Training 
 
 Shirley explains that she knows CPR and has experience as a caregiver, 
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My grandfather’s wife in Puerto Rico was sicker than he [Manny] is now.  She 
was in a bed, so I changed paddings like Pampers.  She had bedsores.  I washed 
her down.  We would pick her up, me and my grandfather, would pick her so that 
we could take off her things and wash her and put her back onto her bed….She 
was real sick.  She had bedsores that big, you know, looking at that and cleaning 
it with surgical gloves, and she would scream because they hurt.  That’s different 
from Manny.  He is more independent than she was.  She couldn’t do anything.  
She was like an invalid more than she was a live person…but then she passed 
away, so I really have experienced that stuff because I have been there for that 
time. 

 
 Shirley admits that she sometimes finds her job stressful, 
 

The most stressful thing with the job is that he will go behind your back and do 
things or get somebody [else] to help him and I let him know one day that if he 
wants something done, let me know, and don’t waste my time when I could be 
doing something else.  The thing is that if he is going to do something like that, I 
want him to tell me.  Don’t go behind my back and then I will find out from his 
sister or another person and I’m home.  I don’t know what’s going on or what she 
(Kathleen, a neighbor who Manny’s sister Mara worries is trying to insinuate 
herself into Manny’s life as a caregiver) is putting in his head. 

 
 Shirley says that she has only minimal physical problems resulting from her 

caregiving, 

…I help Manny like when he is outside because he has been sitting like this for a 
long time, so I have to use my strength so that he won’t fall.  So I do that.  If I do 
have a pain in the back, I just take an aspirin and call it a day. 

 
Good Assistance 
 
 Both Manny and Mara like their Personal Preference consultant and feel that she 

has been helpful to them.  Mara describes what Manny’s consultant does for them, 

She re-assesses his needs and raises his benefits.  She assisted in helping me fill 
out the application and figure out, after a year, I forgot how to do the budget, so 
we went over to the Center and she assisted in the budget…She informs me of 
things, she tells me that I really don’t put in enough receipts.  [I can call her] Any 
time.  Any time. 

 
For Mara, the most important aspect of her relationship with the consultant is, 
 

The familiarity with the case, so when I call her, I don’t have to remind her who I 
am or anything.  She is familiar with the case.  I don’t have to stop and go.  She 
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assists me in letting me know anything new and she always takes my calls and 
accepts my visits.   

 
The consultant comments, “I have actually never met Manny Gandia.  His sister is his 

representative, and I have met with her a few times.” 

 In addition to the program, Manny attends church occasionally, receives Section 8 

housing, and is involved in recreational and occupational art therapy scheduled by his 

sister. 

Uses of the Cash Allowance 
 
 Mara describes use of the cash benefit , 
 

His last caregiver didn’t have a car, so there was transportation.  And I just bought 
that [bath] chair and I haven’t submitted the receipt.  I am accustomed to taking 
care of him myself and I have never had any financial assistance in taking care of 
him, so I think an insurance policy was necessary for his time, I purchased and 
submitted it as a receipt and that was it.  I don’t think I have submitted anything 
else…I am so used to purchasing these things on my own and as a typical 
immigrant’s daughter, my mother didn’t want to take anything, you know.  The 
consultant asked me to submit the receipt for part of this budget, and we had a big 
surplus, and I wouldn’t take the money.  I told her to readjust the budget and 
lower it because I couldn’t find anything to use it for, but then once I hired 
another person and they didn’t have a limit on their salary, then I was able to 
spread the money out because she has a car and she can do the transporting as 
well, where the other person couldn’t, so I had to spend some money on taking 
him for hair cuts and doctors, so now we don’t even have transportation, so it’s 
fine.  I like it this way. 

 
 The consultant describes how Mara uses the cash allowance, 
 

She didn’t really know what to do with the money only because the worker that 
they were using, they were very pleased with, but she could only work a certain 
amount of hours.  She could only earn a certain amount of money because she 
was on, I don’t know, Social Security or something like that, so she really 
couldn’t earn too much money, so they really didn’t utilize the increase until more 
recently.  When I went to visit her, you know, she expressed that she couldn’t 
increase the worker’s hours, and she was interested in finding a second worker to 
sort of do more of the chore services because the original worker was doing most 
of the home, most of the personal care, so and then this was back in April, the 
middle of April, and then in June they actually lost the worker.  I don’t remember 
what happened exactly, but the worker left and so she found someone new and 
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she came into the office with the new worker and they filled out the paperwork 
here and they filled out the cash management plan here and all of that. 
 
The only advice [that Mara needed from me] was that she wasn’t sure what she 
could do with the money when he had the increase back in April.  I tried to 
explore some options with her.  There really wasn’t anything that Manny needed 
because prior to them getting on the program, his sister had pretty much taken 
care of him, so he had everything that he needed, you know, a microwave.  I mean 
his wheelchair is obviously provided by Medicaid, so he really, there wasn’t 
anything that he really needed and so the only advice that I could give her was to 
find someone part-time that she could use that money for because unfortunately, 
if there is an excess of money for a long period of time, from what I was 
explained, I’m not exactly sure [what happens to it]…But if over a long period of 
time this money isn’t used, eventually they can’t use it.  I’m not sure why.  I don’t 
know if it is taken back.  I do know that when we went through the training, that’s 
what they [representatives from the Personal Preference Program] explained to us.  
So they did say that the best thing to do is try to use as much money as possible 
for the month and if you want to save it, then they need to know specifically what 
you are saving it for so that it doesn’t get taken away. 

  
More recently when they got this new worker, she was able to start right away 
before we do a cash management plan at the rate that the old worker was getting 
paid at, and then once we re-did the cash management plan, you know she had an 
increase and I believe that she wanted to use the excess to pay her for the 
differential.  That she had missed.  It was actually never done.  She never filled 
out the paperwork.  But that was what she was talking about doing. 

 
Problems with the Personal Preference Program 
 
 Shirley says that she does not receive her checks on time.  She describes the 

problems, 

What I don’t like about the program is like when you call and leave a message for 
them to get in contact with you, they don’t call you back…I talked yesterday to 
someone there [at the consultant’s office] about my timesheets.  The lady said that 
she would send me a check today…they don’t know how to return phone calls…  

 
 Sometimes Manny refuses to sign the timesheets, 
  

He signed the other two that I had.  When I asked him yesterday that he has to 
sign my timesheet, [he answered] “Well, my sister’s got to do it.”  If she’s not 
here, I can’t wait till she gets here to sign them.  That doesn’t accomplish the 
goal, so I wanted to talk to the consultant.  I called her and asked her.  He is 
stubborn and he don’t want to sign nothing.  [Mara] travels a lot and Manny is 
supposed to sign my timesheets.  How can I get her if she is traveling a lot to sign 
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them?  If I don’t get paid, it’s not fair to me if I am working for him and I am not 
having no money to pay the bills.  He can’t do that on me. 

 
 Shirley is worried that because she did not know how to fill out the time sheets 

correctly she has not been paid for all her work,  

I maybe cheated myself.  I’m thinking I did on those two timesheets.  Now I know 
how to do it because I had filled out a sample, and now I know how to do it.  So 
you break it down by weeks.  One week I work 28 hours and the next two weeks 
so many hours.  So that’s how I’m supposed to do it.  Now I got it.  Last night it 
clicked to me.  So I did cheat myself because I been working for almost three 
weeks and I think I cheated myself on those timesheets…I didn’t know how to do 
it.  I called, but they never called me back, so I filled it out the best way I think.  
So somebody showed me. 

 
 Shirley also called the consultant because she was worried about what Manny 

may have told a visitor about her.  Shirley did not know who the visitor was or whether 

he was from the Personal Preference Program, 

Like one day some man came out and trying to find out what my position was 
because at that time when he came out, I wasn’t here because I was washing 
Manny’s laundry.  He was by himself.  He didn’t even have his door shut.  His 
mind slips back to the day earlier that he maybe just got up.  I guess that’s what 
he told the guy [that I wasn’t there]. 

 
Benefits of the Personal Preference Program 
  
 Describing what he likes about the program Manny says, 
 

It has helped me a lot better because I have someone with me here much more 
often, more than three hours a day.  And I haven’t been so upset, you know, afraid 
that I would fall…The most important thing is having someone handle and take 
care when I am upset and sick. 

 
 Mara objects to Manny’s opinion about the benefit of the program, “The 

independent living, Manny, that’s what is important.”  Manny responds,  

See, she doesn’t let me finish.  Be quiet while I answer.  And then the thing is that 
the work that this lady does, she cleans up and makes sure that I have something 
to eat and then she cooks for me.  [Now] I am able to control myself.  I am much 
more calmer.  And I am able to speak to my sister and get along with her because 
I couldn’t do that before.  I used to get very angry.  [Now] I don’t have to be 
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worrying all the time and being upset and worrying about that [about getting sick 
and being alone].  Because I have a very bad temper and I am very ashamed at 
that, but I thank God that I am able to control my words now also because that 
used to be very bad. 

 
 Mara is very positive about the Personal Preference program, 
 

This is a great program and it really assists people in independent living and 
experiencing independent living and with a little assistance who can achieve and 
so this is a great program because they are able to achieve that.  Home health care 
limits in terms of what they will assist you with and they know that because 
they’ve got structure and they’ve got pull, so there’s a limit to what a home health 
care nurse can do.  When you find a friend and you create the job description 
yourself [it is so much better]…  
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Consumer Story 22 
 
 Ms. Angela Grasso is a 39-year-old white, single woman who lives with her 

parents in their two story single family home in suburban New Jersey.  Ms. Grasso is a 

quadriplegic due to Friedrich’s Ataxia, (a progressive neuro-muscular wasting disease.)  

She is gradually losing her sight and her hearing.  She and her parents live in a very well 

maintained house that has been adapted for her needs.  Although she has a severe 

physical disability, she is mentally very active and in total control of the management and 

supervision of her 6 non-family caregivers.  Megan, the non-family caregiver interviewed 

here, has worked for Ms. Grasso for three months.  Ms. Grasso  keeps a complex 

schedule for her caregivers as a way of reducing her dependence on any one caregiver.  

She is an active and enthusiastic worker and advocate for those with disabilities.  She had 

difficulty with her speech on the day of the interview and her mother helped her expand 

on her answers.  Most of the interview dealt with her scheduling and supervision of her 

caregivers to fill her needs. 

Becoming a Consumer in the Personal Preferences Program 
 
 Ms. Grasso first heard about the New Jersey Personal Preferences Program in 

1997.  As her mother explained,  

 In 1997 as an advisor, as a consumer advisor, on something called the PASP 
 Council, that's another program in the state of New Jersey that deals with PCA, 
 they were mentioning that the thought of this program was out there and in fact at 
 that point because if you are a PASP consumer, you do interview, hire, train, and 
 fire your own people so that they felt as people being familiar with that concept 
 that they may be consultants or people to touch base with in the formulation of 
 this Personal Preference Program, so they made them aware that it was coming.… 
 As soon as it became available she started bugging.  Am I in the pool?  Am I 
 being considered? 
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Ms. Grasso says that it is good to be in this type of program because, “… I like to be able 

to hire my own people by myself.  Of course, it is a selection process, you know.”   

Previous Experience with Agencies 
 
 One of the reasons that Ms. Grasso was so eager to be a part of Personal 

Preferences was her previous “horrible” experiences with agencies. She and her mother 

explain, 

 As we said, Angela has all sensory difficulties.  She doesn't have to deal with the 
 agencies and often times they just, you know, they just send people to fill the case 
 and there were a great many times when the people understood the barest 
 minimum of English, you know, so that it was hard for them to communicate with 
 Angela and now with Angela's speech difficulty, I mean it became impossible… 
 So that, you know, and they would just send out anybody to fill a slot. 
 
  In the past, Ms. Grasso had 40 hours of agency care per week. Participation in 

Personal Preferences provides 40 hours plus an additional nine hours of care paid from 

her cash grant.  She has been a long-term participant in another consumer-driven program 

called PASP. According to her mother, 

 There's a program in the state of New Jersey that's based on these very concepts, 
 so as much as choice control, you know it's a new name and new organization, the 
 idea [for Personal Preferences] is not new.  Angela has been doing this for 16 
 years of hiring and training.  I think she was ready for 16 years.  
 
Needs Structure Scheduling and Supervision 
 
 Although Ms. Grasso’s physical needs are great, she and her mother describe 

these needs in the context of scheduling and supervision issues and not in and of 

themselves.  First, her mother describes the care that her daughter needs, 

 Angela is 100% physically disabled, so anything.  Transferring, bathing, dressing, 
 showering, everything.  What Angela will do, you know, after the physical care is 
 done in the morning, she likes to split the job tasks up into two separate 
 categories.  One is the physical care; that is the personal care needs and the others 
 are what she calls administrative.  Now she will ask that lady to sit down at the 
 computer to read her this question that was asked, and then she will dictate a 
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 response, and the care assistant will type that.  …So I mean she directs them on 
 what to do even though physically she can't do any of it… She is the one that 
 knows what she needs. 
 
 Ms. Grasso adds in response to the interviewer’s question that she is aware of 

what the caregivers are doing for her and she likes being in charge of it. She describes 

what a caregiver does for her using the previous morning as an example, “She came in 

the morning.  Did you eat first?  I ate breakfast.  Um, then she showered and dressed me. 

Brushed me.  Range of motion.” 

Ms. Grasso’s mother explains range of motion to the interviewer, 

 It's passive exercises.  It's to prevent contractures and joint freezings so that all of 
 the things that you and I do, you know, Angela has to have somebody… Any 
 motion that the leg can be moved in, any appropriate motion for each joint should 
 be done.  And Angela's got that routine worked out.  And we show them [the 
 caregivers].  In fact, it's more than once a day.  It's several times a day.  The 
 doctors are quite amazed that she is in such good physical condition. 
 
Ms. Grasso and her mother continue to describe the care she needs, 
  
 Then what did she do after that?  She transferred me.  She showered and put me in 
 the wheelchair.  At night you did computer work, but after Carla got done with 
 that, what did you do?  You had to get several supplies for your volunteer work.  
 Oh, I see, that was on the other program.  So for Megan.  So then Megan came in 
 at night and you did computer work with her.  Keyed it.  Oh, and you were in bed 
 when she came in at 5:00 and you used the bedpan.  She got you out of bed and 
 fed you.  Did a little computer work.  You did computer work last night.  She's up 
 in the parlor with the other interviewer and then kind of put the night braces on, 
 the pajamas, range of motion again, toileting, bedtime snack, and prepare for 
 bed. 
 
Ms. Grasso’s mother describes her daughters’ organization, 
 
 She's very organized.  She asks a million times a day what time is it  
 because she can't see the clock and according to what they tell her, she knows 
 exactly what she should be doing at that time.  She is very organized.  Life is very 
 planned here. 
 
 Ms. Grasso’s mother says that the family is happy with the high level of 

organization because, “It works better.”  She says that she really needs the help of her 
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caregivers, “I couldn't live without that part of it.  You know, you need to be fed. You 

need to be cleaned.”  her mother adds, “And intellectually, if she couldn't do any of that 

stuff, she would be so frustrated for sure, you know.” 

 Megan, one of Ms. Grasso’s non-family caregivers, describes how she works with 

her on a typical day, 

I come in at 8:30.  Right away, I get Angela, she wears a mouthpiece, like a 
retainer, so I take her retainer out and I brush it and I put it in and it soaks and 
then I ask her what she wants for breakfast.  Then I come upstairs and I prepare 
the breakfast and then I feed her, and I eat with her.  I bring my own food and I 
eat with her, so we have breakfast together.  Then after breakfast I brush her teeth 
and then I get her out, I do some exercises with her… bending her legs up and 
stretching her… What you do is you lift her leg, each leg, like the left leg, you lift 
it up, straight up like ten times, up and down, and then you bend her knees and 
you move it from side to side.  It's just to loosen her legs up because she has been 
laying straight, you know, all night.” 

 
 Megan must also lift Ms. Grasso to get her out of bed.  Prompted by a question 

from the interviewer about how Megan gets her up, Megan continues to describe what 

she does for her,  

 I have to sort of pick her up… Carla [another non-family caregiver] showed me 
 how and Angela will tell me, you know, put her arms here or you know.  It took 
 me a while to get it, you know, to where we were both comfortable.  I was so 
 afraid of dropping her.  She weighs like 20 pounds.  She's so little. 
 
 In addition to brushing Angela’s teeth, there are many other personal care tasks 

that Megan is responsible for, 

… And I brush her hair… I shave her legs.  Oh, yeah, shave her legs.  We went 
out without doing that, and she is very, very hairy.  She has like a man's kind of 
hair and I said come on, now, we are going to get rid of that.  There is like a 
mitten, like a sandpaper thing, and if you rub, it comes out real smooth, [better 
than shaving]. 

 
Megan buys the mittens at a beauty supplies store, 
 

We went to Target the other day and we got her an electric shaver, and  
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I shaved her last night because we knew you guys were coming and she wanted to 
wear a dress. So we went and picked out her outfit out of the closet last night and 
got prepared because I worked for someone else [one of Angela’s other non-
family caregivers] last night.  I just filled in for somebody last night, and I do fill 
in a lot. 

 
Megan continues to describe other tasks which she does for Ms. Grasso,  
 

This sounds weird, but when she needs her nose picked, you know, I  
take a Q-tip and stuff like that.  If she needs it done or blow her nose, and when 
she has her period, that's a rough time. It's a rough time of the month… And I do 
her laundry, you know, fold her clothes, wash them.  On nice days, I hang them 
out on the line for her because she likes that… I have a busy day.  The day goes 
by so quick, very fast. 

 
The interviewer asks Megan if she was trained to do such exercises with Ms. Grasso, 

“No, but you know, she told me what she needs.  She explained how to  

do everything.  She trained me totally… by herself.”  Megan continues to describe what 

she does for her,  

And then after the little stretching thing, I put her in her wheelchair, in her shower 
chair, and then I can give her a shower and then I get her dressed and then she 
goes to the bathroom.  It takes her a little while to go to the bathroom, so she sits 
in the bathroom and goes to the bathroom and then after that, I clean her up, I 
bring her out, and then by then it is almost lunchtime.  Either, you  know, we get 
on the computer or I will read to her an hour, you know, if she wants.  She is very 
involved in the disabled community.  She is the director of something and so she's 
always gotten the fliers to make or papers to write or thank you and speeches, so 
she dictates to me and I type it all up.  So two hours are gone. 

 
The rest of the day Meagan helps with, 

Lunch and then I do a lot of her computer work for her, she dictates to me what 
she wants done.  If she has a doctor's appointment, I will take her to the doctor… 
Or we will go shopping, you know, or sometimes she wants to go out and get out 
for lunch.  I really love my job.  It's fun. 

 
Meagan’s schedule does not vary in the morning when she does the same tasks in the 

same order.  She also gets Ms. Grasso’s medication as part of her daily schedule, 

She takes her Insulin [Angela’s mother does this].  I do give her the medication.  
She takes the pills.  She takes her, I don't know, I think her dad puts her pills 
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downstairs and Angela knows exactly what time to take them.  She will tell me, 
‘Oh, it's 12:30 or you know, it's 8:00,’ and I give her the vitamins everyday with 
breakfast.  

 
Scheduling Care 
 

With all the Ms. Grasso’s needs and the number of caregivers, scheduling is an 

important part of her life.  Her mother helps explain, 

What time are your scheduled hours for this program?  8:30 until 10:30  
Monday through Friday and 5:00 to 9:00 Monday through Friday give or take.  
8:30 until 12:30 Saturday and Sunday and 1:00 until 4:00 both nights… 30 hours 
during the week, Monday through Friday. [Plus weekends]… That's 19 and that 
gets you to the 49 that Angela uses. 

 
  She has 6 caregivers to provide back-up in case one is sick or cannot come to 

work.  Her mother describes why her daughter divides the work between 6 caregivers, 

… what experience have you had, Angela, when you gave the person a lot of 
hours?  They would call out.  When they called out, or get sick, or have a family 
emergency, then you are really up a creek, so this way if that occurs, like say the 
Thursday night person calls out, well that's not too bad, you know we can get 
through that, but if you have somebody for 49 hours and they have a major family 
crisis and they are off 49 hours, that's just like poor practice and Angela found 
that out through trial and experience.  You know, that isn't something that she 
came into the program necessarily knowing right away.  You learn these things.  
And everybody wants a million hours and the person gets tired. You know, they 
think they can do all of these hours, but it doesn't work that way. 

 
 Another important issue is how to provide back-up for caregivers when they take 

time off.  Ms. Grasso’s mother explains, 

It is very difficult to get back-up.  We mentioned it in the previous interview, too, 
because Megan needs time off and Carla needs time off.  Everybody needs time 
off.  Now that becomes a problem because back-up personnel,  I mean there 
should be people who you could just call up and say, hey, can you come Thursday 
and Friday, but who in the world is sitting out there waiting for a job like that.  
Who can possibly do that in today's economy?  Yeah, Megan filled in when Carla 
took off.  It's cooperation back and forth.  Rather than coming in days, Megan 
came in evenings, and Carla came in days.  That allowed Carla to go to her job at 
4:00, so that's okay, but what if you have, now when Carla goes back to school in 
the winter time because she works in the school system, she is not going to be 
able to do that, so there are times when this occurs, then you have to ask for help. 
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Because no one is sitting out there waiting for your call for an occasional four 
hours of work. 

 
Meagan describes her schedule from Monday through Friday every week, 
 

Okay.  I work for the Personal Preferences Program.  I work two hours a day and 
then another agency picks up and I work eight hours a day… In total eight… she 
[Angela] has so many [careworkers], like I work the day shift and then she has 
somebody come in, like I go home at 3:30 and then she has somebody coming in 
at 5:00 to work to 9:00 like to get her, to feed her dinner and to get her ready for 
bed, and then her mom and dad are here with her at night, and then she has 
somebody who splits up those hours at night during the week and then she has 
people on the weekends during the day and then somebody at night. 

 
 Megan will also help other careworkers by filling in for them when they need 

time off, “… like on the weekends if somebody wanted to take a day off, then I will fill 

in, or if I want to take a day off, somebody else will fill in.  It works the other way 

around.” 

 Megan comments that she needs a full-time job in order to work with Ms. Grasso, 

“If I didn't have a full-time job, I couldn't work here. I have to work full-time.  Who 

doesn't?  Unless you are married to a millionaire, and I'm not.” Ms. Grasso’s caregivers 

are not family members,  

… the only relatives that she has is her dad, and he is only used as  
back-up. Strictly as a back-up.  If the week goes well and he is not needed at all, 
then there are no hours for him.  We don't have any family close by.  As you can 
see by her mother [who is speaking], you probably judged, like we are older, so 
the relatives that we would have are mostly older and not able to do physical 
labor. 

 
Although she does not include herself, her mother also provides care for her daughter. 

Supervision of Care 

 Ms. Grasso directs her own care.  Mrs. Russo explains that, “… she directs them 

on what to do even though physically she can't do any of it...She is the one that knows 

what she needs.”  She clearly states that she manages her caregivers and teaches them to 
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provide the care she needs in the way she needs it.  Megan says that Ms. Grasso 

supervises her work by “She's just there, you know.  She's with me the whole time… If 

she's upset with me, or if I'm upset with her, we talk about it.  If she doesn't like 

something or if I don't like something, we will talk about it.”  Between Ms. Grasso, her 

mother, and the caregiver Carla, Megan was able to learn everything she needed to know 

to care for Ms. Grasso. 

 Ms. Grasso’s consultant in Personal Preferences is Marlene.  Marlene states that 

Ms. Grasso supervises her own care, even compared to other consumers in the program, 

“She is certainly more disabled than any of my seniors…  She handles everything fine.  

She has the assistance of her parents who are in the home….”  Ms. Grasso says that 

Marlene taught her how to do the cash management plan.  As her mother explains, 

Marlene was a great, great help when the program was initiated because she 
taught Angela how to do the plan.  You have to realize for $9.00 an hour, Angela 
had no idea what her employer taxes would be, so Marlene gave her that 
information and told her the multiplication factor of 4.33 per month and how to 
work within the different categories of that cash management plan… how to 
balance your checkbook more or less, so she was extremely assistive at that point 
in time… when you need her, you give her a call. She will call back and answer 
the question, whatever it may be. 

 
 Ms. Grasso hires careworkers using advertisements in local papers although  

Marlene cautions that there may be problems in doing so. 

Hiring, having an ad show up in the newspaper for a personal care attendant, 
makes you think you are going to go in and you are going to help some adult with 
their personal needs and maybe some shopping and light housekeeping.  The 
benefit to this program in being the consumer, though, is services that are not 
normally the personal care attendant’s duty.  It is certainly something that the 
consumer, let’s say wash walls, change my curtains, shampoo the rug, so when a 
person is hired thinking they are going to be a personal care attendant and not 
realizing with this consumer-driven program that basically it is not your bath, 
meal preparation, and change the sheets type of service, it can include anything 
that the consumer needs done, you know, within the home, which comes to 
something that I have recommended to one or two, particularly the one consumer, 
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that having a list of duties.  I have even drawn up an employer/employee 
agreement because I have had this one senior citizen who went through so many 
workers, they were leaving her after a week, after two weeks, that we had to, you 
know, come up with something for them both to sign where the employer would 
have to give the worker two weeks’ notice, and the worker should give the 
employer two weeks’ notice. 

 
Hiring the Help She Needs 
  
 Ms. Grasso’s mother explains how workers are recruited,  

Oh, she's [Angela] an expert at that.  They know her over there on a first-name 
basis.  It's a fast turnover market.  Fast turnover, yeah.  People go on to jobs with 
benefits or higher pay.  Some of them, a lot of them, a lot of the responses that 
Angela gets in the newspapers want private cases; they don't want the taxes.  
Newspapers, fliers, she calls the colleges and posts fliers there.  She calls the 
Adult Vocational School and they accept her fliers for their bulletin boards.  I'm 
trying to think where else.  Word of mouth.  Her assistants, mostly all of them live 
in different towns, so they will take a few fliers and post them in their towns.  
Local shops and they talk to people they know, and you know she is a member of 
a very active disability community and they share back and forth as well.  
Sometimes she will get a response from somebody who lives in Piscataway and 
she says that's too far for you to come here, but I have a friend in Piscataway and 
hook them up with friends and they do the same thing back and forth. 

 
 At the interviewer’s request Ms. Grasso’s mother asks where she keeps the fliers 

and hunts for a sample copy to show them, “What would they be under, hon?  Where do 

you have them filed?  I’m trying to remember.”  Her mother finds a flier, 

A female assistant for a 30-year old physically-disabled woman, some transfer, 
personal care and office work; will train on all aspects of the job. Monday through 
Friday, 10:30 until 3:30 with some overtime.  Must have a points-free driver's 
license.  Needs good verbal skills.  

  
Her mother explains, “That's the kind of thing she does that we post around.  There are 

different time slots where she needs to focus or she will do the newspaper ads.” 

Megan was hired in this way, 

I answered an ad in the paper and Angela hired me.  I got laid off from my old 
job, and I started looking for a new job.  I used to do this kind of work for 
someone else, so I called the ad and her mother answered, of course, and she 
arranged an interview and I came over and she said that she was interviewing 
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other people; that they would call me and let me know either way, and about an 
hour later after I got home, they called and said if I wanted the job, it was mine. 

 
Skills and Qualities Needed in a Caregiver 
 
 With help from her mother, Ms. Grasso describes the qualities of a caregiver, 

Dependable.  Dependable in attendance.  They could be wonderful, but  
it is no good unless you are here.  What is the one thing that you have said over 
time because you have hired so many people who have never done this work 
before, Angela, so there are times like you have a lot of training to do, but if they 
have the right what, does it make it all okay.  Being willing and to have the right 
attitude.  If they've got the right attitude, it could really float.  Anybody that I am 
teaching. 

 
 Ms. Grasso’s mother explains why teaching caregivers is so important, 
 

90% of the people that Angela has chosen, when she has a choice, have absolutely 
no experience and over time, she has found those to be her best. And not only are 
they her best, but they, even when they have to leave for reasons like moving or 
transfer or whatever, offer of a better job with benefits, which this doesn't have, 
they remain friends.  We keep in close contact.  She sees them intermittently. So 
they, you know, it's like a newborn baby.  You can teach a newborn baby 
anything.  It's very hard to teach somebody who is 70 years old.  So if you can 
equate that with the people who have been trained by the agencies to see this 
person is helpless and dependent and don't you tell me what to do for you; I know 
what to do for you; as opposed to somebody, oh my God, I've never done this 
before.  Tell me what to do.  So it's that whole different mental set.  Have I about 
said it in what you have said before?  Yes.  Yeah, I can see you are having a hard 
time today, honey. 

 
 She likes to hire younger people, “Physically so that they can move me.”  Her 

mother continues, 

What age do you think that you look for, honey?  I don't want a teeny bop person; 
probably about 30 to about 40?  Yeah, I would say that's about the range you have 
had.  Why do you not hire them any younger?  Why don't you hire young?  They 
are undependable.  And why don't you hire some of the people who are 65 and 
called? Physically she is concerned.  So there is kind of like a magic window 
there.  It doesn't say that we have never had anybody younger or older, but… 30 
or 40 you are still in your prime. 

 
 Megan describes the personal qualities needed to be a caregiver,  “It takes a 

certain kind of person and everybody says that to me. You've got to be a certain kind of 
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person. Patient, a very patient person. Kind and caring… You got to be very kind and 

loving, you do.” Megan adds that, “… I think you learn as you go.” 

Relationship with the Caregiver 
 
 The nature of the care she requires means that Ms. Grasso gets to know her 

caregivers well, but must also stay professional.  Her mother explains, “I mean no one 

will ever do physical care for your body that you can’t [and] stay professional.  That's 

impossible.  So as much as you try, we try to act like business people, but still there is 

line and it's not a bad line.” 

 Megan describes her relationship with Ms. Grasso and her family.  She is an 

employee and a friend.  Megan has worked for, 

Three months.  It feels like I have been here forever.  The first day here I felt very 
comfortable.  Her mother just said, you know, this is the kitchen and this is where 
everything is, you know, whatever she wants.  Because Angela will tell you if she 
wants a salad with vinegar and oil and everything on it and like when she goes out 
to lunch, if she wants to go out to lunch, she will tell me and I won't have to pay, 
which is very nice.  With the other girl that I used to take care of, I would always 
have to pay my own way.  Angela always takes me out.  My birthday was last 
week, and she gave me a very nice gift, her and her mom and dad.  Nice.  They 
make you feel like family here… We get along very good.  We have our moments 
like last week when we knew that they were coming [representatives from the 
Personal Preferences program] for the interview and we were under the 
impression that they were going to videotape… the state came and they took 
pictures, and she was so nervous, and I was nervous.  We had an argument, you 
know, and then like an hour later, we said, ‘What are we doing?’  And we just 
started laughing.  She was like, come here and give me a hug, you know.  We are 
like girlfriends. 

 
 When they have differences, Megan says, 
 

We talk.  That was the first thing she told me the first day, you know. If you don't 
like something, you know, talk to me, tell me.  Don't hold it in and don't let it get 
built up in you, and she said, ‘I will do the same’.  Megan says that this style of 
communication is 'excellent.' 
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 Megan gave an example of a disagreement between herself and Ms. Grasso, 

The other day when I was getting her ready for the interview, she wanted me to 
blow dry her hair, and she just got her hair cut, and it was sticking up.  Every time 
you dried it, it sticks up on the sides and I told her, I said, ‘Let me just mousse it 
down and give it a try like that’.  And she just wanted her hair blow dried, and I 
said, ‘But Angela, it's going to stick up’.  And I blow dried it and it stuck up.  I 
mean it really stuck up.  And I said, ‘Now do you see.  I told you’.  She got upset 
and she wanted it blow dried and she said, ‘Why are making it stick up?’  I told 
her it was because she got it cut short and you have to wait until it grows out.  
Otherwise, I told her to just let it dry the way it is, so I moussed it back and left it 
that way.  You know, she got mad and I was upset, too, because she was just 
being stubborn.  So then about an hour later she said, ‘I'm sorry.’  I said that it 
was okay.  It sounded stupid, but I know that we were both nervous about them 
coming, and I wanted her to look good because you know the way she looks 
reflects on me because I do all of that, and this is the program. 

 
 Megan also has relationships with members of Ms. Grasso’s family, including her 

mother and father, “and her brother came to visit from Florida with his family a couple of 

weeks ago and they stayed with the kids, and it was very nice…  They stayed here.” 

 Megan feels that Ms. Grasso’s family likes her and they have a good relationship,  

I think they like me a lot.  Her dad is a grouch.  Very grouchy, but you know if he 
doesn't say something that day he is having a grouchy day. You know he doesn't 
like you if he doesn't say something.  Angela told me.  If he doesn't say something 
mean to you, then you know he doesn't like you.  He kids around and stuff…  I 
think he is getting better, but he is hysterical.  You know he is only kidding 
around.  He will tell Lisa, just go out and stay out for the whole day because you  
are driving me nuts. 

 
 Megan does not worry about Ms. Grasso when she leaves because, “I know that 

she is in good hands.” 

Caregiver Experience 
 
 Ms. Grasso trains her caregivers, but Megan did have experience before working 

for her, 

In the past, I worked for a place called Home Care, but I worked with 
developmentally-disabled adults and working with Angela is totally different.  … 
And the girl I used to take care of; at first I took care of a boy who had, he was 
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autistic and he kept head-butted me and dislocating my arms, so I couldn't work 
with him any more and then I started working with a girl named Carrie, and she 
had the mentality of about a four-year old.  She was mentally retarded, but she 
lived on her own.  She had her own apartment, you know, she needed 24 hours of 
care, seven days a week, and she had somebody from our program living with her.  
And I ran her whole household.  I did her banking, you know, I took care of all of 
her bills and you know, her personal care items, too. 

 
Pay for Caregivers 
 
 Ms. Grasso’s mother describes the pay for caregivers, “$9.00 per hour.  $10.00 on 

the weekends.  Angela feels that she gives a very good salary.”  Megan is not that 

satisfied with the pay she receives as a caregiver, 

I only get $8.00 an hour… for all of the stuff that I do for her, bathing her, and 
everything, I think it should be $11.00 or $12.00.  I mean, I was getting paid 
$15.00 for just hanging out with somebody.  I didn't have to do anything because 
he didn't do anything. 

 
 Megan said that she was willing to accept the pay,  
 

[Now] I'm getting paid $9.00.  … I was getting paid $8.00 by the agency and 
Angela was making up the difference, but now it is $9.00.  It's $9.00 an hour… I 
took a pay cut coming to this job. Drastic.  But this is what I want to do, and you 
know, you don't get paid that much money.  I never went to school for it, you 
know.  It's convenient.  It's close to my home, but no we don't get paid very well. 

 
Relationship with the Consultant 
 
 Marlene does not have to do that much work for Ms. Grasso because she and her 

family are good care managers.  Marlene is in contact with her via the telephone or fax 

machine.  Ms. Grasso or her mother initiate contact, 

She [Angela’s mother] always makes the phone call.  If it’s via the fax, Angela 
dictates which questions she wants.  She has a paid clerk, which is part of her cash 
management plan, who does her typing on the computer and then it’s faxed to me. 
 

 Marlene provides important services for her, 
 

Well what I do is when a new employee is hired by Angela I make sure that the 
paperwork is sent to the state level so that the state then can send it to the CAU, 
who will then issue the paycheck.  Every time a new employee is hired by the 
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consumer, they need to be added to what we call the cash management plan, 
which has a list of employees, hourly rates, how many hours a week or a month 
they will be working. And then I have always had the consumer that contacts me.  
I need to sign off on the revised plan as the consultant, and I like to have a copy of 
all of that paperwork in my files that I keep…So Angela has had a lot of workers 
on staff.  She is one of my biggest files.  Angela has a lot of employees, but she 
requires a lot of hands-on personal care. 

 
 Marlene does not take care of problems for Ms. Grasso, 
 

Well, that’s not my job as a consultant.  I do not resolve problems.  It is Angela’s 
responsibility.  She is the consumer.  She is the employer.  I am here as guidance 
to if she needed a place to go looking for workers, but she doesn’t.  She knows 
where to go.  She knows about placing ads in papers, contacting private agencies 
if need be, but that is not something that I would do.  It is a consumer-driven 
program, and I expect the consumer to do that for themselves. [Angela]… can 
make her own decisions.  Her mother acts as her voice piece because it is very 
difficult to understand Angela’s speech.  One of these days she is hoping to have 
enough savings in her cash flow to purchase software for the computer, which is 
voice directed, where it could get used to the sound of her voice, and it will 
actually put her words on the screen so that she can print it out.  That’s what she 
is striving for. 
 
Marlene does not meet or supervise Ms. Grasso’s careworkers, “I’ve seen one or 

two of them coming and going, but with Angela, in Angela’s case, for me to actually be 

there and spend time with the workers is taking time away from her care.” 

Other Help 
 
 When asked about other sources of support, Ms. Grasso’s mother described how 

people in the community help, 

We have made friends with our church ladies, as we call them.  We  
have a group that will help and what they do for Angela is that they come once a 
week on a Saturday for several hours and they simply read to her.  She's got an 
enormous backlog of information.  It's mostly about the disabled community and 
issues, journals, there is really no pleasure reading.  It's all about disability issues, 
so that way she keeps up with that. 
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Alternate Uses of the Cash Plan 
 
 As already described by Marlene, Ms. Grasso is saving to get voice recognition 

software.  She also bought her computer from the program. 

 
Benefits of the Personal Preferences Program  
 
 The major benefit of the Personal Preferences program is that Ms. Grasso can hire 

her own workers.  She also values the autonomy the program gives her and states that it 

keeps her out of a nursing home.  As her mother comments, “That’s the biggest end goal.  

It allows Angela to function in the home here.”  She also values, “The freedom.”  Her 

mother adds, “The freedom, the choice, the empowerment.” 

 According to Ms. Grasso and her mother, 

The biggest change in your life on this program [responding to the interviewer’s 
question].  Having more dependable people.  I think you enjoy that better.  Is that 
the most important thing for you?  It certainly would be important.  There were a 
lot of agency call outs when we dealt with the agencies, and they had no 
substitutes.  I like being the employer, and the empowerment. 

 
Problems with the Personal Preferences Program 
 
 Ms. Grasso is a very informed, experienced consumer.  She and her mother have 

very specific comments and complaints about the program.  Their first comment is a 

suggestion to help in finding workers, 

There's some mention of running a state registry by county where the state would 
most likely put an ad in the paper and look for workers.  We think that would kind 
of be a back-up, could it be an on-call registry so that a person could say…no, 
that's not it...I know what you mean.  If Angela gets somebody, I know what you 
are talking about, say if I answered Angela's ad and if Angela had hours that 
weren't good for me, then maybe somebody else in this program could use me 
during those hours, or if I could do, had the ability to do some of the things that 
Angela needed, or if I was a man, maybe somebody else in the program, like a 
man or somebody else, could use me.  Is there a place where I can refer you to?  
Not even that.  We got to go deeper.  I have ten people that called, right, to the 
registry, just refer their names to the registry and is it your idea that then other 
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consumers could then just tap into that registry, or you could tap into the registry 
when needed.  Like a pool…like an on-call pool. 

 
 The second issue discussed by Ms. Grasso and her mother is specific to the 

Personal Preferences program, 

What's another big issue, Angela?  Who did you meet with last week?  Did you 
meet with ADT last week?  Oh, yeah.  What other big issue?  They are not very 
efficient.  [Angela’s speech is unintelligible on the tape]  Are you aware that in 
Middlesex County, where the program started, Angela had understood that you 
could pick option one for your own fiscal intermediary or option 2, have a fiscal 
intermediary chosen by the state.  When she enrolled, she was told that option 1 
wasn't available; that you had to be in option 2.  Well, at the Washington 
Conference, we found out that wasn't true; so Angela is pursuing the study-end of 
it now to be her own fiscal intermediary.  Now being, you know, there are some 
vision difficulties here, we do not want to do payroll checks, we do not want to 
file and pay taxes.  We want that done by a payroll-type service.  ADP has been in 
business since 1940.  If Angela chooses to do that, to be her own FI, she then has 
to take away from her personal care hours to pay for that.  She will have to pay 
for that out of cash.  So what do you have to do, you have to subtract from 
something else, from the personal care hours, which she shouldn't have to do that, 
so that is a limitation. 

 
 The interviewer asks what the advantage is to being your own fiscal intermediary. 

Her mother explains, 

Again, the fact that you are going to answer your own questions.  If you put a call 
out today, you are lucky if by the third day, when you call them back, that you 
finally reach somebody.  They have a very nice young woman working down 
there.  Apparently she is handling all of the issues.  She doesn't have the power to 
make a decision.  She doesn't have the knowledge to make the decisions.  The 
majority of their problems seem to be not with those people who work there 
because their payroll department they use, where it is a very consumer non-
friendly, non-usable.  They have been sending a monthly statement that I don't 
think anybody in this program knows how to interpret and because we will call 
and ask the program coordinator what this means.  So there have been multiple 
meetings back and forth with FSI and they are trying to develop something that is 
consumer-friendly and consumer-readable.  I'm not a certified public accountant.  
You know if you came into my professional area, you wouldn't know what I was 
talking about either.  So, you know, do I have to make things, I have to make my 
terminology that everybody can understand, and I think that is their obligation to 
do that; not to say, well, this is the way it is done.  That's a whole month that 
she[the caregiver]is going without a check; that's not fair.  It has happened to each 
one of our people and that's not the right thing to do.  So if they can't get it by two 
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days, you know, then make them at least get paid three or four days later, but to 
make them wait a month for a salary is totally unacceptable.  And it's just like it is 
a rigidity of minds in that one section of FSI because here the people are very 
personable and I think if they had the power to change, they would.  Angela has 
made multiple complaints.  You have everything down on paper, her months of 
communication, I think.  I think like sometimes, they tell us now after Angela 
being on the program for one year, they tell us that the monthly statement is being 
revised to be more reasonable.  That shouldn't have taken a year because every 
consumer on the program has been complaining about it.  That should have been 
taken care of. 

 
 Echoing Ms. Grasso and her mother’s concerns, Megan describes her problem 

getting paid,  

The only difference [with other programs Megan has worked for] is that you can't 
get your check, like Friday, I work Fridays and I don't get out of here until 3:30 
and sometimes later.  If she [Angela] has a doctor's appointment or something, I 
don't get out of here until late.  If I don't get my paycheck, my pay time sheet in 
the mail by 5:00 on Friday, I don't get my paycheck for a month…and that has 
happened to me.  Because with the other one [the other program which pays part 
of Megan’s salary], I mean I mail them [her hours] in the same day, but if the 
other one doesn't get there until, yours has to be there on Monday morning and if 
it is not there on Monday morning, like I said for one month, so then that's hard.  
That's very hard to do, but the other place, you know it doesn't matter if it gets 
there Tuesday, Wednesday, or Thursday.  I still get my check…They [Personal 
Preferences] are not taking out any federal taxes either.  I'm not making enough 
money they said.  I don't know [what that means].  I just noticed this just last 
week.  Angela's mom is looking into it for me because I'm not allowed to call 
your [the Personal Preferences] office and ask them about that.  I don't know why 
I'm not allowed to do that, but at least that's what she [Angela’s mother] said. 

 
 Ms. Grasso’s consultant Marlene describes the biggest problems, 

…one of the biggest problems any of the consumers has is if they don’t actually 
have a family member providing the service is keeping the workers, the 
employees.  It’s a field where workers, you know, are here today and gone 
tomorrow.   
 
Marlene also recognizes the payment problem described by Ms. Grasso and 

Megan, 

I would like to see CAU, who is the fiscal intermediary, have a faster staff.  They 
are a little slow with making payments.  They are not as quick at sending out 
statements as I think they should be.  That’s probably been the main complaint 
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over the past two years; the agency that handles the money…I’m usually the one 
that makes that phone call [to track down the money]…it shouldn’t be 
[happening], but it’s just that if the phone calls come from me, the action is 
quicker, response wise, and that shouldn’t be. 
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Consumer Story 23 
 
 Mrs. Teresa Moreno is an 80-year-old widow of Ecuadorian descent.  She has 

several serious health problems including Alzheimer's Disease and Parkinson's syndrome, 

osteoporosis, and depression.  She lives with her family on the second story of a housing 

project complex in an apartment assigned to her daughter-in-law Anna.  Anna is 

Salvadoran, a widow, and head of the family.  Mrs. Moreno and her daughter-in-law live 

with a grandson, two granddaughters and two great grandsons (both babies). The 

apartment is nicely furnished and decorated and includes three bedrooms, one bathroom, 

a living room, and a dining area and kitchen.  

Anna is a licensed care worker and works part-time for an agency giving 

assistance to several patients.  She and one of her daughters, Clara, are Mrs. Moreno's 

care givers.  Anna's second daughter is Mrs. Moreno's representative.  Anna adjusted her 

work schedule to be home with her mother-in-law during the interview so she could help 

answer questions.  Mrs. Moreno sat in her wheelchair and fell asleep several times during 

the interview.  According to Anna, Mrs. Moreno's memory is severely impaired and she 

does not remember the names of her family members.  Anna provides most of the 

assistance to Mrs. Moreno and makes most of the decisions regarding her care.  We were 

not able to contact Mrs. Moreno's consultant. 

Constant Care 
 
 Anna describes why Mrs. Moreno needs someone with her in the apartment at all 

times, 

She can stand up but she has no balance because she suffers from Alzheimer’s, 
Parkinson, and osteoporosis, and it’s too much, you see? So I give her like 15 
different pills that she has to take for all that. She takes a diuretic, potassium, the 
one for the Parkinson, for depression, the one for the nervous, the vitamins. So I 
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have to be aware of all of them, to have the refills, talk with the doctor because 
they do not give refill but month by month. Medicaid has many regulations for the 
medicines. The diapers, she needs to be changed often.  

 
 When asked if Mrs. Moreno understands what goes on every day, Clara explains, 

"Sometimes she does and sometimes she doesn't.  There are days that she says she sees 

people or she is talking to people.  Other days she is fine."  Clara says that the family 

must be very careful to watch her grandmother, 

She did go to the hospital one time when she fell, but I don’t think she was in this 
program.  It was in the beginning of last year, and we had the paperwork and stuff 
that she fell from her bed.  We put the thing on because sometimes she does it, I 
don’t know how she does it, but she puts her bed down.  Like this is the front part, 
and she fell, so she hit her head.  We took her to the hospital right away and they 
said that everything was fine and they decided to let her go.  It was here on her 
arm, and there was paperwork from that…I’m used to my grandmother.  I have 
always been with her. 

 
Clara worries about her grandmother when she's not there, 
 

I guess I get scared, you know, God forbid there is a fire or something, you know, 
how she would react to it?  That’s always in my head.  That’s why I am always 
trying to have her like in the living room with the wheelchair, so that the door is 
right there.  Sometimes she gets up without telling nobody, and she could fall,  
she has fallen a couple of times already and sometimes she doesn’t say, she just 
gets up from the wheelchair, and she falls, so we got to be watching after that.  
Sometimes she tries to go to the bathroom by herself and we have to grab her 
quickly and take her to the bathroom. 

 
Enrolling in the Personal Preference Program  
 
 Anna describes how she made the decision to enroll her mother-in-law in the 

program, 

It was last year but I don’t remember very well. Then they sent a letter saying that 
she had been selected for this program giving a certain amount of money and 
asking if I agreed.  Then they sent a young lady here to the house.  She showed 
me a video and explain to me how to make use of this money making more use 
for the elderly than for the agencies and that it could be used for her personal 
needs like a wheel chair, a stool, or so; or if she wanted to use the money to pay 
hours of care. And this is what I chose: hours of work; because what she needs is 
more care than goods. Goods I have them all.  The wheelchair, the special bed, 
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the bath stool, the bath handles.  This is not [our] own house to invest 
modifications in it so I asked for hours of work since the agency didn’t give 
enough hours for her. 

 
The Trouble with Agencies 
 
 Anna herself is a licensed homemaker, but was not allowed to work for her 

mother-in-law through her agency, 

In the agency she [Mrs. Moreno] had 40 hours but the agency didn’t understand 
that…Well, you know that she is my mother in law so the agency didn’t let me 
work for a relative. I told them “Nothing could be better than a daughter in law 
taking care of her mother in law since she is going to care for her better then a non 
related person."  But the agency didn’t understand that.  So, they gave her a 
homemaker, but that homemaker didn’t do what was needed.  They didn’t bathe 
her properly, she got a rash, and so on. Because you know I am a homemaker in 
an agency so I know how to work but many don’t want to do the job. They come 
here to file their finger nails and watch TV and that’s not O.K...They are paid 
directly.  So I said, “If the program wants to give the option of a certain amount 
of money to be used in hours of work, it would be better if I personally take care 
of her, or one of her granddaughters or I do it by myself."  When I decided to stay 
with her but I cannot stay with that salary because that’s how I maintain the 
house. I have to go out to work. Why? Because I cannot lose my license. Because 
in this program nobody guarantees me that I will keep my license valid. They 
haven’t explain that to me. So I have to work for an agency so I don’t lose my 
license.  Because as you can see, in this program they don’t ask you for a license 
to be able to work. You can put anybody to work. But in the agencies, if you don’t 
have your license you can’t work.  So, there is an advantage and a disadvantage. 
But for her and for me as a family member I find the program good. If you want 
to work with the patient it is O.K.. Because you can work at home, you are taking 
care of the patient, and you are taking care of your own things in the house.  

 
 Anna describes some of the problems the family had with homemakers sent to 

care for Mrs. Moreno, 

They [the agency] sent a homemaker with whom you did not know what was 
happening in your own house.  They did what they wanted to do and no more, and 
if you call their attention [to it] they got mad. I got one that even came drunk. She 
was making bad jokes to her [Mrs. Moreno] and she can’t understand those 
things. She almost doesn’t talk…  
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 Once her mother-in-law was enrolled in the Personal Preference Program, Anna 

lost a good homemaker who could not stay because she feared that she might lose her 

license.  Anna then hired a friend to help her care for her mother, 

I made the decision. She [Mrs. Moreno] was having a homemaker. She was good 
but she found out that she could lose her license since she wasn’t working for an 
agency, so Ms. Teresa decided that she would like me to take care of her because 
she didn’t want the other one. She was good at the beginning but then they start to 
worsen.  She was a friend of mine and sometimes friendship cannot be mixed 
with work.   

 
Clara describes the problem with her mother's friend, "she was my mother’s friend and 

she didn’t do what she was supposed to be doing, so that’s why it didn’t work out."  Anna 

decided to work for Mrs. Moreno herself and hire one of her daughters to assist her, 

So I said, [to my mother-in-law, Ms. Teresa] “Well I’ll work for you but you have 
to give me some time to tell the agency" because I had two cases. I was working 
more than 50 hours a week working Saturday and Sunday.  So when somebody in 
the house wants to go out we have to have shifts because someone has to be with 
her [Mrs. Moreno]. Because she went out once already. You know, she doesn’t 
remember and we have to be aware so she doesn’t go out. This is because her 
Alzheimer's.  That’s why she tells you that she doesn’t remember and she tries.  
So when I realize that this girl was not doing what she was supposed to do, I told 
her, “Don’t worry, I’ll work for you” and I told the program that I would like this 
schedule, but the other hours I wanted one of my daughters to do it because she 
cannot stay alone.  But I couldn’t take the 60 hours myself because of the license.  
Because this is not sure to work forever.  The thing with this is one advantage and 
one disadvantage. In the agency you have paid holidays, vacations, and you keep 
your license, and an increase in your salary year by year. But not in this program. 
It has good things and bad things. For example, as assistant in the house we have 
no benefits, no medical attention, as well as in some agencies.  But I feel better 
taking care of her. She feels more confidence if I do her cleaning and care and she 
knows I don’t mind doing it. I tell her “Ms. Teresa don’t feel ashamed because we 
are all going to reach that age and you should be thankful that God has let you 
live so many years because not everybody lasts so much." So the thing is to be 
patient with the elderly. 

 
Needs 
 Mrs. Moreno needs constant care and many things done for her.  As Anna 

comments, 
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I buy her things in the supermarket her soaps, I get all her medications, I give her 
the medicines, I bathe her, perfumed her, give her breakfast, do her exercise, if 
she needs to go to the bathroom I take her and sit her down, clean her, change her 
clothing, and all that.  She needs every thing to be done. Laundry, meals, bath, 
exercises… 

 
All of the tasks that need to be done are important, 

 
Personal care and cleaning is very important for the elderly. Talking is very 
important because it is like therapy.  Feeding is also very important. The 
medication. The exercise is basic according to the necessities of the patient and 
the illness. But for me what is essential is the cleaning. Because I have seen 
elderly kept in very bad conditions even in a home. I don’t want her to be in a 
home. I have lived with her 23 years without being paid. Now it is because this 
program started in November or December. So if I was never paid how I would 
take her in a place like that?  So this is what I consider the most important things. 
Also speaking to her because she could be in her room the whole day by herself. 
But I take her out to the living room so she can see the kids or the TV. Otherwise 
she starts to see things and hear voices, and I know her mind is working wrong. 
So if sometimes she falls asleep here I don’t care. I guess sometime she thinks she 
is an annoyance. I tell her that she doesn’t bother anybody. We all are going to 
reach that age and we don’t know how [it will be] because some are in worse 
condition. 

 
With the program Anna feels that her mother-in-law receives much better care 

especially in personal hygiene, 

Thousand times better. Because before, the feet are the last thing that is washed 
and you have to dry them very well in between the toes and do not put any lotion 
or talc. And she was being bathed, not well dried and they put talc so she 
developed a crust in her feet because of that. So I showed it to the homemaker and 
taught her how to do it to make her feel ashamed. Because if she was not going to 
do it right was better not to do it at all. And I take my time to bathe her and she 
knows that. I bathe her and dress her in the bathroom. I have practice already. 

 
Although Mrs. Moreno does not receive Meals on Wheels or other community 

support Anna commented that her food is always, "hot and fresh." Clara provides regular 

care to her grandmother, too. 

I do snacks for my grandmother before dinner.  I feed her dinner.  [For snacks] we 
usually give her fruits or yogurt because she can't eat anything that has a lot of 
salt or stuff like that.  I do dinner.  It's either me or my mother.  I feed the dinner 
to her in case her hand shakes.  If it is something that she could grab, we will let 
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her try to do it, but her hand shakes a lot.  Let's see what else.  I change her 
Pampers sometimes.  I give her a shower again and then put on the Pampers 
again.  Sometimes I talk to her when she sees people.  Or if she is in the room by 
herself, we got to bring her out and talk to her and stuff like that.  Sometimes if it 
is good outside, we take her to the backyard; the backyard right there.  Sometimes 
my mother, she will tell me to go wash her clothes, so sometimes we do that, and 
my mother does it also. 

 
Clara and Anna also help Mrs. Moreno exercise, 

 
[We] move her head, walk her around.  If it good outside, we take her outside like 
to walk around just to relax.  She puts her hands up and down because the thing is 
that with one arm, she cannot reach it all of the way up, so we try to do that or 
let’s say I have to take her to the back, then we will do it in the back room, my 
mom or me, we lift her legs up, like to give her circulation because she is in the 
wheelchair most of the day. When my mom has to go out, I have to stay with her.  
I'm always here, so it's always me that has to stay. 

 
Schedule and Pay 
 
 Anna had some difficulty getting the hours she felt her mother-in-law needed in 

the Program, 

She [Clara] works 24 hours and I work 36 a week.  Because at the beginning an 
American lady [from the Personal Preference Program] came and told me that 
was not possible to give her [Mrs. Moreno] 60 hours. So I said O.K., but if is 
going to be [just] 40 hours it would have been better to keep her with the agency. 
Because this program is supposed to give the choice of hours of service or money 
for expenses, but if is going to be only 40 hours…She cannot stay alone but the 
lady said that we were not supposed to be baby sitters. So I told her, “what do you 
think is what we are doing in this job?" Working with the elderly or a child is the 
same thing, the only difference is that she is heavier and needs more medication. 
The kid is not heavy but if we see is the same care and the same responsibility…I 
don’t know why she said that because if you say that she can walk, that is 
different. But when you have to lift her, take her to the bathroom, you have to 
bathe her, put her in bed, feed her. She needs a lot of attention, like a child. But 
she said that I was not a baby sitter. I told her that the program is not an 
obligation.  I have worked as a homemaker and I know what the rights of the 
patient are. Then, I don’t know what happened. But the problem was resolved. 
Because the first to come [as a consultant] was a Hispanic lady. She explained 
everything to us.   
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Anna works from 8:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m..  Clara works from 4 p.m. to 8 p.m.  

Clara also works on Saturday and Sunday from 4 to 6 in the evening.  Anna discusses the 

pay arrangements in the program compared to her work as a homemaker for an agency, 

They pay me $471 every 2 weeks. And my daughter gets $285.  But she is doing 
this while she is not in school, but then [when she returns to school] I need to get 
some one else and change my schedule to be able to keep working out[side] 
because I don’t want to lose my other job. And it’s because of the license. If the 
program could maintain my license I could stay the whole day here with her.  
[The pay in Personal Preferences] is better in the sense that I will tell you: it is not 
better if you want to keep your salary like the agency at $11 or $10 an hour, but 
this would mean less hours for the patient so it wouldn’t compensate in this sense. 
In the agency I get $7.70 plus the authorization from the governor will be $8.70, 
plus the increment that I’ll get when I complete three years will be higher and this 
increases year by year. Here the amount is always the same. It is permanent and 
there are no paid vacations, no holidays. In the agency, if you work they pay you 
double because is mandatory to work it even if it’s Christmas, but they pay it 
double. But here you have to work it but there is no double pay.  [The Personal 
Preference consultant] decided the amount [of money] and then we decided the 
amount of hours of work because we don’t want to deal with money and just pay 
us the worked hours. 

 
Supervision 
 
 Anna supervises Mrs. Moreno's care, 

Well, directly, nobody, but my daughter Linda [the representative] knows that I 
do everything with my other daughter [Clara, the caregiver]  But Linda comes 
home at 11:30 p.m.. But I would say that I supervise myself. My daughter is the 
representative but she won’t be supervising me because she is working. 

 
Mrs. Moreno cannot sign the time sheets so Anna says, "We do it and Linda signs 

them. And even the one that is the representative helps with her grandmother."  Anna 

thinks, "it is better if the decisions are made by the head of the house because a 

representative doesn't know what happens in the house." 

Clara describes how she was hired, "I talked to my grandmother, and she said 

alright."  Clara's mother, Anna, provides supervision,  
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My mother knows more [and has more experience], so she tells us what to do and 
what not to do.  We change her bed sheets and we have to wash her clothes.  She 
[Mrs. Moreno] tells my mother what she needs and she tells her to go buy her 
tops, her underwear, all that. 

 
The Caregiver Relationship; Giving Back 
 
 Clara, Mrs. Moreno's granddaughter and caregiver says that she has a good 

relationship with her grandmother, 

…We talk, but not like we used to because she doesn’t remember a lot, you know.  
I try to, we have conversations, but whatever is on TV, if she says somebody and 
they are not there, and things like that.  Sometimes when she has a good time, we 
talk about how she used to be back in the day.  She says that she was in love with 
my grandfather and that they dated for a while.  She used to take care of me and 
my brother, and that’s why…I feel that I have to do something for my 
grandmother because when we were small, like every summer, she would take 
care of me and my brother, and it’s like giving back to whatever she gave to me. 

 
 Clara says that there have been some conflicts in the family over how to care for 

her grandmother, 

[There are problems between] My aunt and my mother.  My aunt wanted to put 
her in a home, and my mom…didn’t want that. She says that, either you should 
take time for her because even though she is not your real mother, you got to take 
care of her, and she [my aunt] don’t want to do it.  So, that’s why my mom took 
her in and my mom said that we are not putting her in a home.  [My mother has 
taken care of her for] Years.  It has been...my father died and my grandmother has 
been with my mom since then.  She’s gone to Puerto Rico maybe a year and come 
back and then maybe after four years, she goes for six months and comes back 
and she has always been with my mother.  [My father died]  I think I was five 
years old; that was like in 1984 or something like that. 
 
Clara thinks that the family's relationship with her grandmother has changed since 

Mrs.  Moreno has enrolled in the Personal Preference Program, 

My mom, like before she was here all of the time and now she makes time with 
my grandmother.  She didn’t have enough time for my grandmother, to be here, 
so it was my responsibility when I was here.  So, now my mom…wanted to stay 
with my grandmother and she has more time for her and she still has another job, 
so…this is better...For me, my grandmother is helping me out, now that I’m not 
working, and if I am going to school, you know, at least she is helping me, you 
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know, like get by with my son for now.  It’s like I’m helping her and she’s 
helping me because I’m not doing it for free. 

  
Caregiver Training and Skills 
 
 Anna’s training as a homemaker gives her confidence in the care she provides for 

Mrs. Moreno, 

I have learned this in the agency. I took the classes for this. And nobody told me 
to do it but I always do it for her. We take her out if she wants to go in the 
wheelchair.  We have no car so we go walking from here…and back. So, if 
someone wants to go out we take shifts so we don’t leave her alone. The other day 
was so hot, so we went out and order food all together. And I don’t feel ashamed 
or anything [taking her out in public]. Because some people feel bad doing it. 

 
 Past experience helps Clara care for her grandmother, “Kids.  Especially my 

nephew and then like I have cousins who are smaller and you got to feed them and put 

them in the shower and all that.”  Although Clara has no formal caregiver training, she 

would like to go to school to become an R.N. Clara describes how she has started to look 

for work and training as a caregiver, 

I went to the X home and I applied for a training, and they said that it was full, but 
once they do the training, so that’s what I want to do because I already have 
experience, you know, with my grandmother.  I want to work in a home [for the 
elderly].  It’s not that I like working with older people [in particular], but I like, 
you know, if they can’t do something, I like doing it for them.  I don’t know.  It’s 
just something that I like, like to help other people, and I know that sometimes 
there are a lot of people who put their parents into homes and I feel sorry for them 
because they are lonely, so it’s something like, you know, you got to be nice to 
them and stuff like that.  My sister, she works in a home, and she tells me stories 
about elderly people there, and I think, Oh, my God, how can they do that to 
them?  So that’s why I want to do something like that.  I want to work to help 
them out.  If they have a creation, you play with them and stuff like that.  I like all 
that stuff. 

 
 Anna thinks that there are several skills and qualities important to a caregiver, 
 

First of all, to have lots of patience, second, being scrupulous because there are 
people with no stomach even for their own children so much less for the elderly. 
And third to be devoted to the job.  I had homemakers that didn’t want to wash 
her dentures because they feel repulsion; but when you are learning that in the 
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courses, that is something normal. It is the same like the ones that say to wear 
gloves when taking care of a patient of AIDS,  that is discrimination! Those are 
ignorant people. 

 
 Clara also describes the skills and qualities she feels are important for a caregiver, 
 

First of all, you have to have a lot of patience, try to understand them, like when 
you take them to the bathroom, you have to have that thing [understanding]…I try 
to understand that I’m going to get like that some day, and I’m doing that for her 
and I know that somebody is going to have to do it for me, so that’s why, you just 
got to do what you got to do, of course. 

 
Clara notes some additional skills important in caregiving, “You got to learn how 

to cook for them and clean up things.  You got to cook, you got to know what kind of 

clothes to get for them.” 

Caregiver Problems and Stress 
 
 In addition to Anna's worry about keeping her homemaker license, Clara 

mentions other problems associated with caring for Mrs. Moreno, 

…If I pick up my son, he doesn’t weigh a lot, but if I have to pick up my 
grandmother, it is a little bit heavier.  If it is a child, maybe you could understand 
a little bit more about what he wants.  My grandmother sometimes, I ask her what 
she wants and she tells me, like, let’s say, she asks me for water.  I go back and 
bring her water and then she is like, no I didn’t say that; I want juice.  So you 
have to go back and get juice.  She’s forgetful.  Or sometimes she asks me for 
something and you take it to her and she says that I didn’t ask you for this.  And I 
will be like yes you did, so you just got to have the patience.  You have to have, 
like to walk her, she walks very slow, so you have to go calmly with her.  You 
have to change her Pampers and it’s even harder than a child because you have to 
put her a certain way to put her Pampers up and to the side and take her a shower.  
It’s really hard to take a shower than to give a little kid a shower. 

 
The Representative 
 
 Linda, the second granddaughter who lives at home and who shares a room with 

Mrs. Moreno, is her representative.  Linda has a job in a nursing home and she, too, 

works with the elderly.  She became Mrs. Moreno’s representative when her mother 

Anna stopped being the representative to become a caregiver.  Anna decided to change 
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roles when the previous homemaker quit.  Linda mentions contact with the consultant and 

signs Mrs. Moreno's paperwork. 

Problems with the Personal Preference Program 

 Anna describes the main problems with the program, “The only thing is, as I told 

you already, to lose your license so this is a disadvantage. Also you don’t have vacation, 

or medical attention, which is very important.”  Anna received a check late only once, 

“But for me was not a problem because I am very organized and I was not waiting that 

check to pay other things. But for other people it can be an inconvenience. But that 

happens to anybody.”   

Benefits of the Personal Preference Program 

 Both Anna and Clara find many benefits with the program.  Anna feels that the 

program gives her peace of mind, 

It helps me the most because now I have less worry since I am the one taking care 
of her.  Before I was leaving to work and I was constantly thinking if the 
homemaker arrived or not because the lady had the key to enter. I gave her the 
key. But that was not a guarantee. One time she fell down while being with the 
homemaker. But it could happen to anybody. The thing is that you are not there to 
see how she fell, or who’s to blame.  So I was in constant tension…The most 
important [benefits] are that she is better attended in her meals, medication, she is 
cleaner, She used to be so quiet and I did not know what was happening because 
she didn’t talk.  [Mrs. Moreno is happier because] she doesn’t like to be left with 
a stranger, or to be touched or bathed by a stranger. 

 
 Clara feels that a benefit of the program is that her grandmother receives care and 

she can remain home with her son.  Clara feels that her grandmother is helping her out,  

She’s helping me to be able to do something for my son, for now…First of all, it’s 
good in a way because I don’t have a license and if I worked from an agency, I 
would have to get my license first and then work.  That’s one thing.  Let’s say, 
you don’t have to have somebody else taking care of my grandmother because I 
could do it or my mom could do it and we are getting paid for it…I think the 
program is good and maybe a lot of people will have more time for their 
grandparents and parents and not put them in a home, like they will have them 
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there until their day, you know, and I have seen it, and my sister works there, and 
I have gone there, and I have seen elderly people by themselves, lonely without 
nobody, because a lot of people don’t have time for their parents because they 
have to work, they have to do this, they have to do that, you know.  At least with 
this (program, it) gives them a little bit more time to spend with your 
grandparents, you know, that’s all. 
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Consumer Story 24         

Mrs. Adelita Blanco is an 81 year-old widow from Cuba who lives with her 

daughter Rosa, her personal care worker, in a well kept apartment in a working class 

neighborhood. The apartment was humbly decorated but with good quality furniture 

(mostly antiques). Mrs. Blanco seems to be in good health despite a cardiac condition. 

She was able to walk, but was waiting for the interviewers sitting in a rocking chair with 

her feet elevated. Rosa provides companionship to her mother as well as housekeeping 

and personal care. 

Dedicated Care 

 Mrs. Blanco first heard about the Personal Preferences program through a visit 

from a nurse: 

 A nurse came here more or less one year ago before I got into the program  
 and she told me that I had been selected…and she showed me a video   
 about the program…I told her that I had a good homemaker and that I   
 would give it some thought.  Later, the agency had problems to send me a  
 person in the mornings when I needed and for when I was alone because   
 my daughter was working.  So, this was no good to me.  Then my    
 daughter lost her job when the factory closed…Then, they came to see me   
 and we started in the program. 
 

 Mrs. Blanco further discussed her reasons for joining while describing why she 

wasn’t pleased with agency employees, 

 …I wasn’t pleased with the agency offering.  I had had many years   
 with that agency but the person who was  really taking care of me was my   
 other daughter who passed away…every time I got sick and went to the   
 hospital they told me to send a nurse but I told them ‘no my daughter takes  
 care of me.’ …at the end I entered in the agency because she [daughter]   
 was sick…the girl [agency employee] did not come at the hours I most   
 needed her, in the morning for the bath and the lunch…Because she   
 [pointing at daughter] was coming home at the afternoon. And since they   
 gave me the possibility of having her [daughter] to take care of me, so she   
 was looking for a job and didn’t find anything.  No jobs at all.   
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The new program has been working well for Mrs. Blanco. Her daughter now lives with 

her and works exclusively with her mother. 

… It is great because otherwise they send you today one person tomorrow a 
different one. You have to be aware of all what they do and all what they can 
take away, which is also the case… It has helped me in everything because 
she is dedicated exclusively to the house, therefore, I have her help the whole 
day. 

 
When asked about qualities that are important for a care worker to possess Mrs. Blanco 

discussed the difference between family and non-family. 

The way of treating me. The love and care to be treated. It is not the same 
with a person that is not in the family than with a child. 

 

If I Were Alone, Who Could Help Me? 

 Some of the most important changes that have occurred are related to proximity 

of the care worker to the care recipient.  Rosa lives with her mother which enables her to 

care for her during times that agency employees generally would not be available. 

 Every time I get sick in the middle of the night she [Rosa] has to go with me to 
 the hospital.  She gives me her service from the morning to the time I go to 
 bed…Every time I have heart or lung problems it happens in the middle of the 
 night with no breath so we have to call the ambulance to go to the hospital and 
 she stays with me in the hospital the next day.  It is not the same with the 
 homemaker since if I were alone who could help me when I have a problem?  
 
Rosa takes care of her mother’s daily needs and performs many activities for her mother. 

Although her daughter lives with her and provides round-the-clock care, Rosa is 

compensated for only 20 hours per week at a rate of $8.00 per hour.  

 She gets paid 20 hours but she is here all the time…I tell her what I want and she 
 varies the food. She marinates the fish for tomorrow, today she prepare one 
 thing and tomorrow another.  What I want the most…she helps me in the 
 bathroom, washes my hair, brushes my hair, she cooks to me, she  prepares my 
 breakfast, makes my bed, cleans my room, everything that was made by the 
 homemaker previously and more since she stays here with me, so she does 
 everything…when something is needed she goes out to get it.  
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Rosa describes some of the things she does for her mother: 
 
 In the morning I prepare her bed, make her breakfast, her meals, I help her to take 
 her shower, wash her hair, comb her hair, I take her to the hairdresser, I take her 
 to the doctor, give her medicines, wash her clothes, I do everything. 
 

At times Rosa has to leave her mother alone in the house and that creates a 

stressful situation.  Rosa worries when her mother does not have someone with her. 

Below she describes some issues related to past experiences and current stresses, 

 
 …lately I walk as if I was constantly in a hurry pushing people just to be back 
 soon because I worry about her being alone in the house. So if I find some 
 acquaintance I don't even stop to talk.  It's not that she is dying or so but I can't 
 help it.  When I was working, my sister was living upstairs and she was always 
 aware. But after my sister died and she got all alone they find it perfect because is 
 not the same if I'm here than if a stranger comes. Is not that I have  something 
 against these people but not everybody is the same. Not everybody reacts the 
 same way. Some people… my mom sent the homemaker one time to buy 
 something and she came back drinking a soda. My mom told her that she was 
 charged too much and she said "no it is because I took the money to buy a soda." 
 my mom told her, "If you tell me you are going to buy a soda I don't care but you 
 have to tell me." Then she asked her to do something and she answer  "no, no, no, 
 wait, I am too tired" So not everybody is the same…But from the whole 7 
 years…2 were good. And she got things lost.  From the agency they told her "I 
 don't have anybody to send you today or tomorrow."  
 
Still Hard to Make Ends Meet 
 
 At the time of the interview Mrs. Blanco’s daughter was not only caring for her 

mother but was also babysitting to bring in some extra money. 

…my daughter is babysitting because, imagine, with only four hours that she gets 
paid is not enough to live. So she is babysitting this boy. And if she gets a job she 
should leave me alone, but she gets $140 a week only. You can’t live with that. 
Now, it is so difficult to get a job even a part-time…  

 
Mrs. Blanco’s daughter reported that she did not feel comfortable leaving her mother 

alone. 

If I get another four hours to work out, I can’t leave her alone because apparently, 
she seems very well, but she is not all right.  I have to do every thing here and go 
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to get her medicine, and if she needs to go to the doctor, or here, or there, and I 
can’t let her going alone.  Yes I leave her alone when I have to go out to buy 
something for a short time.  But I can’t go to work for four hours and leave her 
alone here.  Perhaps she would have to be in a “home” if I were not here, but I’m 
here. 

 
Problems with the Program 
 
 While Mrs. Blanco was pleased with being able to pay her daughter to care for 

her, she expressed some frustration, 

Well, you don’t know how it is to try to call there. It is like trying to call to The 
White House. You have to leave a message and nobody answers. And since I 
don’t speak English to speak with somebody who can explain to me…they say to 
leave a message to call you back and they don’t return the calls after days. I talked 
with the consultant about it and she said that she would talk with the lady that 
came here but she only spoke about not giving more hours.  I don’t want to insist 
too much there and appear as interested only in the money. 

 
Mrs. Blanco’s daughter also expressed frustration related to hours and pay, 

 
So why they don’t send all the money or increase the amount of hours to 
complete? She said that she couldn’t increase the amount of hours nor to give her 
the full amount. I don’t know why.  I have all the receipts and the assessment.  
Because, she doesn’t need a wheelchair.  She receives more money according to 
the assessment but that money is kept to be used in the case she needs something.  
But she doesn’t need wheelchair, she has Medicaid that gives her what she needs. 
She has a walking stick, she has walker from my sister, she has chairs and stools, 
so she doesn’t need anything else.  So at the end of the year they will take that 
money for another person or who knows what… The thing is that some lady came 
here and we explain that and she said that she couldn’t give her more hours 
because her health is very good. 

 
Most Important Benefit 
 

Mrs. Blanco was thankful to have her daughter caring for her and although she 

wished that she could pay her more money. 

I feel O.K. The only thing is the amount that she receives.  It is great because 
otherwise they send you today one person and tomorrow a different one. You 
have to be aware of all what they do and all what they can take away, which is 
also the case… It’s the greatest [having Rosa]. 
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Consumer Story 25 
 
 Ms. Melanie Christofellis is a 39-year-old, developmentally disabled, white 

woman who lives with an Easter Seals worker as a roommate in a secured high rise 

apartment in suburban New Jersey.  Her apartment is in a middle class neighborhood of 

predominantly single family homes.  In addition to a developmental disability, she also 

suffers from Crohn’s disease for which she needs to take medication. Ms. Christofellis 

has been living independently for two years at the time of the interview.  She works for 

several hours a day in a local library.  Her mother, Andrea, who acts as her 

representative, was present during the interview.  Melanie’s mother was very irritated at 

the prospect of another interview because she said that she had already been interviewed 

numerous times, “with questions not even relevant to me.”  Melanie’s mother was well 

informed about the Personal Preference Program and complained about a recent 

telephone interview.  In order to continue the interview, the interviewers assured Andrea 

that she had the option to decline answering any questions deemed not applicable to her 

or her daughter and that they would not be re-interviewed.   

 Andrea emphasized the importance of Melanie’s ability to live independently.  

Andrea insisted that Melanie could manage the interview by herself, but Melanie had 

great difficulty following the questions.  Melanie seemed frail and childlike and said that 

she felt nervous about being interviewed.  During the interview, Melanie sought her 

mother’s support, “She looks at me for approval.  She can talk with you freely because 

she looks at me to see if I approve.”  Andrea had to help with the interview and re-

directed Melanie who would spontaneously get up and leave the room.  Melanie’s Easter 

Seal worker, Brenda, was also present.  Brenda shares the apartment with Melanie and 
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acts as a careworker outside of the Personal Preference Program.   We also interviewed 

Deborah, Melanie’s careworker for the Personal Preference Program.   

Family and Living Arrangements 
 
 Melanie lives in an apartment with Brenda and has a careworker, Deborah, who 

helps her in the morning, but does not live with her.  Melanie did not know what a 

careworker was, but with some prompting from her mother was able to say that Brenda 

lived with her and that she was hired from Easter Seals.  Until Melanie moved to her own 

apartment two years ago, she lived with her parents at home.  Melanie says, “I lived with 

my parents.  I go there to visit sometimes.”  Melanie says that she likes her parents’ home 

and her apartment.  Melanie’s mother and her roommate Brenda, discuss the living 

arrangement.  Brenda says of the arrangement, “we are trying it out.”  Andrea comments, 

“She never had any similar or comfortable thing. [Melanie never had such a living 

arrangement before].”  Deborah, Melanie’s caregiver, has minimal contact with Mrs. 

Christofellis.  Deborah plans to leave her job as caregiver at the end of the month. 

Enrolling in Personal Preference and Previous Experience 
 
 Melanie’s mother explained how her daughter enrolled in the program,  “They 

[the state of New Jersey program office] sent us a letter when we started having home 

health aide services from Medicaid, the state sent us a letter saying do you want to try this 

other way when you can have your freedom, you know, and get anybody.” Melanie adds 

that she had a health aide because, “I get cramps.”  Mrs. Christofellis explains that 

Melanie enrolled in Personal Preference, 

Because we wanted to try to, not have these home health agencies coming back 
and forth.  It’s like, she [Melanie] doesn’t know this, so when we started, we had 
nothing, and everything we had, we wanted to communicate with the agency, so 
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we wanted to try this direct control, plus she [Melanie] wanted to have more say 
so. 

 
 Mrs. Christofellis explains that their experience with an agency was very poor, 
 

We were using an agency…[the health aide] was good in certain respects because 
she was medically oriented, so she could take care of the medical end and sanitary 
issues [related to Crohn’s disease], but then in personality, we had trouble.  She 
was good later on …[but] she was very strict. 

 
Melanie added, “She hit me.”  Mrs. Christofellis continued,  

 
We went to court. And then at the same time there was this opportunity to get into 
the [Personal Preference] program, so we said let’s try.  If it doesn’t work, then 
we may have to go back to having an agency because she doesn’t depend so much 
on the personality of these workers.  All we want is someone to do the morning to 
make sure that she is well, is clean, and gets out to work. 

 
Needs and Tasks 
 
 When Melanie is asked what she needs help with, she says, “Help with?  I can do 

chores by myself some days.”  Her mother shows Melanie a chart with her chores listed 

and says to Melanie, “This is the chart that you do by yourself.  What kind of things do 

you need help with?”   Melanie continues with prompting from her mother, “The 

cooking.  I do laundry sometimes.  Taking a shower.  I don’t take showers.  No, I take 

everyday…Doctor’s appointments.”   

 Melanie’s mother explains about the showers, “She needs help with that.  I have 

to supervise.”  Melanie goes out in the morning to work in the local library.  She either 

walks or takes a taxi to work.  Because she goes out every day, Melanie needs help in the 

morning.  Her mother explains,  

…She needs help.  She also has a medical problem and sometimes she may have 
cramps and diarrhea.  She needs somebody to support her in the morning in order 
to be able to get ready to go to work, and she needs somebody to oversee her 
needs in the morning.  [Her caregiver Deborah] knows all the difficulties because 
she is here most of the time.  She needs somebody to oversee her eating because 
she has Crohn’s causing weight loss, and she needs the nutrition…. 
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 Melanie says that the most important things she needs help with are “She 

[Deborah] gets me ready for work,” and “Eat.” Brenda, Melanie’s roommate and an 

Easter Seal’s worker, hears the discussion and adds,  

That’s the number one priority; even if it means being late for work.  She has to 
eat because of the medical condition.  She has to eat and then also, she is finally 
gaining weight and we have to maintain weight and keep gaining weight.  That’s 
more important than anything.  It takes sometimes an hour just to eat. 

 
Melanie’s mother adds that it is difficult to find someone to help her daughter, 

 
Most people want at least 40 hours a week, and then on top of that, it’s hard to 
find somebody to understand the situation and the medical problems, and is 
willing to come in and understand that there might be an accident.  You have to 
dig in.  You have to help her make her bed.  You have to assist her in taking out 
her garbage.  You have to help her groom her hair … 

 
 Melanie continues listing what she needs help with and what tasks her caregiver 

does, “The cooking.  She is a good cook.  Somebody to go food shopping or personal 

items. Somebody to go to the mall.”  Andrea adds, “Somebody who is nice.”  

 Deborah describes what she does for Melanie as caregiver,  

I prepare her breakfast.  I do her hair, and those are like the more physical things 
that I do.  Everything else I oversee or direct her to do...She needs prompting to 
do it.  For her to do it alone, no, it is not happening.  And these are things that are 
on a daily [basis], so she should already [be doing them], I’ve been here over, 
almost a year now, but she is not doing them. 
 
According to Deborah Melanie cannot be left alone,  

It’s basic routine.  Melanie pretty much bonds with someone, but I do know when 
no one is with her, she does a lot of things that she shouldn’t do, and she knows 
she shouldn’t do. 
 

 One important need is to help Melanie get ready to work every morning.  Deborah 

finds this to be a difficult part of her job as caregiver, 

...When a little task takes a very long time because her obsession, the things that 
she is obsessed with, she’s into that more than sitting down and eating her 
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breakfast.  That is hard because she has to be to work at a certain time.  She would 
prefer to take care of her obsessions than to eat her breakfast. 

 
According to Deborah, Melanie has no perception of time.  When she is running 

late, Deborah says, 

I just talk to Melanie.  You have to eat because time is running.  Every clock in 
here is way ahead of time, so you know, so she would think it is that time so I 
could get her to work on time.  So it is like, just keep prompting and talking to her 
and setting examples.  You can’t be to work late.  You could lose your job if you 
continue to be late.  You know, things like that.  That’s how I deal with it.  
Sometimes she says, ‘It’s okay to be late.  My mother said that it’s okay to be late 
sometimes.’  So, sometimes all you can do is just prompt again and just forget 
about what you have just heard because you know it is not true. 

 
 Deborah says that "Somedays she knows a little more what to do than other days 

so it varies."  She feels that Melanie needs more than just help eating and getting ready 

for work, 

She needs help with herself, too, and understanding why she do the things that she 
does.  Is it correct to do the things that she does, you know?  She needs to learn… 
She doesn’t even know that she has a problem.  That is not recognized, so it is a 
lot of things, you know.  So, when you are dealing with something like that, me as 
a worker that likes to help people, it’s hard because you are not succeeding with 
this person…I feel good about doing what I do if I see the person graduate from 
one step to one step; then I know that I am doing my job, but if that’s not 
happening, it is a waste for me to be here because I am not getting nothing out of 
it because this job, you have to like it because it sure ain’t a whole lot of pay for 
it.  You understand what I’m saying?  So you have to definitely like what you do, 
but if the proper things are not getting taken care of, you can’t do it.  There’s only 
so much you can take, you know. 

 
The Daily Schedule  
 
 Melanie describes her schedule, “I eat or take a shower.  I get dressed.  Brush my 

teeth.  Sometimes I want to work.  I make the bed.”  Her mother continues, 

She gets up in the morning and her breakfast has to be prepared.  She could 
prepare a little bit of breakfast, but you don’t want her to waste time because she 
has to be at work at 10:00 in the morning and because of her Crohn’s, you want to 
be able to give her as much time as possible to eat and then she has to use the 
bathroom and stuff like that, so we prepare the breakfast.  This way, all she has to 
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do is come out here and sit down and eat and spend at least an hour eating 
because she eats very, very slow and she takes her special diet.  Then she takes 
her pills and then she takes a shower. After she gets out of the shower, she gets 
dressed and then she’s got to groom her hair, brush her teeth like everybody and 
then she’s got to take out the garbage, put new garbage bags in the garbage, make 
up the bed, you know, and do all the chores.  She needs that help because we 
tried, for what, two months we tried [to have Melanie do the morning preparation 
on her own] before we hired Deborah.  [Melanie needs help] because of her 
medical history and we did try at least when I first left in the morning for like 
maybe four weeks.  She couldn’t do it because she needed help, you know, in 
getting dressed, you know, in case of any accidents. 

   
Deborah describes what she does to help Melanie, 

 
I just make sure that she is in appropriate attire to go to work.  I make sure that 
she eats her breakfast and just maintain her self and look presentable for when she 
goes to her job.  She works at the library, which is down the block from here.  
[From] 10:00 until 2:00. 

 
 Deborah works for approximately 15 hours a week at 10 dollars an hour.  

Occasionally she will work longer hours when taking Melanie to the podiatrist.  Andrea, 

Melanie’s mother, describes the schedule, 

Deborah works from 7:30 until 10:00 and right now it is just Mondays, Tuesdays, 
and Thursdays...We can’t find anybody for the other days, and I have to come.  
[We] have money, but we can’t find anybody. 

 
 Melanie’s consultant describes that money not spent on the program has been 

used to increase her hours for care, 

She has been accumulating money, because of not using all of her hours, so she 
has, I think about $1,200 to $1,500 accumulated where they just decided to use 
those unexpended funds towards increasing her hours.  I don’t know whether they 
were increased by the nursing, for evaluation.  She is allowed to use it just for 
some extra hours, so right now she has just submitted a change of her providers of 
care. 

 
Supervision 
 
 Deborah describes her supervision, 
 

Nobody tells me [what to do].  Now like Brenda [Melanie’s Easter Seals worker] 
is her primary caretaker or assistant, so if anything out of the ordinary I see, I 
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report it to Brenda and then Brenda will address it with her like making 
appointments. [Brenda] is not here in the mornings, but she is the main person 
that works with Melanie…anything that I see that Melanie may need or I see 
something different about her or whatever, I report it to Brenda because she is the 
primary person that works with Melanie. 

 
Deborah says that she may talk to Mrs. Christofellis "once in a while," but that 

she talks to Brenda more.  Later in the interview Deborah talked at length about her work 

in a group home.  She thinks that it would have been better for Melanie to go from her 

parent's home to a group home, and then to her own residence.  Deborah feels that 

Melanie needs to see other people who have to deal with issues similar to her own, to 

receive ongoing anger management therapy, and to develop the motivation to live 

independently.  Moreover, she thinks that Melanie resists becoming independent, 

…In my other job, those clients have a lot of ambition.  They want to succeed in 
what they are doing, and I don’t see that here [with Melanie]…she just needs 
more help.  She needs a lot more help and I know this program is a little different; 
that the mother and the parents are really involved, but as the professionals come 
in, they [parents and family] need to step back some.  And let the employees do 
what they need to do. 

 
Caregiver Skills and Qualities 
 

Brenda describes what she thinks Melanie looks for in a caregiver, 
 

She likes somebody who is nice and also somebody if she is not feeling well and 
she’s got cramps because of her illness, you know the Crohn’s or whatever, and 
her laundry has to be done, they don’t mind.  Okay, well, I will do this laundry 
today and you do the next load.  Do you know what I am saying?  It’s like being 
more like a girlfriend, like a roommate, than it is, okay, she is my boss and I work 
for her, and I understand that.  But at the same time, my relationship because I am 
with her most of the time, is more like as well as her roommate, I’m her friend.  
You know.  Whereas, the morning people, which is Personal Preference, they are 
basically just somebody that comes in, motivates her to eat, keeps her under the 
understanding that she has to be at work on time, get dressed, you know, let’s get 
dressed, let’s take a shower now, did you finish your meal, you know. 

 
 Brenda describes the skills and qualities she thinks are important for a caregiver, 
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You have to be calm, patient, and understand that the person has a problem.  I 
have worked with developmentally disabled people, too, so I have gone through 
neglect training and things of that sort, you know, so it’s good for a person to 
have training I would think because...say you go on an interview and the 
employer tells you one thing and doesn’t tell you everything, though, at least if 
you go through some kind of training and see some types of tapes, you get to see a 
little bit of how all different mentally ill, developmental, all different types [of 
people behave]...Because you know what, you may not be told everything when 
you accept that job.  So even like you are not told, you saw some tape or 
whatever, you could say, oh, I saw this thing.  I don’t think you need a license or 
anything to do this, but some type of training. 

 
 Deborah also runs a group home.  When asked if she likes her job as caregiver to 

Melanie, she responds, “Yeah, no I do.  I do this on an everyday basis; not this intense, 

though.  This here is more intense than my other job.  You know what, this is good for 

somebody that is starting out in this field.” 

 By the time we interviewed Melanie’s consultant several months later, Melanie 

had a new caregiver.  The consultant talked about suggesting someone to the family who 

spoke Greek because this was their first language.  

Caregiver Role and Relationship 
 
 Deborah says, "I am not a health aide, I'm with supportive living so I'm here to 

just assist."  She has been working in supportive living as a residential coordinator for 

eleven years.  She does not do "home aid," like cleaning. 

…There are certain things that she needs to clean and I think living in supportive 
living, she should already know how to do.  It shouldn’t be that I am asked to do it 
or whatever.  Like I said, I run a group home, and there are a lot of issues that you 
have to deal with, infection control and things like that and that’s the same thing 
here, you know, but they don’t go by those standards…I would assist her in doing 
it, like this is how we are going to do it, but I, myself, am not doing it.  I make 
sure that she takes care of it right.  I will give her the proper cleaning items or 
whatever that she needs to clean it, but as far as me hands on doing it, no…As of 
right now, Melanie cleans, but it is a lot of prompting to clean and if she doesn’t 
clean, say we didn’t prompt her to clean, it would stay there and stay there and 
stay there.  See, so she assists, but also Melanie also resists us to do that.  So then 
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it would just stay there because it is really not nobody else’s place to take it out, 
especially if you knew what was in there. 

 
With her experience working in a group home, Deborah has opinions about what 

Melanie should be doing to become truly independent.  For this reason, she is frustrated 

with her job as caregiver.  She referred to Melanie as her patient, and working with her 

as, "messing with her."  Deborah could not think of anything she liked in working with 

Melanie, although she did say later that the job was not that bad, just too intense.  She is 

frustrated with the lack of progress she feels Melanie is making.  Deborah does receive 

some satisfaction from her work,                                                                                                                          

The only thing good is that I know that I helped someone get through the day…at 
least start their day in a positive manner.  That’s the only thing that I can really 
say because that is just what I do for her just in the morning, you know, make sure 
that she gets to work on time and make sure that she is taking her shower and she 
looks maintained as a person that is fine.  

 
The Representative 
 
 During the interview, Melanie's mother acted as a representative by speaking to 

and for her daughter.  Melanie's consultant comments on her situation, 

…I’m not sure of the full range [of her disability], when you first meet somebody, 
it is hard to [know], you can read what it says on the paper, but how it affects the 
person and the person’s mobility can be different things.  Her mom seems very 
involved with the daughter in helping her pull this all together, but the daughter, is 
capable too.   I don’t have the daughter with the mom listed as the representative, 
but the mom was really more assertive just helping her and just getting her on [the 
program].  Her daughter signed all her own forms, and we went over the program, 
and she understood, how she could have certain money come back to her and use 
her other money for home care.  

 
 When asked how much Melanie understands about her care, the consultant 

responds, 

She seems capable, but she is very, I don’t know how to put it, she is very shy...I 
think she is used to her mom, a lot of her paperwork, I guess and she does go out.  
She works at the library there.  She is an active person.  She doesn’t just sit home.  
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Her mom is very, well she tried to get her integrated and involved in different 
things, but as far as, well it was hard for me to judge initially when I met her, 
what all her developmental disability cognitive issues were, so I think she seems 
capable.  She, answered appropriately…She had certain things, and I saw her 
apartment was very nicely kept, but she is into certain things of collecting things.  
In areas where she was very focused on, she seemed like she was a very focused 
individual.  She is kind of quiet or whatever, but other than that, I gathered when I 
met her that she was comprehending everything, it’s just a matter of just 
understanding her full disability issues.  That’s the only thing that I’m not sure 
about. 

 
Problems with the Personal Preference Program 
 
 According to Melanie's mother, at the beginning of the program there were many 

problems with incorrect and late checks. Also, since the family does not have relatives 

who assist in caring for Melanie they are forced to hire "outside," which is difficult.  

Many caregivers need to work a seven or eight hour shift and cannot afford to take a job 

for only fifteen hours a week. 

 Benefits of the Personal Preference Program 
 
 Brenda, the Easter Seals worker, describes why she likes the Personal Preference 

Program better than group homes, 

I like this better because at the group home, everything reports directly to the 
state.  In other words, chores, they don’t have a say so, the clients, they really 
have rights, but not really.  You say, these are the days that you do your chores.  
These are the days that you go to the grocery store.  These are the days that you 
cook.  They don’t really have a say so.  They are paying rent, but staff determines 
what happens each day, and I never understood that, so okay, they learn how to do 
chores and stuff like that, but when it comes to moving from there to their own 
apartment, they are back at square one because they were used to doing 
everything with a group and every thing was instructed by staff, and staff gives 
out medication, so now what do I do now?  I have to take my own meds.  I have 
to go to the pharmacy myself.  How do I get there?  How do I grocery shop?  I’m 
used to grocery shopping for ten people, you know.  I have never understood that, 
and you know, every little thing has to be documented… 
 
I like the program.  I tell everybody about it.  I tell everybody about it because it 
is the first time I ever heard of somebody being able to say okay, I have this 
amount of hours a week that I can pay you, my friend or my brother or my sister 
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and I can trust you and I know that you are going to do what you are supposed to 
do by me and will you come and work for me?  You can pick.  I never heard of 
that before where you can actually pick who you want to work for you and say 
this is what I need; this is what I can pay you a week; this is how many hours I 
can afford; you will get every two weeks and I have never heard of anything like 
it.  Never heard of anything like it, and I know a lot of people from the group 
home that would appreciate $10.00 an hour, but they are not going to get 
somebody to come for three hours because either they are on a morning shift from 
8:00 until 4:00 or they are on the evening shift, you know what I’m saying, and 
they don’t want to come up here, but most of them, they work.  They want to 
work seven or eight hours. 
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Discussion of Crosscutting Topics and Themes 
 
 The following material consists of topics of importance to consumers and their 

caregivers and the themes that emerged across the New Jersey stories.  The stories that 

illustrate the themes can be found in Appendix D. 

Family Context of Care 
 
 New Jersey consumers and their family care givers spoke about the importance of 

family care as a part of everyday life, a responsibility and something natural. Mrs. 

Summers’ (#1) daughter says that it is “natural” to help her mother.  Trust is an important 

component of the family caregiving relationship Mrs. Fernandez (#6) trusts her daughter 

to give her a bath.  Gilberto Santiago (#20) says that he can trust his father more than he 

would a stranger.  Mrs. Perez (#12) says that she gets confidence and respect from her 

daughter. 

 Consumers said that they could depend on care from family members because 

family members know what you need.  Gilberto Santiago (#20) describes how his father 

dresses him in baggy jeans and a hat turned backwards so he can "look good."  Having a 

family caregiver also allows consumers to have a normal schedule.   

 Many consumers mentioned that good relations were part of the family context of 

care.  Mrs. Nolan (#17) likes her family caregivers because, “I feel like they love me.”  

Mrs. Scholl (#5) says that she can depend on her daughter as a caregiver.  Her daughter 

says that “It is good just to be with my mother.”   

Community Context of Care 

 Community services and relationships were important to several consumers.  For 

example, medical transportation through a local seniors group or Social Services was 
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important to some consumers.  Religious support was also important.  Ms. Nguyen (#11) 

is involved with a local Vietnamese religious community.  Her caregiver says that caring 

for his former teacher is a spiritual duty and that she always prays for him.  Ms. Grasso 

(#22) is involved as an advocate and organizer for a consumers with disabilities group.  

Value of the Personal Preference Program 
 
 In discussing the value of the Personal Preference Program, many consumers 

mentioned that when they hire their own family or non-family caregivers, they know they 

will be cared for.  Mr. Maimoni (#4) says that he can pay his two non-family caregivers 

more than they make with an agency so they are more dependable and effective workers.  

Mrs. Blanco (#24) knows that she will get consistent care from her daughter.  Consumers 

also mentioned that they do not have to worry about agency workers and it is safer with 

no strangers in your house. 

 Choice is important to consumers.  Mr. Brown (#17) says that the Personal 

Preference Program is 200% better than what he had before.  He likes to choose a 

caregiver who will cook and clean in a way acceptable to him.  Flexible work schedules 

are an important value to both consumers and caregivers.  Mrs. Scholl (#5) appreciates 

being able to adjust the hours of care she needs from her daughter.  Mr. Gurov (#15) likes 

the freedom to choose the times he needs help from his father and having a normal 

schedule at home.  Flexibility in the use of the cash benefit is also important to 

consumers.  Mrs. Tyshenko (#14) appreciates being able to buy needed kitchen 

appliances.  Before the program, Mrs. Summers (#1) had to pay for every service such as 

cab rides and grocery shopping, now she has a family care giver who is able to provide 

her with all the help she needs. 
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 Consumers feel less stress on the Personal Preference Program.  Mr. Jackson 

(#19) feels that hiring his own caregiver “takes the pressure off.”  He does not have to 

have strangers in his home, he knows he will get good care from his wife, and the money 

helps the family.  Mrs. Scholl (#5) feels “peace of mind” because of the choice and 

flexibility allowed in the program.  Ms. Grasso (#22) says that the program keeps her out 

of a nursing home.  Mr. Gurov (#15) feels less of a burden to his father who he can pay as 

a caregiver.  Consumers discussed feeling “relieved,” and more relaxed and happy with 

the program.  

Alternate Uses of the Cash Benefit 
 
 In addition to paying for caregiving, consumers used their cash benefits in a 

variety of ways.  Medical equipment and supplies such as grab bars for the bath, a heart 

monitor and blood pressure cuff, and an electric bed were purchased or planned for 

purchase.  Mr. Brown (#17) buys supplementary drinks because, although he has 

unexplained weight loss, the HMO manager will not authorize the purchase of the drinks 

with his Medicaid card.  

 Consumers used the cash benefit for appliances such as a microwave and mixer, a 

refrigerator and a toaster oven.  Ms. Robinson (#10) wants to request a washer and dryer 

on her cash plan, but her consultant is concerned that because she does not live in her 

own apartment, her appliances may be appropriated by the owner of the house if she 

moves out.  Mrs. Taylor (#9) used her money for moving expenses and plans to purchase 

a vacuum.   

 Additional uses of the cash benefit illustrate the multiple needs of the consumers 

and their resourcefulness.  Mr. Maimoni (#4), who is a quadriplegic, uses his money to 
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pay someone to fix or move things.  Mrs. Ramirez (#8) bought a new door lock after an 

attempted break-in.  Mr. Maimoni (#4) and Ms. Grasso (#22) use part of their cash to pay 

for various computer equipment and voice recognition software.  The cash benefit is also 

used for transportation and laundry and cleaning equipment.  Mrs. Jackson (#19) buys 

cleaners and deodorants in caring for her husband who is a dialysis patient.  A family 

care giver and a representative discussed requesting an air conditioning unit for the 

consumer for health reasons.  Mr. Gandia’s (#21) representative purchased an insurance 

policy. 

 Consumers were not always clear about what they could purchase.  Mr. Nelson’s 

(#18) wife and representative thought that he needed an air conditioning unit, but 

wondered if this was a “basic need.”  Mrs. Jackson (#19), as caregiver for her husband, 

was reluctant to ask her husband to request needed items like a microwave and an air 

conditioning unit because they benefited her, too.  In one case, the consumer could not 

afford to buy an item and then wait to be reimbursed, as suggested by her consultant.    

Experiences with Agency Workers 
 
 Consumers told overwhelmingly negative stories about agencies and workers.    

The most common complaint about agency workers was that they did not do anything.  

Mrs. Dunne (#2) said that you had to ask the workers to do everything or they would do 

nothing.  Mr. Santiago (#20) said that agency workers “just come and say no.”  The 

workers who came to work with his son, who is a quadraplegic, could not transfer him, 

give medication, or suction him so his father had to do everything anyway.  Mrs. Scholl 

(#5) said that “Anything I asked them, they always had a no answer for.”  Agency 

workers would not take her for a walk or take her to the doctor’s office.  Mrs. Moreno 
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(#23) had an agency worker who filed her finger nails and watched TV.  Because she was 

not bathed properly she developed a rash.  Mrs. Fernandez’ family caregiver (#6) 

described how agency workers did as little work as possible.  They would not change 

sheets, but leave them for someone else to do, and would not comb her mother’s hair 

“because they did it yesterday.”  Mrs. Summers (#1) described agency workers who 

would do the minimum amount of work and leave her house after a half an hour.    

 Consumers described agency workers who came to their house drunk, sick, stole 

from them, and were rude.  Mr. Brown (#17) felt that agency workers had an attitude and 

were rude and uncooperative. Mrs. Robinson (#10) described an agency worker who was 

pregnant and refused to clean the floor.  Mrs. Robinson’s young daughter was 

hospitalized for two days after mistakenly taking medication an agency worker brought 

for herself.   In one of the most extreme cases, Mrs. Ramirez (#8) was left lying on the 

floor in her basement apartment because the substitute agency worker left when she did 

not answer the door.  Mrs. Ramirez’s daughter lived upstairs and spoke to the worker 

first.  Even though the worker knew about her mother’s condition she did not go even 

bother to go upstairs to tell the daughter that her mother had not answered the door, but 

left instead.  It was not until later that day, when her daughter came home from work that 

she heard her mother calling for help from her apartment. 

 Consumers complained that agency workers do not show up or the agency sends 

different people all the time.  Angela Grasso (#22) found that substitute agency workers 

often spoke poor English and could not understand her speech.  She also felt that agency 

workers were not adequately trained, but thought they knew best how to help her, and 

would not listen to how she wanted things done. Several consumers hired previous 
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agency workers who they liked, but they were happy not to deal with the agencies 

themselves.   

Isolation and Loneliness 
 
 Consumers expressed feelings of isolation and loneliness.  Some consumers feel 

that they need more contact with others.  Mr. Maimoni (#4) says that he gets 

claustrophobic if he can’t get out of bed and out of the house everyday.  Mrs. Dunne (#2) 

speaks of depression that comes from her isolation and lack of contact with other adults.   

Small Families 
 
 Consumers often were part of small families which added stress and burden to 

family caregivers and consumers who tried to take care of everything themselves.  Mrs. 

Scholl’s family caregiver described how her life was about “running, running, running,” 

caring for her own family and her mother.  The Gurov family (#15) includes only the 

consumer, his father, and his daughter as family.   

Living Conditions 

A notable feature of the lives of consumers in New Jersey is that many live in run-

down urban areas and in ethnic neighborhoods with poorly maintained houses.  

Interviews were conducted during very hot weather in late summer.  Some consumers 

lived in stiflingly hot apartments with no air conditioning, ventilation, or air circulation.  

Several apartments were particularly decrepit.  Mr. Maimoni (#4) lived in a windowless 

basement apartment.  His consultant was concerned about his living arrangements, which 

she felt was depressing, but he did not want to move.  Two consumers lived in apartments 

with barely functional kitchens.  Mrs. Summers (#1) used a small, dorm-sized refrigerator 

so her family caregiver had to shop for food everyday. 
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Cultural and Ethnic Differences 
 
 The purposive sample included Hispanic, Russian, Ukrainian, and Asian in 

addition to White and African American consumers.  “Russian” consumers included 

those of Russian, Latvian, and Ukrainian ethnicity.  Hispanic consumers included those 

of Dominican, Ecuadorian, Puerto Rican, and Salvadoran ethnicity.  There was also a 

consumer of Vietnamese and Greek ethnicity. 

 Consumers, caregivers, and consultants mentioned the importance of translation 

for consumers.  Mrs. Cirulis (#3) must have her family caregiver do all the 

communicating with her consultant.  The consultant often sends a letter to the family if 

she wants to talk to them so they can have an English speaking member call for the 

information.  Mrs. Perez’s family (#12) could not get their questions about the program 

answered until a Spanish speaking consultant was sent to their house. 

 Family caregivers were important because they shared culture and language 

abilities with the consumer.  Several consumers also wanted non-family caregivers who 

shared their culture and language.  Mrs. Tyshenko (#14) speaks English, but enjoys her 

friendship with her non-family Ukrainian caregiver who she describes as “full of 

culture.” 

 Family caregivers spoke of the cultural expectations of family care.  Mrs. 

Svertlova (#7) does not understand the interviewer’s question about the qualities she 

looks for in a caregiver because her son explains that she does not understand that the 

“the situation could be different,” that someone other than her son could be her caregiver.  

Manny Gandia’s representative (#21) described herself as a “typical immigrant’s 

daughter” who cared for her mother and brother her whole life. 
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Men as Caregivers 
 
 Seven consumers have male caregivers including fathers, sons and grandsons.  

Mrs. Dunne (#2) has her son’s tutor as a caregiver and Ms. Nguyen (#11) is cared for by 

her former student. 

Skills and Qualities of a Caregiver 

 Consumers discussed the skills and qualities needed to be a good caregiver.  

Consumers felt that it was important to trust the caregiver especially trusting that the 

caregiver would not steal.  Consumers also mentioned willingness to help, responsibility, 

reliability and dependability and “having the right attitude” as important for caregivers.  

Caregivers should enjoy helping people and not just rush in and then leave.  Several 

consumers also felt that practical skills like cooking, cleaning, and doing laundry were 

important for caregivers to posses. 

 Patience in caregivers was important to consumers as was cleanliness.  Additional 

qualities included personality and style of interaction described variously as being nice, 

cheerful, respectful, mature, polite, caring, kind, friendly, gentle, and having a “warm 

heart.” 

Personal Preference Consultants 
 
 Consultants vary in the amount of time and involvement they have with 

consumers.  Several consumers required extensive involvement and help.  Mr. Maimoni’s 

consultant (#4) had to help him one day when a caregiver did not show up and he could 

not get out of bed.   

  Some consumers described consultants as helpful and responsive.  Mrs. Scholl 

(#5) said that her consultant was good at calling back when she had a question.  One 
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consumer had a poor relationship with a consultant because frequent changes in 

caregivers resulted in extra paperwork, which irritated the consultant.  Mrs. Summers 

(#1) had difficulty contacting her consultant. 

 Several consumers mentioned language problems in interactions with their 

consultants.  Mrs. Dunne (#2) was “lost in the shuffle” according to her consultant 

because she lives in a Hispanic neighborhood and was assigned a Spanish speaking 

consultant, but does not speak Spanish.  The Moreno family (#23) described a conflict 

with an “American” lady and did not understand the program until they talked to a 

Spanish-speaking consultant.  The Blanco family (#24) has difficulty calling the program 

offices because they do not speak English.*   

*In response to criticisms of language accessibility, New Jersey program representatives point out that  they hire bilingual consultants 
and staff a bilingual phone line to accommodate non-english speaking consumers. 
 
Problems with the Personal Preference Program 
 
 The most common problem discussed by consumers was late checks for 

caregivers.*  Mr. Maimoni (#4) lost a caregiver because of late pay and many caregivers 

find it to be a hardship.  Checks are handled by a fiscal intermediary.  Some consumers 

reported that the fiscal intermediary was not responsive and had no staff that was able to 

speak Spanish.  One consultant commented that the fiscal intermediary handles problems 

more quickly if called by a consultant rather than a consumer.  Mrs. Jackson (#19) says 

that it is difficult to wait every two weeks for her pay.  Ms. Grasso’s non-family caregiver 

(#22) describes a timing problem with submitting time sheets, which often disrupts her 

pay.  Mrs. Taylor’s (#9) caregivers had difficulty cashing their checks at a bank because 

they did not have personal accounts there and Mrs. Taylor did not have enough money in 
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 her account to cover their checks.  Angela Grasso (#22) was not told that she could 

handle her own finances when she started the program.  She does not want to use the 

fiscal intermediary.  A consultant mentioned that the financial statements were hard to 

understand, a problem also described by consumers.   

 Consumers described several bureaucratic problems with the program.  A 

consultant mentioned that there were many problems in arranging worker’s compensation 

insurance for Mrs. Cirulis’ family caregiver (#3).  Mrs. Moreno’s daughter (#23) must 

continue with a homemaker job outside of the program because she does not want to lose 

her state license.  Mrs. Christofellis (#25) complained about the number of interviews and 

surveys required in the program.   

 A range of topics/themes emerged from interviews with consumers, their 

caregivers, and consultants. Major themes addressed included the family and community 

context of care, the value of the Personal Preference program, experiences with agency 

workers, and the skills and qualities of caregivers. Although these stories reflect a 

diversity of experiences, including problems with the program, consumers reported that 

they preferred the program to their previous arrangements. 

*New Jersey program representatives regularly review late check complaints and find by the postmarks that time sheets are submitted 
too late to meet the fiscal intermediary’s deadline.  New Jersey consumers may use their cash allowance to pay for express mail 
service when submitting time sheets for caregivers. 
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Appendix A 
 

Description of the Cash and Counseling Program 
 

Cash and Counseling: Demonstration and Evaluation of a Consumer-Directed 
Model for Long-Term Services 

 
University of Maryland National Program Office 

Kevin J. Mahoney, Ph.D. Project Director 
Lori Simon-Rusinowitz, Ph.D. Deputy Project Director 

 
 The Cash and Counseling Demonstration and Evaluation (CCDE) is a policy-

driven study of a consumer-directed approach to personal assistance services (PAS) for 

elders and younger adults with disabilities.  Funded by the U.S. Department of Health 

and Human Services (DHSS) and the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation (RWJF), this 

rigorous social experiment tests the use of the cash benefit to enhance Medicaid 

consumers’ ability to design PAS services that best meet their needs (while maintaining 

overall program budget neutrality).  Using their cash benefit, consumers choose who 

provides these very personal and essential services (help with bathing, eating, dressing, 

etc.), as well as when and how they are provided.  For example, consumers may hire a 

friend or relative, who knows their preferences, to help them on evenings or weekends 

when agency services may be unavailable.  Consumers are also able to use their benefit to 

buy other services that may increase their independence (e.g. transportation, home 

modifications, assistive devices).  Counseling and bookkeeping are offered to help 

consumers manage their services. 

 Working in partnership with federal agencies such as the Centers for Medicare 

and Medicaid (CMS) and Social Security Administration, this true public-private project 

compares the cash option with traditional, agency-delivered services.  The three 

demonstration states—Arkansas, Florida, and New Jersey—are offering the cash option 
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to elders (over 65 years old) and adults with disabilities (ages 18-64).  Children with 

developmental disabilities are also included in Florida.  Arkansas and New Jersey are 

cashing out services from the Medicaid optional personal care benefit, while Florida is 

including services from the state’s Home and Community-Based Services waiver. 

 The evaluation, conducted by Mathematica Policy Research, randomly assigns 

consumers interested in the cash option to treatment and control groups.  This 

comprehensive evaluation focuses on consumer’s service utilization and preferences, 

quality of care, and service costs as well as issues related to paid and informal workers.  

A process evaluation also documents how the cash option was implemented in each state 

and identifies environmental factors that can explain program effects.  Project counselors 

will also provide feedback on their experience with cash-option consumers.  Finally, a 

qualitative study in each demonstration state will provide an in-depth view of how the 

cash option team (consumer/representative, worker, and counselor) work together. 

 Phase I of this national demonstration began in October 1995 with selection of the 

evaluation contractor and demonstration states.  Phase II (October 1996-November 1998) 

included background research (focus groups and telephone surveys) to determine 

consumers’ preferences for a cash option or traditional services, completion of a HCFA 

Medicaid 1115 waiver application, coordination with other federal agencies regarding the 

impact of the cash benefit on eligibility for other major programs, and development of 

demonstration state infrastructures for outreach, counseling, and fiscal intermediary 

services.  Phase III began in December 1998 when Arkansas enrolled the first cash-option 

consumers.  Florida and New Jersey began enrollment in December 1999.  Arkansas 

completed enrollment in April 2001, while Florida and New Jersey completed enrollment 
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in June 2002. The first evaluation reports for Arkansas were available late 2002, and the 

remaining Demonstration evaluation reports will be completed by January 2005.  

The CCDE promises to expand our knowledge about the use of cash benefits—an 

ultimate form of consumer-directed PAS—and inform program administrators and 

policymakers about future direction for state and national long-term care policies.  We 

look forward to sharing study findings. 
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Appendix B 
 

New Jersey Case Selection Criteria 
  

Unit # Age 18-64 65-79 80+ Male Female Black White Hisp Asian F PCW N-F 
PCW 

Rep N-
Rep

Unit #1  x   X x    x  x  
Unit #2 x    X  x    x  x 
Unit #3  x   X  x   x   x 
Unit #4 x   x   x    x  x 
Unit #5 x    X  x   x   x 
Unit #6   x  X   x  x  x  
Unit #7   x  X  x   x   x 
Unit #8  x   X   x   x x  
Unit #9 x    X x    x x  x 

Unit #10 x     x     x  x 
Unit #11  x   X    x  x x  
Unit #12  x   X   x  x  x  
Unit #13  x   X x    x x x  
Unit #14   x  x  x    x  x 
Unit #15 x   x   x   x   x 
Unit #16 x    x x    x   x 
Unit #17 x   x  x     x  x 
Unit #18 x   x  x     x x  
Unit #19 x   x  x    x   x 
Unit #20 x   x    x  x  x  
Unit #21 x   x  x  x   x x  
Unit #22 x    x  x    x  x 
Unit #23   x  x   x  x  x  
Unit #24   x  x   x  x  x  
Unit #25 x    x  x    x  x 
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